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Preface

This volume contains many of the papers presented at the conference “Op-
timum Design 2000: Prospects for the New Millennium" held inCardiff, UK
on April 12th – 14th, 2000. The majority of the papers consider aspects of
optimum experimental design from the theoretical to applications. Many of
the optimisation problems arising in the optimum design theory in general and
the articles in this volume in particular, fall into the category of nonconvex,
including global, optimization.

The papers are organised in two sections. Since we are at the beginning
of a new millennium the first paper starts by looking back at the beginnings
of optimum experimental design in 1917 and sketches the development up to
Kiefer’s paper read to the Royal Statistical Society in 1959. This is the first
in a group of papers which we have labelled "Theory", which cover the more
general aspects, such as the properties and methods of construction of designs.
In the "Applications" section there are papers on sequential design problems
arising in the pharmaceutical industry and on the designs with discrete factors
which occur in agriculture. There are also papers on training neural networks,
on the efficient design of sampling methods, on design problems in mixtures,
arising from a study of glass manufacturing, and on the resistance of Brazilian
weeds to herbicides.

The number attending the meeting was deliberately limited to 50 in order
to encourage a workshop atmosphere and the exchange of ideas. The inter-
national nature of the conference is shown by the presence ofscientists from
15 countries. The attendance of people from so many countries, especially
those of Central Europe, was made possible by the generosityof our sponsor
SmithKline Beecham. The organisers are most grateful to this company and
especially to Dr. Darryl Downing for the financial support. We are also grate-
ful to the Royal Statistical Society for endorsing our conference, which was
organised under their auspices. The University of Cardiff and the capital city
of Wales provided an excellent environment not only for the formal sessions,
but also for those informal discussions which are such an important part of any
scientific conference. Photographs at the end of the book provide a glimpse
of two evenings of technical and social interaction. We are grateful to Patrick
Laycock of UMIST for making his photographs available.

The contributions to this volume have been selected by the editors from
those submitted for publication. All have been refereed and, where necessary,
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Englished. Four papers have discussions. We thank the referees and discussants
for their contributions to ensuring the quality of these proceedings.

We trust that this volume will be of interest to statisticians and the wider
scientific community and will serve to provide them with a view of the breadth
and excitement of work in what is currently a very active area.

Anthony Atkinson
Barbara Bogacka
Anatoly Zhigljavsky
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Chapter 1

SOMEHISTORYLEADINGTODESIGNCRITERIA
FOR BAYESIAN PREDICTION

Anthony C. Atkinson
Department of Statistics, London School of Economics

London WC2A 2AE, UK

a.c.atkinson@lse.ac.uk

V. V. Fedorov
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals

Valeri V Fedorov@sbphrd.com

Abstract After a short history of optimum design we develop design criteria for Bayesian
prediction in which a combined forecast is used

Keywords: D-optimality, discrimination between models

Introduction

The standard theory of optimum experimental design provides a simple,
clear and elegant approach for a well-defined problem with a single model. We
first review the history of the development of the theory for one model, before
recalling work on model discrimination and Bayesian design. We then derive
design criteria for Bayesian prediction in which the response of interest is a
weighted combination of predictions from fitted models.

At the beginning of a new millennium it is appropriate to glance backwards
at the history of optimum design, a subject which goes slightly further back into
the previous millennium than Kiefer (1959), the paper whichgave the subject
its current structure and focus. Some of the earlier historycan be gleaned
from Kiefer’s paper, who however, perhaps perversely, starts with a history of
topics he is not going to discuss. A history of statistical work on designed
experiments is presented by Atkinson and Bailey (2001) in a paper written to
celebrate the centenary ofBiometrika. They treat designs both for agricultural
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experiments, broadly those in which the factors are discrete, and those for
industrial experiments, in which the factors are continuous. We concentrate on
the latter and give a brief history design for regression models leading, via the
Equivalence Theorem, to algorithms for the construction ofdesigns for linear
and nonlinear models, in which the work of George Box and coauthors plays
a role. The alphabetic nomenclature for optimum designs wasintroduced by
Kiefer (1958). We tend to use it anachronistically.

The history starts with Smith (1918), an amazing paper whichwas 40 years
before its time. It gives G-optimum designs for polynomialsof order up to
six in a single variablex. The design regionX is known, withx between�1
and1. Finally the observational errors are independent, identically distributed
and additive, so that ordinary least squares is the appropriate estimation method.
For this well specified situation the author obtained the designs which minimise
the maximum variance of prediction for each polynomial overthe design region.
Not only were the optimum designs found, but they were provedto be optimum.
Other designs were considered, for example uniform designs, and the effect of
non-constant variance investigated. Kirstine Smith’s paper thus had all the
components needed to specify an optimum design: a model, a design region, a
design criterion and specification of the errors, components we have to specify
for our Bayesian prediction problem.

Smith’s paper seems not to have had much immediate impact. Wald (1943)
suggested the comparison of designs using the values of non-centrality parame-
ters for tests of hypotheses about all parameters. This criterion is impracticable,
since it depends on the values of the unknown parameters. As apractical re-
placement he was led to the generalized variance, equivalent to comparing the
determinants of the information matrix, and so introduced D-optimality. His
examples are of the efficiency of Latin and higher squares. For the designs
for one variable polynomials considered by Smith, de la Garza (1954), in a
paper without references, shows that it is only necessary toconsider the infor-
mation matrices of designs with trials atp + 1 points, wherep is the number
of parameters in the model, these points including the codedends of the design
region�1. Kiefer (1959) states that this is wrong, the result applying only
to continuous designs defined by a probability measure. Guest (1958) shows
that, for minimax variance (G-optimality), these design points are roots of an
equation in the derivatives of a Legendre polynomial. Hoel (1958) obtains the
same designs as minimising the generalized variance, and comments that his
designs are the same as those of Guest. Two years later Kieferand Wolfowitz
(1960) proved the equivalence ofG- andD-optimality and so showed that the
designs do indeed have to be the same.

Much of the structure of optimum designs for regression models was elu-
cidated by Elfving (1952) who considered regression in two variables without
a constant. He showed that, if both parameters are of interest, the design is
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supported on at most two or three points and gave geometricalarguments as to
why this is so. His design criterion was what became known asA–optimality.
He also comments that the points of the optimum design lie on an ellipsoid
which contains the design region, an insight further developed by Silvey and
Titterington (1973). Elfving’s results were almost immediately extended by
Chernoff (1953) who, following Wald, consideredD–optimality (and alsoDs–
optimality) for models which could be linear or asymptotically linear after a
Taylor series expansion.

Box and Lucas (1959) use these results of Chernoff, Elfving and Wald to find
locallyD-optimum designs for the single response of nonlinear models arising
in chemical kinetics and give a geometric interpretation ofD–optimality which
follows from that of Elfving. For designs in which the numberof observations
is equal to the number of parameters, which is usually the case with nonlinear
models, the optimum design maximizes the area of the simplexin the design
locus formed by the design points and the origin. Here the design locus is the
space of the parameter sensitivities, that is the partial derivatives of the response
with respect to the parameters of the model.

The designs of Box and Lucas are locally optimum. They therefore may
change as the parameter estimates change. Box and Hunter (1965) develop a
sequential strategy for updating the design one trial at a time as observations
become available. They give a Bayesian justification forD-optimality and
provide an analytical derivation of the best conditions forthe next trial. They
prove that trials should be added at the point where the variance of prediction
using the linearized model is a maximum, that is so suggestive of the equivalence
ofG- andD-optimality. It is a short step to consider the same sequential design
generation for linear models, into which the parameter values do not enter,
and so to obtain the algorithm for the sequential construction ofD–optimum
designs given by Fedorov (1972), a translation of a 1969 bookin Russian, and
by Wynn (1970). An early survey in English is that of Fedorov and Malyutov
(1972).

1. SEVERAL MODELS

The standard theory is concerned with a single model. Twokinds of extension
to design with more than one model are technically much in thesame vein:

1 If several models, or aspects of models, are of interest, the standard crite-
ria can be extended to compound criteria which are positively weighted
linear combinations of standard criteria, to which an equivalence theorem
applies (Atkinson and Cox, 1974; Läuter, 1974);

2 If interest is solely in choosing one model out of two, theT�optimum
designs of Atkinson and Fedorov (1975a) are appropriate. For more than
two models the more complicated sequential search of Atkinson and Fe-
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dorov (1975b) is available. Equivalence between certain model selection
problems and parameter estimation problems was initially discussed in
Wald (1943) and, later, in Fedorov and Khabarov (1986), who proved
equivalence for a range of different criteria.

We now consider two Bayesian developments. The first leads toadaptive de-
signs:

1 Box and Hill (1967) describe a Bayesian procedure for discriminating
between models which leads to the sequential updating of theprior prob-
abilities of the models. Fedorov and Pázman (1968) developed an adap-
tive procedure for simultaneous discrimination and parameter estimation.
There are however difficulties in the calculation of the probabilities of
models of differing dimension, which are described by O’Hagan (1994,
Ch. 7);

2 Chaloner and Larntz (1989) derive Bayesian optimum designs in which
the locally optimum design criterion for linearised modelsis replaced by
its expectation over the prior distribution of the parameters. There are
several examples of the use of such criteria in this volume. Chaloner and
Verdinelli (1995) review Bayesian experimental design, using decision
theory to unify the development of many criteria.

In this paper we try to be completely within the framework of Bayesian
prediction as in Hoeting et al. (1999), where all models are used to predict the
behaviour of the response.

2. BAYESIAN PREDICTION OF THE RESPONSE

Let yT = (y1; : : : ; yN ) be a vector ofN independent observations,�T =(�(x1); : : : ; �(xN )) and letp(yj�) = NYi=1 p(yij�(xi)) ; Efyj�g = � :
In general the function�(x) may coincide with one ofK functions�1(x); : : : ;�K(x). For the moment we consider the case of two possible regression models
and assume that �(x) = �a1(x)�1�a2 (x); (1.1)

where the prior distribution ofa is Be(�), with �1(x) = �Tf(x) and�2(x) =T g(x). The form of (1.1) assumes that the model generating the observations
is selected from two possible models accordingly to a Bernoulli rule. The
conditional distribution of the observations can then be writtenp(yj�; ; a) = pa(yj�TF )p1�a(yjTG) ;
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whereF = ff(xi)gN1 andG = fg(xi)gN1 are the matrices of carriers in the
two models.

Not only do we have a mixture of models, we also have prior distributions
of the parameters. Let the joint prior distribution bep(�; ; a) = �a(1� �)1�apa(�)p1�a();
when the marginal distribution of the observations isp(y) = � Z d� p(yj�TF )p(�) + (1� �)Z d p(yjTG)p()= �Np1(y) + (1� �N )p2(y);
where p1(y) = Z d� p(yj�TF )p(�); p2(y) = Z d p(yjTG)p();�N = �p1(y)=p(y):
A discussion of the care that needs to be taken in assigning prior distributions
to regression models and their parameters is given by O’Hagan (1994, Ch. 7).

There are two possible motivations for Model (1.1). In the first it is assumed
that there are two populations (for instance, males and females) of sizes propor-
tional to� and1 � � correspondingly. The observationsy are collected from
only one subject sampled at random from the mixture of these two populations.
Another motivation is the "real" Bayesian approach, in which the probability�
is understood as a measure of prior belief in Model1.

If, as in O’Hagan (1994, Ch. 1), we use quadratic loss as a measure of the
precision of prediction then the best predictor (or the Bayes estimator with
quadratic loss) of the response at the pointx is��(x) = Ef�(x)jyg = �N ��1(x) + (1� �N )��2(x); (1.2)

where ��1(x) = Z d� �T f(x)p(�jy); p(�jy) = p(yj�TF )p(�)p1(y) ;
with a similar definition for��2(x). To derive (1.2) we use the Bayes formulap(�; ; ajy) = p(yj�; ; a)p(�; ; a)p(y) :

The variance of this prediction isVarf�(x)jyg = Ef[�a1 (x)�1�a2 (x)� ��(x)℄2jyg



8= �N (1��N )[��1(x)���2(x)℄2+�NVar1f�1(x)jyg+(1��N )Var2f�2(x)jyg;
which extends straightforwardly in the case ofK populations toVarf�(x)jyg = KXj;k �Nj�Nk(��j(x)� �k(x))2 + KXj �NjVarjf�j(x)jyg= KXj �Nj [(��j(x)� ��(x))2 +Varjf�j(x)jyg℄: (1.3)

A similar expression may be derived forE[�(x) � ��(x)℄[�(x0)� ��(x0)℄: (1.4)

All criteria used in this paper are based on (1.3) although derivation of more
complicated criteria based on (1.4) is relatively straightforward.

3. DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OPTIMALITY
CRITERIA

Let us assume that a practitioner is interested in the response function over the
regionX�. Then it is natural for a pessimist to describe the precisionmeasure
of the predicted response bymaxx2X� Varf�(x)jyg; (1.5)

while a more optimistic practitioner would probably be satisfied if the quantityD(y; x1; : : : ; xN ) = ZX� dxVarf�(x)jyg= KXj=1 �Nj ZX� dx [(��j(x)� ��(x))2 +Varjf�j(x)jyg℄: (1.6)

were small enough.
Both of the preceding criteria depend upon the vectory, that is obviously

unknown before the experiment. So, to proceed with optimum design, we have
either to use some sequential adaptive methods or to replace(1.5) and (1.6)
by quantities which do not includey. In what follows we use only the second
approach. To operate within that approach an assumption on linearity with
respect to unknown parameters will be needed. In addition weassume the
normality of all prior distributions and distributionsp(yij�(xi)) and we also
assume the independence of theyi.
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Introducing E: : : = Z : : : p(y)dy
we may replaceVarf�(x)jyg byEfVarf�(x)jygg. The latter does not depend
on the observationsy and the optimization problemmin� EfVarf�(x)jygg (1.7)

can be considered. Unfortunately, integrating outy is not a trivial problem for
any practically reasonable collection of models. One may verify thatVarjf�j(x)jyg = fTj (x)[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1fj(x); (1.8)

whereMj(�) = ��2 ZX �(dx) fj(x)fTj (x); Uj = ZX� dxfj(x)fTj (x) :
Observing thatKXj �Nj(��j(x)� ��(x))2 � KXj �Nj(��j(x)� ���(x))2 ;
where���(x) =PKj=1 �j���j(x); ���j(x) = R d� �Tf(x)p(�j�); and� = Efyg ;
we conclude thatEfVarf�(x)jygg = Ef KXj �Nj [(��j(x)� ��(x))2 +Varjf�j(x)jyg℄g� KXj �j[(���j(x)� ���(x))2 + fTj (x)[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1fj(x)℄ : (1.9)

Correspondingly
(�) = trUj[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1 � EfDg = EfZX� dx Varjf�j jygg� ZX� dx KXj �j[(���j(x)����(x))2+trUj [NMj(�)+D�1j ℄�1 = �(�) : (1.10)

Thus, we have found lower and upper bounds for the criterionEfZX� dx Varjf�j jygg
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which do not depend upon the observations and can be minimized with respect
to � prior to an experiment.

The term
PKj �j(���j(x) � ���(x))2 may be viewed as the average variance

between models while the second term,
PKj �jtrUj[NMj(�) + D�1j ℄�1, is

the average variance within models. The latter is a special case of a com-
pound linear criterion. It can be shown that both

PKj �j(���j(x) � ���(x))2 andPKj �jtrUj[NMj(�) + D�1j ℄�1 are convex functions of� and therefore all
the results of optimal design theory can be applied: see Atkinson and Donev
(1992), Fedorov and Hackl (1996) and Pukelsheim (1993).

Although the upper bound�(�) can be improved the resulting formulae are
quite complicated and do not significantly change the approach. Theoretically
it is expedient to construct designs minimizing
(�) and�(�) and then to look
for some compromise design. For practical needs it is probably sufficient to find
only �� = argmin� �(�) to guarantee that the average variance of prediction
is of a reasonable magnitude.

Averaging is more difficult for criterion (1.5). From the convexity of the
"max"-function, Jensen’s inequality, (1.3) and (1.8), it follows thatEfmaxx2X�Varf�(x)jygg � KXj �jfTj (x)[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1fj(x) : (1.11)

We have not been able to find a upper bound forEfmaxx2X� Varf�(x)jygg.
As a conclusion to this section we recommend minimization of(1.11) which,
at least, assures a small value of the maximum of the "within"model variance
overX� .

4. SHANNON INFORMATION

The criteria introduced in the previous section may be considered as general-
izations of criteria related to different functions of the variance of the response
function. If interest is in the parameters defining the response, the D-criterion
is a popular choice in the single model case. In the Bayesian approach this cri-
terion is closely related to the Shannon information of the posterior distribution
of the parameters. A similar criterion may be proposed for several compet-
ing models. This idea was first explored by Fedorov and Pazman(1968) and,
recently, by Sebastiani and Wynn (2000) in another setting.

From the definition of the Shannon information (e.g. Cover and Thomas,
1991) manipulations similar to those in the previous section, combined with
the Bayesian calculus, lead to�(y) = KXj=1 �Nj�j(y) + KXj=1 �Nj ln�Nj ; (1.12)
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where �j(y) = Z d� p(�jjy) ln p(�jjy) :
Under the assumptions of normality and linearity�j(y) = 12 ln jNMj(�) +D�1j j+ const (1.13)

and �Nj � exp(�s2Nj=2)(2�)(N+mj )=2j�N + F Tj DjFj j� exp(�s2Nj=2)(2�)(N+mj )=2jDj j1=2jNMj(�) +D�1j j1=2 ; (1.14)

where f�Ngii = �2=ri; ri = N�(xi);s2Nj = min�j ��2 NXi=1 [yi � �Tj fj(xi)℄2 ; Fj = ffj(xi)gN1 :
Again,�(y) depends on the observationsy and we need to introduce�� =Ef�(y)g in order to be able to select a design prior to an experiment. If �0 is

the prior information, then from (1.12) and the convexity ofthe functiont ln t
it follows that��(�)��0 � 12 KXj=1 �j ln jNMj(�) +D�1j j = �12 KXj=1 �j ln jD�1j j = �(�) :

(1.15)
Once more we are faced with a criterion which is a particular case of compound
D-optimality, with weights coinciding with the prior probabilities of the com-
peting models. As in the Kiefer equivalence theorem it can beverified that the
two optimization problems�� = argmin� maxx2X KXj �jfTj (x)[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1fj(x)
and �� = argmax� �(�)
are equivalent; see (1.11).
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5. OPEN PROBLEMS� We have not managed to derive any reasonable upper bounds forthe cri-
terionEfmaxx2X� Varf�(x)jygg which depend in a constructive way on the
variance between models. Optimization of the lower bound may sometimes
give a design which is good for the original criterion. Despite this caveat, the
optimization leads to sound practical results when compared with those of Box
and Hill (1967) and of Meyer et al. (1996). Only designs minimizing the upper
bound can guarantee that the value of the criterion is not greater than a known
level.� If �2=N ! 0, the average increment of information� will be approxi-
mately defined by the function'(x; �N ) = KXj=1 �Nj[dj(x;N) + (��Nj(x)� ��(x))2℄ ; (1.16)dj(x;N) = fTj (x)[NMj(�) +D�1j ℄�1fj(x) :
See Fedorov and Pazman (1968) and Sebastiani and Wynn (2000). Fedorov
and Pazman proposed an adaptive design based on (1.16) in whichxN+1 = argminx2X '(x; �N ): (1.17)

While simulations show that the adaptive procedure works well, not only at each
step but also asymptotically, there are no rigourous results on its asymptotic
behaviour. The similarity (both formal and in interpretation) of the function'(x; �) to the celebrated functiond(x; �) from Kiefer’s equivalence theorem
makes us expect the equivalence the following optimizationproblems:max� ��(�) and min� maxx2X EfVarf�(x)jygg ;
the latter expression occurring also in (1.9).
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Abstract This paper studies the optimal experimental design for the evaluation of an ex-
tremum point of a quadratic regression function of one or several variables. Ex-
perimental designs which are locally optimal for arbitrarydimensionk among all
approximate designs are constructed (although fork > 1 an explicit form proves
to be available only under a restriction on the location of the extremum point).
The result obtained can be considered as an improvement of the last step of the
well-known Box-Wilson procedure.

Introduction

Let us consider the problem of optimal design for estimatingthe point of
extremum —�2=2�3 in the quadratic regression modelyi = �1 + �2xi + �3x2i + "i; i = 1; : : : ; n;
whereyi is the result of an observation at pointxi 2 [�1; 1℄ andf"ig are i.i.d.
random values such thatE"i = 0 andE"2i = 1.

This problem is a nonlinear one. There exist a few standard approaches
to such problems: sequential, minimax, Bayesian and locally optimal. All
these approaches have been implemented for the above model.Ford and Sil-
vey (1980) and M̈uller and P̈otscher (1992) considered sequential procedures,
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Mandal (1978), Chaloner (1989), Mandel and Heiligers (1992), Müller (1995)
and Müller and Pazman (1998) studied the problem from Bayesian orminimax
points of view.

Locally optimal designs were considered by Fedorov and Müller (1997). The
authors of that paper investigated also the multivariate regression model. They
suggested to use a known reparametrization of the problem that allows to obtain
a convenient representation of the information matrix (thereparametrization
was also used by Chatterjee and Mandal (1981), Buonaccorsi and Iyer (1986)
and others).

The present paper can be considered as a further developmentof this ap-
proach. We consider the multivariate quadratic regressionmodel on the hy-
percube[�1; 1℄k. We find, analytically, locally optimal designs for this model
under a restriction on the location of the extremum point. More precisely, our
analytical solution is appropriate if the extremum point belongs to the hypercube[�1=2; 1=2℄k.

This problem can be considered as part of a more general problem, that of
extremum point evaluation for a function of general form. Tobe specific, we will
consider estimation of the minimum point. Investigation ofthis problem was
initiated in the well-known paper by Box and Wilson (1951). The approach
to the problem, elaborated in that paper, is based on the combination of the
steepest descent technique with methods of planning factorial experiments.
Box and Wilson suggested that experiments be performed in the vicinity of a
certain basic point, according to a complete or fractional factorial design from
which a linear model can be built using the resulting observations. If this model
proves to be adequate, it gives an unbiased estimate of the function gradient.
A few test steps are then performed in the direction of the antigradient until a
decrease in the measured values of the function is observed.The last successful
point is taken as a new basic point and so on. In the vicinity ofan extremum
point the linear model will be inadequate and, when this occurs, a quadratic
model can be built for the final estimation of location of the extremum point.

A review of some other approaches to this general problem canbe found in
Pronzato and Walter (1993).

The analytical solutionelaborated in the present paper canbe used to optimize
the last stage of the Box–Wilson procedure. The formal outline of the problem
is given in Sections 1 and 2. Further, in Section 3, we formulate our basic
results. A short discussion is given in Section 4. Proofs of the basic results are
concentrated in the Appendix.

1. PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a quadratic function of several variables:�(x) = �(x;A; �; ) = xTAx+ �Tx+ ; (2.1)
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whereA is a positive definitek � k matrix,� is ak dimensional vector, is a
real number. This function attains, as is well known, its minimal value equal to =  � �TA�1�=4 at the pointx = x� = b = �12A�1�:

Suppose the function can only be measured with a random errorat design
pointsx belonging to the hypercubeX = [�1; 1℄k. More precisely, let the
experimental results at the design pointsx(i), i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, x(i) 2 X be
described by the equationyi = �(x(i); A; �; ) + "i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; (2.2)

wheref"ig are random errors such thatE"i = 0, E"i"j = 0 i 6= j,E"2i = �2,i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Elements of the matrixA and of the vector� as well as are unknown. It

is required to construct an estimate of the vectorx� = b and to find an optimal
(in a sense to be yet defined) experimental design� = fx(1); : : : ; x(n);m1; : : : ;mng;
wherex(i) 2 X andmi > 0 are respectively the design point and the proportion
of the total number of available experiments to be performedat that design point,
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, with

Pni=1mi = 1.

2. THE APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

Rewrite the regression function in the form��(x; �) = (x� b)TA(x� b) + ; (2.3)

where� = (b1; : : : ; bk; a11; : : : ; akk; a12; : : : ; a1k; a23; : : : ; ak�1k; )T ;b = �12A�1�;  =  � �TA�1�=4:
This function depends on parametersb1; : : : ; bk in a nonlinear way. We apply

to our case well-known results for nonlinear models.
Let � = fx(1); : : : ; x(n);m1; : : : ;mng be an experimental design. Consider

the matrix M(�) =  nXl=1 ���(x(l); �)��i ���(x(l); �)��j m(l)!ri;j=1 ;r = k + k(k + 1)=2 + 1.
An immediate calculation givesM(�) = � 2A 00 I � �M(�)� 2A 00 I � ;
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whereI is the identity matrix,�M(�) = �M (�; b) = nXl=1 f(x(l))fT (x(l))ml;f(x) = f(x; b) = �(b1 � x1); : : : ; (bk � xk); (x1 � b1)2; : : : ; (xk � bk)2;(x1 � b1)(x2 � b2); : : : ; (xk�1 � bk�1)(xk � bk); 1)T :
Note that forn = r we havedet �M(�; b) = det �M(�; 0). This can be

verified through the equality�M(�; b) = F TF;whereF = �pmjfi(x(j))�ri;j=1
and linear transformations of columns of the matrixF . Then, withn � r,
the Binet-Cauchy formula states thatdet �M(�; b) 6= 0 for an arbitraryb ifdet �M(�; 0) 6= 0.

An arbitrary design� will be called anonsingulardesign ifdet �M(�; 0) 6= 0.
From the above remark we havedet �M(�; b) 6= 0 for an arbitrary vectorb if the
design� is a nonsingular design.

Consider the (nonlinear) least squares estimate of the vector � for the regres-
sion function (2.3): �̂ = argmin� NXl=1 ���(x(l); �)� yl�2 : (2.4)

Since��(x; �) = �(x;A; �; ) we havêb = �12 �A�1 ��; where �A is the matrix
consisting of least squares estimates of elements of the matrix A in the linear
regression function�(x;A; �; ) under the equation (2.2) and�� is the similar
estimate for�. Thus the construction of the estimate�̂ is easy.

At the same time we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1. Let � be an arbitrary nonsingular design and̂� be deter-

mined by (2.4), wherey1; : : : ; yN are results obtained fromNmj experiments
at pointx(j), j = 1; : : : ; n: Then�̂ is a strongly consistent estimate for� and

withN !1 the vector
pN(�̂��) has asymptotically the normal distribution

with zero expectation and the covariance matrixD�̂ = �2M�1(�):
This proposition is a particular case of results obtained inJennrich (1969).
Rewrite the matrix�M(�) in the block form�M(�) = � M1 MT2M2 M3 � ;

whereM1 is ak � k matrix. LetMs =Ms(�) =M1 �XTM3X;
whereX = M�13 M2 if the matrixM3 is nonsingular andX is an arbitrary
solution of the equationM3X =M2 otherwise. It is known (Karlin & Studden,
1966,x10.8) thatMs does not depend on the choice of the solution.
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Let � = ��1 + (1 � �)�2, where�1 is a nonsingular design and�2 is an
arbitrary design,0 < � < 1. Then the covariance matrix of

pN(b̂� b), whereb̂ is the nonlinear least squares estimate of the vectorb, takes the formDb̂(�) = �24 A�1M�1s (�)A�1:
Definition 2.1. Any design�2 minimizing the magnitudelim�!0 detDb̂(�) = ��24 �k (detA)�2 detM�1s (�2; b)

for a fixed valueb = b(0) will be called a locally optimal design for estimating
an extremum point of the regression function (2.1).Note that the locally optimal
design depends onb and does not depend on the true values ofA and.

It is evident that for largeN the majority of experiments should be performed
in accordance with a locally optimal design whereb(0) is the current estimate
of the vectorb.

The problem of finding locally optimal designs is equivalentto the problemdetMs(�; b) ! max�; where the maximum is taken over all (approximate)
designs andb = b(0). The remainder of the paper considers the solution of this
problem.

3. BASIC RESULTS

Let k be an arbitrary natural number andb = b(0) 2 Int[�1; 1℄k . Consider
all hyperparallelepipeds with centre at the pointb inscribed in the hypercube[�1; 1℄k and take the maximal one. Let�� be the experimental design that
consists of all vertices of this hyperparallelepiped with equal weights,ml =1=n, l = 1; : : : ; n, n = 2k.

Our basic result is the following theorem:

Theorem 1. For an arbitrary k, the design�� described above is a locally
optimal design for estimation of an extremum point of the regression function
(2.1) if and only ifjbij � 12 , i = 1; 2; : : : ; k.

The result of Theorem 1 for the casek = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The exact analytical solution given by Theorem 1 allows us tostudy the

efficiency of the locally optimal design. This design is moreaccurate than the
usualD-optimal design for the estimation of all parameters of the regression
function (2.1). For example, supposeb = (12 ; : : : ; 12 )T . In this case we needsk times less observations to receive the same accurancy underdimensionk,
wheres1 = 1:5, s2 � 1:78, s3 � 2:08, s4 � 2:38, s5 � 2:68. We see that the
efficiency of the locally optimal design increases withk.
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Figure 2.1 Points of the design�� for k = 2.

Note that the design�� corresponds to the full factorial design. Fork � 4 it
is possible to construct a locally optimal design with the number of points less
than2k. Assume thatk � 4. Let � be a natural number such that2��1 � k; � � k: (2.5)

Letz(1); : : : ; z(n),n = 2� be distinct vertices of the hypercube[�1; 1℄� . Assign
to the numberj = � + 1; : : : ; k a vector(j1; : : : ; j�) whose components are
distinct numbers from the setf1; : : : ; �g, with � an odd number,� � 3. The
assignment is such that distinct vectors correspond to distinct numbers, which
is possible since the number of the distinct vectors equals[�=2℄Xi=2 C2i�1� = 2��1 � � � k � �:
Introduce the vectors~z(i) = (~z(i)1; : : : ; ~z(i)k)T , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n,~z(i)j = z(i)j ; j = 1; : : : ; �;~z(i)j = z(i)j1 : : : z(i)j� ; j = � + 1; : : : ; k:
Now consider the vectorsx(i) = (x(i)1; : : : ; x(i)k)T , i = 1; : : : ; n, which are
vertices of the hyperparallelepiped described above and correspond to the vec-
tors ~z(i) in such a way thatsign(x(i)j � bj) = sign(~z(i)j); i = 1; : : : ; n = 2� ,j = 1; : : : ; k. Let �+ = fx(1); : : : ; x(n); 1n; : : : ; 1ng:
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Theorem 2. If b 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄k, and k � 4, then�+ is a locally optimal
design for the estimation of an extremum point of the function (2.1).

Note that withk satisfying the inequality (2.5) we can construct a locally
optimal design�+ with n = 2� distinct points. Let�� be the minimal number
satisfying (2.5) for a givenk, and setn�(k) = 2� . It seems important that whenk increases the corresponding valuen�(k) increases very slowly. For example,
with 5 � k � 10 we haven�(k) = 16.

4. DISCUSSION

Consider the results obtained in the context of the Box-Wilson procedure.
It is evident that at the last stage of this procedure we have already a rough
estimate of the extremum point and it is only necessary to make it more exact.

If the extremum point lies rather far from the boundary of thedesign region,
it is reasonable to use the design��1 + (1 � �)�2, where�1 is the usualD-
optimal design and�2 is the locally optimal design given by Theorem 1. It can
be shown that the asymptotically best value of� is � = ��=pN , where��
does not depend onN .

However the calculation of�� is reasonably combined in practice with the
elaboration of a sequential procedure . This problem exceeds the scope of the
present article and will be considered elsewhere. If the extremum point is close
to the boundary, or outside the design region, our approach can also be applied.
However, in this case, Theorem 1 does not give a locally optimal design. This
also will be the subject of further study.

5. APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1
Introduce the notationf (1)(x) = f (1)(x; b), f (2)(x) = f (2)(x; b),f (1)(x; b) = (b1 � x1; : : : ; bk � xk)T ;f (2)(x; b) = �(x1 � b1)2; : : : ; (xk � bk)2 ;(x1 � b1)(x2 � b2); : : : ; (xk�1 � bk�1)(xk � bk); 1)T ;ds(x; �;X) = �f (1)(x)�XT f (2)(x)�T M�1s (�)�f (1)(x)�XT f (2)(x)� :

Note that for a fixedb = b(0), the matrix �M(�) coincides with the informa-
tion matrix for the linear regression function��T f(x; b). Therefore a locally
optimal design for estimation of an extremum point of the regression function
(2.1) is a truncatedD-optimal design for estimation of the firstk parameters
of the regression function��Tf(x; b) andvice versa. We can apply the corre-
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sponding equivalence theorem from Karlin & Studden, 1966,x10.8, which we
reformulate in a form convenient for our purpose:

Lemma 5.1. The following definitions are equivalent:
1) a design~� maximizesdetMs(�),
2) there exists a matrixX such thatM3(~�)X =M2(~�); maxx ds(x; ~�;X) = k:

Besides, if one of these conditions is fulfilled thends(~x(i); ~�;X) = k; (i =1; : : : ; n) where~x(i), i = 1; : : : ; n are the points of the design~�.
Consider now the design��. Due to the symmetry properties of the hyper-

cube, we can restrict consideration to the caseb 2 [0; 1℄k. It is easy to verify
that M1(��) = diagf(1� b1)2; : : : ; (1� bk)2g; M2 = 0; Ms =M1;M3 = M3(��) = 0� GT1G1 0 GT10 G2 0G1 0 1 1A ;
whereG1 = ((1� b1)2; : : : ; (1 � bk)2) is a row vector, andG2 = 4diagf(1� b1)2(1� b2)2; : : : ; (1� bk�1)2(1� bk)2g
is a diagonal matrix of sizek(k � 1)=2 � k(k � 1)=2.

LetXT =  diag� 12(1� b1) ; : : : ; 12(1� bk)� ; O;��1� b12 ; : : : � 1� bk2 �T! ;
whereO is the zero matrix of sizek � k(k � 1)=2. ThenM3X =M2 = 0 (2.6)

and ds(x; ��;X) = kXi=1 s2i (xi);
where si(xi) = (xi + 1� 2bi)2 � 2(1� bi)22(1� bi)2 :

The functionsi(xi) is a quadratic polynomial ands0i(xi) = 0 with xi =2bi � 1. Since forbi 2 [0; 1=2℄ we haves2i (1) = 1; s2i (2bi � 1) = 1; s2i (�1) = �1� 2bi(1� bi)2�2 � 1;
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thenmaxxi2[�1;1℄ s2i (xi) = 1 andmaxx2[�1;1℄k d(x; ��;X) = k. Therefore,
from Lemma 5.1, the design�� is a locally optimal design under the conditionb 2 [0; 1=2℄k .

Now let1 � bi > 1=2 for somei = i�. Suppose that�� is a locally optimal
design. An arbitrary solution of equation (2.6) has the formXT = (W T ...O...V );
whereW = (wij)ki;j=1 is an arbitrary matrix,O is the zero matrix of sizek � k(k � 1)=2 andV =  � kXi=1 wi1(1� bi)2; : : : ;� kXi=1 wik(1� bi)2!T :
Therefore the functionds(x; ��;X) is of the formkXi=18<:0�bi � xi � kXj=1wji �(xj � bj)2 � (1� bj)2�1A2 =(1 � bi)29=; :
For an arbitraryj = 1; : : : ; k, consider the pointsx(1) = (2b1�1; : : : ; 2bk�1)
andx(2) = (2b1 � 1; : : : ; 2bj�1� 1; 1; 2bj+1 � 1; : : : ; 2bk � 1). From Lemma

5.1ds(x; ��;X)0xi = 0 for x = x(1) and arbitraryi = 1; : : : ; k and forx = x(2)
andi 6= j. From this it follows thatwij = 0 for i 6= j andwii = 1=(2(1� bi)).
Therefore,ds(x; ��) > k at the point�x = (�x1; : : : ; �xk)T , where�xi = �jbij=bi,i = i� and�xi = 2bi � 1 otherwise. This contradicts our supposition. Hence,
in this case,�� is not a locally optimal design.

Proof of Theorem 2
It was shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that the conditionsM1(�) = diagf(1� jb1j)2; : : : ; (1 � jbkj)2g;M2(�) = O (2.7)

are sufficient for local optimality of the design� if b 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄k. Now let� = 1; : : : ; �; j1; : : : ; j� 2 f1; : : : ; �g, n = 2� . Introduce vectorsw(j1;:::;j�) 2Rn by the formulaw(j1;:::;j�)i = z(i)j1 : : : z(i)j� ; i = 1; : : : ; n:
It is easy to check that all these vectors are orthogonal to the vector(1; : : : ; 1).
Therefore, nXi=1 z(i)j1 : : : z(i)j� = 0; � = 1; : : : ; �;
if � = 1 or � � 2 and at least two of the numbersj1; : : : ; j� are distinct.

From these relationships we can verify by an immediate calculation that
conditions (2.7) are satisfied for the design� = �+ .
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Abstract Different approaches to experimental design in the presence of systematic error
are considered. Randomisation of designs allows us to studythe problems from a
unified viewpoint. Some new results concerning random replication in the linear
regression model are elucidated.
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Introduction

Consider the classical formulation of the regression problem. Suppose that a
random function�(x),x 2 X � Rs, can be measured (observed) at some given
pointsxi from X , i = 1; 2; : : : ; N , �i = �(xi); and the expectationE(�=x)
can be represented, exactly or approximately, in the formE(�=x) = f(x) �= mXj=1 �j�j(x): (3.1)

Herem � N , �j are parameters, with the�j(x) determined and linearly inde-
pendent onX . We discuss the simplest case�(x) = f(x) + "; E"(x) � 0;E"i"k = � �2 i = k "i = "(xi)0 i 6= k i; k = 1; : : : ; N:
The experimental design problem in this case has been studied in detail sup-
posing that the equality (3.1) is exact and that the parameters �j are estimated
by least squares. As is well known, a set of pointsx1; : : : ; xN or a measure
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on X are called an experimental design (exact design or continuous design,
respectively).

The problem of optimal experimental design is in essence multicriterial.
Usually some compromise criterion is chosen. If the equality (3.1) is not exact
then the resulting systematic error can also be reflected in acorresponding
compromise criterion.

Suppose estimatorŝ�j of parameters�j can be represented by the Cramer
formula�̂j = det k[�1; �l℄; : : : ; [�j�1; �l℄; [�; �l℄; [�j+1; �l℄; : : : ; [�m; �l℄kml=1detk[�k; �l℄kmk;l=1 : (3.2)

Here, for any given pointsxi, [f; g℄ is[f; g℄ = 1N NXi=1 f(xi)g(xi):
Suppose also that the determinantdet k[�k; �l℄kmk;l=1 is nonzero. After some

transformations we can represent�̂j in the form �̂j = NPi=1 �i ti;j(x1; : : : ; xN )
whereti;j(x1; : : : ; xN ) =det k[�1; �l℄; : : : ; [�j�1; �l℄; 1N �l(xi); [�j+1; �l℄; : : : ; [�m; �l℄kml=1det k[�i; �j ℄mi;j=1 : (3.3)

Thus the estimator̂f (x)of the regression functionf(x)onX can be represented
as f̂(x) = mXj=1 �̂j�j(x) or f̂(x) = NXi=1 li(x)�i; (3.4)

where li(x) = mXj=1 �j(x) ti;j(x1; : : : ; xN ): (3.5)

Note that from (3.4) it follows thatf̂(x) = NXi=1 li(x) f(xi) + NXl=1 li(x)"i: (3.6)

If we letQ = (x1; : : : ; xN ) we haveE(f̂(x)=Q) = NXi=1 li(x)f(xi) and D(f̂(x)=Q) = �2 NXi=1 l2i (x):
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The value R(x;Q) = f(x)�Ef̂(x) (3.7)

is the systematic error.
In the classical statement of the problem of experimental design one supposes

that E (f̂(x)=Q) = f(x) i.e.R(x;Q) � 0: (3.8)

An example of an optimality criterion isE0�ZX (f(x)� f̂(x))2dx=Q1A ; (3.9)

known asI-optimality. The transition from an exact design(x1; : : : ; xN ) to

the corresponding continuous design is performed by�(dx) = 1N NPi=1 Æxi(x);
whereÆxi(x); is aÆ-measure concentrated at the pointxi. In the general case the

continuous design is�(dx) = NPi=1 piÆxi(x); pi � 0 or an arbitrary probability

measure.

1. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN REGRESSION
ANALYSIS

As has been noted in many papers, the supposition (3.8) is notrealistic for a
number of problems in regression analysis. UsuallyE(f̂(x)=Q) 6= f(x) andE0�ZX (f(x)� f̂(x))2 dx=Q1A = ZX hf(x) � NXi=1 li(x)f(xi)i2dx+�2 ZX NXi=1 l2i (x) dx: (3.10)

If the right side of (3.10) is chosen as a criterion of optimality for the exper-
imental design, two important problems appear:

1 To estimate each term on the right side of (3.10) by experimentation, i.e.
to separate the systematic and random components of error;

2 Toconstruct experimental designs for the minimisation ofboth systematic
and random components on the right side of (3.10). If the relationbetween
the components is unknown this problem involves two criteria.

We consider two approaches to solving these problems.
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The first approach is connected with the method of criterion construction.
Suppose thatf belongs to some classF of differentiable functions. Since the
metric in (3.10) is square thenF can be an example of a Sobolev space. In this
case there existsK(Q) such thatE�ZX (f(x)� f̂(x))2=Q� � kfk2 �K2(x1; : : : ; xN ) + �2 ZX NXi=1 l2i (x);

(3.11)
with the equality holding for some function (the worst) in this space. The results
of numerical calculation of (exact) optimal designs, i.e. designs minimisingK2(x1; : : : ; xN ) + ( �kfk )2 ZX NXi�1 l2i (x)dx (3.12)

are published in Ermakov and Makhmudov (1977), for the simplest case ofX = [0; 1℄ and the supposition that
1R0 (f 0(x))2 dx has some prescribed value.

The calculations were performed for some specified values ofthe parameters�=kfk. Unfortunately, the calculation ofK(Q) in more general situations is
too complicated and does not allow a solution to this problemin more general
cases.

The second approach is based on randomisation of the experimental designs.
Determine a measure on the set of the exact designs - a common distribution of
random pointsx1; : : : ; xN . Then the two components of error are random and
a procedure similar to the analysis of variance can be constructed for dividing
these error components.

Since unbiasedness is the usual requirement for estimatorswe demand for
the distributions ofQ that Ef̂(x) = f(x) (3.13)

for anyf from the given class of functionsF .
This equality determines, but not completely, the randomisation of the exper-

imental design. The additional condition can beEH(�;Q) = min whereH
is a given function and minimisation is performed by choosing the distribution
of Q (H-optimality).

Designs of such a kind, with a common distribution of(x1; : : : ; xN ), are
called unbiasedH-optimal designs. The problem with their construction is that,
in the general case, one has to solve an infinite dimensional linear programming
problem. The precise statement of the problem, along with a proof of the
existence of the solution, can be found in Ermakov (1970).

Since the continuous design is a probability measure, we cangive another
interpretation of (3.13). Namely, we can replace the expectationEQ(E(f̂=Q))
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on the right side of (3.13) by the expectationE�(Ef̂=�). ThenE�(Ef̂=�) = f(x): (3.14)

If a design� is such that the equality (3.14) holds for any functionf from
a setF of functions, then� is also called an unbiased design (in the setF).
(This name is probably inadequate). The problems of construction of such
unbiased designs are close to those formulated by Box and Hunter (1959). On
the one hand, the theory of unbiased designs in the sense of (3.14) is close to
cubature formula theory (Ermakov and Sedunov, 1974). On theother hand,
this theory has many common features with the classical theory of continuous
designs (Ermakov and Melas, 1995). There are many other results about this
topic but our article is constrained in length. Now we discuss instead some new
results devoted to the randomisation of designs.

2. EXAMPLES OF UNBIASED EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGNS

Let g(Q) be the density of�n(Q), where�n is a product measure and� is
a probability measure onX . It is natural to suppose thatg is symmetrical with
respect to the permutation of argumentsx1; : : : ; xN . Then if the equality (3.13)
is satisfied for allf 2 L2,Z �(dx2) : : : Z �(dxN ) g(x1; : : : ; xN )det k[�j ; �l℄kmj;l=1��det k[�1; �l℄ : : : ; [�k�1; �l℄; �l(x1); [�k+1; �l℄; : : : ; [�m; �l℄kml=1= N�k(x1) (mod�); k = 1; : : : ;m: (3.15)

It can also be shown that there exists a functiong, satisfying (3.15) for any�-integrable�j , and that such a function is not unique. These statements are
confirmed by the next examples.

Example 1. The next result is given by Ermakov and Zolotukhin (1960).
The functiong(Q) = C det k[�j ; �l℄kmj;l=1, complies with (3.15). HereC
is a normalisation constant. The variancef̂(x) has also been studied in the
caseN = m. The results are used in the problem of variance reduction in
the Monte-Carlo method. There are many publications on thisproblem. For
example, a simpler explanation is based on the Binet-Cauchyformula (Ermakov
and Schwabe, 1999).

Now consider the following procedure for estimation off̂(x). LetX be a
given set ofN points. At random chooseM pointsxi1 ; : : : ; xiM , (M < N).
The set of pointsxi1 ; : : : ; xiM , or a set of numbers = (i1; : : : ; iM ), will be
called a random replicate. We suppose that the probabilities of replicatesp()
are preassigned.
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Two different cases are distinguished.1. Replicates are chosen at random and values�ij are independent both
within and between replicates.2. Randomisation is carried out after receiving allN values of a function�
(a resampling procedure or a passive experiment).

Let �i(x) be orthonormalised on the setx1; : : : ; xN (�-orthonormalised).
Write [�i; �j ℄ = 1M MXr=1 �i(xir)�j(xir)
and letf̂(x) be the least squares estimator forf replicate. Choosep() = det k[�i; �j ℄kP0 det k[�j ; �j ℄0k : (3.16)

The next theorem holds.
Theorem 1. If p() is chosen according to (3.16) thenE(f̂(x)=�) = f̂(x) (3.17)

for both active and passive experiments.
The proof can be performed by checking the unbiasedness condition (3.15)

or, whenM = m, by the Binet-Cauchy formula.
It is important for us to calculate the second moment off̂(x). For a wide

class of functions�i (D regular functions) the calculation can be performed in
the case ofM = m. The results are reflected in the next theorem (Ermakov
and Schwabe, 1999).

Theorem 2. Let the number of independent replicatesk in correspondence
with distribution (3.16) beN1. Then the following equalities hold:V ar( 1N1 N1Xk=1 �l(k)) = 1N1 (S2 + �2); (3.18)

in the case of an active experiment, andV ar( 1N1 N1Xk�1 �̂l(k)) = 1N1S2 + N +N1 � 1N N1 �2 (3.19)

in the case of resampling. Herel = 1; 2; : : : ;m, �̂l(k) is the least squares
estimator of thel th regression coefficient for replicatek andS2 = 1N NXi=1 (f(xi)� mXl=1 [f; �l℄�l(xi))2 (3.20)
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is the systematic component of the variance.
Thus an example of the procedure of division for the systematic and random

components of variance under least squares estimators in the linear regression
model is shown. The procedure demands a preliminary evaluation of the proba-
bilitiesp(). Similar results are givenbyErmakov (1975) for active experiments
whenX is some domain inRs.

As was pointed out, see (3.16) there exist various distributions with the
property (3.15) of unbiasedness. We can construct an infinite number of such
distributions (Ermakov, 1975), but usually it is very difficult to compare them
by a simple analysis.

Now we show one more example where the analysis of variance for the
estimator is comparatively simple.

Example 2. Distribution for the reduction of systematic error. We have an
active experiment,X � Rs, with the random replicatesxr1; : : : ; xrm subject to
some additional deterministic conditions. Also letM > m and, under these
conditions, let[�i; �j ℄ = � 1; i = j0; i 6= j; i; j = 1; : : : ;m: (3.21)

Then it is easy to see that for each replicate�̂rl = 1M MXk=1 �rk�l(xrk): (3.22)

If the replicates have a uniform distribution on a hypersurface defined by
(3.21), supposing that such a hypersurface exists, the estimators (3.22) are
evidently unbiased estimators for�̂l.

Two particular cases are discussed in what follows.
A. (Degenerate). If we choose, in a deterministic way, a set of pointsx1; : : : ; xM so that the equalities1M MXi=1 �i(xk)�j(xk) = ZX �i(x)�j(x) dx i; j = 1; 2; : : : ;m (3.23)

hold, then the conditions of unbiasedness are formally satisfied.
In addition the equalities (3.23) mean thatxk ; : : : ; xM are nodes of a cubature

formula with equal coefficients which is precise for all functions�i � �j(i; j =1; : : : ;m). The connection between the cubature formulae and the theory of
design for minimising systematic error has been thoroughlystudied (Ermakov
and Sedunov, 1974); Ermakov and Melas, 1995).

B.There exist a few situations in which we can simulate uniformdistributions
on the hypersurface (3.21). These situations are connectedwith the theory of
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the random cubature formulae. A corresponding result for the s-dimensional
hypercube is known. So forM = 2s � 3, random replicates consist of points
equidistributed on the unit sphere and symmetric with respect to the co-ordinate
planes (Ermakov, 1970). The caseM = s+1 can easily be investigated on the
basis of the results of Haber (1968).

If we note that our estimators are invariant with respect to some group of
transformations, then we can see that the component of systematic error is
decreased when compared with the caseg(Q) = C det k[�i; �j ℄kmi;j=1. This
result follows from the general theory of random cubature formulae. If we
repeatedly get the values of�(x) at the same points, we can construct the
procedure for division of the systematic and random components in the usual
way.
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Abstract The theory of mixture designs has a considerable history. Weaddress here the
important issue of the analysis of an experiment having in mind the algebraic
interpretation of the structural restriction

Pxi = 1. We present an approach for
rewriting models for mixture experiments, based on constructing homogeneous
orthogonal polynomials using Gröbner bases. Examples are given utilising the
approach.

Keywords: mixture experiments, Gröbner Bases, orthogonal polynomials, homogeneous
polynomials.

Introduction

The use of Gr̈obner bases (G-bases) in experimental design, initiated by
Pistone andWynn (1996), has now been further investigated in a series of papers:
Giglio, Riccomagno and Wynn (2000); Riccomagno, Pistone and Wynn (1998);
Riccomagno, Pistone and Wynn (1999) and Riccomagno and Wynn(2000). It
will also be the topic of a forthcoming monograph (Pistone, Riccomagno and
Wynn, 2000).

In this paper, after first briefly outlining the methodology,we specialise to an
important subclass of problems, namely mixture experiments, in which factors

33



34x1; : : : ; xd are constrained to the proportions:dXi=1 xi = 1; xi � 0 (i = 1; : : : ; d):
As we shall see, algebraic restrictions of the form

P xi = 1 fall naturally
into the G-basis theory which makes use of computational algebraic geometry,
that is, symbolic computations with polynomials. The approach to mixtures
generalises naturally to cases where more complex algebraic restrictions are
placed in the design. These are here called structural restrictions. A most
important issue, which we shall discuss, is the effect on allowable models of
such restrictions.

The G-basis theory has at its heart the study ofmonomials. For a list� =(�1; : : : ; �d) of non-negative integer exponents we define a monomial asx� = x�11 : : : x�dd :
A class (ring) of polynomial models is defined when a list of monomials is
given: � =X�2L ��x�: (4.1)

Thus ifd = 2 and the list isL = f1; x1; x2; x1x2g then� = �00 + �10x1 + �01x2 + �11x1x2:
An experimental design is a set of values (points)x = (x1; : : : ; xd) in RdD = fxgx2D; or sometimes D = fx(1); : : : ; x(n)g:
The G-basis method depends on the initial specification of a monomial ordering� , described below.

1. THE G-BASIS METHOD

The basic methodology is given in some detail in Pistone and Wynn (1996),
Giglio, Riccomagno and Wynn (2000) and Riccomagno (1997). We only sketch
it here for completeness.

Consider an experimental design ford factors as a zero-dimensional poly-
nomialvariety. That is to say, the design points are considered as the zerosof
a set of polynomial equations. In the language of algebraic geometry we also
discuss theideal of all polynomials with zeros containing the design points.
We call this thedesign idealand indicate it byI(D). Such an ideal is described
by a finite basis (see Hilbert’s basis theorem in Cox, Little and O’Shea, 1997)
that is, a special finite system of polynomial equations whose solution set is
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given by the design points. Different systems of equations can have the same
design as solution set, but there are different bases of the same ideal. G-bases
are particular bases of an ideal depending on a term-ordering.

A term-ordering is a total ordering on the set of all monomials in d inde-
terminates. Among the properties of a term-ordering we recall the so-called
divisibility condition: for monomialsx� ; x�; x if x� < x� thenx�x < x�x .

In this paper we mainly use thetdeg term-ordering. In thetdeg ordering� �tdeg � if and only if
Pdi=1 �i < Pdi=1 �i or

Pdi=1 �i =Pdi=1 �i and the
right-most non-zero entry of��� is negative. Thus thetdegordering depends
on the ordering in which the indeterminates are arranged. Wecall this ordering
initial ordering. For example, if the initial ordering of the three factorsl; s;  isl � s �  then the ordered list of monomial terms will be:1 � l � s �  � l2 � ls � l � s2 � s � 2 � l3 � l2s � l2 � : : : :
If, instead, the variables are initially ordered so that � l � s then we obtain:1 �  � l � s � 2 � l � s � l2 � ls � s2 � 3 � 2l � 2s � : : : :
Notice that thetdeg term-ordering first takes into account the total degree of
monomials and then orders according to the initial ordering, giving priority to
the monomials with highest power of the leftmost variables.For example, for
the initial orderingl � s � , it is

– l2s3 � l2s3: the total degree ofl2s3 is less than the total degree ofl2s3
– l2s3 � l2s22: the two monomials have the same total degree, the

variablel has the same degree in the two monomials, but the next variable,s, has a higher degree in the first monomial.

For  � l � s it is instead2l2s2 � l2s3, because comes first in the initial
ordering.

Given a term-ordering� a Gr̈obner basis for the design ideal with respect to� , G = hg1(x); : : : ; gm(x)i, is a special basis, that is the solutions ofg1(x) =: : : = gm(x) = 0 are the design points inD. The design ideal consists of all
polynomials of the forms1(x)g1(x) + : : : + sm(x)gm(x)
wheresj(x)are polynomials. It follows that any polynomialp(x) can be written
in the form p(x) = mXj=1 sj(x)gj(x) + r(x);
where the remainderr(x) has a special form and is unique, given the monomial
ordering.



36 x1 x2 x3
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

1/2 1/2 0
0 1/2 1/2

1/2 0 1/2
1/3 1/3 1/3

Table 4.1 A simple example

We say that the set of all polynomialsr(x) is the quotientK(x)=I(D) of
the ringK[x℄ = K[x1; : : : ; xd℄ of all real polynomials ind variables, with
respect to the design idealI(D). The monomialsr(x) form a subsetEst� ,
which consists precisely of all monomials not divisible by the leading termsofg1(x); : : : ; gm(x) with respect to the monomial ordering. MoreoverEst� has
exactlyn terms wheren is the sample size and is unique givenD and� .

In summary, given an ordering� and a designD = fx(1); : : : ; x(n)g, the
method allows us to obtain the following:

(i) A list Est� (D) = fx� : � 2 Lg with#(L) = #(D) = n (saturated model);
(ii) A model (4.1) based onL and fully estimable, that is then�nX-matrixX = fx�gx2D;�2L

has full rankn;

(iii) Est� (D) has the order ideal property:x� 2 Est� (D) implies x� 2Est� (D) for all x� dividing x�.

We add the following property especially for this paper:

(iv) The method allows the incorporation of structured conditions such asPxi = 1.

2. MIXTURES AND HOMOGENISATION

It is informative to begin with a brief example. Consider thesimple mixture
experiment in 3 factorsx1; x2; x3 given in Table 4.1.
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For thetdegordering with initial orderx1 � x2 � x3 we obtain the G-basis:8>>>><>>>>: g1(x) = x3 + x2 + x1 � 1g2(x) = x2x21 + 1=2x31 � 1=2x2x1 � 3=4x21 + 1=4x1g3(x) = x22x1 + 1=2x31 � 1=2x2x1 � 3=4x21 + 1=4x1g4(x) = x32 � x31 � 3=2x22 + 3=2x21 + 1=2x2 � 1=2x1g5(x) = x41 � 11=6x31 + x21 � 1=6x1:
To repeat: settinggi(x) = 0, i = 1; : : : ; 5 exactly gives the design. Also, the
leading terms areLt = fx3; x2x21; x22x1; x32; x41g and Esttdeg = f1; x1; x2; x21; x2x1; x22; x31g;
that is,Est is given by all the terms that are not divided by the leading terms
in Lt. We see immediately thatx3 does not appear inEsttdeg(D). This is
essentially because the condition

Pxi � 1 = 0 holds. We consolidate this
remark into a Lemma.

Lemma 1. For a designD satisfying
Pxi = 1, a monomial ordering� and

an initial orderx1 � : : : � xd, Est� (D) excludes at least one ofx1; : : : ; xd.
Proof. Suppose that all ofx1; : : : ; xd were contained inEst� (D). Then
since 1 always appears inEst� (D) we must havef1; x1; : : : ; xdg � Est� (D):
But any polynomial based onEst� (D) which is zero on the design should be
identically zero. However

Pdi=1 xi� 1 is such a polynomial, leading to a con-
tradiction. Thus at least onexk does not appear inEst� (D) and by the order
ideal property (iii) no monomial containingxk appears.�

The theory of mixture designs has a considerable history. See for example
Cornell (1990). We show how the G-basis theory clarifies somepoints. In
the literature two main issues have arisen: (i) how to construct good designs
and (ii) how to analyse the experiment having in mind the structural restrictionPxi = 1. Here we partially address issue (ii).

To aid the discussion we return again to the example. First note that the G-
basis theory always yields a non-homogeneous model. In thiscase the model
is: � = �0 + �10x1 + �01x2 + �20x21 + �11x2x1 + �02x22 + �03x32:
This model can be homogenised by simply using the condition

P xi = 1 to
bring the order up to the maximal order. This has three effects:

(i) The terms of the model are no longer simple monomials;
(ii) The excluded factor(s) according to Lemma 1 are typically reintroduced;
(iii) All terms are of the same degree.
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For the above model we obtain:� = (�0 + �10 + �20) x31 + (�0 + �01 + �02 + �03) x32 + (�0) x33+ (3�0 + 2�10 + �11 + �20 + �01) x21x2 + (3�0 + 2�10 + �20) x21x3+ (6�0 + 2�10 + 2�01 + �11) x1x2x3+ (3�0 + 2�01 + �02 + �11 + �10) x1x22 + (3�0 + �10) x1x23+ (3�0 + 2�01 + �02) x22x3 + (3�0 + �01) x2x23:
We present an approach for rewriting models for mixture experiments, which
are a hybrid between the full homogenisation described above and the simple
exclusion of factors according to Lemma 1. We express this asa simple prin-
ciple: homogenise within terms of the same degree. However, we consider
this solution not quite sufficient and combine it with the construction of or-
thogonal polynomials. In summary the method will be based onconstructing
homogeneous orthogonal polynomials out of the G-basis method.

The monomial ordering� provides anorder for the constructionof orthogonal
polynomials with respect to the designD. Thus, defineX� tobe the fulln�nX-
matrix forEst� (D), being careful to order the columns ofX� in exactly the� -order. Construct the Cholesky factorizationXT� X� = UT� U� ; whereU� is
upper triangular. Rewrite the modelY = X�� + � asY = Z�� + �; whereZ� = X�U�1� and� = U��. ThenZT� Z� = In�n (identity matrix) and[g�(x)℄�2L = (UT� )�1[x�℄�2L
are a list of orthogonal polynomials indexed by�. Namely, for certain coeffi-
cientsf�;�g g�(x) = X���� �;�x�
and Xx2D g�(x)g(x) = � 1 � = 0 otherwise.

Rewriting the model as Y =X�2L��g�(x)
leads to a full orthogonal analysis:

(i) under the usual regression assumptions the estimates[�̂�℄ = U [�̂�℄ are
uncorrelated;

(ii) the contribution to the regression sum of squares (RegSS) for eachg�(x)
is (�̂�)2; � 2 L.
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The attractive feature of this analysis is that if we choose aso-called “graded”
ordering� , such astdeg, which respects degree, we may decompose the RegSS
into contributions from each degree. The underlying algebraic theory is our
guarantee of consistency in the construction of theg�(x).

For the example the orthogonal polynomials are:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
g(0;0) = 1=2g(1;0) = 1=2 + 1=2p11 x1g(0;1) = 1=2 + 3=22p11 x1 + 1=11p66 x2g(2;0) = 15=16 + 41=176p11 x1 + 1=33p66 x2 + 1=6p6x21g(1;1) = 15=16 + 17=176p11 x1 + 17=264p66 x2 + 7=96p6 x21+1=32p42 x1 x2g(0;2) = 1=2 + 3=11p11 x1 + 5=88p66 x2 + 1=32p6 x21�1=96p42 x1x2 + 1=12p3 x22g(3;0) = 20=27 + 58=297p11 x1 + 50=891p66 x2 + 37=324p6 x21+5=756p42 x1x2 + 1=27p3 x22 + 1=189p14 x31:

Each orthogonal polynomialg� can now be turned into a homogeneous poly-
nomialh�. For the example the result is:8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

h(0;0) = 1=2h(1;0) = (1=2 + 1=2p11)x1 + 1=2x2 + 1=2x3h(0;1) = (1=2 + 3=22p11)x1 + (1=2 + 1=11p66)x2 + 1=2x3h(2;0) = (15=16 + 41=176p11 + 1=6p6) x21 + (15=16 + 1=33p66) x22+15=8 x23 + (15=8 + 41=176p11 + 1=33p66) x1x2+(15=8 + 41=176p11) x1x3 + (15=8 + 1=33p66) x2x3
...h(3;0) = : : : :

Eachh�(x) has the same value onD as theg�(x) from which it was constructed
and theh� are therefore also orthogonal. Moreover theh� fall into groups
according to degree. The following lemma is useful to control what to expect.

Lemma 2. For a fixed designD and for every graded ordering the number of
terms of given degreek is the same.

Proof The proof derives from the simple property of the so-called Hilbert func-
tion and of the design ideal and is omitted.�

Let us verify the case where we taketdeg but with all six permutations of
the initial orderingx1 � x2 � x3, x1 � x3 � x2, etc. Since the designD is
symmetric we would obtain the sameEst� for any permutation of the initial



40 x1 x2 x3
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

1/2 1/2 0
1/2 0 1/2
1/3 1/3 1/3

Table 4.2 DesignD0
ordering. Thus, to make this more interesting, let us destroy the symmetry of
the problem and consider the designD0 where the point(0; 1=2; 1=2) has been
removed (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.3 gives all theEst� (D0) and it is seen that the number of terms of
degree 1, 2 and 3 is the same as is expected from Lemma 2, namelythe constant
term plus two second degree terms and three third degree terms. Each initial
ordering potentially leads to different sets ofh�.

Now, using the method, write the new homogenised orthogonalpolynomial
model as� =X�2L��h�(x) = �0 + XP�i=1��h� + XP�i=2��h� + : : : :
The claim is that interpretation of the analysis for mixtureexperiments is con-
siderably clarified. Here is a summary of features:

(i) An orthogonal analysis of̂�� together with appropriate plots;
(ii) An analysis of variance based on degree;
(iii) A clear definition of an “effect”.

We carry out the analysis for a real case study in the next section. Here, we
wish to elaborate briefly on point (iii) above.

A conundrum of the idea of effect in a mixture experiment arises from the
possible incompatibility between the idea of an effect as simply a parameter
such as�� (or its estimate) and the more physically motivated definition as a
change in the model� (or its estimate) as a factor (or factors) are varied in the
design region. For mixture experiments the second definition should take into
account the fact that the design region is

Pxi = 1; xi > 0; i = 1; : : : ; d.
Consider, then, a direction vectors on the plane

Pxi = 1:s = (s1; : : : ; sd); X si = 0; X s2i = 1;
so that, at some base pointx(0), the perturbationx(0) + �s (� > 0) remains onPxi = 1. Then the natural interpretation of the local effects of a factorxj are
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Initial ordering Esttdeg(D0)x1 � x2 � x3 1; x1; x2; x21; x2x1; x22x1 � x3 � x2 1; x1; x3; x21; x3x1; x23x2 � x3 � x1 1; x2; x3; x22; x3x2; x23x2 � x1 � x3 1; x2; x1; x22; x1x2; x21x3 � x2 � x1 1; x3; x2; x23; x2x3; x22x3 � x1 � x2 1; x3; x1; x23; x3x1; x21
Table 4.3 Example:Est for D0 for the the six initial orderings

given by selection ofs, e.g.ksk = � 1n� 1 ; : : : ; 1; : : : ; 1n� 1�
(1 is in entryj), the local effect atx(0) for deviationss =Xj ���xi sj ����x=x(0) = Xj 0� XP�i=1���h��xi + XP�i=2���h��xi + : : :1A sj ������x=x(0)
and, under standard conditions,s = Xj 0� XP�i=1 �̂� �h��xi + XP�i=2 �̂� �h��xi + : : :1A sj ������x=x(0) :
Tests for� = 0 can easily be constructed.

3. A CASE STUDY

Table 4.4 represents the experimental design table for a mixture experiment
with factorsa; b; ; d; e; f; g; h and single outputY . It is not the role of this
paper to discuss the nature or quality of the design. The background is thata; b; ; d; e; f; g; h are proportions of materials in an experiment on the design
of composite materials andY is one performance characteristic when the com-
posite is tested in a laboratory as a candidate for inclusionin the final product.

Several strategies to select the initial ordering are suggested in Giglio, Ric-
comagno and Wynn (2000) and Bates, Giglio, Riccomagno and Wynn (1998).
In this case study a combination of an initial linear screening of the variables
and the judgement of an expert suggested the following initial ordering:h � g � f � e � d �  � b � a:



42 a b  d e f g h Y
0.04 0.45 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.230.448
0.04 0.19 0.02 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.290.198
0.12 0.25 0.02 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.12 0.230.318
0.12 0.27 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.290.298
0.12 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.280.162
0.12 0.39 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.290.240
0.04 0.31 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.290.250
0.12 0.17 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.230.313
0.10 0.29 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.250.340
0.10 0.37 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.250.330
0.04 0.47 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.290.330
0.04 0.19 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.12 0.290.238
0.04 0.45 0.10 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.230.315
0.12 0.27 0.10 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.290.300
0.04 0.48 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.230.375
0.04 0.25 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.230.313
0.04 0.27 0.10 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.12 0.290.255
0.08 0.32 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.260.295

Table 4.4 A case study: design and responseY
Constant h e  g d f b

0.361 0.134 0.016 0.010 0.008 0.003 0.002 0.001eg h g2 h2 fg gh fh bh eh dh
0.007 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Constant Total Linear Total Quadratic Total Regression SS
0.361 0.174 0.016 0.551

Table 4.5 Regression sums of squares: constant, linear and quadraticterm contributions

This gives the 18 terms:Esttdeg = f1; h; g; f; e; d; ; b; h2 ; gh; fh; eh; dh; h; bh; g2 ; fg; egg:
Table 4.5 shows the contribution of each term to the regression sum of squares

after an orthogonal analysis has been performed and the total contribution of
the constant, the linear and the quadratic terms.
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4. GENERALISATIONS

As mentioned, we consider generalisation of the mixture case in which it
is known that the design points lie on some algebraic varietydefined by equa-
tionsuj(x) = 0, j = 1; : : : ;m: This implies that the corresponding ideal is
contained in the design idealIu = huj(x); j = 1; : : : ;mi � I(D): Using a
proof very similar to that of Lemma 2 we can show the followingresult, which
helps to predict how the structural restrictions, sometimes called “counfounding
relations”, affectEst� (D).
Lemma 3. GivenadesignD, amonomial ordering� andEst� (D) = fx�; � 2Lg; it is not possible for any polynomialr(x) 2 I(D) to take the formr(x) =P�2L ��x� with at least one non-zero��. Equivalently, for at least one�� for
which�� 6= 0; the monomialx� cannot be inEst� (D).
Corollary 1. Given an experimental designD satisfying a structural condition
of the formx� = � , it is not possible forx� 2 Est� (D) for any nominal
ordering� or anyx with  � �.

This corollary confirms the intuition from classical experimental design that
side conditions used to construct the design may not appear as model terms.
The constraintx� = � is sometimes described by sayingx� is “confounded”
or “aliased with the constant term”. Here is a less standard example:
Example For a two-level full factorial design onf�1; 1g considerd = 4 and
the side conditionx1x2 + x3x4 = 0, leading to the design1 �1 1 11 �1 �1 �1�1 1 1 1�1 1 �1 �11 1 1 �11 1 �1 1�1 �1 1 �1�1 �1 �1 1

Having chosen thetdeg ordering, the G-basis isx24 � 1; x23 � 1; x22 � 1; x21 � 1; x2x3 + x1x4; x1x3 + x2x4; x1x2 + x3x4:Esttdeg is Esttdeg = f1; x4; x3; x2; x1; x3x4; x2x4; x1x4g: Lemma 3 is veri-
fied by noting thatEsttdeg does not containx1x2.
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Abstract In psychological research paired comparisons, which demand judges to evaluate
the trade-off between two alternatives, have been shown to yield valid estimates
of the judges’ preferences. For this situation we present optimal and efficient
designs in a response surface setting where the alternatives are modelled by a
polynomial.
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Introduction

In psychological research paired comparisons, which demand judges to eval-
uate the trade-off between two alternatives, have been shown to yield valid es-
timates of the judges’ preferences (Bateson, Reibstein andBoulding, 1987). In
addition, over the past decades a sound measurement theoretical framework for
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pairedcomparisons has been established bymathematical psychologists (David,
1963). As a result of these developments, paired comparisons have been widely
adopted as a method for data collection in the social sciences and especially in
marketing research. Recently, psychometric methods and, in particular, ideas of
experimental design have attracted growing interest in psychological research
(McClelland (1997)).

In this note, we present optimal and efficient designs for paired comparisons
in a response surface setting where the alternatives are modeled by a linear,
quadratic or cubic polynomial. These components can be readily used as bricks
for constructing efficient designs for more than one active effect.

1. GENERAL SETTING

As in the monograph by van Berkum (1987) we confine ourselves to the
solution of the design problem for the approximating linearmodel. To be more
specific we consider the general linear model�(t) = �0 + f(t)>�
with an explicit constant term�0 for modeling the value of an alternativet 2T . Heref is a vector of known regression functions and� is the vector of
parameters of interest. In contrast to standard design problems the values for the
alternatives are not directly observable. Only observationsY (s; t) are available
for comparing pairs of alternativess andt. Nevertheless, the observations are
still properly described by a linear modelY (s; t) = (f(s)� f(t))>� + Z(s; t)
with settingsx = (s; t) for the paired comparisons chosen from the design
regionX = T �T . Note that for paired comparisons the regression function is
given byx = (s; t)! F (s; t) := f(s)� f(t). Note also that it is fashionable
in the literature to model the value�(t) without a constant term�0 (cf. van
Berkum (1987)) which results in the same model for the pairedcomparisons but
which might be misleading for finding optimal designs. Additionally, different
experiments are assumed to result in uncorrelated and homoscedastic errorsZ.

Due to the general complexity of the problem we mainly consider generalized
designs� which are defined as finitely supported probability measureson the
design regionX . For the definition and properties of generalized (approximate)
designs we refer to the seminal paper by Kiefer (1959) and themonograph by
Fedorov (1972). However, we will also point out how certain exact designs can
be constructed which are highly efficient.

The quality of a design� is reflected by its information matrixM(�) which
is essentially proportional to the inverse of the covariance matrix for the best
linear unbiased estimator of the parameter vector�. As a performance measure
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we use the most popular criterion ofD–optimality which aims at maximiz-
ing the determinant of the information matrixM(�). In the present setting
the information matrix equals

P(s;t)(f(s)� f(t))(f(s)� f(t))>�(s; t) where(f(s) � f(t))(f(s) � f(t))> is the information contained in the paired com-
parison ofs andt and�(s; t) is the weight associated with it.

Let us note the obvious fact that there is zero information inthe pairs(t; t),
i. e. in the comparison oft with itself. Moreover, it is also clear that the in-
formation for the pair(s; t) is the same as for(t; s), the pair with the internal
order reversed. However, it is worthwhile to distinguish between the compar-
ison ofs with t and the comparison oft with s in view of the last section on
models with more than one factor of influence - although thosecomparisons
seem to be indistinguishable. As a side–effect we can alwaysreplace a de-
sign� by its symmetrized version�� with respect to exchangings andt and get
the same information matrix,M(��) = M(�), with the additional benefit thatP(s;t)(f(s)� f(t))��(s; t) = 0. We will take advantage of this in the final sec-
tion when constructing optimal designs for models where theresponse depends
on more than one factor.

Our next remark is that invariance and equivariance properties are inherited
by passing from the model� for the value to the linear model for observing the
paired comparison as long as the constant term is preserved.If the augmented
regression function(1; f>)> is linearly equivariant with respect to a transfor-
mationg, i. e. there is a matrixQg such that(1; f(g(t))>)> = Qg � (1; f(t)>)>
for all t 2 T , then the regression functionF : (s; t) ! f(s) � f(t) of the
paired comparison is also linearly equivariant. The corresponding transforma-
tion matrix forF is obtained by deleting the first row and column ofQg.

In the following we will deal with polynomial response of degree p, i. e.�(t) = �0 +Ppi=1 ti�i to model paired comparisonsY (s; t) = pXi=1(si � ti)�i + Z(s; t)
for a possibly continuously varying factor. According to the preceding consid-
erations the following result is straightforward from the equivariance of poly-
nomial regression:

Lemma 1. If the design�� isD–optimal for paired comparisons with poly-
nomial response of degreep on the design region of the standard unit interval,T = [�1; 1℄, then the properly transformed designga;b Æ �� isD–optimal for
paired comparisons with polynomial response of degreep on the general in-
terval, [a; b℄, wherega;b is the linear transformation which maps[�1; 1℄2 onto[a; b℄2.
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Hence, it is sufficient forD–optimality to work with the unit intervalT =[�1; 1℄. Due to the equivariance with respect to sign changes and dueto the
quasi–concavity of theD–criterion the following property is also directly in-
herited:

Lemma 2. If the design�� isD–optimal for paired comparisons with polyno-
mial response on the unit interval,T = [�1; 1℄, then there exists a symmetricD–optimal design��� with ���(s; t) = ���(�s;�t). Moreover, the information
matrixM(��) = M(���) has a chess–board structure, i. e. all entries with odd
index sum vanish.

2. LINEAR REGRESSION

For linear response,�(t) = �0 + t�, i. e.Y (s; t) = (s� t)� + Z(s; t), the
information matrix reduces to a nonnegative number. It is well–known that this
number will be maximized when�� assigns all mass to the largest modulus of
the regression functionF (s; t) = s� t.
Theorem 1. The design�� isD–optimal for paired comparisons with linear
response on the unit interval,T = [�1; 1℄, if and only if�� is concentrated on(1;�1) and(�1; 1).

Hence, the policy for linear response is to compare the extreme settings for
the factor. Note that, in particular, the one–point designsconcentrated on either
the comparison(1;�1) or on(�1; 1) are optimal. The corresponding value for
the variance of� equals14 which coincides with the minimal attainable variance
for the slope in the directly observable model with response�.

3. QUADRATIC REGRESSION

Next we consider the situation where each alternative in thepaired compar-
isons is modelled by a quadratic polynomial, i. e. the response is given byY (s; t) = (s� t)�1 + (s2 � t2)�2 + Z(s; t) s; t 2 [�1; 1℄:
As has been pointed out by Silvey (1972), the possible support points of an
optimal designare those points where the boundary of a circumscribing ellipsoid
touches the imagef(s � t; s2 � t2); s; t 2 [�1; 1℄g of the regression functionF (s; t). This geometric approach suggests that an optimal design will be of the
form��;w = 14w(�(1;�)+ �(�;1)+ �(�1;��)+ �(��;�1))+ 12(1�w)(�(1;�1) + �(�1;1));
where�(s;t) denotes the Dirac measure concentrated on(s; t) and the optimal
setting� and weightw have to be determined (see Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 The imagefF (s; t)g with its circumscribing ellipsoid for quadratic response

The equal weights14w associated with the support points(1; �); (�; 1),(�1;��), (��;�1) and 12(1� w) associated with the points(1;�1), (�1; 1)
are motivated by the natural requirement that the design should be invariant un-
der the reflections at both diagonals ofX = [�1; 1℄2. The information matrixM(��;w) for the design��;w is diagonal and equalsM(��;w) = 0� w(1� �)2 + 4(1� w) 00 w(1 � �2)2 1A :

The determinant ofM(��;w) is given byjM(��;w)j = w(1 � �2)2(w(1 � �)2 + 4(1� w))
which is maximized by the weightw(�) = 2(3� �)(� + 1)
where the setting� is fixed. Hence,jM(��;w(�))j = 4(1 � �)2(1 + �)3� �
is maximized for the optimal setting�� = 2 � p5 � �0:236068. The cor-
responding optimal weightw� = w(��) = (p5 + 1)=4 � 0:8090 is closely
related to the golden section ratio.

The information matrix of the design���;w� is given byM(���;w�) = 0� 2 00 4(5p5� 11) 1A
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resulting in the variance functiond(s; t) = (s� t)2�12 + (s+ t)220p5� 44�
(see Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Variance function for theD–optimal quadratic design

Now, we want to show that the variance functiond(s; t) does not exceed2
which proves theD–optimality of the design���;w� by virtue of the celebrated
Kiefer–Wolfowitz equivalence theorem (Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1960). Due to
the symmetry of the variance functiond(s; t) we can restrict ourselves to the
cases � t. Note thatd(t; t) = 0.

First we consider the variance function on line segments parallel to the main
diagonal,s = t + ,  > 0. Thend(t + ; t) is a polynomial int of degree
two which attains its maximum on the boundary,s = 1 or t = �1. Due to
the symmetry, again, we havesups;t d(s; t) = supt d(1; t). Now, d(1; t) is
a polynomial int of degree four with positive leading coefficient. Moreover,d(1; 1) = 0, d(1;�1) = d(1; ��) = 2 and, additionally, the derivative��td(1; t)
equals 0 fort = ��. Thus, it follows thatd(1; t) and, hence,d(s; t) is bounded
by 2 which proves theD–optimality of the design���;w� . Moreover, the shape
of the variance functiond(s; t) establishes that the support of everyD–optimal
design has to be included in that of���;w� .
Theorem 2. The design�� isD–optimal for pairedcomparisons withquadratic
response on the unit interval,T = [�1; 1℄, if and only if��(1; ��)+��(��; 1) =��(���;�1)+��(�1;���) = 12w� and��(1;�1)+��(�1; 1) = 1�w� with�� = 2�p5 andw� = (p5 + 1)=4.
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In particular, theD–optimal three-point design assigns equal weights12w� �0:4045 to each of the pairs(1; ��) and(���;�1), respectively, where�� ��0:2361 and the remaining weight1�w� � 0:1910 to the extreme comparison(1;�1).
Remark 1. van Berkum (1987) has obtained numerical solutions for optimal
designs in the paired comparison setup with quadratic response when more
than one influential factor is present. These solutions are in accordance with
our theoretical findings that the extreme settings have to becompared with
an intermediate setting exceeding the center point and, additionally, with each
other. Note that the optimal settings for the objects under comparison differ
from those suitable for the situation of directly observable values. In the latter
case theD–optimal design is known to allocate equal weights to the three
settingst = �1, 0 and1, respectively.
Remark 2. Atkins and Cheng (1999) considered a related situation where
responses are observed directly and coming in pairs with a specified within pair
correlation%. For that situation the optimal designs show the same structure
as in the present setup of paired comparisons. In fact, it canbe seen that by
formally letting the correlation% tend to 1, the support and the weights of the
optimal design obtained by Atkins and Cheng (1999) tend to the optimal values
for paired comparisons given in Theorem 2. This could be explained as follows:
in the model with correlated observations coming in pairs, theD–optimal design
for the whole parameter vector(�0; �>)> is alsoD–optimal for�, i. e. for all
parameters besides the constant term�0 (cf. Schwabe (1996), p.17, for the
uncorrelated case). IffM%;�(�) is the information matrix for� in the situation

of paired correlated observations then(1�%2)fM%;�(�) tends to the information
matrixM(�) for paired comparisons as% approaches 1.

The design of Theorem 2 can be used as a surrogate for the optimal design
in the situation of correlated observations coming in pairswhen the correlation
is high. Finally, it is worthwhile noting that the within pair correlation is
eliminated by passing to paired comparisons.

Example 1. As an alternative to theD–optimal design�� we propose a
design�0 with minimal support of the formf(1; �); (��;�1)g. This is ob-
tained by omitting the extreme comparison from�� which bears the smallest
weight. Since the number of support points coincides with the number of un-
known parameters theD–optimal weights are uniform, i. e.12 on each pair. It
remains to maximize the determinantjM(�0)j = (1 � �)4(1 + �)2 of the in-
formation matrix. This is achieved for the setting� 0 = �1=3 with a resulting
determinantjM(�0)j = 1024=729 � 1:4046. As for theD–optimal designjM(��)j � 1:4427 we can calculate theD–efficiency of the design�0 accord-
ing to effD(�0) = (jM(�0)j=jM(��)j)1=2 � 98:6% showing that�0 is highly
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efficient. Due to the simple weight structure the design�0 can be identified as
an efficient exact design when the numbern of paired comparisons is even.
Then 12n observations are to be taken at each of the comparisons ofs = 1 witht = �13 ands = 13 with t = �1, respectively.

Example 2. The design�00 which assigns equal weight13 to the comparisons(1;�1), (1; 0) and(0;�1) of the standard settings for directly observable al-
ternatives results in a determinantjM(�00)j = 4=3 of the information matrixM(�00). Hence,�00 has aD–efficiency effD(�00) � 96%. The design�00 can be
identified as an efficient exact design if the number of comparisons is a multiple
of three.

4. CUBIC REGRESSION

For the cubic responseY (s; t) = (s� t)�1 + (s2 � t2)�2 + (s3 � t3)�3 + Z(s; t)
the optimization problem becomes even more complicated. Therefore we start
with a characterization of the shape of the variance function d(s; t) = (f(s)�f(t))>M(�)�1(f(s)� f(t)):
Lemma3. If the design� is symmetric with respect tosignchange,�(�s;�t) =�(s; t), then the variance functiond(s; t) attains its maximum at, at most, twelve
points inX = [�1; 1℄2. These points can be characterized by three settings�1,�2 and�3 2 [�1; 1℄, �2 < �3, according to(s; t) = (1;�1), (�1;��1), (1; �2),
and(1; �3) as well as their corresponding images under reflection with respect
to the diagonals.

Proof. According to Lemma 2 the information matrixM(�) has a chess–board
structure which is shared by its inverseM(�)�1. Hence, the variance function
can be written asd(s; t) = (s� t)2(1 + 2(s+ t)2 + 3(s2 + st+ t2)2 + 4(s2 + st+ t2))
for some constants1; : : : ; 4, where, in particular,3 > 0. Note that the vari-
ance function itself is symmetric with respect to reflections at both diagonals.
For notational convenience we only consider those pairs on one side of the main
diagonal,s � t, keeping in mind that the variance function attains its minimum
at the main diagonal,d(t; t) = 0.

On line segments parallel to the main diagonal,s = t+,  > 0, the variance
function d(t + ; t) is a polynomial int of degree four with positive leading
term. Hence, due to symmetry,d(t+ ; t) may attain its maximum only at the
boundary,s = 1 or t = �1, or at the center of the line segment,s = �t. This
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consideration reduces the possible locations for the maxima of the variance
function to the boundary of the design region and to the secondary diagonal,s = �t.

On the secondary diagonal the variance functiond(t;�t) is a polynomial int of degree six with positive leading term. Asd(0; 0) = 0 and the variance
function d(t;�t) is symmetric to 0 it may attain its maximum only at the
boundary,t = 1, or at, at most, one interior pointt = �1 > 0.

For the boundary, due to symmetry, we have to investigate only one segment
of the boundary, says = 1. On that segmentd(1; t) is a polynomial int of
degree six with positive leading term. Asd(1; 1) = 0 the variance functiond(1; t) may attain the maximum only att = �1 and at, at most, two different
interior points,t = �2 or t = �3,�1 < �2 < �3 < 1.

Combining these arguments we see that the variance functiond(s; t) may
attain its maximum, at most, at the points(1;�1), (�1;��1), (1; �2) and(1; �3)
as well as their corresponding images under reflections. �

As an immediate consequence we obtain the shape of theD–optimal design
by virtue of the equivalence theorem of Kiefer and Wolfowitz(1960):

Theorem 3. For paired comparisons with cubic response theD–optimal
design�� is supported by, at most, twelve pairs which can be characterized by
three settings�1, �2 and�3 2 [�1; 1℄, �2 < �3, according to(s; t) = (1;�1),(�1;��1), (1; �2), and (1; �3) as well as their corresponding images under
reflection with respect to the diagonals.

For finding the symmetricD–optimal design it remains to specify six para-
meters, the three optimal location parameters�1; : : : ; �3 and the corresponding
optimal weights w1; : : : ; w3 which are to be uniformly distributed on
the support setsf(�1 ;��1); (��1; �1)g,f(1; �2); (��2;�1); (�2; 1); (�1;��2)g
andf(1; �3); (��3;�1); (�3; 1); (�1;��3)g, respectively, where the remaining
weight1�w1�w2�w3 is meant to be assigned tof(1;�1); (�1; 1)g. Again,
the number of comparisons may be restricted to those pairs with s > t.
Example 3. Using a computer program by E. Rafajłowicz (personal com-
munication) for optimizing the weights on an equidistant grid with step size
0.1 we could identify the pairs(1;�1), (0:6;�0:6), (1; 0:2) and(�0:2;�1)
as suitable candidate points for a highly efficient design with four different
paired comparisons. In view of the symmetry, this design hasthe shape re-
quired in Theorem 3 withw3 = 0. By a further numerical optimization step
using the internal structure of the variance function we obtained the optimal
settings�1 = 0:5984 and�2 = 0:1802. The optimal weights were found to bew1 = 0:3189 for the pair(�1;��1), 12w2 = 0:2403 for each of the pairs(1; �2)
and(��2;�1) and the remaining weight1�w1 �w2 = 0:2005 on the pair of
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extreme comparisons(1;�1). The determinant of the information matrix can
be calculated asjM(�)j = 0:121658. The corresponding variance function is
plotted in Figure 5.3 and shows the good performance of the design.
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Figure 5.3 Variance function for the four point cubic design of Example3

A closer inspection of the variance functiond(s; t) shows that its numerical
maximum is attained at the extreme comparison(1;�1) and exceedsp =3 by less than 0.01%. According to Atwood (1969) a lower bound for theD–efficiency is, hence, given by effD(�) � p= sups;t d(s; t) � 99:99%. Thus
theD–optimal design seems to be concentrated on four points.

Example 4. As a simple alternative we propose a design�0 with minimal
support of the formf(�1;��1); (1; �2); (��2;�1)g. This is, similarly to Exam-
ple 1, obtained by omitting the extreme comparison which bears the smallest
weight from the design of Example 3. Again, due to the supportbeing min-
imal, theD–optimal weights are uniform, i. e.13 on each pair. It remains to

optimize the determinantjM(�0)j = �23�3 (1� �22 )2((2�21 + (1� �2)2)(2�61 +(1� �32 )2)� (2�41 +(1� �2)(1� �32 ))2) of the information matrix with respect
to the settings�1 and�2. A numerical solution is given by�1 = 0:645828 and�2 = 0:208013 with a resulting determinantjM(�0)j = 0:0987493. Hence, the
minimal support design�0 has 93.2%D–efficiency compared to the four point
design of the previous example. Note that the settings�1 and�2 are very close
to the corresponding solutions in Example 3. The design�0 can be used as an
efficient exact design when the number of observations is a multiple of 3.
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5. GENERATING OPTIMAL DESIGNS FOR
ADDITIVE MODELS

Finally, we consider additive two–factor models�(t1 ; t2) = �0+f1(t1)>�1+f2(t2)>�2 for the value of an alternative depending on two factorst1 and t2
which may be adjusted independently,t = (t1; t2) 2 T1 � T2. Thus the obser-
vations for the paired comparisons are described byY (s; t) = (f1(s1)� f1(t1))>�1 + (f2(s2)� f2(t2))>�2 + Z(s; t)
and no interactions occur among the components. A result of Rafajłowicz and
Myszka (1992) states thatD–optimal designs can be constructed as the cross–
product of the optimal designs in the corresponding marginal models (see also
Schwabe (1996), section 5.2):

Theorem 4. If the designs��i areD–optimal for the marginal models given
by the response functionsE(Y (i)(si; ti)) = (fi(si) � fi(ti))>�i, si; ti 2 Ti,i = 1; 2, and if, additionally,��2 = ���2 is symmetric with respect to exchangings2 andt2, then the product design��1
��2 isD–optimal for paired comparisons
in the additive model.

Proof. Due to the orthogonality condition
P(f2(s2)� f2(t2))���2(s2; t2) = 0

the result follows immediately from Theorem 5.23 in Schwabe(1996). �
Moreover, if�1 and�2 are competing designs in the marginal models which

show high marginalD–efficiencies, effD(�i) � 1� ", and for which�2 shares
the symmetry property of Theorem 4, then the corresponding product design�1
�2 has alsoD–efficiency of, at least,1�". Hence, the optimal and efficient
designs obtained in the previous sections can be used as bricks to build optimal
or efficient designs for paired comparisons in additive models with more than
one active effect.

Remark 3. Note that the additive structure does not cover the common
quadratic response surface model for whichD–optimal designs have been ob-
tained by van Berkum (1987). If we use the product of theD–optimal marginals
of Theorem 2 in that situation theD–efficiencies of the corresponding product
designs equal 88.5%, 76.6%, and 70.2% compared to theD–optimal designs
of van Berkum (1987), when the numberK of factors is respectively equal
to 2, 3 and4. However, optimal product designs can be obtained numerically
which depend on the number of factors and which have substantially higher
efficiencies. These findings have to be compared with the corresponding prop-
erties in case of directly observable experiments (see Dette and Studden (1997),
pp.165-166).
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Chapter 6

ONGENERATINGANDCLASSIFYINGALL QN�M
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Abstract By extending results developed forq a prime or a prime power we develop
methods for generating allqn�m regular designs forq a product of distinct primes,
along with their confounded interactions or defining contrasts. The method of
generation produces a unique and decodable number for each such design and
explicit formulae are supplied for each step of the coding and decoding algorithm.
The case whereq is a product of two separate primes is studied in detail, with
indications given for extensions to more primes and different values ofq for each
factor, this latter case covering in particular the situation where eachq is a single,
possibly distinct, prime.

Keywords: Fractional factorials; block designs; complete sub-spaces; algorithms; design
numbers; confounded interactions; resolution numbers; aberration

Introduction

This paper is concernedwith methods for systematicallygenerating, labelling
and classifying all regular versions ofq�m th fractions (or corresponding block-
ing arrangements) ofqn factorial designs, forq a product of distinct primes.
That is to say, where the fraction (or principal block) corresponds to a sub-
group with a suitable arithmetic. Extensions to arbitraryq and mixedq will
be described. The methods are adapted and extended versionsof those used in
Laycock & Rowley (1995, 1999), which dealt with cases whereq is a prime or
power of a prime; that is,q = 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 11; 13; :::; whilst this paper cov-
ersq = 6; 10; 14; 15; :::. This paper does not however deal with the blocking
of fractions.

The justification, analysis and construction of such fractions or blocks utiliz-
ing the formal structures of group theory dates back to the origins of the subject
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with Finney (1945) and Kempthorne (1947). More recently there are the books
by Raktoeet al (1981), Street & Street (1987) and Constantine (1987). The
number of possible designs or subspaces increases rapidly with n, and the pop-
ular methods of generating specific designs are usually ‘target specific’, such
as the ‘design keys’ of Patterson & Bailey (1978), the generalized cyclic meth-
ods of John & Dean (1975) and John & Williams (1995), or the direct search
methods of Wynnet al (1996).

Our algorithmic procedure supplies a unique numbering scheme for all such
designs, and these numbers are easily decoded so as to recover their originating
design. This means, for instance, that tables of ‘optimal’ or ‘good’ designs,
relative to one particular criterion, can be presented as a short list of design
numbers.

A regularq�mth fraction of aqn factorial divides theqn estimable effects
or interactions intoqm alias sets each withqn�m members. It is the sums of
the members of these sets which are estimated by the corresponding contrasts
of data means in the usual linear model formulation. Alternatively, a regularq�mth blocking of aqn factorial divides the complete design intoqm sets each
with qn�m members. When q is a product of distinct primes, rather than asingle
prime or power of a single prime, some of the major statistical properties, such
as balance, of these regular fractions or blocks are lost or weakened.

An important number used to describe and discriminate amongst regular
designs is theresolution number, r, which is the minimum number of factors
involved in any of the aliases of the grand mean. A regularly blocked design
of resolutionr will not confound any(r � 2)th, or lower order, interactions;
a regular fractional design of resolutionr contains complete factorials in anyr � 1 (or fewer) factors and nof -factor interactions will be aliased wheneverr exceeds2f .

In this paper we will show how to generate systematically andefficiently all
possible blockings or fractional designs in the classqn�m, for givenn, k =n�m, andq a product of distinct primes; along with their coset representatives,
confounded interactions, aliases, resolution numbers, aberration numbers and
design generation numbers. In Section 2, the underlying group theoretic context
of our methods and their extension to the cases covered by this paper are set
out, whilst in Section 3 explicit formulae are supplied for every aspect of the
construction methods described. These formulae are provided here for the first
time for bothq a product of distinct primes - as in this paper, and forq a prime
or power of a prime - as in the earlier paper, Laycock & Rowley (1995). In
Section 4, examples of designs produced by these methods arepresented.
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1. OUTLINE OF THEORY AND ALGORITHM

We consider the caseq = p1p2 wherep1 andp2 are distinct primes ordered
so thatp1 < p2. We useA to denote the direct product of n copies ofZq, the
cyclic group of orderq. The theory and algorithm presented here apply equally
to the case whenq = p1p2:::ph, wherep1; p2; :::; ph are distinct primes and
also when we have different levelsq1; q2; :::; qn for each factor, provided only
that eachqi is the product of distinct primes. For ease of exposition we just
describe the caser = 2. For i = 1; 2, let Ai be the subgroup ofA generated
by the elements of orderpi. SinceZq �= Zp1 �Zp2, we haveA = A1A2 withAi isomorphic to a direct product of n copies ofZpi. Hence we may regardAi as an n-dimensionalGF (pi)� vector space. LetB be a subgroup ofA
of orderqk. This will represent the whole fraction (or principal block) of our
design. ThenB = (B \ A1)(B \ A2) with jB \ Aij = pki . So regardingAi as aGF (pi)� vector space,B \ Ai is a k-dimensional subspace ofAi.
Using Laycock & Rowley (1995), we may systematically enumerate all the
k-subspaces of the n-dimensionalGF (pi) � vector spaceVi, i = 1; 2. Then
after suitably identifyingVi with Ai, i = 1; 2, we may obtain a complete list
of all subgroups ofA of orderqk. Moving onto specific details we define, fori = 1; 2, �i : Vi �! A by�i : (ai1; ai2; :::; ain) 7�! (p3�i:ai1; p3�i:ai2; :::; p3�i:ain):
Here we regardGF (pi)asf0; :::; pi�1g (� Z)with addition and multiplication
modulopi. It is easily verified that�i is a group isomorphism, and we shall
use�i to identifyVi andAi, i = 1; 2. We define an inner product onA with
values inZq by (a;b) = nXi=1 aibi (2.1)

wherea;b 2 Awith a =(a1; a2; :::; an);b =(b1; b2; :::; bn): (If different levels
were present then the inner product would be defined differently - see Wynnet
al (1996)). ForB a subgroup ofA we defineB? byB? = fa j (a;b) = 0 for all b 2 Bg: (2.2)

NowB? is a subgroup ofA;and for a regular design can be identified with
the defining contrasts or confounded interactions of the design, as in Bailey
et al (1977). Also see the computer generation methods in John & Williams
(1995). Following Rowley & Laycock (1995) we define#(b) = jfijbi 6= 0gj (2.3)

and ford 2 N !t(B) = jfb 2 Bj#(b) = tgj ; (2.4)



60 �(B) = min fd 2 Nj!t(B) 6= 0g ; and (2.5)�(B) = jfx 2 Bj#(b) = �(B)gj : (2.6)

The resolution ofB, r(B), is then�(B?) and the aberration count ofB, s(B),
is �(B?).

SupposejBj = qk withB = (B\A1)(B\A2) and letUi be the k-subspace
of Vi for which�i(Ui) = B \Ai (i = 1; 2). Then it may be readily checked
thatB? = �1(U?1 )�2(U?2 ):HereU?i is the subspace ofVi orthogonal toUi.
The scheme in Laycock & Rowley (1995) allows us quickly to calculateU?i
and hence we may obtainB?.

2. FORMULAE FOR THE NUMBERING SCHEME
AND ITS DECODING

It is a consequence of the scheme described in Laycock & Rowley
(1995), that the unique number,L = L(q; k); for each regular k-dimensional
subspace,UL = UL(n; q; k) of an n-dimensionalGF (q) � vector space (withq a prime or prime power) can be uniquely decomposed into a sum of powers
of q plus a remainder. It should be noted that in this notation, the designsUi
in Section 2 above would becomeULi : We can writeL =Xt<f qjt + g (3.1)

where f determines the count of powers ofq, and 1 � g � qjf , wherejt = #�(!t) is the number of ‘starred’(i; j) pairs defined by the permuta-

tion, !t = (i1; i2; :::; ik ; ik+1; :::; in), t = 1; 2; :::�nk�. Thek leading places

in each permutation are ordered integers chosen fromf1; :::; ng, the balance of(n� k) places being occupied by the ordered remainder. These permutations
are arranged in lexicographical order. The set of starred pairs, � = �(!t) for
each permutation, is defined by�(i; j) j 1 � i < j � n; !�1t i 2 fk + 1; :::; ng and!�1t j 2 f1; :::; kg	 ;

(3.2)
whilst the permutation numberedf defines a set of square matrices��i; i = 1; ::; qjf	
thegth of which contains in its columns a set of generators for thedesign. For an
example, consider the pair of designsD1 = U7(3; 2; 2) andD2 = U9(3; 3; 2);
each having 9 design points for three factors, the first on 2 levels, the second on
3. We will show how to construct this pair of designs and then how to merge
them so as to create the designU87(3; 6; 2). We have!1 = (1; 2; 3); so!�11 = (1; 2; 3) and�(!1) = �; ) j1 = 0;



On generating and classifying allqn�m regular designs for square-freeq 61!2 = (1; 3; 2); so!�12 = (1; 3; 2) and�(!2) = f(2; 3)g ; ) j2 = 1;!3 = (2; 3; 1); so!�13 = (3; 1; 2) and�(!3) = f(1; 2); (1; 3)g ; ) j3 = 2:
So thatf = 3; andL = 7 = 20 + 21 + 4 for D1; andL = 9 = 30 + 31 + 5 for D2:
Each�g is an identity matrix plusjf extra ‘starred’ entries,fbig ; above the
diagonal in positions given by�(!f ) in its natural order, and these entries run
over all possibleqjf ordered selections fromf0; :::; q � 1g: So that forD1f�gg = 8<:0� 1 � �0 1 00 0 1 1A9=;
which can generate a set of22 = 4 matrices forD1 (which uses�4). Alterna-
tively, this can generate a set of32 = 9 matrices forD2 (which uses�5). Here
and elsewhere, we have used an adapted form of the algorithm by O’Flaherty
& Mackenzie (1982) to form these ordered ‘starred’ selections. This algorithm
can be summarised by two formulae for the general situation with qN selections.
For the selection numberedg, the recursive relationTi+1 = Timod(qN�i); with T1 = g � 1 (3.3)

is coupled tobi = (Ti � Ti+1) =qN�i; i = 1; :::; (N � 1); with bN = TN (3.4)

and this scheme is easily adapted to the mixed levels situation, as in the original
algorithm by O’Flaherty & Mackenzie (1982). For our sample designs, these
equations produce:f(b1; b2)g = f(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g
for 22 selections, and hence(b1; b2) = (1; 1) wheng = 4 as forD1. Andf(b1; b2)g = f(0; 0); (0; 1); (0; 2); (1; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 0); (2; 1); (2; 2)g
hence(b1; b2) = (1; 1) wheng = 5 as forD2: A set containingk generators forUL can then be found in the sequentially numbered columns of�g as selected
by the firstk places in!f ; with the complementaryrowsof ��1g (overGF (q))
containing generators forU?L . Because�g arrives in upper triangular form with
units down the diagonal, inversion can be performed with just one pass around
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a single arithmetic statement taken from the standard Gram-Schmidt inversion
algorithm. For our pair of example designs, we have�4 (D1) = �5 (D2) = 0� 1 1 10 1 00 0 1 1A
and since!3 = (2; 3; 1), this gives generators< (110); (101) > for both the
designsD1 andD2: Then��14 (D1) = �4 (D1) ; ��15 (D2) = 0� 1 2 20 1 00 0 1 1A
giving generator< (111) > for the defining contrast of designD1 and<(122) > for designD2: So both constituent designs for our merged designU87(3; 6; 2) will have (maximum) resolution, 3 and they also have minimum
aberration within their own class.

When decodingL so as to findf andg, (and hence calculate�g) we usef = Arg8<:Maxf 24Xt<f qjt < L359=; ; g = L�Xt<f qjt : (3.5)

For example,2j1 = 20 < 7; 2j1 + 2j2 = 20 + 21 < 7; 2j1 + 2j2 + 2j3 = 20 + 21 + 22 � 7) f = 3 andg = 7� 2j1 + 2j2 = 4 for D1:
For q = p1p2 we will obtain L1 = L(p1) andL2 = L(p2); using the de-
composition scheme described in Section 2 followed by the numbering scheme
described above, for each subspace. We then define a unique number for the
combined design by L = (L1 � 1) � Sn;k;p2 + L2 (3.6)

whereSn;k;q is the standard formula for the number of k-subspaces in an n-
dimensionalGF (q) � vector space. See Carmichael (1937) and Laycock &
Rowley (1995). For example, we haveS3;2;3 = 13 andL = (7� 1) � S3;2;3 + 9 = 87
for D1 = U7(3; 2; 2) andD2 = U9(3; 3; 2): Conversely, it is clearly easy to
recoverL1 andL2 fromL; when givenn; k; andq = p1p2 wherep1 < p2.
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The two sets of generatorsfu1ig for UL1 andfu2ig for UL2 must then be
separately mapped over intoZq by settingu�1i = u1i(q=p1) andu�2i = u2i(q=p2):
They can then be combined into the wholek-spacefvig, without duplication
of terms, viafvig = �P[�1iu�1i + �2iu�2i℄ j �ji 2 Zpj; j = 1; 2;8i	 (3.7)

with arithmetic moduloq; whereq = p1p2. For our example designsD1 andD2 this becomesf[�11(3; 3; 0) + �12(3; 0; 3) + �21(2; 2; 0) + �22(2; 0; 2)℄g
where�1i 2 (0; 1), �2i 2 (0; 1; 2); i = 1; 2; thus generating all2�2�3�3 =36 design points inU87(3; 6; 2):

A similar method applies for the defining contrastsU?Lj ; j = 1; 2, as derived

from the generators in��1g ; except that when different levels are presentU?L
would have to be determined by a direct search for orthogonalvectors over the
whole space, as in Wynnet al (1996). For our example designU87(3; 6; 2)
the defining contrasts are< (155) >; implying a (minimum aberration) design
with resolution 3 and aberration count 5.

For generating and numbering the first k places of the permutation, !t, we
have adapted an algorithm suggested in a private communication by David
Bedford (1995a). For this,t = �nk�� kXj=1� n� ijk � j + 1� (3.8)

whilst for decodingt whent > 1 (t = 1 is the identity permutation), we seti0 = 0,m0 = t; and use the recursive relationij = ij�1 +Arg(Maxu "mj(u) = mj�1 � uXs=1�n� ij�1 � sk � j � > 0#)
(3.9)

which generates these permutations in lexicographical order.

3. SOME SPECIMEN DESIGNS

In this section we present a small selection of interestingqn�m fractional
designs which illustrate the scope of the algorithm given inSections 2 & 3. We
also find orbits in some cases for the minimum aberration designs, that is, those
sets of such designs which are invariant under re-labellingof the factor names
and levels.
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3.1. N = 3,K = 2,Q = 6
There are7 � 13 = 91 designs in this class, of which the 4 minimum

aberration designs have resolution 3. There are two orbits amongst these 4
minimum aberration designs, of size 3 and 1 respectively. A representative of
the first orbit is U87 = < (330); (303); (220); (202) >
which is not a latin square, although it contains a complete factorial design
in any pair of its factors. The notation< � � � � �� > used here and elsewhere
indicates that the selected space can be generated from the listed vectors. This
can be done in the usual way using arithmetic moduloq, although for efficient
generation to avoid duplication of entries whenq is a multiple of distinct primes,
the modified method set out in (3.7) above should be used.

The second orbit has one member and this is given by the combination of
designsD1 andD2 examined in section 3 above:U91 =< (330); (303); (420); (402) >
and this is a cyclic Latin Square.

3.2. N = 4,K = 3,Q = 6
There are15 � 40 = 600 designs in this class, of which the 8 minimum

aberration designs have resolution 4. There are three orbits, of sizes 4, 3 and
1 respectively. A representative of the first orbit isU587 =< (3300); (3030); (3003); (2200); (2020); (2002) >
A representative of the second orbit isU588, whilst the last orbit has represen-
tativeU600.
3.3. N = 4,K = 2,Q = 6

There are35� 130 = 4550 designs in this class, of which the 48 minimum
aberration designs have resolution 2. There are two orbits,each of size 24. A
representative of the first orbit isU2431 =< (3300); (3033); (2220); (2402) >

Unlike the situation for minimum aberration designs when q is a prime power
and k=2, this is not a pair of mutually orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS).
Although all 36 pairs are represented in the body of the square, only one of
the individual squares is Latin. This is a neccessary consequence of Euler’s
conjecture, which certainly holds (but possibly only) for n=6. For a survey of
this mathematically interesting area, see Bedford (1995b)and Mullen (1995).
A representative for the second orbit isU2433:
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3.4. N = 5,K = 2,Q = 6
There are155 � 1210 = 187550 designs in this class. This complete set

of designs was generated and inspected for resolution and aberration in 435
seconds on a 233MHZ Pentium PC. The 1920 minimum aberration designs
have resolution 2. One of these minimum aberration designs isU99824 =<< (33300); (03033) >;< (02220); (22402) >>

Naturally, this is not a set of MOLS. Although all levels are equally repre-
sented and it can be laid out as a three factor6 � 6 square, not all of the

�62�
factor pairings are fully represented and only one of the individual squares is
Latin.

3.5. N = 5,K = 3,Q = 6
There are155 � 1210 = 187550 designs in this class. The 1920 minimum

aberration designs have resolution 3. There are 17 orbits, each of size 60 or
120. One of these minimum aberration designs isU99824 =< (33000); (00330); (30303); (02200); (22020); (24002) >
whilst the design numbers of representatives for the other sixteen orbits are L =
100132, 100342, 105068, 105259, 109780, 110007, 145966, 148558, 148787,
163214, 166157, 167157, 167941, 172676, 177749, 181978, and 104883.

3.6. N = 4,K = 2,Q = 10
There are35� 806 = 28210 designs in this class of which 1152 have min-

imum aberration with resolution 2. One of these minimum aberration designs
is U14847 =< (5500); (5055); (2220); (2402) >

This comprises two superimposed Latin Squares, but they arenot mutually
orthogonal. However pairs of10�10MOLS are known to exist: Parker (1960).

3.7. N = 5,K = 2,Q = 10
There are155 � 20306 = 3147430 designs in this class of which 23040

have minimum aberration with resolution 2. One of these minimum aberration
designs is U1673707 =< (55500); (05055); (22220); (24602) >

This can be laid out as a three factor10 � 10 square, but only one of the
individual squares is then Latin.

AcknowledgementWe are grateful to an anonymous referee for comments
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Abstract An asymptotic lower bound is derived involving a second additive term of orderpj ln�j as� ! 0 for the mean length of a controlled sequential strategys for
discrimination between two statistical models in a very general nonparametric
setting. The parameter� is the maximal error probability ofs.

A sequential strategy is constructed attaining (or almost attaining) this asymp-
totic bound uniformly over the distributions of models including those from the
indifference zone. These results are extended for a generalloss functiong(N)
with the power growth of the strategy lengthN .

Applications of these results to change-point detection and testing homogene-
ity are outlined.

Keywords: change-point detection, controlled experiments, generalrisk, second-order opti-
mality, sequential test

Introduction

There are numerous references on sequential hypothesis testing and the quick
detection of parameter changes in a stochastic system. The aim of the present
paper is three-fold:
1. To construct second-order optimal sequential strategies strengthening the
traditional ones;
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2. To do this for a non-parametric setting with control, indifference zone and
general risk;
3. To show the applicability of the above ideas and constructions for change-
point detection and testing homogeneity.

We begin with sequential discrimination between afinite set of distributions
in Section 1.2 which illuminates the further general exposition.

1. BACKGROUND

1.1. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM

To start we outline the non-parametric setting of the problem following Ma-
lyutov and Tsitovich (1997a) and Malyutov and Tsitovich (2000) which dealt
with first-order optimal tests.

No control case. Let(X;B; �),X � R; be a probability space and(P; d(�))
be a metric space, whereP is a subset of the setA of mutually absolutely
continuous (AC) probability measures which are also AC withrespect to a
sigma-finite measure�. Their densities are denoted by the corresponding lower
case letters.

Denote byEP f(X) the expectation off(X), whereX is a random variable
(RV) with distributionP . Let I(P;Q) = EP log p(X)q(X) be the relative entropy
(Kullback-Leibler divergence) with the usual conventions( logarithms are to
the basee, 0 log 0 = 0 etc.) and the metricd beI-uniformly continuousonP,
i.e. for every" > 0 there existsÆ = Æ(") > 0 such thatd(P;Q) < " for everyP;Q fromP such thatI(P;Q) < Æ.

The setP is partitioned into setsP0, P1 and the indifference zoneP+ =P n (P1 [ P0). We testH0 : P 2 P0 versusH1 : P 2 P1, every decision is
good forP 2 P+.

Suppose that the distance between the hypotheses is positive, i.e.infP2P0;Q2P1 d(P;Q) � Æ0 > 0: (7.1)

A strategys consists of a stopping timeN and a measurable binary decisionÆ : Æ = r means thatHr ; r = 0; 1; is accepted. ObservationsXi; i = 1; : : : ; n
are assumed independent andP -identically distributed (i.i.d.(P )), P 2 P;
whetherN > n or not depends only onXi; i = 1; : : : ; n for everyn.

For an� > 0 introduce�- strategiess satisfying
Condition G(�) : maxr=0;1 supP2Pr PP (Æ = 1� r) � �.
Remark 1. For simplicity of notation we have confined ourselves here to

testing two hypotheses with the same maximal error probabilities. The more
general conditionG(�; ;d) : supP2Pr PP (Æ = 1� r) � r�dr ; r > 0; dr >0 can be tackled similarly (Tsitovich, 1990). For an extension to testing several
hypotheses see e.g. Lai (1995).
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LetEsPN be themean length(MEL) of a strategys. Our first aim is to find
an expansion for the lower bound for MEL as�! 0.

DefineI(P;R) = infQ2R I(P;Q) for R � P; A(P ) = P1�r for P 2 Pr
as the alternative set inP for P . ForP 2 P+, if I(P;P0) � I(P;P1), thenA(P ) = P1, otherwise,A(P ) = P0. Finally k(P ) = I(P;A(P )):

Theorem 1 states: for every�-strategys under mild regularity conditionsEsPN � j log�jk(P ) +O(pj log�j): (7.2)

In Theorem 3 under stricter regularity conditions we construct the�-strategys� attaining equality in (7.2).
Controlled experiments. Here metric spacesPu of some distributionsP u 2A labelled by controlsu 2 U = f1; : : : ;mg are given. Introduce amixed

control u = (�1; : : : ; �m); where�u � 0 and
Pmu=1 �u = 1; U� is the set

of mixed controls,Pu = P�uP u;Pu = fPug. Introduce anm-tuple of
measuresP = fP u; u 2 U;P u 2 Pug;P is the set of suchm-tuples.

We assume that metricsdu are given which areI-uniformly continuous onPu = fP u : P 2 Pg for eachu with respect to the relative entropy and (7.1)
holds for the metricd(P;Q) = maxu2U du(P u; Qu):

After obtaining then-th observation the experimenter either decides to stop
or to choose a mixed control for the(n + 1)st experiment. LetFn be the�-
algebra generated by the observations and controls up to timen. We suppose
that the(n+1)st experiment is predictable, i.e. the corresponding distribution
onU isFn-measurable, the strategy lengthN is a stopping time under the flowFn and a decisionÆ is FN -measurable. A strategys now consists of a ruleu(�) for choosing the mixed controls, a stopping timeN and a decisionÆ. For
more details about constructing a probability space and a control strategy see
Malyutov (1983).

Define Iu(P;Q) = mXi=1 �iI(P i; Qi)
for a mixed controlu and introducek�(P ) = maxu2U� infQ2Au(P ) Iu(P;Q) > 0; (7.3)

((7.1) implies the inequality in (7.3));u� = u�(P ) is a control such thatk�(P ) = infQ2Au�(P ) Iu�(P;Q);
where, for the mixed controluAu(P ) is the alternative set inPu for Pu.

Our main result for controlled sequential testing consistsin proving a modi-
fied lower bound (7.10) and constructing a second-order optimal�-admissible
strategys satisfying (7.10).
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1.2. FINITE SET OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Sequential controlled discrimination between distributions from a finite setP was pioneered in Chernoff (1959). Indifference zones were first incorporated
in Schwarz (1962). Chernoff (1997) surveys the subsequent development of
asymptotically optimal sequential testing of the first order (AOSP1) with the
MEL satisfyingEsPN = j log(�)jk(P )�1�1+o(1)� in a Bayesian framework.
The wideness of the class of AOSP1 allows excessive values ofthe risk function
for finite samples. Constructing procedures of the higher (second-) order of
optimality (AOSP2) therefore became desirable. The results of Keener (1984)
on Bayesian sequential discrimination between a finite number of distributions
imply that (7.4) holds for the optimal strategy with some nonnegativeK. Under
additional conditions a strategy is constructed in Tsitovich (1984) with MEL
exceeding the optimal value byO(log j log(�)j).

No control case.
Introducez(P;Q; x) = log p(x)q(x) , Ln(P;Q) =Pni=1 z(P;Q; xi) and the setQ(P )=fQ : k(P ) = I(P;Q); Q 2 A(P )g; l := #Q(P ).
Proposition 1. Let RVz(P;Q; x) possess fourth moments for allP andQ.

For every�-strategys and l = 1EsPN � j log(�)jk(P ) +O(1)
and, forl > 1, EsPN � j log(�)jk(P ) +Ks j log(�)jk(P ) �1 + o(1)�; (7.4)

whereK = E(g(�)) > 0, � = (�1; : : : ; �l) is a normally distributed RV with
mean0 and covariance matrix� = (�ij);�ij = EP (z(P;Qi; x)z(P;Qj ; x)),g(�) = maxi=1;:::l �i:

Sketch of proof(the full proof is in Tsitovich, 1993). DefineLn(P ) =(Ln(P;Q1); : : : ; Ln(P;Ql)); x0 = log(�)1;1 = (1; : : : ; 1).
Introduce� , the time when the likelihood ratio of the true distributionP with

respect to every alternative first exceeds the prescribed level j log(�)j. It is not
a stopping time (for unknownP ) but it is shown in Keener (1984), Lemma 5.1,
that every strategy has an MEL exceedingEP � + onst for all �.

Hence, the lower bound can be obtained by minimizing the meantime until
the first entry intoR+ = fx 2 Rl : xi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; lg for the processx0 + Ln(P ).

Applying Theorem 4.1 ( Keener, 1984) for our minimization problem we get
the results of Proposition 1.

Controlled experiments. For simplicity let the optimal controlu� be unique
andu1; : : : ; ut be controls inU such thatu�(P ) = (�1; : : : ; �t; 0; : : : ; 0), �i >
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Pti=1 �i = 1. Introduce vectors�i = (I(P i; Qi1); : : : ; I(P i; Qil)); i =1; : : : ; t; whereQj 2 A(P ) are such thatIu�(P )(P;Qj) = k(P ); j = 1; : : : ; l.

Usually l � 2 for controlled discrimination.
The regular caseis defined such that�i; i = 1; : : : ; t; span the subspaceL

anddim(L) = l: In thedegenerate casedim(L) < l:
An example of the degenerate case is the following:P = fP0; P1; P�1g,P0 = fP0g,P1 = fP1; P�1g,U = f1; 2g, andI(P u0 ; P ur ) = I; r = 1;�1; u =1; 2:
Let Fst(P;x) be the minimal value of the functionf = tXi=1 �i (7.5)

under the constraints�i � 0; i = 1; : : : ; t;x+ tXi=1 �i�i � 0 (7.6)

and g(�) = Fst(P;x0 + �)� j log�jk(P )�1:
Proposition 2. Let the RVz(P u; Qu; x) possess fourth moments for allP ,Q, andu. For every�-strategys in the regular caseEsPN � j log(�)jk(P ) +O(1)

and, in the degenerate case,EsPN � j log(�)jk(P ) +Ks j log(�)jk(P ) �1 + o(1)�; (7.7)

whereK = E(g(�)) > 0, � = (�1; : : : ; �l) is a normally distributed RV with
mean0 and covariance matrix� = (�j1j2);�j1j2 = tXi=1 �iEP (z(P i; Qij1 ; x)z(P i; Qij2 ; x)):

Sketch of proof(the full proof is in Tsitovich, 1993). For a finite setU of con-
trols the asymptotically optimal control rule should provide the fastest approach
to the positive octantR+ by the vector composed of likelihood ratios. This
problem was studied in Lalley and Lorden (1986). A simpler non-stochastic
control problem, analogous to (7.5) and (7.6), was studied in Keener (1984) for
sequential discrimination in a Bayesian setting.
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Under the conditions of Proposition 2, strategiess� with MEL j log(�)jk(P ) +O(1)
for the regular case and withEs�P N = j log(�)jk(P ) +Ks j log(�)jk(P ) +O(1); (7.8)

whereK is the same constant as in (7.7), for the degenerate case, areconstructed
in Tsitovich (1993). In contrast to the regular case, the optimal control from
Lalley and Lorden (1986) does not apply for the last phase of the strategy with
condition (7.8). A full description of the procedure under the condition (7.8) is
outlined in Tsitovich (1993).

1.3. OUTLINE OF CHANGE-POINT DETECTION

Our strategy and bounds appear readily applicable to the non-parametric
detection of abrupt change in the distribution of an i.i.d. sequencewithout an
indifference zone. We use the methodology outlined in Lorden (1971).

Let the observationsX1; : : : ;Xn; : : : be independent and, forn < �, all
having a distributionP0 2 P0, while all theXn with n � � have an unknown
distributionP1 2 P1, where� � 1 is an unknown integer, and (7.1) holds.

Let N be a change-point estimate, anda+ = a, if a � 0, anda+ = 0
otherwise. Following Lorden (1971) we use the functional�Es(N) = sup��1 esssupEsP1 �(N � � + 1)+ jX1; : : : ;X� � ;
with indexP1 2 P1 suppressed, as the optimality criterion of the strategys
under the restriction that for a given� > 0EsP (N) � ��1: (7.9)

Let s be a sequential strategy for testing the hypothesisH1 : P 2 P1 versusH0 : P 2 P0 with a one-sided decisionÆ such thatsupP2P0 PP (Æ = 1) � �
and letT be its stopping time. For everyt we denote byTt the stopping time
of s based on the observationsXt = (xt; xt+1; : : : ). DefineN = inft(Tt + t)
as a stopping time of change-point detection. By Theorem 2 inLorden (1971)EsP (N) � ��1 forP 2 P0. Hence asymptotically optimal one-sided strategies
for hypothesis testingare also asymptoticallyoptimal forchange-point detection
under the condition (7.9).

Theorem 3 in Lorden (1971) states that, under the condition (7.9), �Es(N) �j log�jI�11 (1 + o(1)); whereI1 = I1(P1) = I(P1;P0), if the condition C1 in
section 2 is valid.

Lai (1995) gives a detailed survey of connections between sequential testing
and change-point detection for finite or parametricP.

We generalize these results for a non-parametric setting and study AOSP2
of change-point detection in subsection 4.2.
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2. NON-PARAMETRIC SECOND ORDER BOUNDS

C1. There is some > 0 such that, for allP 2 P; Q 2 P andu 2 U ,EuP (z(P u; Qu;X))2 < :
We prove the following lower bound extending that of Malyutov and Tsi-

tovich (2000).
Theorem 1. i. Under the condition C1, every�-strategys for the no-control

problem satisfies(7.2) for everyP 2 P.
ii. For controlled experiments and everyP 2 P the following inequality holdsEsPN � j log�jk�(P ) +O �pj log�j� : (7.10)

The proof is a rather straightforward generalization of a lower bound in
Malyutov and Tsitovich (2000).

Additional regularity conditions for constructing an optimal strategy are:
C2. There existt > 0 andf > 0 such that for allu 2 U andP 2 PEP �supQ2P exp(�tz(P;Q;X))� � f:
C3. z(P;Q; x) is differentiable w.r.t.x andD = ZX z1(x) (a(x)b(x))1=2 dx <1;
where z1(x) = supQ2P �����z(P;Q; x)�x ���� ;supP2P Z x�1 p(t)�(dt) � a(x) and supP2P Z 1x p(t)�(dt) � b(x):
C4. There existb > 0 andK1 = K1(b) such that for everyn the estimatep̂ = p̂n for the density function of i.i.d.(P ) observationsX1; : : : ;Xn exists
with EP (I(P; P̂ )) � K1n�b: (7.11)

Remark 2. If, for example, the setX is the interval[0; 1℄ and, forP 2 P, the
function log p : R! R having period 1, belongs to the Sobolev spaceW r2 onX, r � 1; then (Barron and Sheu, 1991) condition C4 is valid withb = 2r1+2r .
Therefore, if additionally to C3 we assumeZX ��z(P;Q; x)�x �2 dx �  <1
with the boundary conditionz(P;Q; 0) = z(P;Q; 1), then C4 is valid forb = 23 .
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If P is a quasi-homogeneous family (Centsov, 1982) then C4 is verified
using the methodology of Centsov (1982) for density estimation with b � 12
depending on the smoothness ofP.

Remark 3. Usually the estimatêP is constructed by approximatingP by a
parametric exponential family of distributionsAm of dimensionm and finding
the ML-estimate as ifP 2 Am. ThenI(P; P̂ ) � 1m�r1 + 2mr2n (7.12)

for some1 > 0 and2 > 0, r1 depends on the smoothness ofP, while r2
depends on a basis for the familyAm. Optimization of (7.12) overm gives
(7.11).

Now we introduce our strategys� = s�(n) depending on a parametern.
Procedures� consists of conditionally i.i.d. loops. The loop terminating with
the event (7.13) is the final loop ofs�. Every loop contains two phases.

Based on the firstL = [pj ln�j℄ + 1 observations of a loop we estimate the
density functionP .

Let us enumerate measurements of the second phase anew and introduceLk(P̂ ; Q) =Pki=1 z(P̂ ; Q; xi); whereP̂ is the estimate ofP in the first phase.
We stop observations at the first momentM such thatinfQ2An(P̂ )LM (P̂ ; Q) > 1 + j log�j (7.13)

or M > 2k(P̂ )�1j log�j (7.14)

and accept the hypothesisHr (i.e. Æ = r) if (7.13) holds and1� r is the index
of the setA(P̂ ). In all other cases we begin a new loop.

Theorem 2. For everyP 2 P under the conditions C1-C4 and appropriate
parameters,s� is an�-strategy andEs�P N � j log�jk(P ) +O �j log�j1�b=2�+O �pj log�j� : (7.15)

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 in Malyutov and Tsitovich (2000).
The difference is in estimating the mean lengthEs�P N2 of the second phase
which is the principal part of the total mean length.

Let F0 be the�-algebra generated by all observations before the second
phase starts and letT be an eventfA(P̂ ) = A(P )g. Introduce�(k) = Lk(P̂ ; Q)� Lk�1(P̂ ; Q)� I(P;Q) + I(P; P̂ ); �(k) = kXl=1 �(l):
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It can be shown that�(k) is a martingale and, under the validity of the eventT , C3 implies the boundEs�P  supQ2A(P̂ );k�l j�(k)j�����F0;T ! = O �pl� : (7.16)

From C4, as in the proof of Theorem 3 in Malyutov and Tsitovich(1997b),Es�P (N2jF0;T ) � j log�jk(P )� " +O �pj log�j� ; (7.17)

where" = K1j log�j�b=2.
We see that the second term in (7.15) is generally of a larger order of magni-

tude than that in (7.10). It is remedied by a strategy with more than two phases.
The number of phases depends onb.

Theorem 3. For everyP 2 P under the conditions C1-C4 withb � 12 and
appropriate parameters, the multi-phased strategys� is an�-strategy andEs�P N � j log�jk(P ) +O �pj log�j� :

The proof is based on making" � j log�j�1=2 in (7.17) by more precise
estimation ofP in an appropriate multi-phased procedure.

3. NON-PARAMETRIC TESTING WITH CONTROL

Let the following regularity conditions hold:
C5. i. For everyu 2 U the condition C4 is valid with the same valuesb

andK1(b). ii. There exists a sequence of mixed controlsun(P ),  > 0 andK2 = K2(), such thatun(P̂n) is a measurable control for everyn and i.i.d.(P )
observationsX1; : : : ;Xn, P 2 P, such thatEP j infQ2A(P )(Iun(P̂n)(P;Q)� k(P ))j � K2n�:

Remark 4. C5 can be verified by approximatingP, as in Remark 3, by
exponential families using the methodology of Centsov (1982).

Our procedureS� = S�(n), as before, has conditionally i.i.d. loops until
the final success, almost as in (7.13). If an analogue of (7.14) holds, a new loop
begins. Every loop contains two phases.

In the first phase we obtain the estimateP̂ u of P u for everyu 2 U based onL = [pj ln�j℄ + 1 independent observations with this control.
We use the controlu(i) = uL(P̂ ) for the i-th measurement of the second

phase, stop observations and take the decisionÆ as in the strategys�.
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Theorem 4. Under the conditions C1-C5 for everyP 2 P and appropriate
parameters,S� is an�-strategy andES�P N � j log�jk(P ) +O �j log�j1�d=2�+O �pj log�j�
whered = min(b; ).

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. Only, since the control uL(P̂ )
replacesu�(P ), the estimate (7.17) is replaced byES�P (N2jF0;T ) � j log�jk(P )� " +O �pj log�j� ;
where" = K1j log�j� b2 +K2j log�j� 2 .

A further strengthening of the upper bound can be obtained bystudying
multi-phased strategies as in Section 2

4. EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

4.1. GENERAL RISK

Our Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended to allow a general loss function of
the strategy length with power growth, as in Malyutov and Tsitovich (2000).
Let g : R+ ! R+ be continuous, increasing to infinity and
i. g(an) � Kgakg(n) for all a > 1, largen, and some positiveKg andk;

ii. 1 � g mn � g(n+m)g(n) � 1 + Cg mn ; with the same constantsg andCg for alln andk.
LetEsP g(N) be the risk of a strategys.
Theorem 5. Under condition C1 every�-admissible strategys satisfiesEsP g(N) � g� j log�jk(P ) ��1 +O �j log�j�1=2�� :
Under the conditions C1-C4 and appropriate parameters,s� is an�-strategy

andEs�P g(N) � g� j log�jk(P ) ��1 +O �j log�j�b=2�+O �j log�j� 12�� :
The proof is a rather straightforward generalization of that for Theorems 1

and 2.

4.2. CHANGE-POINT DETECTION

We use a modification of our strategys� for the sequential detection of a
change-point in the setting outlined in Section 1.3.
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The modified strategys� is the following: letXt = (xt; xt+1; : : : );wherexi
is thei-th measurement. For everyt � 1 under the sequence of measurementsXt we construct one loop ofs�, which is denoted bys�t , for estimating�.

If (7.14) holds then we takeNt =1.
Theorem 6. Under condition C1 for every�-strategy and sufficiently small� we have the lower bound�Es(N) � j log�jI�11 +O (log j log�j) :
Under conditions C1-C4 and appropriate parameters,s� is an�-strategy

and �Es(N) � j log�jI�11 +O �j log�j1�b=2�+O �pj log�j� : (7.18)

Proof. The lower bound follows from the proof in Lorden (1971). Condition
(7.9) follows from Theorem 2 in Lorden (1971) and (7.18) follows from our
Theorem 2. The risk�Es�g((N��+1)+) is bounded from above by Theorem 4.

4.3. SEQUENTIAL TESTING OF HOMOGENEITY

Let independent observations be taken fromm � 2 populations with distri-
butionsP1; : : : ; Pm on (X;B; �), Pi 2 Q, when conditions C1-C4 hold forQ.
We testH0 : P1 = � � � = Pm versusH1 : maxi;j d(Pi; Pj) � � > 0; whered is anI-uniformly continuous distance onQ. Application of controlu means
that we take an observation from theu-th population.

This is the problem of controlled experiments for testing the hypothesisH0 : P 2 P0 versusH1 : P 2 P1 with the indifference zoneP 2 P+, whereP = (P1; : : : ; Pm); Pi 2 P, P0 = fP : P1 = � � � = Pmg, P1 = fP :maxi;j d(Pi; Pj) � � > 0g, P+ = fP : 0 < maxi;j d(Pi; Pj) < �g.
Let X = [0; 1℄, Q be such thatlog p 2 W r2 ; jjDr log pjj2 � K, r > 1,p : R ! R have period 1 and let� be Lebesgue measure. It can be deduced

from Barron and Sheu (1991) that condition C5 is valid with = r�12r . Therefore
it follows from Remark 2 that the conditions of Theorem 4 are valid and our
general strategy from the previous section is applicable for testing homogeneity.

Theorem 7. Under conditions C1-C3 and appropriate parameters,S� is an�-strategy andES�P N � j log�jk�(P ) +O �j log�j�d�+O �pj log�+ j� ;
whered = r�14r .

Acknowledgement. The authors are grateful to Prof. H. Chernoff for im-
proving our language and style and for making our historicalremarks more
precise.
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Abstract The paper applies abstract optimisation principles in the space of measures within
the context of optimal design problems. It is shown that within this framework
it is possible to treat various design criteria and constraints in a unified manner
providing a “universal” variant of the Kiefer-Wolfowitz theorem and giving a
full spectrum of optimality criteria for particular cases.The described steepest
descent algorithm uses the true direction of steepest descent and descends faster
than the conventional sequential algorithms that involve renormalisation at every
step.

Keywords: design of experiments, gradient methods, optimal design, regression, space of
measures

Introduction

Consider a standard linear optimal design problem on a design spaceX
(assumed to be a locally compact separable metric space) with regressorsf(x) = (f1(x); : : : ; fk(x)) and unknown coefficients� = (�1; : : : ; �k). The
optimal design is described as a probability measure� onX that determines
the frequencies of making observations at particular points. The information
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matrix is given by M(�) = Z f(x)>f(x)�(dx) ; (8.1)

see, e. g., Atkinson and Donev (1992) for details. The measure � that min-
imisesdetM�1(�) is called the D-optimal design measure. To create aconvex
optimisation criterion it is convenient to minimise	(M) = � log(detM),
which is a convex functional on the space of matrices. In general, a measure�
that minimises a given differentiable functional	(M(�)) is called a	-optimal
design measure.

It is common to handle the above optimisation problem by firstfinding an
optimal information matrix from the class defined by all admissible design
measures and afterwards by relating it to the correspondingdesign measure.
Schematically, such methods of finding the optimal solutioninvolve the fol-
lowing two stages:	(M(�)) Step I�! M(�) Step II�! � : (8.2)

Step I concerns optimisation in the Euclidean space of dimensionk(k + 1)=2,
while Step II aims to identify the measure from the information matrix ob-
tained in the previous step. However, the chain approach based on (8.2) cannot
be easily amended when the formulation of the problem changes, e.g., when
constraints on� appear. This usually calls for major changes in proofs, since
a new family of matrices has to be analysed in Step I. Therefore, for each new
type of constraint on� not only Step II, but also Step I, has to be reworked,
as in Cook and Fedorov (1995) and Fedorov and Hackl (1997), for example,
where a number of different types of constraint are analysed.

Although the family of non-negative measures is not a linearspace, many
objective functionals can be extended onto the linear spaceof signedmeasures
as the definition (8.1) of the information matrixM(�) applies literally to signed
measures. This allows us to treat the design problems described above as a
special case of the optimisation of functionals defined on signed measures.
We show that this abstract setting naturally incorporates many specific optimal
design problems and leads to new (apparently more efficient)steepest descent
algorithms for the numerical computation of optimal designs.

Recall that thedirectional(orGateaux) derivative of a real-valued functional in a Banach spaceE is defined byD (x)[v℄ = limt#0 t�1( (x+ tv)�  (x)) ; (8.3)

wherev 2 E is a direction (Hille and Phillips (1957)). The functional is said
to have aFréchet(or strong) derivative if (x+ v) =  (x) +D (x)[v℄ + o(kvk) askvk ! 0 ;
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whereD (x)[v℄ is a bounded linear continuous functional ofv. In the design
context, is a functional on the space of measures, such as (�) = 	(M(�)),
andk � k is a norm defined for signed measures, e. g. the total variation norm.
Then the Fŕechet derivative is written asD (�)[�℄, where� is a signed measure.

Clearly, if � is a probability measure, then� + t� as in (8.3) above is not
necessarily a probability measure or even a positive measure. Therefore, (�+t�) may not have a direct interpretation within the design framework for an
arbitrary �. To circumvent this difficulty, it is quite typical in the optimal
design literature to replace (8.3) by the following definition of the directional
derivative: ~D (�)[�℄ = limt#0 t�1( ((1 � t)�+ t�)�  (�)) (8.4)

(Atkinson and Donev (1992); Wynn (1972)). Now(1�t)�+t� is a probability
measure fort 2 [0; 1℄ if both � and� are probability measures. This definition
of the directional derivative is used to construct the steepest (with respect to the
differential operator~D) descent algorithms for finding optimal designs when
it is not possible to obtain analytical solutions (Wynn (1972)). However, the
descent related to (8.4) is onlyasymptoticallyequivalent to the true steepest
descent as defined byD in (8.3). Indeed, it is easy to see from the definitions
that ~D (�)[�℄ = D (�)[� � �℄ :
Thus, the descent direction~�� determined by minimising~D (�)[�℄ over all�
with the given norm is not thetrue steepest descent direction�� obtained by
minimisingD (�)[�℄.

The steepest descent algorithm described in Section 3 emerges from our the-
oretical results on constrained optimisation in the space of measures presented
in Section 1. In contrast to the classical sequential algorithms in the optimal
design literature (Wu, 1978a, 1978b; Wu and Wynn (1978); Wynn (1970)),
we do not renormalise the design measure obtained on each step. Instead, the
algorithm adds asignedmeasure chosen to minimise the Fréchet derivative of
the target function among all measures satisfying the imposed constraints. This
extends the ideas of Atwood (1973, 1976) on the conventionaloptimisation
framework. Working in the linear space of signed measures rather than on the
cone of positive measures makes this algorithm just a special case of the general
steepest descent algorithm known from the optimisation literature. To establish
its required convergence properties it is now sufficient to refer to the general
results for the steepest descent method (see Polak, 1997).

Section 1 surveys several necessary concepts of abstract optimisation for
functionals defined on the cone of positive measures, describing a number of
results adapted from Molchanov and Zuyev (1997), where proofs and further
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generalisations can be found. Applications to optimal designs are discussed in
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to steepest descent type algorithms.

1. OPTIMISATION IN THE SPACE OF MEASURES

LetM be the family of all non-negative finite measures on a Polish spaceX
andeM be the linear space of all signed measures with bounded totalvariation on
its Borel sets. In numerical implementationsX becomes a grid in a Euclidean
spaceRd and� 2 M is a non-negative array indexed by the grid’s nodes. For
every� 2 eM , denote by�+ (resp.��) the positive (resp. negative) part in the
Jordan decomposition of�.

Consider the following optimisation problem with finitely many equality and
inequality constraints:  (�)! inf (8.5)

subject to (Hi(�) = 0 ; i = 1; : : : ;m ;Hj(�) � 0 ; j = m+ 1; : : : ; k : (8.6)

It is always assumed thatf : eM 7! R andH : eM 7! Rk are Fŕechet differ-
entiable functions. Most differentiable functionals of measures met in practice
have derivatives which can be represented in the integral form. We consider
here only this common case, so that there exist measurable real-valued functionsd (x; �) andhi(x; �), i = 1; : : : ; k, such that for all� 2 eMD (�)[�℄ = Z d (x; �)�(dx) and DH(�)[�℄ = Z h(x; �)�(dx) ;

(8.7)
whereh = (h1; : : : ; hk). Note that all integrals are overX unless otherwise
specified. Furthermore, assume that the solution� of Problem (8.5) isregular,
i.e. the functionsh1(�; �); : : : ; hm(�; �)are linearly independent and there exists� 2 eM such that(R hi(x; �)�(dx) = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ;m ;R hj(x; �)�(dx) < 0 for all j 2 fm+ 1; : : : ; kg verifyingHj(�) = 0:

(8.8)
(Without the inequality constraints, (8.8) holds trivially with � being the zero
measure). The regularity condition above guarantees the existence and bound-
edness of the Lagrange multipliers (Zowe and Kurcyusz (1979)) for the prob-
lem (8.5).

Theorem 1 ( see Molchanov and Zuyev (1997)). Let � be a regular local
minimum of subject to (8.6). Then there existsu = (u1; : : : ; uk) withuj � 0
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if Hj(�) = 0 andui = 0 if Hj(�) < 0 for j 2 fm+ 1; : : : ; kg, such that(d (x; �) = uh(x; �)> �� almost everywhere;d (x; �) � uh(x; �)> for all x 2 X : (8.9)

Example1. The simplest (but extremely important) example concerns minimi-
sation of (�) over all� 2 M with the fixed total mass�(X) = 1. In the above
framework, this corresponds to the case whenk = 1 and the only constraint isH1(�) = R �(dx)� 1 = 0. Then (8.9) becomes(d (x; �) = u �� almost everywhere;d (x; �) � u for all x 2 X : (8.10)

In the sequel we call (8.10) a necessary condition for a minimum in the fixed
total mass problem.

2. APPLICATIONS TO OPTIMAL DESIGN

Optimal design problems can be naturally treated within thegeneral frame-
work described above of optimisation of functionals definedon finite measures.
Theorem 1 directly applies to functionals of measures typical in the optimal de-
sign literature and under quite general differentiable constraints. Although we
do not make any convexity assumptions on and work exclusively with neces-
sary optimal conditions, convexity of immediately ensures the existence of
the optimal design.

Theorem 1 can easily be specialised to functionals that effectively depend
on the information matrix. Given a function	 : Rk2 7! R, a	-optimal design
measure� minimises (�) = 	(M(�)) over all probability measures onX
with possibly some additional constraints. Direct computation of the derivative
of leads to the following result that can be considered as a generalised Kiefer–
Wolfowitz theorem.

Corollary 2. Let � provide a	-optimal design subject to constraints (8.6).
Then (8.9) holds withd (x; �) = f(x)D	(M)(�)f>(x)
and D	(M)(�) = �	(M)�mij ij (�) ;
wheremij = R fi(x)fj(x)�(dx) is the(i; j)-th entry of the information matrix.
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Example2. (D-optimal design)Put	(M) = � log detM . ThenD	(M) =�M�1, the only constraint ifH(�) = �(X) � 1 has the derivativeh = 1.
Sinced (x; �) = �f(x)M�1(�)f>(x) = �d(x; �), Theorem 1 yields the
necessary condition in the Kiefer-Wolfowitz characterisation of D-optimal de-
signs.

Example3. (D-optimal design with fixed moments)Let X = Rd and assume
that along with the constraint on the total mass�(X) = 1we fix the expectation
of �, which is a vectorm = R x�(dx). These constraints can be written asH(�) = (m; 0), whereH(�) is a(d+1)-dimensional vector function with the
componentsHi(�) = R xi�(dx) for i = 1; : : : ; d andHd+1(�) = �(X) � 1.
Clearly, (8.7) holds withh(x; �) = (x; 1). By Theorem 1, if�minimises	(�)
under the conditionH(�) = (m; 0), then(d (x; �) = v x> + u �� almost everywhere;d (x; �) � v x> + u for all x 2 X ;
for somev 2 Rd . In other words,d(x; �) is affinefor �-almost allx.

Example4. (D-optimal designs with a limited cost)Let h(x) determine the
cost of making an observation at pointx. If the expected total cost is bounded
by C, then the design measure� should, in addition to�(X) = 1, satisfy the
constraint

R h(x)�(dx) � C. If � provides a	-optimal design under such
constraints, then(d (x; �) = u+ wh(x) �� a.e.;d (x; �) � u+ wh(x) for all x 2 X ;
for someu 2 R andw � 0 if

R h(x)�(dx) = C andw = 0 if
R h(x)�(dx) <C.

Since the function (�) = 	(M(�)) in the D-optimality problem is a convex
function of�, the above necessary conditions become necessary and sufficient
conditions, thus providing a full characterisation of the optimal designs. Other
examples, like D-optimal designs with bounded densities, design on product-
spaces,etc., can be treated similarly.

3. GRADIENT METHODS

Direction of steepest descent. The gradient descent method relies on
knowledge of the derivative of the target functional. As before, it is assumed
that (�) is Fŕechet differentiable and its derivative has the integral represen-
tation (8.7). We first consider the general setup, which willbe specialised later
for particular constraints and objective functionals.
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The most basic method of the gradient descent type used in optimal design
suggests moving from�n (the approximation at stepn) to�n+1 = (1��n)�n+�n�n, where0 < �n < 1 and �n minimises ~D	(�)[�℄ over all probability
measures� (Wynn (1970)). It is easy to see that such�n is concentrated at
the points where the corresponding gradient functiond (x; �) is minimised.
Rearranging the terms, we obtain�n+1 = �n + �n(�n � �n) : (8.11)

In this form the algorithm looks like a conventional descentalgorithm that
moves along the direction�n = �n(�n � �n). In this particular case, the step
size isk�nk � 2�n, and�n = �+n � ��n with�+n = �n�n ; ��n = �n�n :
Such a choice of�n ensures that�n + �n remains a probability measure since
the negative part of�n is proportional to�n with �n < 1.

However, if we do not restrict the choice for the descent direction to measures
with the negative part proportional to�n, then it is possible to find a steeper
descent direction�n = � than the one suggested by (8.11). If the current value�n = �, then the steepness of the descent direction� is commonly characterised
by the value of the derivativeD (�)[�℄ = Z d (x; �)�(dx) :
The true steepest descent direction must be chosen to minimiseD (�)[�℄ over
all signed measures� with total variationk�k � " = 2�n such that� + �
belongs to the familyM of non-negative measures and satisfies all specified
constraints. For instance, if the only constraint is that the total mass�(X) = 1,
then any signed measure� with �(X) = 0 and negative part�� dominated by� would ensure that�+ � stays inM and maintains the required total mass.

Consider the problem with only linear constraints of equality type:Hi(�) = Z hi(x)�(dx) = ai ; i = 1; : : : ; k ; (8.12)

wherea1; : : : ; ak are given real numbers. Invector form,H(�) = R h(x)�(dx) =A, whereH = (H1; : : : ;Hk), h = (h1; : : : ; hk) andA = (a1; : : : ; ak) imply-
ing thatDH(�)[�℄ = R h(x)�(dx).

For a� 2 M denote by�� the family of all signed measures� 2 eM such that�+ � 2 M and�+ � satisfies the constraints (8.12). The family�� represents
admissible directions of descent. Let�jB denote the restriction of a measure�
onto a Borel setB, i.e. �jB(�) = �(�\B). The following results, given without
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proof, characterise the steepest direction. Recall that vectorsw1; : : : ; wk+1 are
calledaffinely independentif w2�w1; : : : ; wk+1�w1 are linearly independent.

Theorem 3 (see Molchanov and Zuyev (2000)). The minimum ofD (�)[�℄
over all � 2 �� with k�k � " is achieved on a signed measure� = �+ � ��
such that�+ has at mostk atoms and�� =Pk+1i=1 ti �jBi for some0 � ti � 1
with t1 + � � � + tk+1 = 1 and some measurable setsBi such that vectorsH(�jBi); i = 1; : : : ; k + 1, are affinely independent.

Corollary 4. If the only constraint is�(X) = 1, then the minimum ofD (�)[�℄
over all � 2 �� with k�k � " is achieved on a signed measure� such that�+ is the positive measure of total mass"=2 concentrated on the points of the
global minima ofd (x; �) and�� = �jM(t") + ��jM(s")nM(t"), whereM(p) = fx 2 X : d (x; �) � pg ;
and t" = inffp : �(M(p)) < "=2g ; (8.13)s" = supfp : �(M(p)) � "=2g : (8.14)

The factor� is chosen to ensure that�(M(t")) + ��(M(s") nM(t")) = "=2.

It is interesting to note that, without the constraintk�k � " on the total
variation norm of the increment measure, the steepest direction preserving the
total mass is the measure� = Æx0��, whereÆx0 is the unit measure concentrated
on a global minimum pointx0 of d (x; �). Thus the classical algorithm based
on the modified directional derivative (8.4) uses, in fact, the scaled variant of
this direction.

Steepest descent in the fixed total mass problem. The necessary condition
given in Corollary 2 can be used as a stopping rule for descentalgorithms.
Corollary 4 above describes the steepest descent directionin the minimisation
problem with a fixed total mass, justifying the following algorithm:

Procedurego.steep
Input. Initial measure�.

Step 0.Compute   (�).
Step 1.Computeg  d (x; �). If is.optim(�; g), stop.

Otherwise, choose the step size".
Step 2.Compute�1  take.step("; �; g).
Step 3.If  1   (�1) <  , then� �1;    1; and go to Step 2.

Otherwise, go to Step 1.
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The necessary condition for the optimum, that is used as a stopping rule in
Step 1 above, is given by (8.10): the functiong(x) = d (x; �) is constant and
takes its minimal value on the support of an optimal�. Strictly speaking, the
support of� on thediscretespaceX is the setS = fx 2 X : �(x) > 0g.
But in practice one may wish to ignore the atoms of mass less than a certain
small thresholdsupp.tol. The boolean procedureis.optimhas the following
structure:

Procedureis.optim
Input. Measure�, gradient functiong(x), tolerancetol, supp.tol.

Step 1.Determine supportS of � up to tolerancesupp.tol.
Step 2.If maxx2S g(x) �min g(x) <tol returnTRUE, and otherwiseFALSE.

The proceduretake.step returns the updated measure�1 = �+ �, where� is an increment measure with total mass 0 and variance" along the steepest
direction described in Corollary 4.

Proceduretake.step
Input. Step size", measure�, gradient functiong(x).

Step 0.Put�1(fxg) �(fxg) for each pointx 2 X.
Step 1.Find a pointx0 of the global minimum ofg(x) and put�1(fx0g) �(fx0g) + "=2.
Step 2.Find t" ands" from (8.13) and (8.14), put�1(fxg) = 0

for all x 2M(t"), decrease the total�1-mass of the points fromM(s") nM(t") by value"=2 � �(M(t")) and return the obtained�1.
In Step 1 above the mass"=2 can also be spread uniformly or in any other

manner over the points of the global minimum ofg(x). The described algorithm
leads to a global minimum when applied to convex objective functions. In the
general case it may stuck in a local minimum, the feature common for gradient
algorithms applied in the context of global optimisation.

There are many possible methods suitable to choose the step size" in Step 1
of procedurego.steep. Many aspects can be considered: the previous step
size and/or difference between the supremum and infimum ofd (x; �) over
the support of�. The Armijo method widely used for general gradient descent
algorithms (Polak (1997)) defines the new step size to be�m", the integerm is
such that  (�+ �m)�  (�) � � Z d (x; �)�m(dx) ; (�+ �m�1)�  (�) > � Z d (x; �)�m�1(dx) ;
where0 < � < 1 and�m is the steepest descent measure with the total variation�m" described in Corollary 4.
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The corresponding steepest descent algorithms are applicable for general
differentiable objective functions and realised inSplus/R librarymefista (for
MEasures with FIxed mass STeepest Ascent/descent) from bundle mesop that
can be obtained from the authors’ web-pages. The chosen optimality criterion
and the regressors should be passed as arguments to the descent procedure using
(appropriately coded) functions andd .

A numerical example. Cubic regression through the origin.LetX = [0; 1℄
and letf = (x; x2; x3). For the D-optimal design in this model an exact
solution is available that assigns equal weights to three points (5 � p5)=10
and 1 (Atkinson and Donev (1992), p.119). The initial measure is taken to be
uniform on[0; 1℄, discretised with grid size 0.01. In the algorithm described in
(Atkinson and Donev (1992)) and further referred to as A0, a mass equal to the
step size is added into the point of minimum of the gradient functiond (x; �),
and the measure is then rescaled to the original total mass. The algorithm A1
is based on Corollary 4 and described above.

We run both algorithms A0 and A1 until either the objective function no
longer decreases or the stopping condition is satisfied: thestandardised response
functionattains its minimum and is constant (within the predetermined tolerance
level of 0.01) on the support of the current measure.

It takes 28 steps for our algorithm A1 to obtain the followingapproxima-
tion to the optimal measure:�(0:27) = 0:2088645, �(0:28) = 0:1247447,�(0:72) = 0:2239635, �(0:73) = 0:1090888, �(1) = 0:3333385. Note
that the distribution of the mass over the nearest grid points corresponds ex-
actly to the true atoms positioned at irrational points(5 � p5)=10, since�(0:27) + �(0:28) = 0:3336092 and�(0:72) + �(0:73) = 0:3330523. The
final step size is 0.00078125, (�) = �1:184291 � 10�5, and the range ofd (x; �) on the support of� is 0:006407306 <tol= 0:01. Thus, algorithm
A1 achieves the optimal design measure. In contrast, it takes 87 steps for A0 to
arrive at a similar result (which still has a number of support points with negli-
gible mass, but not true zeroes). Despite the fact that our algorithm makes more
calculations at each step; it took 1.96 seconds of system time on a Pentium-II PC
with 256 Mb RAM running at 450 MHz underLinux to finalise the task, com-
pared to 3.70 seconds for A0. The difference becomes even more spectacular
for smaller tolerance levels or finer grids.

Multiple linear constraints. Although the steepest direction for optimisa-
tion with many linear constraints given by (8.12) is characterised in Theorem 3,
its practical determination becomes a difficult problem. Indeed, it is easy to
see that for a discrete spaceX (used in numerical methods) minimisation ofD (�)[�℄ over all signed measures� 2 �� with k�k = " is a linear program-
ming problem of dimension equal to the cardinality ofX. Therefore, in the
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presence of many constraints, it might be computationally more efficient to use
an approximation to the exact steepest direction.

For instance, it is possible to fix the negative component of the increment� at every step and vary its positive part�+. Due to Theorem 3, the positive
part � = �+ of the steepest increment measure consists of at mostk atoms.
With the negative part�� being proportional to�, we suggest moving from
the current measure� to � + � where� = � � � for some > 0. This is
equivalent to renormalisation(�+ � 0) with  = (1� ) and� 0 = �1�. The
measure� hask atoms of massesp1; : : : ; pk located at pointsx1; : : : ; xk chosen
to minimise the directional derivativeD (�)[�℄ (or, equivalently,D (�)[�℄)
and to maintain the imposed constraints (8.12). The value of characterises
the size of the step, although it is not equal to the total variation of�.

To satisfy the linear constraintsH(� + � � �) = A = (a1; : : : ; ak) we
need to have H(�) = kXj=1 pjh(xj) = A ;
which can be written in matrix form asH (x1 ; : : : ; xk)p> = A>
with p = (p1; : : : ; pk) andH (x1 ; : : : ; xk) = [hi(xj)℄ki;j=1. This impliesp> = H (x1 ; : : : ; xk)�1A> : (8.15)

Since� = � � �, the directional derivativeD (�)[�℄ is minimised if �
minimises D (�)[�℄ = d(x1; : : : ; xk)H (x1 ; : : : ; xk)�1A> ; (8.16)

whered(x1; : : : ; xk) = (d (x1; �); : : : ; d (xk; �)). The right-hand side of
(8.16) is a function ofk variablesx1; : : : ; xk that should be minimised to find
the ‘optimal’ locations of the atoms. Their massesp1; : : : ; pk are determined
by (8.15). Note that minimisation is restricted to only thosek-tuplesx1; : : : ; xk
that providep> with all non-negative components.

Since this descent differs from thesteepestdescent given in Theorem 3, an
additional analysis is necessary to ensure that the algorithm described does
converge to the desired solution. By using the same arguments as in Wu and
Wynn (1978), it is possible to prove the dichotomous theoremfor this situation.

The descent algorithm for many constraints based on renormalisation proce-
dure has been programmed in theSplus andR languages. The corresponding
library medea (for MEasure DEscent/Ascent) from bundlemesop and related
examples can again be obtained from the authors’ web-pages.

In the case of a single constraint on the total mass the described approach
turns into a renormalisation method:� has a single atom that is placed at the
point of the global minimum ofd (�; �) to minimiseD (�)[�℄.
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Chapter 9

ON THE EFFICIENCY OF GENERALLY
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Abstract Restricted maximum likelihood (reml) is commonly used in the analysis of in-
complete block designs. With this method, treatment contrasts are estimated by
generalized least squares, using an estimated variance-covariance matrix of the
observations as if it were known. This leads to under-estimation of the vari-
ance of treatment contrasts, because uncertainty on the variance components is
not adequately taken into account. To correct for this bias,Kackar and Harville
(1984) and Kenward and Roger (1997) propose adjusted estimators of the treat-
ment variance-covariance matrix, based on Taylor series expansions.
We consider small experiments with an orthogonal block structure. The adjusted
estimator of Kenward and Roger (1997) is calculated when thedesign is generally
balanced. A small modification is proposed that leads to a simple expression for
the adjustment, as a function of the efficiency factors of thedesign, the variance
components and the dimensions of the block strata. The behaviour of the adjusted
estimator is assessed through a simulation study based on a semi-Latin square
for twelve treatments.

Keywords: generally balanced design, restricted maximum likelihood

Introduction

Residual maximum likelihood (REML) is widely used for the analysis of
designed experiments with one or more blocking factors. Forthese applications,
block effects are usually considered as random, whereas treatment effects are
considered as fixed. When treatments are non-orthogonal to blocks, REML
provides an efficient and convenient way to estimate the variance components
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and to combine information from several block strata to estimate treatment
effects.

When the REML method is applied to a mixed model, variance components
are estimated first (by residual maximum likelihood), and then fixed treatment
effects are estimated by generalized least squares, using the estimated variance-
covariance matrix of the observations as if it were known. Usually, the bias and
variance of this matrix are not taken into account, causing under-estimation
of the variance of fixed treatment effects (see Searle, Casella and McCulloch,
1992, p.320).

A recent paper by Kenward and Roger (1997) presents a coherent frame-
work for drawing inferences on fixed effects, when using REMLwith small
samples. In particular, Kenward and Roger (1997) give an adjusted formula for
the estimation of the variance of fixed effects. In this paper, we apply this gen-
eral formula to designed experiments. We consider designs with an orthogonal
block structure, and we show that the properties of these designs lead to a sim-
plified formula. Additional simplifications occur when the design is generally
balanced in the sense of Houtman and Speed (1985).

The results have several applications. Firstly, they give abetter understanding
of how the bias depends on the size of the experiment, the degree of imbalance
and the actual values of the variance components. Secondly,they can help to
compare more accurately small-size experimental designs with different block
structures. The work presented in this paper originated from a study to compare
the efficiency of complete block designs, incomplete block designs and semi-
Latin squares for sunflower variety trials. To assess the behaviour of the adjusted
variance estimator for such applications, a simulation study is performed on a
semi-Latin square for twelve treatments in four replications.

1. SMALL-SAMPLE INFERENCE FOR FIXED
EFFECTS USING REML

In this section, we give the results in Kenward and Roger (1997) which
are of interest for the present paper, making only a slight change for the design
context. We consider a vectorY ofN observations which follows a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, Y � N (X�; �); (9.1)

whereX (N�v) is the design matrix for the treatments,� (v�1) is the vector of
fixed treament effects and� (N �N) is the variance-covariance matrix which
depends on a vector� of s unknown parameters. It is necessary to assume that
the first two partial derivatives of� with respect to� exist. In this paper,�
depends on� linearly, so that the second-order partial derivatives arezero.

The REML estimatorb� maximizes that part of the (log-)likelihood which
does not depend on the fixed effects, and which can be written,up to a constant,
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as� log(j�j)� log ���X 0��1X���� Y 0 ���1 ���1X(X 0��1X)�1X 0��1�Y:
(9.2)

Let b� denote the corresponding estimate of�. Then the REML estimatorb� of
the fixed effects is equal to b� = b�X 0b��1Y; (9.3)

with �(�) = (X 0�(�)�1X)�1and b� = �(b�) = (X 0b��1X)�1: (9.4)

The matrixb� is commonly used as an estimate of the variance-covariance matrix
of b�. However, it is biased for small samples and tends to overestimate the
precision on the fixed effects. From previous results by Kackar and Harville
(1984) based on Taylor series expansions, Kenward and Roger(1997) give
the following approximate expression for the variance-covariance matrix of
treatment effects, �A = �+ 2�; (9.5)

where � = �8<: rXi=1 rXj=1Wij(Qij � Pi�Pj)9=;�; (9.6)Pi = X 0 ���1��i X; Qij = X 0 ���1��i ����1��j X and (9.7)W = I�1E with 2(IE)ij (9.8)= tr����1��i ����1��j ��� tr (2�Qij � �Pi�Pj) : (9.9)

The matrixW corresponds to the variance-covariance matrix ofb� , approximated
by the inverse of the expected information matrixIE . In the calculations,
possible bias in the estimation of� is neglected. The adjusted estimator�A is
then obtained by pluggingb� in the expressions above.

2. GENERALLY BALANCED DESIGNS

2.1. ORTHOGONAL BLOCK STRUCTURE

We consider experimental designs with an orthogonal block structure (Bai-
ley, 1984). This covers a large proportion of the designs used in practice. In
particular, this includes the block structures made of orthogonal factors with
crossing and nesting relationships (Nelder, 1965).
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The orthogonal block structure of a design determines an orthogonal direct-
sum decomposition of<N into s subspacesVi, i = 0; : : : ; s� 1, called strata.
One stratum,V0 say, is generated by the all-one vector. The associated model
is (9.1), with � = s�1Xi=0 �iSi; (9.10)

whereSi is the orthogonal projection matrix onVi and the�is are unknown
positive variance parameters. TheSi matrices are idempotent and mutually
orthogonal. Thus,SiSj = Æi=jSi, whereÆi=j equals 1 ifi = j and equals 0
otherwise.

The mixed model defined by equations (9.1) and (9.10) is partly validated
by randomization. Indeed, adequate randomization guarantees that the first and
second moments ofY are as given by this model (Bailey, 1991; Bardin et Azaı̈s,
1991). The only constraint on the�i parameters is that they be positive.

Alternatively, when the block structure is factorial, equation (9.10) can be
obtained by assuming that blocks have random factorial effects. However, this
introduces more restrictive constraints on the variance parameters. Consider for
instance a block design with blocks of sizek ; in that case, there are two strata
(in addition to the stratum associated with the all-one vector), the within-block
(V1, say) and the between-block (V2) strata. If block effects are assumed to be
random with variance�2B and if�2E denotes the residual variance, then�1 = �2E
and�2 = k�2B + �2E , which implies that�2 � �1.
2.2. GENERAL BALANCE

We now consider designs which are equireplicate and generally balanced in
the sense of Houtman and Speed (1983) and Bailey (1993). For such designs,
the treatment space can be decomposed into the orthogonal direct sum ofn
subspacesTa which are common eigenspaces of the matricesX 0SiX. Thus,
there exist scalarseia such thatX 0SiX = r n�1Xa=0 eiaTa; (9.11)

wherer is the number of replicates andTa is the orthogonal projector onTa . One
treatment subspace,T0 say, is generated by the all-one vector and is associated
with the treatment mean, whereas the other strata are associated with treatment
contrasts.

The coefficienteia is called the efficiency factor of the design for treatment
subspaceTa in the stratumVi, with the efficiency factors satisfying

Pi eia = 1.
In addition,e0;0 = 1 andeia = 0 if one and only one ofi or a is zero.
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Example 1: In a balanced incomplete block design, there are three strata
(0: mean; 1: within-block and 2: between-block), two treatments subspacesTa
(0: mean; 1: contrasts) ande1;1 is the classical efficiency factor of the design.

Example 2:In an orthogonal design, for example a complete block design,
a Latin square or an orthogonal split-plot design, each treatment subspaceTa
is estimated in a single stratum, so that for eacha, all the efficiency factorseia
are zero except one which is equal to one.

Less trivial examples are given by Bailey (1993) and in Section 4

3. VARIANCE OF ESTIMATED TREATMENT
EFFECTS IN A GENERALLY BALANCED DESIGN

We can now combine the results in the previous two sections, to get a bias-
corrected estimator�A of the variance of treatment effects, when the design
is generally balanced. This will generalize the results given by Kackar and
Harville (1984) for balanced incomplete block designs.

The equations (9.5) to (9.9) simplify when the design has an orthogonal block
structure and is generally balanced. Indeed, the properties of theSi matrices
imply that��1 =Pi ��1i Si, Pi = ���2i X 0SiX, andQij = Æi=j��3i X 0SiX.
In addition, from equation (9.11) we getX 0��1X = r n�1Xa=0 s�1Xi=0 ��1i eia!Ta and (9.12)� = (1=r) n�1Xa=0 s�1Xi=0 ��1i eia!�1 Ta: (9.13)

We will use the following notation:fia = ��1i eia andhia = fia=f+a, wheref+a = Pi fia. Thus,rf+a is the overall information on any normed contrast
in Ta andhia is the proportion of that information coming from stratumVi.

Let�i; i = 0; � � � ; s�1, denote the strata dimensions, with�a ; a = 0; � � � ; n�1, denoting the dimensions of theTa subspaces. One intermediate result gives� = (1=r)Xa f�1+aTa;� = (1=r)Xa f�1+a 0�Xi Wii��2i hia �Xi Xj Wij��1i ��1j hiahja1ATa
and(IE)ij = (1=2)��1i ��1j  Æi=j(�i � 2Xa hia�a) +Xa hiahja�a! :
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Let M denote a normalized version ofIE , that is, the matrix such that(M)ij = (1=2) (Æi=j(�i � 2Pa hia�a) +Pa hiahja�a). It may happen thatM is not invertible, if one or more strata are saturated by treatment effects and
all the information on these treatment effects is concentrated in these strata.
However,M will usually be invertible and we assume it is in the sequel. LetW � denote the inverse ofM . Then we obtain the following expression for the
approximate variance-covariance matrix of treatment effects�A = 1r n�1Xa=0 f�1+a (1 + da)Ta; (9.14)with da = 20� sXi=1 W �iihia � sXi=1 sXj=1W �ijhiahja1A : (9.15)

Thus the approximate variance-covariance matrix of treatment contrasts is
a linear combination of theTa matrices. The usual estimate is obtained when
the das are neglected, soda represents the small-sample adjustment for the
treatment subspaceTa as a proportion of the usual estimate. IfTa is estimated
in a single stratum, then there is no recovery of informationbetween strata and
we find, logically, thatda = 0.

A simpler expression is obtained forda if the non-diagonal terms ofW � are
neglected, which yields da = 4 s�1Xi=0 hia(1� hia)��i ; (9.16)

where��i = �i�Pa �ahia(2�hia) represents the effective number of degrees
of freedom inVi which are available for the estimation of�i.

Notice that, for a given design witheia 2 (0; 1) and depending on the values
of the�i parameters,4hia(1�hia) can vary within(0; 1), whereas��i can vary
within (�i��(i); �i), where�(i) is the number of treatment degrees of freedom
which are estimable in stratumVi. An extreme situation occurs when a stratum
is saturated by treatment effects (�i = �(i)) and provides all the information
on these treatment effects (hia = 1). Then, the variance component�i is
confounded with treatment effects and is not estimable. This is always the case
for the parameter�0, which is confounded with the treatment mean.

4. EXAMPLE

A semi-Latin square of size(n� n)=k is a design forv = nk treatments inn rows andn columns, withk plots at the intersection of each row and each
plot (Bailey, 1992). In a semi-Latin square, each row and each column is a
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complete replicate. Trojan designs are optimal semi-Latinsquares constructed
by juxtaposingk (k � n� 1) mutually orthogonal Latin squares of ordern.

We consider a trojan design of size(4 � 4)=3 for 12 treatments (Fig. 9.1).
The efficiency factors are given in Table 9.1. To illustrate the behaviour of
the adjusted estimator given by (9.14) and (9.16), we present the results of
simulations performed for this Trojan design, using Splus.A � a B � b C   D Æ dB  d A Æ  D � b C � aC Æ b D  a A � d B � D �  C � d B Æ a A  b
Figure 9.1 Trojan design of size(4� 4)=3 for 12 treatments. The three alphabets correspond
to three mutually orthogonal Latin squares

Strata W0 W1 W2
dim 1 2 9

mean 1 1 0 0
rows 3 0 0 0

columns 3 0 0 0
blocks 9 0 0 1/3
plots 32 0 1 2/3

Table 9.1 Efficiency factors for the design in Figure 9.1. Treatment subspaceW1 corresponds
to the contrasts between alphabets, andW2 corresponds to the contrasts within alphabets

Datasets were simulated as samples of independent normal variables with
variance one, plus block effects with variance�2B 2 f0; 0:5; 1g. A set of
simulations was also performed with�plot = �2E = 1 and�block = 0:4, which
corresponds to a “negative block variance” equal to�0:2 when the formula�block = k�2B + �2E is considered.

Two REML analyses were performed: in the non-restricted analysis, theb�i
are onlyconstrained tobe positive; in the restrictedanalysis, theyare constrained
according to the model with random block, row and column effects (assuming
positive or null variances for these factors).

For each value of�2B , 500 datasets were simulated and analysed. For both
REML analyses, the following quantities were calculated (see Azäıs, Monod
and Bailey, 1998): the empirical average pairwise varianceof treatment effects
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(APV), the predicted average pairwise variance using the usual b� estimator
(PAPV), and the predicted average pairwise variance using the adjusted�A
estimator (PAPV-adj). The means, over the 500 simulations,of APV, PAPV
and PAPV-adj were divided by the mean APV value obtained by anANOVA
analysis with treatment and row effects only. Thus the quantities reflect the
increase or decrease in the variance of treatment effects, when a semi-Latin
square is used instead of a complete block design.�2B REML method APV PAPV PAPV-adj�0:2 non-restricted 1.03 0.72 1.17�0:2 restricted 1.01 0.97 1.170 non-restricted 1.13 0.88 1.160 restricted 1.02 0.95 1.140:5 non-restricted 0.93 0.83 0.940:5 restricted 0.91 0.82 0.941 non-restricted 0.75 0.70 0.761 restricted 0.75 0.69 0.77

Table 9.2 Simulation results for the(4�4)=3 semi-Latin square. APV: empirical average vari-
ance; PAPV: usual predicted average pairwise variance; PAPV-adj: adjusted predicted average
pairwise variance

The results are presented in Table 9.2. For�2B 2 f0:5; 1g, PAPV-adj is suc-
cessful in reducing the variance under-estimation observed for PAPV. However,
for�2B = �0:2and for the restricted analysis with�2B = 0, the adjustment is too
strong and PAPV-adj overestimates the variance. Thus the adjustment performs
well, except when the “true” variance in the block stratum isclose to the lower
limit used for REML estimation. In that case, there is indeeda non-negligible
probability that the variance estimates will fall on a boundary and the Taylor
series expansions are no longer valid. This was already remarked on by Kackar
and Harville (1984) in their simulations for balanced incomplete block designs
and by Kenward and Roger (1997).
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Abstract The aim of the paper is to compare different notions which have appeared in
the development of optimum experimental design (concentration (or confidence)
ellipsoid, Elving set, lower bounds for variances) and to show that they are con-
nected via certain norms. This helps in using them for a graphical representation
of the properties of experimental designs in linear models,or for comparing
possibilities of optimum designs in different models.

Keywords: design of experiments, confidence ellipsoid, minimal variance, visualization of
design

Introduction

A certain lack of robustness of optimum designs with respectto the choice of
optimality criteria and/or the choice of the regression model are obstacles for a
wider use of optimum design among practitioners. One can scarcely avoid this
lack of robustness (which is in the substance of classical regression models),
but one can try to give to the experimentalists simple tools to see quickly how a
change of the criteria and/or of the model will change the results. In the present
time of excellent graphical possibilities of computers, such tools should be
graphical. From 2- or 3-dimensional pictures the experimenter should be able
to grasp intuitively the influence of criteria or of model choice.

Here we want to contribute to this direction by reconsidering two well-known
graphical presentations of designs, and extending their possibilities. One of
them is the concentration ellipsoid (or the confidence ellipsoid), which has a
very nice interpretation in terms of different optimality criteria. Its origin is
in multivariate statistical analysis; in the context of experimental design it was
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presented, probably for the first time, in Fedorov & Pázman (1968) (see also
Fedorov, 1972). Recently, it was reconsidered in Fedorov & Hackl (1997).
The concentration ellipsoid can be constructed straightforwardly, as it can for
parameter subsets, which is its big advantage when the number of parameters
is large. However, it always represents some fixed design, soit does not reflect
the possibilities of optimizing designs.

On the other hand, as is well known, optimum designs are graphically well
represented by the Elving set (Elfving, 1952). Recently, large extensions of
the Elfving set have been presented in a series of papers by Dette (e.g. Dette,
1993).

One reason why we can easily read the variance of an estimatorfrom the
ellipsoid of concentration is that the square root of this variance is a norm. In
Pázman (1974, 1978) further norms in experimental design arestudied. More
recent results of this kind have been presented in e.g. Pukelsheim (1981) or
Dette (1993) as duality relations.

All this theoretical background may sound very abstract, but in fact we shall
show that this is the way to relate the Elfving set to the concentration ellipsoid.
We want to use these norms to extend the graphical possibilities of the ellipsoid
of concentration (the “butterfly” defined below) and to consider projections and
cuts of the Elfving set.

1. PROPERTIES OF THE CONCENTRATION
ELLIPSOID AND OF THE ELFVING SET

1.1. THE LINEAR MODEL

Here we consider the usual linear regression modely (x) = fT (x) � + " (x) ; (10.1)

wheref (x) = (f1 (x) ; :::; fm (x))T and wherex is the explanatory or control
variable which takes values in a compact setX �R . The theory presented here
holds for any compactX . However, the suggested constructions are relatively
easy to perform only when the dimension ofX is small, which is often the
case in applications. On the other hand, we makea priori no restrictions on
the dimension of the unknown vector of parameters� 2 Rm . The functionsf1 (:) ; :::; fm (:) are assumed to be linearly independent and continuous onX . At eachx 2 X the random variabley (x) can be observed, different
or repeated observations being uncorrelated. It is assumedthatE [" (x)℄ =0; V ar [" (x)℄ = �2� (x) ; with � (:) known. Without loss of generality one
takes�2� (x) � 1: We consider here the approximate design theory (in the
sense of Kiefer), i.e. a design� is a probability measure onX . Without
restrictions on generality one can suppose that the supportof each� , which is
the setfx 2 X : � (x) > 0g ; is finite.
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The matrix M (�) = Xx2X f (x) fT (x) � (x)
is the information matrix of the design� in the model (2). When the model is
regular,M�1 (�) is equal to the variance matrix of the least-squares estimator�̂ of �; V ar� ��̂� =M�1 (�) :
In the general case one has for any 2 RmV ar� �T �̂� = � TM� (�)  if c is in the range ofM (�)1 otherwise.

HereM� (�) denotes an arbitrary g-inverse ofM (�) :
1.2. THE CONCENTRATION ELLIPSOID

When� is a design, its concentration ellipsoid is the setE� = �z 2 Rm : zTM (�) z � 1	 :
Note that it is an ellipsoidal cylinder whenM (�) is singular. The setE� specifies
how concentrated is the probability distribution of�̂ around the true�: A smallE� means a very concentrated distribution. Another interpretation ofE� is that a
similar expression yields the confidence region for�;when the number 1 in the
inequality is changed to another number, depending on the required confidence
level, and the vector� � �̂ is substituted for the vectorz.
Properties. One can compare very well any two designs, say� and�;
according to the shape of their confidence ellipsoids. It is known that:

I) � is uniformly not worse than�; i.e. M (�) � M (�) in the Loewner
ordering, if and only ifE� � E� .

II) � is better than� in the sense of the D-optimality criterion if and only if
Volume[E�℄ <Volume[E�℄ :

III) � is better than� in the sense of the E-optimality criterion if and only if� (�) < � (�) ; where� (�) is the radius of the smallest ball containingE�:
IV) � is better than� in the sense of the A-optimality criterion if and only

if d (�) < d (�) ;whered (�) is the length of the main diagonal of the paral-
lelepiped which surroundsE�.

V) � is better than� in the sense of the c-optimality criterion, i.e.V ar� �T �̂� <V ar� �T �̂� , maxz2E� � zT �2 < maxz2E� � zT �2
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VI) The square root of the variance of the estimator�̂i is equal to the length
of the orthogonal projection ofE� onto theith coordinate axis. More generally,
the square root of the variance of anyT �̂ (with kk = 1 ) is the length of the
projection ofE� onto the straight line defined by the vector c.

A conclusion of all these nice properties is: Do we need any optimality crite-
ria for comparing designs? Is it not better to compare visually the concentration
ellipsoids and so to compare designs “globally” (due to the excellent properties
of our eye-brain connections), instead of looking just for one property expressed
by an optimality criterion?

The butterfly. The last statement is emphasized by considering two other
sets obtained directly fromE� . The setW� = (rV ar� �T �̂��  :  2 Rm ; kk � 1) ;
which can be constructed graphically fromE� (see Fig. 10.1), since, according
to the property VI), we can writeW� = ��maxz2E� ��zT ���  : kk � 1�
and the setS� = n 2 Rm : V ar� �T �̂� � 1o = � 2 Rm : maxz2E� �zT �2 � 1� :

Figure 10.1 The butterfly whenM11(�) = 2:1; M12(�) = M21(�) = 1:9;M22(�) = 1:5
The last expression suggests in addition a graphical construction fromE�

(see Fig. 10.1). BothW� andS� characterize the quality of the design�. In
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particular,W� allows us to see how good the design is for different choices ofT �: Graphically,W� has the form of “wings” andS� may have the form of
the “body” in a picture, which, with poetical exaggeration,can be called “the
butterfly”, as in Fig. 10.1.

Nevertheless, we obtain such a nice “butterfly” only if the variance matrix
of �̂ is neither “too large” nor “too small”, since, in the first case,S� 2 W� (so
we have “an egg in a butterfly”) and, in the second caseW� 2 S� (and we have
“a butterfly in an egg”).

The “magic” norm. All the properties ofE� given above, apart from II),
and consequently also the “butterfly”, can be derived directly from the known
equalityV ar� �T �̂� = max�2Rm;M(�)�6=0 �T��2�TM (�)� = maxn�T��2 : � 2 E�o ;

(10.2)
(Rao (1973), eq. 1f.1.1). The equality also holds whenM (�) is singular,
or when the variance is infinite. The expression in (10.2) is asquared norm
of a functional defined on the set of all possible response functions in the
model (2). To see this, denote byH the set of all possible response functions�� (x) = fT (x) � in (2) and denote byg (:) the functional defined onH by
the formulag (��) = T �; when�� (x) = fT (x) �:
Then, according to (10.2), the variance of the least squaresestimate of the
functional is V ar� (ĝ (:)) = V ar� �T �̂�= max�2H g2 (�)RX �2 (x) d� (x) ; (10.3)

which evidently is theL2 (�) norm of the functionalg (:) (cf. Pázman (1974)
for an extension to infinite dimensional models).

Graphs for parameter subsets. The basic difficulty is that we cannot draw
pictures of the ellipsoid or of the butterfly for more than 3 parameters. But
when the parameter dimension is large, one can construct them for parameter
subsets.

Suppose that�1; :::; �s is such a subset, withs < m: The concentration
ellipsoid for these parameters is the setE(s)� = nz 2 Rs : zTM (s) (�) z � 1o :
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HereM (s) (�) is the information matrix for these parameters,M (s) (�) =M11 (�)�M12 (�)M�22 (�)M21 (�) ; (10.4)

where M (�) = � M11 (�) M12 (�)M21 (�) M22 (�) �
is the decomposition into blocks, andM�22 (�) is an arbitrary g-inverse ofM22 (�). As follows from property V) or VI),E(s)� is the orthogonal projection
of the ellipsoidE� onto the coordinate plane defined by the firsts coordinates.
The components of the “butterfly” are now the setsW(s)� = (rV ar� �T �̂(s)��  :  2 Rs ; kk � 1)
andS(s)� = n 2 Rs : V ar� �T �̂(s)� � 1o = 8<: 2 Rs : maxz2E(s)� �zT �2 � 19=; :

The interpretation and the properties ofE(s)� are exactly the same as the

properties I) to VI) stated forE�, except thatM (s) (�) is substituted forM (�),
and we consider only optimality criteria related to�1 ; :::; �s. So, we can have full
visual information about the properties of the design� by taking simultaneous
pictures for any couple(�i; �j), i < j: And we have much more information
about the properties of the design than just from the value ofan optimality
criterion.

1.3. THE ELFVING SET AND THE ELFVING
THEOREM

By definition, the Elfving set is equal to the setS = onv (ff (x) : x 2 Xg [ f�f (x) : x 2 Xg)
whereonv denotes the convex hull. It is related to the model(2) and not just
to a particular design. So, in a certain sense, it compares models, not designs.
The famous Elfving theorem (Elfving, 1952) is

Theorem 1. We have � 2 argmin� V ar� �T �̂�
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if and only if there is a number > 0, such that is a boundary point ofS,
and that there is a functionÆ (x) ; with values equal either to 1 or to -1, so that =Px2X Æ (x) f (x)� (x) . Then the equality�2 = V ar� �T �̂� holds:
Properties of S. The properties ofS can be expressed in a form which is
analogous (or dual) to the properties ofE� in Section 1.2. For this purpose, let us
consider a model alternative to model (2), having the same vector of parameters� , y� (x) = f�T (x) � + "� (x) ; x 2 X � (10.5)

and let us denote byS� the Elfving set corresponding to model (10.5). The
following is known:

i) We haveS� � S if and only if model (2) is uniformly not worse than
model (10.5) in the sense that for every 2 Rm we havemin� V ar� �T �̂� � min� V ar��; �T �̂� :
HereV ar�� �T �̂� denotes the variance in (10.5) under the design� onX �:

ii) Model (2) is better than model (10.5) in the sense of the achievable minimal
value of the E-optimality criterion if and only if� (S�) < � (S) where� (S)
denotes the radius of the in-ball ofS (Pukelsheim and Studden, 1993) when the
minimal eigenvalue of the E-optimal design has multiplicity 1. See Dette and
Studden (1993) for the general case, where however a generalized Elfving set
must be used.

iii) Model (2) is better than model (10.5) in the sense of the c-optimality
criterion if and only iffg \S� � fg \S, wherefg denotes the straight line
defined by the vector:

iv) Model (2) is uniformly better than model (10.5) with respect to the pa-
rameter subset�1; :::; �s if and only ifne(1); :::; e(s)o \ S� � ne(1); :::; e(s)o \ S;
where

�e(1); :::; e(s)	denotes the coordinate plane inRm given by the canonical
vectorse(1); :::; e(s) (i.e. vectors on coordinate axes). This means that, in con-
trast to the properties of the concentration ellipsoid, Elving sets for parameter
subsets are given not by projections, but by cuts, of S.

2. MINIMAL VARIANCES AND NORMS

We present here an equality similar to (10.2), but for the minimal variance
in model (2).
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Theorem 2. For any 2 Rm we can writemin� V ar� �T �̂� = max�2Rmnf0g �T��2maxx2X [�T f (x)℄2 : (10.6)

Proof. The theorem appeared in Pázman (1978) in the form given below in
the Remark following Theorem 3. It was shown there that the Elfving theorem
is a direct consequence of (10.6). Here we present a short proof of (10.6), but
based on the Elfving theorem.

Exchanging the order of max and min we obtainmin� max� �T��2Px (�T f (x))2 � (x) � max� �T��2maxx (�T f (x))2 :
Hence, according to (10.2) we obtain the inequality� instead of the equality in

(10.6). Toobtain the converse inequality, define~ = �hmin� V ar� �T �̂�i1=2 :
From the Elfving theorem it follows that~ is a boundary point ofS. Hence,
there is a tangent hyperplane toS at that point, i.e. there is an�o 2 Rm , such
that maxx ��To f (x)�2 = �~T�o�2 :
Here we used the fact thatff (x) : x 2 Xg[f�f (x) : x 2 Xg is the generating
set ofS. Hencemax� �T��2maxx (�T f (x))2 � �~T�o�2maxx (�To f (x))2 min� V ar� �T �̂�= min� V ar� �T �̂� �

For the parameter subset�1; :::; �s we have the following statement:

Theorem 3. For any 2 Rs we can writemin� V ar�  sXi=1 i�̂i! = max�2Rs;M(s)(�)�6=0 �T��2max� �TM (s) (�)�: (10.7)

Proof. We haveV ar�  sXi=1 i�̂i! = T hM (s) (�)i�1 = max�2Rs �T��2�TM (s) (�)�:
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So, as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2, we obtainmin� V ar�  sXi=1 i�̂i! � max�2Rs �T��2max� �TM (s) (�)�:
Write Q (�) = � M (s) (�) 00 0 � :
According to (10.4), the matrixM (�) � Q (�) is positive semidefinite, i.e.�TM (�)� � �TQ (�)� � 0 for every� 2 Rm : Now let dT = �T ; 0�. We
have, according to Theorem 2,min� V ar�  sXi=1 i�̂i! = min� V ar� �dT �̂� = max�2Rm �dT��2max� �TM (�)�� max�2Rm �dT��2max� �TQ (�)� = max�2Rs �T��2max� �TM (s) (�)�:

Remark. The right-hand side of (10.6) is again a squared norm of the
functionalg (:) considered in Section 1.2, but a different norm, namelymax�2H jg (�)jmaxx2X j� (x)j :
(See Ṕazman (1978) for the infinite-dimensional case). �
3. THE MINIMAL CONCENTRATION SET - A WAY

TO CONSTRUCT THE ELFVING SET

3.1. CONSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FULL SET OF
PARAMETERS

Consider the setE =�z 2 Rm : maxx2X �zT f (x)�2 � 1� ;
which can be called theminimal concentration set, since we haveE = (z 2 Rm : 8�Xx �zT f (x)�2 � (x) � 1) = \�E�:
On the other hand, from Theorem 2, it follows that the Elfvingset is equal toS = � 2 Rm : maxz2E �T z�2 � 1� ; (10.8)
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which relates the minimal concentration set to the Elfving set. This suggests a
good graphical construction of the Elfving set (whendim (�) is small). Namely,
we can relatively easy construct the setE “point by point”, since the required
maximization is over the setX which is low-dimensional. Then, having the
picture of the boundary ofE , one can easily obtain the setS graphically from
(10.8).

Figure 10.2 Minimal butterfly with the Elfving set in the modelfT (x) = (x; x2); 0 < x < 2:5
We can also construct the “minimal butterfly” as in Section 1.2, starting fromE instead ofE� (see Fig. 10.2). Then the Elfving setS plays the role ofS� (i.e.

the “body” of the butterfly) and the “wings” areW = �rmin� V ar� �T �̂��  : kk � 1�= ��maxu2E ��Tu���  :  2 Rm ; kk � 1� :
As written above, in contrast to Section 1.2, these picturesare not aimed at
comparing designs, but may help to compare models.

3.2. THE PROJECTIONS OF THE ELFVING SET

Whendim (�) is large, one cannot construct the Elfving set or the butterfly
graphically. However, one can relatively easily constructthe projections of
these sets.

For eachx 2 X let f (s) (x) = (f1 (x) ; :::; fs (x))T :
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Then the setS(s) = onv �nf (s) (x) : x 2 Xo [ n�f (s) (x) : x 2 Xo�
is evidently the projection of the Elfving set onto the planeof the firsts coordi-
nates. In full mathematical analogy with the cases = m (without any statistical
interpretation) we obtainS(s) = 8><>: 2 Rs : max�2Rs �T��2maxx2X h�f (s) (x)�T �i2 � 19>=>; :
However, notice that the expressionmax�2Rs �T��2maxx2X h�f (s) (x)�T �i2 (10.9)

is not the minimal variance ofT �̂(s). So, one cannot obtain optimum variances
for parameter subsets by considering projections of the Elfving set andS(s) is

not the Elfving set for the parameter subset�(s). Still, these projections may
be useful for giving an idea of the shape of the setS.

As stated in Section 1.3, Property iv), the Elfving set for a parameter subset
is not the projection but the cut ofS: But to construct such cuts (without having
the setS beforehand) is much more difficult than to construct projections.

3.3. ELFVING SETS FOR PARAMETER SUBSETS

The easiest way is to start by constructing the minimal concentration set for
the parameter subset�1; :::; �s;E(s)= \�E(s)� = �z 2 Rs : max� zTM (s) (�) z � 1� ;
with M (s) (�) given by (10.4). Here the maximization cannot be reduced to a
maximization over the setX , but requires a program for maximization of the
concave function� ! zTM (s) (�) z. The Elfving set for the parameter subset
(hence a cut ofS) is equal toS(s) = � 2 Rs : maxz2E(s) �T z�2 � 1� ;
which can be constructed graphically from the setE(s): The wings of the “min-
imal butterfly” for parameter subsets are thenW(s) = �maxz2E(s) ��T z���  :  2 Rs ; kk � 1� :
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4. A NOTE ON POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

The ideas presented here can also be generalized to larger setups, by using ex-
tensions of the Elfving theorem. The idea is that, in principle, the D-optimality
criterion, or another criterion, behaves similarly to the criterion of c-optimality,
which, in the present paper, has been related to several norms. So, again, some
norms can be defined. However, this leads to the use of very complex Elfving
sets in rather structured spaces, as in Dette (1993), which cannot be presented
graphically.
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Chapter 11
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Abstract We consider a regression problem, with observationsyk = �(�; �k)+ �k, wheref�kg is an i.i.d. sequence of measurement errors and where the experimental
conditions�k form an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, independent off�kg,
which are observed sequentially. The length of the sequencef�kg is N but
only n < N experiments can be performed. As soon as a new experiment�k is
available, one must decide whether to perform it or not. The problem is to choose
then values�k1 ; : : : ; �kn at which observationsyk1 ; : : : ; ykn will be made in
order to estimate the parameters�. An optimal rule for the on–line selection of�k1 ; : : : ; �kn is easily determined whenp = dim � = 1. A suboptimal open–
loop feedback–optimal rule is suggested in Pronzato (1999b) for the casep > 1.
We propose here a different suboptimal solution, based on a one–step–ahead
optimal approach. A simple procedure, derived from an adaptive rule which
is asymptotically optimal, Pronzato (1999a), whenp = 1 (N!1, n fixed),
is presented. The performances of these different strategies are compared on a
simple example.

Keywords: Sequential design, random experiments, expected determinant

Introduction

Consider a regression model, with observationsyk = �(��; �k) + �k ; (11.1)

wheref�kg is an i.i.d. sequence of measurement errors, assumed for simplicity
to be distributedN (0; �2), and�� 2 � is the unknown true value of the model
parameters to be estimated, with� an open subset ofIRp. The function�(�; �)

113
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is assumed continuously differentiable in�, uniformly in �. The experimental
conditions�k 2 X form an i.i.d. sequence, independent off�kg, of lengthN . Only n < N experiments can be made. As soon as a new experiment�k becomes available, one must decide whether to perform it or not, and one
wishes to selectn values�k1 ; : : : ; �kn at best.

Let � denote the probability measure of the�k’s, assumed to be known,
and letfukg denote the decision sequence:uk = 1 if yk is observed, with
experimental conditions�k, anduk = 0 otherwise. We denote the random
sequence�1; : : : ; �N by�N1 and the decision sequenceu1; : : : ; uN byuN1 , with,
for any admissible policy,uj 2 Uj � f0; 1g ; j = 1; : : : ; N ; NXj=1 uj = n : (11.2)

We consider design criteria�(�) for the estimation of� that are increasing

functions of the Fisher information matrix, evaluated at a prior value�̂0 for � if�(�; �) is nonlinear in� (local design). We define the rank–one matrixM(�)
as M(�) = 1�2 ��(�; �)�� j�=�̂0 ��(�; �)��> j�=�̂0
and we writeJ(uN1 ; �N1 ) = �[PNk=1 ukM(�k)℄. The measure� for � induces
a measure� forM(�); we shall denoteMk =M(�k), Mj = Pjk=1 ukMk
and we assume that�M = EfMkg andEf�(MN )g exist. Note that�k, and
thusMk, is known whenuk is chosen. The problem is then to maximiseEJ(uN1 ) = Ef�(MN )g = Ef�( NXk=1 ukMk)g (11.3)

w.r.t. uN1 satisfying (11.2), where the expectationEf�g is w.r.t. the product
measure�
N ofM1; : : : ;MN . For any sequenceuN1 and any stepj, 1 � j �N , aj will denote the number of observations already made; that is,aj = j�1Xk=1 uk ; (11.4)

with a1 = 0. The problem corresponds to a discrete–time stochastic control
problem, wherej represents time,Sj = (aj ;Mj�1;Mj)anduj 2 Uj � f0; 1g
respectively represent the state and control at timej. For eachj 2 f1; : : : ; Ng
and each policyuNj , the optimal decisions are obtained by solving the following
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problem:maxuj2Uj[EMj+1f maxuj+12Uj+1[EMj+2f maxuj+22Uj+1[: : :EMN�1f maxuN�12UN�1[EMN f maxuN2UN [�( NXk=1 ukMk)℄g℄g : : :℄g℄g℄ ;(11.5)

whereEMkf:g denotes the expectation w.r.t.Mk, distributed with the measure�, and, for anyk = j; : : : ; N ,Uk = Uk(ak) = 8<: f0g if ak = n ;f1g if ak +N � k + 1 � n ;f0; 1g otherwise.
(11.6)

One can notice that the formulation of the problem would be much more com-
plicated for a criterion function evaluated at the expectedvalue ofMN orM�1N , that is, when the problem is to maximize�(EfMNg), or to minimize�(EfM�1N g), hence the choice (11.3).

The casep = dim � = 1 is considered in Section 1 The optimal (closed–
loop) solution is given by a backward recurrence equation. Asimple open–
loop solution, asymptotically optimal forN!1 with n fixed, is presented.
Section 2 concerns the multidimensional casep > 1, for which the optimal
solution cannot be obtained in close form. Several suboptimal solutions (open–
loop feedback–optimal, one–step–ahead optimal) are proposed. Finally, the
different strategies are compared on an illustrative example in Section 3

1. ESTIMATION OF A SCALAR PARAMETER

Whenp = 1,M is scalar, and we simply takeJ(uN1 ; �N1 ) =PNk=1 ukMk,
that is, we maximize the expected information (note that theexpected variance
is not additive, which makes its minimisation more difficult). The problem to
be solved at stepj then becomesmaxuj2Uj [ujMj + EMj+1f maxuj+12Uj+1[uj+1Mj+1 + � � �EMN�1f maxuN�12UN�1[uN�1MN�1 + EMN f maxuN2UN uNMNg℄g � � � ℄g℄(11.7)

with the constraints (11.6) on the setsUk. It presents some similarities with
the well-known secretary problem, see Pronzato (1999a) fora discussion. The
stateSj at stepj reduces toSj = (aj ;Mj), with aj given by (11.4). LetC(j; aj ;Mj ;uNj ) denote the optimal conditional expected gain–to–go at stepj givenSj, C(j; aj ;Mj ;uNj ) = EfPNk=j ukMkjaj ;Mjg, let ~C(j; aj ;Mj)
denote its value whenuNj is chosen optimally, and(j; aj ;uNj ), ~(j; aj) respec-

tively denote the expected values ofC(j; aj ;Mj ;uNj ) and ~C(j; aj ;Mj) w.r.t.



116Mj . One has, forn�N+j�1 < aj < n, ~C(j; aj ;Mj) = maxuj2f0;1g[ujMj+~(j + 1; aj + uj)℄. The optimal decision is thus~uj(aj ;Mj) = � 0 if Mj � ~s(j; aj) = ~(j + 1; aj)� ~(j + 1; aj + 1) ;1 otherwise,
(11.8)

which gives~C(j; aj ;Mj) = max[Mj +~(j+1; aj +1); ~(j+1; aj)℄ and the
following backward recurrence equation for~(j; aj):~(j; aj) = Efmax[M+ ~(j + 1; aj + 1); ~(j + 1; aj)℄g : (11.9)

The constraints (11.2) give~(j; j + n � N � 1) = (N � j + 1)EfMg and~C(j; n;Mj) = 0 for all Mj , which initialises the recurrence (11.9) used to
compute the optimal thresholds~s(j; aj) in (11.8). The asymptotic properties
(N!1, n fixed) of this optimal solution are considered in Pronzato (1999a).
In particular, it is shown that when the support of� is unbounded, for anyaj < n, ~s(j; aj) and~(j; aj) tend to infinity asN!1, and, when the tail of
the distribution function ofM decreases fast enough, a simple open–loop rule
is asymptotically optimal.

Assume that� is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, with'(�) its density, letF (�) denote the distribution function ofM, and consider
the following assumption on the tail ofF (�).
H1: �F (�) = 1 � F (�) is twice differentiable, the density'(�) is such that'(s) > 0 and its derivative'0(�) satisfies'0(s) < 0 for s larger than

somes1. Moreover, �F (�) has the representation�F (s) = �F (s0) exp ��Z ss0 1a(t)dt� ; s � s0 ;
where the auxiliary functiona(t) > 0 is absolutely continuous w.r.t.
Lebesgue measure, with derivativea0(t) having limit limt!1 a0(t) =�a 2 [0; 1).

Note thata(s) = �F (s)='(s) for s > s0. When �a = 0, F (�) is a von
Mises function, see Embrechtset al. (1997), p. 138, a class which contains
for instance the exponential, normal, lognormal, Weibull and Gamma distribu-
tions, all with a tail decreasing faster than any power laws��. In that case,limt!1 �F (t)'0(t)=['(t)℄2 = �1 and limt!1 a(t)=t = 0, see Embrechtset
al. (1997), p. 140. Whena(t) = t=b(t) with b(t)!� 2 (1;1) as t!1,�a = 1=� and �F (�) is regularly varying with index��; that is (see Embrechts
et al. (1997), p. 566),�F (�) 2 R�� : lims!1 �F (ts)�F (s) = t�� ; t > 0 :
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We define A(s) = h(s)'(s)[ �F (s)℄2 ; �A = lims!1A(s) ;
whereh(s) = Efmax(M� s; 0)g. WhenF (�) is a von Mises function, direct
application of L’Hôpital’s rule shows that�A = 1. When �F (�) 2 R��, � 2(1;1),'(�) 2 R�(�+1) and from Feller (1966), vol. 2, p. 281,�A = �=(��1).

The following property is proved in Pronzato (1999a).

Theorem 1. Assume thatF (�) satisfiesH1. Any admissible open–loop decision
rule uN1 , defined byuj(aj ;Mj) = 0 if Mj � s(j; aj), uj(aj ;Mj) = 1
otherwise, with thresholdss(j; aj) such that(N � j) �A �F [s(j; aj)℄!n � aj
whenN!1, is asymptotically optimal in the following sense:
whenn� aj = 1,

(i) (j; n� 1;uNj )=~(j; n � 1)!1 asN!1 if lim infs!1 a(s) >  > 0;
(ii) ~(j; n�1)�(j; n�1;uNj )!0asN!1 if lim sups!1 a(s) < C <1;

whenn� aj > 1,
(iii) (j; aj ;uNj )=~(j; aj)!1 asN!1 if �a = 0 and lim infs!1 a(s) > > 0;
(iv) ~(j; aj)� (j; aj ;uNj )!0 asN!1 if �a = 0 anda(s)!0 ass!1.

In particular, the open–loop rule defined byuj(aj ;Mj) = ( 0 if �F (Mj) � n�aj�A(N�j+1)+(1� �A)(n�aj)�� ;1 otherwise,
(11.10)

with 0 < � � 1, satisfies (11.6) and the conditions in Theorem 1, and is thus
asymptotically optimal.

When the distribution of theMk’s is unknown, their empirical distribution
can be plugged in to the construction of the optimal rule (11.8) or the open-loop
rule (11.10). This (suboptimal) approach corresponds to Certainty Equivalence
(CE) control. First, we delay the decision for a few steps in order to initialise
the construction of the empirical distribution of theMk’s, see Pronzato (1999a)
for a discussion; then, at each stepj, we substituteF̂j(�) for F (�), with F̂j(�)
the empirical distribution function ofM based on previous observed values,
includingMj. In the case of (11.10), this CE open–loop rule can be expressed
directly in terms of the order statisticsfM�i;j�1g, (fM�i;j�1g denotes the se-
quence obtained by ordering theMk’s, k � j � 1, by decreasing values, with
for anyj,M�i;j�1 = �1 for i > j � 1 andM�0;j�1 = 1). The rule (11.10)
then becomes uCEj (aj ;Mj) = � 0 if Mj <M�lj ;j�1 ;1 otherwise,

(11.11)
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with lj = � j(n� aj)�A(N � j + 1) + (1� �A)(n� aj)� �� ; (11.12)

wheredxe roundsx to the nearest larger integer.

2. ESTIMATION OF A PARAMETER VECTOR

Whenp = dim (�) > 1, the problem (11.5) cannot be solved analytically,
and we restrict our attention to suboptimal solutions.

2.1. OPEN–LOOP FEEDBACK–OPTIMAL DECISIONS

A suboptimal approach, called Open–Loop Feedback–Optimal(OLFO) in
control theory, assumes that at each stepj, all the decisionsuNj may only
depend on the current stateSj . The OLFO solution is then obtained by solving
the optimisation problem:maxuNj [EMj+1;:::;MN f�( NXk=j ukMk)jSjg℄ ;
with uNj satisfying the constraints (11.2) and being a function ofSj = (aj ;Mj�1;Mj) only. It appears as a deterministic quantity in the conditional
expectation above, with

PNk=j uk = max(0; n � aj). Forn � N + j � 1 <aj < n, the decision rule is thus:ûj(Sj) = 8><>: 0 if EMj+1;:::;Mn+j�aj f�(Mj�1 +Mj +Pn+j�ajk=j+1 Mk)g �EMj+1;:::;Mn+j�aj+1f�(Mj�1 +Pn+j�aj+1k=j+1 Mk)g ;1 otherwise:
(11.13)

Note that̂uj is independent ofN . It can be easily determined when the criterion
takes the form�(M) = det(
�1 +M), with 
 a positive–definite matrix.
Indeed, expectations of determinants are obtained analytically as follows, see
Pronzato (1999b).

Theorem 2. Assume that the vectorszi 2 IRp are i.i.d., with a probability
measure�z such that �M = Efzz>g exists, then for any regular matrixQ,Ez1;:::;zkfdet[Q+ kXl=1 zlzTl ℄g = det[Q℄� 241 + min(k;p)Xl=1 ClkPl(tl1)35 ;
whereClk = k!=[l!(k � l)!℄, tl1 = (t1; : : : ; tl), with tl = tr[(Q�1 �M)l℄, andPl(tl1) = l! X1n1 :::lnl (�1)l+Pli=1 ni(1n1 : : : lnl)(n1! : : : nl!) tn11 : : : tnll ;
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where the summation
P1n1 :::lnl is over all non-negative integersn1; : : : ; nl

such that
Pli=1 ini = l, that is, over all partitions ofl which haveni parts of

sizei.
The proof is by induction onk. One has forl = 1; : : : ; 4:P1(t1) = t1 ; P2(t21) = t21 � t2 ;P3(t31) = t31 � 3t1t2 + 2t3 ; P4(t41) = t41 � 6t21t2 + 8t1t3 + 3t22 � 6t4 :

The OLFO thresholds in (11.13) are obtained by applying Theorem 2 two times,
with Q = 
�1 +Mj�1 +Mj andQ = 
�1 +Mj�1 respectively. Note
that this approach is not restricted to parameter estimation in regression models
(11.1); the only requirement for Theorem 2 to apply is that the information
matrix can be written as a sum of i.i.d. rank–one matrices.

2.2. ONE–STEP–AHEAD DECISIONS

If the experimental conditions could be chosen freely in a given setX , at
stepj a steepest ascent algorithm, see Fedorov (1972); Wynn (1970), would
select��j = argmax�j2X d(Mj�1;Mj), withd(Mj�1;Mj) = ��[(1� �)Mj�1 + �Mj ℄�� j�=0 :
When�(M) = det(
�1 +M), choosing��j produces the maximal increase
in �, since�(Mj�1 +Mj) = �(Mj�1)f1 + trace[Mj(
�1 +Mj�1)�1℄g
and d(Mj�1;Mj) = �(Mj�1)ftrace[Mj(
�1 +Mj�1)�1℄�trace[Mj�1(
�1 +Mj�1)�1℄g :

Assume that at stepj there is only one additional observation to make, that
is, aj = n � 1. The stateSj is known, and the optimal solution of (11.5) is
obtained as in Section 1, by solving a problem similar to (11.7) with the i.i.d.
scalar variablesMk, k � j, replaced byM0k = d(Mj�1;Mk). In particular,
Theorem 1 applies, and, under the conditions of the theorem,the open–loop
rule (11.10) is asymptotically optimal.

Whenmore observations are tobe made, we still defineM0k = d(Mj�1;Mk)
and maximise at stepj:EJ 0(uNj ) = EM0j+1;:::;M0Nf NXk=j ukM0kjSjg : (11.14)
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The optimal solution is given by (11.8), which provides a suboptimal solution
for (11.5). The strategy can be further simplified by using (11.10). The OLFO
rule can also be used to get a suboptimal solution for the maximisation of
(11.14):�j is accepted ifM0j > EfM0kjSjg and rejected otherwise.

Note that the distribution ofM0k may be difficult to derive from that of�k, whereas using CE and empirical distributions is straightforward, see in
particular (11.11,11.12).

3. EXAMPLE

Consider the following linear regression model, quadraticin the design vari-
able �k : �(�; �k) = �0 + �1�k + �2�2k ; with � = IR3, X = IR, �� =(�4; 4;�1)>, so that the response�(��; �) reaches its maximum at�� = 2.
The observation errors�k are i.i.d.N (0; �2), with � = 0:1, and the�k’s are
i.i.d. N (1; 1). N = 100 values of�k are proposed, andn = 10 observations
can be made.

Four strategies are compared, all based on�(M) = det(
�1 +M), with
 = 106I:
– S1 corresponds to the OLFO rule (11.13);

– S2 corresponds to the OLFO rule for the solution of the one–step–ahead
problem (11.14);

– S3 corresponds to the optimal rule (11.8) for the maximisationof (11.14);

– S4 corresponds to the open–loop rule (11.11,11.12) for the maximisation
of (11.14), with� = 0:01 and �A = 1.

All the strategies use CE: inS1, �M is replaced by the empirical mean ofMk, see Theorem 2;S2 (resp.S3) uses the empirical mean (resp. empirical
distribution) ofM0k. Ten random samples��9; : : : ; �0 are used to initialise the
construction of the empirical quantities. Two criteria areused for the com-
parison: the determinantD of the information matrix per sample:D(uN1 ) =det[MN=n℄ ; and the squared errorE for the estimation of��,E(uN1 ) = [��1=(2��2)� �̂N1 =(2�̂N2 )℄2 ;
where�̂N is the maximuma posterioriestimator, with a normal priorN (�̂0;
),�̂0 = (0; 3;�0:5)>.

The results obtained forq = 1000 independent repetitions of the experiment
are given in Table 11.1. From a result in Pronzato (1998a), takingnexperiments
at random gives on the averageEfdet[ NXk=1Mk=n℄g = n!np(n� p)! det[ �M℄ ' 1:44 106 ;
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and the four strategies above thus yield an important improvement in terms ofD. Note that the formula above shows that the approximate design problem
defined by the maximisation ofEfdet[MN=n℄g with n ! 1 (for instance,n = N , 0 <  < 1, N ! 1) corresponds to the determination of an
optimal constrained measure, a problem for which one can refer to Wynn (1982),
Fedorov(1989) and in this volume, to Sahm and Schwabe (2000).D ES1 8.92106 (9.5106) 5.0910�5 (1.010�4)S2 8.71106 (9.3106) 5.0310�5 (1.310�4)S3 1.82107 (1.3107) 2.8410�5 (4.310�5)S4 1.73107 (1.3107) 2.8710�5 (4.710�5)

Table 11.1 Average performances of strategiesS1 toS4 (N = 100, n = 10, 1000 repetitions,
standard deviations are in brackets)

Since the standard deviations in Table 1 are rather large, weperform a statis-
tical analysis of the results, based on the method of paired comparisons. First,
we compute the differences between the performances of eachpair of strategies,
the same�k’s and�k’s being used for all strategies in each experiment. For com-
paringSj with Sk, we compute�j;kD;i = [D(Sj)℄i � [D(Sk)℄i, with [D(S)℄i the
value ofD obtained for strategyS in thei-th experiment. This givesq = 1000
independent realisations of�j;kD;i, with empirical meanE(�j;kD ) and standard

deviation�(�j;kD ). The same is done with the criterionE , which yieldsE(�j;kE )
and�(�j;kE ). Then, we test ifSj performs significantly better or worse thanSk in terms ofD andE by computing the ratios�j;kD = pqE(�j;kD )=�(�j;kD )
and�j;kE = pqE(�j;kE )=�(�j;kE ). If the two decision rules have similar aver-

age performances, which corresponds to the null hypothesis, then�j;kD and�j;kE
approximately follow Student’st-distribution withq � 1 degrees of freedom.
For large values ofq, which is the case here, the distribution is approximatelyN (0; 1), and the critical value, for a level of significance 0.5% (onesided–test),
is 2.576. Values�j;kD larger than 2.576 (resp.�j;kE smaller than�2:576) thus in-
dicate thatSj performs significantly better thanSk in terms ofD (resp.E). The
values of�j;kD and�j;kE are given in Table 11.2, with indicesj; k corresponding
respectively to lines and columns.

Table 11.2 indicates that the performances ofS1 andS2 are not significantly
different, and thatS3 andS4 perform significantly better thanS1 andS2, both
in terms ofD andE . We conclude this example by indicating the average
computing time for the four strategies. They are respectively 2.3, 0.14, 27.9



122�j;kD S1 S2 S3 S4 �j;kE S1 S2 S3 S4S1 � 1.45 -23.12 -23.70 S1 � 0.12 6.89 6.53S2 -1.45 � -24.14 -24.64 S2 -0.12 � 5.32 5.15S3 23.12 24.14 � 4.05 S3 -6.89 -5.32 � -0.16S4 23.70 24.64 -4.05 � S4 -6.53 -5.15 0.16 �
Table 11.2 Values of�j;kD and�j;kE (method of paired comparisons) for strategiesS1 to S4
(N = 100, n = 10, 1000 repetitions)

and 0.35 seconds. The evaluation of expected values of determinants inS1, see
Theorem 2, explains the larger computing time than forS2. Taking the small
computing time ofS4 into account, together with the fact that the performances
of S3 andS4 are very close, we conclude thatS4 is the most attractive strategy.
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Chapter 12
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Abstract Using the characteristic polynomial coefficients of the inverse of the informa-
tion matrix, design criteria can be defined between A- and D-optimality (López-
Fidalgo and Rodrı́guez-D́ıaz, 1998). With a slight modification of the classical
algorithms, the gradient expression allows us to find some optimal characteristic
designs for polynomial regression. We observe that these designs are a smooth
transition from A- to D-optimal designs. Moreover, for someof these optimal
designs, the efficiencies for both criteria, A- and D-optimality, are quite good.

Nice relationships emerge when plotting the support pointsof these optimal
designs against the number of parameters of the model. In particular, following
the ideas developed by Pukelsheim and Torsney (1991), we have considered A-
optimality. Another mathematical expression can be given for finding A-optimal
support points using nonlinear regression. This could be very useful for obtaining
optimal designs for the other characteristic criteria.

Keywords: A-optimality, characteristic criteria, D-optimality, polynomial regression

Introduction

Two of the best known and most used criteria in optimal experimental design
are A- and D-optimality. Both are based on the eigenvalues ofthe inverse of
the information matrix, or more precisely on the first and thelast coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial of this matrix. Paying attention to the rest of
the coefficients it is possible to develop new criteria, called thecharacteristic
criteria (López-Fidalgo and Rodrı́guez-D́ıaz, 1998). They can be defined as�Chk(�) = 'k �M(�)�1� ; k = 1; : : : ;m;
wherem is the number of parameters of the model,M(�) is the information
matrix of the design�, defined as usual, and'k is thek-th coefficient of the
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characteristic polynomial of the matrix, that is'k(A) = Xi1<���<ik �i1 � � � �ik ;
with �1; : : : ; �m the eigenvalues ofA.

López-Fidalgo and Rodrı́guez-D́ıaz (1998) give some interesting properties
for these new criteria. There are strong relationships between them. They are
also differentiable and their gradients are5�k(M) = mXi=k 'i(M�1) (�M)i�k�1:

Now, in order to obtain optimal designs for theChk-criteria, we will use the
following gradient algorithm described in Pazman (1986), p. 157. Once the
model and the design interval are chosen the method takes thefollowing steps:

– The initial design is any�0 such thatdetM(�0) 6= 0.

– At each stage, the previous design is modified as follows:�n+1 = (1� �n)�n + �n�xn ;
where the�n have to satisfy the conditions�n 2 (0; 1); 1Xn=0�n =1; limn�!1�n = 0
andxn is the point where the minimum of the following functionx 2 X �! f t(x)5 �[M(�n)℄f(x)
is achieved. Here we have calledX the design space,f(x) the model
and5�[M(�)℄ the gradient of the criterion function� applied to the
information matrix of the design�.

In this paper we will focus on the polynomial modelE[y(x)℄ = a0 + a1x+ a2x2 + � � �+ adxd; V ar[y(x)℄ = �2;
which is very much used due to its simplicity and the fact thatit can be seen
as an approximation of more complicated functions. In the same sense the
design interval will be[�1; 1℄. Both the model and the design interval have
been widely used, and many times together, for different criteria. Pukelsheim
and Studden (1993) and Dette and Studden (1994) concentrateonE-optimality.
Dette and Wong (1995) pay attention to theG-criterion while Studden (1980)
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focuses onDs-optimality, which aims to optimize the estimation of theshighest
coefficients of the model. This was a generalization of the work of Kiefer and
Wolfowitz (1959) for best estimation ofad . Dette (1994) focuses on the problem
of discrimination between different polynomial models fora general interval.
New criteria are defined for that. Kiefer and Studden (1976) study large degree
models for different criteria. Hoel and Levine (1964) and Dette and Wong
(1996) try to get the best designs for extrapolation. Bellhouse and Herzberg
(1984) consider uniform designs, with applications in cartography.

Eventually we will introduce a procedure for determining approximate sup-
port for�Chk -optimal designs. We will use the method proposed by Pukelsheim
and Torsney (1991) in order to get the optimal weights for this support.

1. DESIGNS AND EFFICIENCIES

The algorithm described previously has been implemented onthe computer
using the mathematical calculus program Mathematica. The results shown in
Table 12.1 were achieved after 10.000 iterations on a Pentium II 166 computer.
For this procedure we set�n = 1=(n+ 2) and obtained�Chk-optimal designs
for polynomial models of degree two to six. Note that the cases k = 1 andk = d+1 correspond respectively to A- and D-optimality, which can be found
in profusion in the literature. We have included them in order to show the
behaviour of the general algorithm for these particular cases and to compare
the results with the rest of the optimum designs. In particular, the�Chm- or
D-optimum design is easy to obtain exactly for the polynomial model, for it is
supported at the roots of the Legendre polynomials and all the support points
have the same weight (see e.g. Pazman (1986), pp 177, 179).

The first thing one can observe is that we have found�Chk-optimal designs
supported onm points, the number of parameters of the model. This is well
known fork = 1 andk = m (A- and D-optimality). Furthermore, it is easy to
see that the first optimal designs (low values ofk for each model) put less weight
at the extreme points of the interval, but their importance is increasing withk
to the�Chm-optimum, for which them chosen points are equally important.
Moreover, it seems there is a smooth transition between the A- and the D-
optimum designs as we pass through the intermediate criteria.

The efficiencies of these designs for the characteristic functions are shown
in Table 12.2. Cell(i; j) contains the efficiency of the�Chi-optimal design for
the criterion function�Chj for different degrees.

As might be expected, for each model the efficiency of the�Chk-optimum
design decreases when we move away fromk, but for the optimum designs
corresponding to low values ofk this reduction is more noticeable than for
values nearm. When we compute the average efficiency, or the quadratic mean
of the efficiencies, of each optimal design, either for all the criteria or even only
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d k �Chk -optima for the polynomial model of degreed
1 �1. (.250) 0 (.500)

2 2 �1. (.297) 0 (.407)
3 �1. (.333) 0 (.333)
1 �1. (.150) �0.464 (.350)

3 2 �1. (.173) �0.424 (.327)
3 �1. (.215) �0.435 (.285)
4 �1. (.250) �0.447 (.250)
1 �1. (.105) �0.677 (.250) 0 (.290)
2 �1. (.116) �0.643 (.256) 0 (.256)

4 3 �1. (.139) �0.633 (.232) 0 (.257)
4 �1. (.170) �0.643 (.216) 0 (.228)
5 �1. (.200) �0.655 (.200) 0 (.200)
1 �1. (.080) �0.789 (.187) �0.291 (.232)
2 �1. (.086) �0.767 (.198) �0.267 (.216)

5 3 �1. (.099) �0.749 (.195) �0.28 (.206)
4 �1. (.116) �0.747 (.179) �0.278 (.205)
5 �1. (.141) �0.756 (.173) �0.281 (.186)
6 �1. (.167) �0.765 (.167) �0.285 (.167)
1 �1. (.065) �0.853 (.148) �0.479 (.185) 0 (.205)
2 �1. (.069) �0.839 (.156) �0.451 (.182) 0 (.186)
3 �1. (.076) �0.824 (.162) �0.455 (.166) 0 (.191)

6 4 �1. (.086) �0.815 (.155) �0.461 (.171) 0 (.175)
5 �1. (.100) �0.817 (.145) �0.46 (.168) 0 (.173)
6 �1. (.121) �0.823 (.144) �0.464 (.156) 0 (.158)
7 �1. (.143) �0.83 (.143) �0.469 (.143) 0 (.143)

Table 12.1 �Chk -optimum designs for the first six polynomial models
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1 98.5 94.5

2 2 98.8 98.9
3 96.2 98.9
1 98.9 96.1 91.7

3 2 99.2 98.5 95.0
3 97.9 98.8 99.0
4 96.1 96.0 99.0
1 99.0 97.4 94.6 90.7
2 99.3 99.2 96.9 93.2

4 3 98.5 99.4 99.0 96.3
4 97.7 98.0 99.1 99.1
5 96.6 96.0 96.8 99.2
1 99.1 97.7 96.4 94.0 90.6
2 99.4 99.3 98.2 95.9 92.5

5 3 98.7 99.4 99.6 97.9 94.9
4 98.2 98.8 99.6 99.2 97.0
5 97.7 97.5 98.5 99.3 99.3
6 97.0 96.3 96.6 97.3 99.3
1 99.2 98.0 96.8 95.8 93.8 90.7
2 99.4 99.4 98.4 97.4 95.4 92.3
3 98.8 99.5 99.6 98.8 97.1 94.2

6 4 98.5 98.9 99.6 99.7 98.3 95.8
5 98.2 98.4 99.1 99.7 99.4 97.6
6 97.8 97.7 98.2 98.7 99.4 99.4
7 97.3 96.7 96.7 97.0 97.8 99.4

Table 12.2 Entry(k; h) is the efficiency of the optimum design for�Chk relative to the optimum
design for�Chh , k; h = 1; 2; : : : ; d+ 1:
for A- and D-optimality, we find that the highest efficienciesare reached for the
highest values ofk. But, surprisingly, the best value is not reached fork = m,
but fork = m� 1 or k = m� 2. This means that if we consider, for instance,
the quadratic model and we are interested in minimizing the average of the
variances of the estimates of the parameters, we should choose the A-optimum
design (k = 1). If we want to minimize the volume of the confidence ellipsoid
of the estimates of the parameters, we have to choose the D-optimum design
(k = 3). But if our intentions are, in fact, not well-defined, the best option
would be to choose the�Ch2-optimal design, which is quite efficient for both
interests. Similar comments can be made for other degrees.

2. APPROXIMATE SUPPORT POINTS

The�Chk-optimum designs are strongly inter-related, either when we pay
attention to the support or to the weights; also either when we focus on a fixed
degree and letk vary or when we fixk and deal with different values ofd. This
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Figure 12.1 A-optimal designs for the polynomial models of degree 2 to 12

last representation has more keenly attracted our attention. Figure 12.1 shows
a plot of the�Chk-optimal designs (withk fixed equal to 1 in this case, that is
A-optimality) against the degree of the model. Thus the support of the�Ch1-
optimum for the model of degreed is placed in the vertical line atd, the diameter
of each point being proportional to the weight it has in the optimum design. As
can be seen, the supports form well-defined curves, while theweights decrease
asd increases. We have shown the plot for A-optimality, since itis the first of
the characteristic criteria and is very popular, but the rest of the criteria yield
similar plots.

It is a natural thought to try to compute these curves in orderto obtain the
optimum design in a simple and easy way. From now on we will define�-
weights for a given support to be the best weights for those points from the
point of view of�-optimality. Pukelsheim and Torsney (1991) compute the
best A-weights for the quantiles of the arcsin distributionfirst considered by
Fedorov (1972) for the D-criterion. The A-efficiencies are quite good, even
better than the D-efficiencies for the D-weights for the samesupport. In this
first approach we consider two possible supportsf�xi 1; i = 1; 2; : : : ; �m2 �g
andf�xi 2; i = 1; 2; : : : ; �m2 �g, wherexi 1 = �1��2 im �i� ; xi 2 = "1��2 im �mdi# ; i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; hm2 i
andi anddi are to be determined using nonlinear regression techniques.

Each support depends only on one parameter, which can be estimated by
a function depending oni. The sequencesfig andfdig are decreasing ini.
We first use nonlinear regression to estimatei anddi for support points up to
degree 12. Once we have different estimates fori anddi, i = 1; : : : ; 5 we
employ linear regression to obtain formulae relatingi anddi with i and so
obtaini = 1:741� 0:0297 i anddi = 0:325� 0:03 i. We call these DESIGN
I and II respectively. A graphical representation (not given) of these curves
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I 98.9 99.5 99.4 99.5 99.2 98.9 98.3 97.5 96.4 95.0
II 98.9 98.8 99.3 99.8 99.9 99.5 98.4 96.5 93.8 90.3
III 100. 100. 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.8 99.8 99.9 100. 99.9
IV 98.9 98.6 98.6 98.5 98.5 98.5 98.5 98.5 98.5 98.5

Table 12.3 Efficiencies (%) for A-optimalityd 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20
I 99.2 99.3 99.2 99.4 99.5 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.5 99.0
II 99.4 99.1 99.0 99.2 99.3 99.5 99.7 99.9 99.6 98.0
III 100. 100. 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.8
IV 99.1 98.6 98.3 98.1 98.0 97.9 97.9 97.9 98.0 98.2

Table 12.4 Efficiencies (%) for D-optimality

shows that the first crosses the correct values from above at some point and
then declines further and further below them. With the second the opposite
happens. This suggests that a convex combination of the support points given
by these two supports,xi 3 = (1 � �)xi 1 + �xi 2, 0 � � � 1 (DESIGN III),
should achieve good results. This method gives us approximate support for the
optimum design. We can again use the procedure described by Pukelsheim and
Torsney (1991) to obtain the optimal weights.

The A-efficiencies for the three designs when A-optimal weights for the given
support points are used are shown in Table 12.3. DESIGN III has been chosen
taking� = 0:5 and clearly gives very good efficiencies for the first polynomial
models. The arcsin support points of Pukelsheim and Torsney(1991) together
with their optimal weights have been included in the table (DESIGN IV).

In principle, we cannot use the same argument for the D-optimum design.
This is because while the A-optimum design is always�Ch1-optimum, the
D-optimum design agrees with the�Chm-optimum design andm = d + 1
varies with the degree of the polynomial model. However, making the same
picture fork = m we get a similar representation (in fact it is also similar fork = m� 1, k = m� 2,...) and similar patterns for the supports can be used to
approximate the curves. This time we used support points up to degree 40 andi = 1; 2; : : : ; 11. The values of the parameters were computed asi = 1:7 anddi = 0:229� 0:0086 i, with weights fixed to1=m. The efficiencies are shown
in Table 12.4.

Remark: We have found a good approximation for the support points using
regression techniques. Something similar could be done forthe weights, for
cases where the process described by Pukelsheim and Torsney(1991) becomes
too complex.
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Abstract An equivalence theorem is formulated to characterize optimal designs with gen-
eral prespecified direct constraints on the design intensity. As an application
locally optimal designs are obtained with bounded intensity for the logistic regres-
sion model. Moreover, it is shown that, for additive models,optimal marginally
bounded designs can be generated from their optimal counterparts in the corre-
sponding marginal models.
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Introduction

Inmanyapplications constraints are given on the possible settings for a design
variable either by the availability of experimental units with given properties
or by the need to include certain preselected subjects or sites in the study. The
first constraint of availability provides an upper bound forthe designs under
consideration, whereas the second constraint of prespecified settings results in
a lower bound for the designs.

For the continuous case where the design intensity is bounded by an atom
free measure from above, equivalence theorems have been propagated by Wynn
(1982) and Fedorov (1989). More recent references on this topic are Cook and
Fedorov (1995) and Fedorov and Hackl (1997). For particularcovariate models,
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Wierich (1985) obtained characterizations for the finite sample optimal design
when both upper and lower bounds are given for the competing designs.

In the present note we formulate an equivalence theorem for the situation of
general constraints given by upper and lower bounds for the design intensity.
These constraints can be specified as arbitrary measures and, hence, both the
continuous case of Wynn and Fedorov and the discrete case of Wierich are
simultaneously covered. As a nonstandard application we obtain locally opti-
mal designs with bounded intensity for the logistic regression model. Finally,
optimal marginally bounded designs are constructed for additive models as a
product of their optimal counterparts in the correspondingmarginal models.

1. GENERAL SETTING

We consider the general linear modelY (x) = f(x)>� + Z(x);
wheref is a set of known regression functions and� is the vector of unknown
parameters. Repeated experiments result in uncorrelated and homoscedastic
errorsZ.

Due to the generality of the problem we restrict our attention to generalized
designs� which are defined as probability measures on the design regionX of
possible settings for the design variablex. The set of all generalized designs
onX will be denoted by�. For the definition and properties of generalized
(approximate) designs we refer to the seminal paper by Kiefer (1959) and the
monograph by Fedorov (1972).

The quality of a design� is usually measured by its information matrixM(�) = RX f(x)f(x)>�(dx) which is essentially proportional to the inverse
of the covariance matrix for the best linear unbiased estimator of the parameter
vector�. For the comparison of different designs we make use of so–called
design criteria� which are convex or pseudo–convex functions of� based on
the corresponding information matricesM(�). The most popular criterion is
that ofD–optimality which aims at minimizing the determinant of theinverseM(�)�1 of the information matrix. This approach minimizes the volume of the
confidence ellipsoid in the case of normal errors. Other convex criteria include
those based on the variance functionf(x)>M(�)�1f(x) of the predictionbY (x)
of the responsef(x)>� for variousx (IMSE and minimax criteria).

A powerful tool for investigating convex criteria� is the concept of direc-
tional derivatives. The quantityF�(�; �) = lim�&0 1� (�(�� + (1 � �)�) ��(�)) is called the directional derivative of� at � in the direction of�. De-
note byF�(�;x) = F�(�; Æx) the directional derivative in the direction of
the one-point (Dirac) measureÆx. Then� is called linearly differentiable ifF�(�; �) = RX F�(�;x) �(dx).
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Let �0 be a convex set of competing designs,�0 � �. A by now well–
known consequence of the theory of convex analysis is the following theorem
by Whittle (1973):

Theorem A.
(i) �� minimizes�(�) in �0 if and only ifF�(��; �) � 0 for every design� 2 �0.
(ii) If � is linearly differentiable, then�� minimizes�(�) in � if and only ifF�(��;x) � 0 for every settingx 2 X . Moreover, if�� minimizes�(�), thenF�(��;x) = 0 for ��–almost allx.

2. AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM FOR BOUNDED
DESIGNS

We are interested in the general situation of explicitly specified upper and
lower bounds� and� for the competing designs,� � � � �, where� and�
are arbitrary measures on the design regionX satisfying the natural conditions� � � and �(X ) � 1 � �(X ). Then the set��� = f�; � � � � �g of
competing designs is non–empty and convex. In the followingwe will only
consider linearly differentiable design criteria.

Theorem 1. The following three statements are equivalent:
(a) �� minimizes�(�) in ��� .
(b) There exists a numbers such thatF�(��;x) � s for (��� �)–almost allx and, simultaneously,F�(��;x) � s for (�� ��)–almost allx.
(c) There are subsetsX1;X2 � X and a numbers such that

(i) �� = � onX1 and�� = � onX2,
(ii) supx2X2 F�(��;x) � s � infx2X1 F�(��;x),
(iii) F�(��;x) = s onX n (X1 [ X2).

The proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix. Statement (b) of Theo-
rem 1 may be rewritten in terms of essential suprema and essential infima asess sup����F�(��; x) � ess inf����F�(��; x). If we let � = 0, �� = f�; � ��g, we obtain a generalization of the theorem by Wynn (1982) andFedorov
(1989) for optimal designs bounded from above:

Corollary 1. The following three statements are equivalent:
(a) �� minimizes�(�) in ��.
(b) There exists a numbers such thatF�(��;x) � s for ��–almost allx

and, simultaneously,F�(��;x) � s for (�� ��)–almost allx.
(c) There are subsetsX1;X2 � X and a numbers such that
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(i) �� = 0 onX1 and�� = � onX2,
(ii) supx2X2 F�(��;x) � s � infx2X1 F�(��;x),
(iii) F�(��;x) = s onX n (X1 [ X2).

For optimal designs bounded from below,�� 2 �� = f�; � � �g, a slightly
more delicate consideration yields the following result which combines features
of Theorem 1 and part (ii) of Theorem A.

Corollary 2. The following three statements are equivalent:
(a) �� minimizes�(�) in �� .
(b) There exists a numbers such thatF�(��;x) = s for (��� �)–almost allx and, simultaneously,F�(��;x) � s for all x 2 X .
(c) There is a subsetX1 � X and a numbers such that

(i) �� = � onX1,
(ii) infx2X1 F�(��;x) � s,
(iii) F�(��;x) = s onX n X1.

In fact, letting� = 0 in Corollary 2 we get a reformulation of Whittle’s
Theorem A (ii) wheres = 0. The main feature of the above results is that
the design region can be split up into two subsetsX1 andX2 for which the
optimal design�� coincides either with the lower bound or with the upper bound
and for which the directional derivative at�� is constant on the remaining setX n(X1[X2). In particular, in the continuous case this remaining set istypically
a null set with respect to� and we obtain a zero–one law in the sense that the
optimal design�� coincides with either the lower or upper bound.

3. APPLICATION: BOUNDED DESIGNS FOR
LOGISTIC REGRESSION

As an illustration of the equivalence theorem we present an application to a
logistic regression model where the intensity is bounded. As in all nonlinear
regression models the information matrix depends on the unknown parameter�,
and we consider locally optimal designs which solve the optimization problem
for specified values of�. Note that the concept of local optimality can be
understood as a local linearization of the model. Hence, linear methods can be
applied.

In particular, we consider the binary response modelPx(Y = 1) = F (b(x� a)) = 11 + e�b(x�a)
where the probability of a positive response at dosex is modeled by a logistic
regression. Here the dosex may be given either on a linear or a logarithmic
scale. The parameter� = (a; b) consists of the effective mean dose (ED50)



A note on optimal bounded designs 135a and the slopeb > 0, andF is the standard logistic distribution functionF (x) = (1 + e�x)�1. For a design� the asymptotic variance of the maximum
likelihood estimator for� is proportional to the inverse of the Fisher information
matrixM(�;�) = ZIR � b2 �b (x� a)�b (x� a) (x� a)2 � h(b(x� a)) �(dx)
whereh(x) = F 0(x)2=(F (x)(1 � F (x)) = F (x)(1 � F (x)).

For theD–criterion the derivative of the criterion function is given byF�;�(�;x) = 2� h(b(x� a)) �(�b; (x� a))M(�;�)�1(�b; (x� a))> :
We consider the situation where the competing designs have abounded den-

sity. To be more specific, we want to determine theD–optimal designs in��, where the upper bound� is given by the densityg(x) =  � 1[D1;D2℄(x)
with respect to the Lebesgue measure, i. e.g(x) =  for dosesx which lie
between a minimal possible doseD1 and the maximal applicable doseD2,(D2 � D1) > 1, andg(x) = 0 otherwise. Usually,D1 = 0 if the dosex is
measured on a linear scale andD1 = �1 if x is measured on a logarithmic
scale. In total we have a compound constraint: neither too high nor too low
doses are possible and, additionally, neither are replications of ‘similar’ doses.

By Corollary 1 there are disjoint setsX1 andX2 such that the densityg� of
the optimal design�� is equal to0 onX1 and is equal to onX2. Furthermore,
there is a numbers such thatsupx2X2 F�;�(��;x) � s � infx2X1 F�;�(��;x)
andF�;�(��;x) = s onX n (X1 [ X2).

As for unrestricted optimal designs in regression models, apowerful tool is
the investigation of the number of possible modes of the directional derivativeF�;�(��;x).
Proposition. In the present setting, for every design� the directional derivativeF�;�(��;x) has ,at most, three local extrema as a function ofx.

This assertion is proved essentially by showing that the derivative of the
functionu(x) = F�(��;x) has at most three changes of sign which, in turn,
is achieved by expressingu0(x) as a power series and bounding the number of
sign changes of the coefficients. A similar result for the double exponential
model can be found in Dette and Sahm (1997). The proposition is also related
to the geometric condition in Sitter and Wu (1993).

The proposition, together with the fact thatlimx!�1 F�;�(�;x) = 2, im-
plies thatX n (X1 [ X2) consists of not more than four points and, hence, the
densityg� of the optimal design is constant to on, at most, two intervals with
total length1=.
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Result. If the constraint� is given by the densityg(x) =  � 1[D1;D2℄(x) then,
in a logistic regression model, the locallyD–optimal design�� is given by the
densityg� which is either of the form

(i) g�(x) =  � 1[d1;d2℄(x), whereD1 � d1 < d2 � D2, d2 � d1 = 1= andF�;�(��;x) � max(F�;�(��; d1); F�;�(��; d2)) for d1 � x � d2. Moreover,F�;�(��; d1) = F�;�(��; d2) in the caseD1 < d1 andd2 < D2.
(ii) g�(x) =  � 1[d1;d2℄(x) +  � 1[d3;d4℄(x) whereD1 � d1 < d2 <d3 < d4 � D2, d2 � d1 + d4 � d3 = 1= andF�(��; d2) = F�(��; d3) �max(F�;�(��; d1); F�;�(��; d4)), with equality if eitherD1 < d1 or d4 < D2.

From these two cases the optimal designs can be obtained numerically. In
Table 13.1 we exhibit a few examples of locally optimal designs for different
values of the slope parameterb and the mean effective dose (ED50)a in the
standardized situation, = 1, D1 = �1 andD2 = 0, when the dosex is
reported on a logarithmic scale.b a d1 d2 d3 d4

0.5 -2 -5.98 -5.47 -0.49 0

0.5 0 -5.23 -4.70 -0.47 0

0.5 2 -4.81 -4.27 -0.46 0

1 -2 -3.80 -3.30 -0.70 -0.20

1 0 -2.83 -2.28 -0.45 0

1 2 -2.55 -1.97 -0.42 0

5 -2 -2.57 -2.07 -1.93 -1.43

5 0 -1 0 — —

5 2 -1 0 — —

Table 13.1 LocallyD–optimal designs for a logistic regression model; bounded intensity

Note that for small values ofa the constraint of a maximal dose is of no
importance and the resulting locally optimal designs are only constrained by
the design density bounded by one. For smaller values of the slope parameterb,
the optimal design consists of two separate intervals whereas for larger values
these intervals are merged into one.

Remarks. 1.The result derived above does not depend on the particular shape
of the bounding density, i.e. the constant density. It also holds in the general
settingg(z) = %(z) 1[D1;D2℄(z) with %(z) > 0.
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2. By translation and rescaling, any restriction of the form� � �, � given by
the densityg(z) =  1[D1;D2℄,  > 0, can be transformed to one of the formeg(z) = 1[D;0℄. More precisely, let��a;b;g denote the locally optimal design for
parametersa andb under the constraint that the design density is bounded byg(x) =  1[D1;D2℄. Then, ifD2 < 1, ��a;b;g(x) = ��ea;eb;eg((x �D2)), whereea = (a�D2),eb = b= andeg(z) = 1[(D1�D2);0℄.
If D2 =1andD1 > �1 then by an additional reflection, we have��a;b;g(x) =��ea;eb;eg( (D1 � x)), whithea = (D1 � a),eb = b= andeg(z) = 1(1;0℄.
Alternatively one could only consider the design problem inthe standard forma = 0 and b = 1, since, again owing to the transformation equivariance,��a;b;g(x) = ��0;1;eg(b(x� a)) whereeg(z) = =b 1[b(D1�a);bD2℄(z).

-4 -3 -2 -1

-0.2

0.2

0.4

0.6

s

d1 d2 d3

Figure 13.1 Directional derivativeF�;�(�;x) of the locally optimal design

Figure 13.1 exhibits the directional derivativeF�;�(�;x) of the locally op-
timal design for the parameter valuesb = 1 anda = 0. The reference lines
indicate the support pointsd1; : : : ; d4 of the design (cf Table13.1) and the cor-
responding value for the bounds occuring in the equivalence theorem.

4. MARGINALLY BOUNDED DESIGNS

In this section we consider additive two–factor modelsY (x1; x2) = �0 + f1(x1)>�1 + f2(x2)>�2 + Z(x1; x2)
with explicit constant term�0, where the componentsx1 andx2 of the design
variablex = (x1; x2) may be adjusted independently,x 2 X1 � X2. Due to
separate constraints on both variables we are looking for marginally bounded
designs� where their one–dimensional projections�1 and�2 are bounded by�1 � �1 � �1 and�2 � �2 � �2, respectively. Note that the projections are
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defined by�1(B1) = �(B1 �X2) for every (measurable) subsetB1 of X1, and
for �2 accordingly. Denote by��1;�2�1;�2 = f�; �1 � �1 � �1; �2 � �2 � �2g
the set of competing marginally bounded designs. Then we cancharacterize
the optimal design for theD–criterion as the measure theoretic product of
the optimal designs in the corresponding marginal models. This expands the
decomposition results of Schwabe and Wierich (1995) and Schwabe (1996) to
the situation of marginally bounded designs.

Theorem 2. If the designs��i areD–optimal in��i�i for the marginal models
given by the response functionsE(Y (i)(xi)) = �0 + fi(xi)>�i, xi 2 Xi,i = 1; 2, then the product design��1 
 ��2 isD–optimal in��1;�2�1;�2 .

Proof. As is shown by Schwabe and Wierich (1995), every design� is
dominated by the product�1 
 �2 of its marginals with respect to theD–
criterion,detM(�) � detM(�1
�2), and for product designs the determinant
can be decomposed according todetM(�1 
 �2) = detM1(�1) detM2(�2),
whereM1(�1) andM2(�2) are the information matrices in the marginal models.
Moreover, with� 2 ��1;�2�1;�2 its marginals satisfy the marginal bounds�i � �i ��i and, hence, the product�1 
 �2 is in��1;�2�1;�2 . Thus an optimal design can be
found in the class of product designs and the best product design is constructed
as the product of theD–optimal marginal designs. �

In the case of marginally restricted designs, where the firstmarginal is fixed,�1 = �1, and no bounds are imposed on the second marginal�2, we recover
the result by Cook and Thibodeau (1980) that the product design �1 
 ��2 isD–optimal for the additive model when aD–optimal marginal design��2 is
used.

Obviously, Theorem 2 can be extended directly to additive models with more
than two factors. In contrast to the unbounded situation a statement similar to
Theorem 2 is not true for Kronecker product type models with complete inter-
actions. This illustrates that there are structural differences between Kronecker
product type and additive models.

Example. For multiple linear regressionY (x1; x2) = �0 + �1x1 + �2x2 +Z(x1; x2) on a20� 20 point grid with uniformly bounded marginals,�i(xi) ��i(xi) = 110 ,xi = 1; :::; 20, theD–optimal design is given by equal weights1100
on each point of the four5�5 grids located at the corners of the design region as
exhibited in Figure 13.2. Note that this design differs fromthe design obtained
by Müller (1998, p. 90) which is optimal under the constraint� � �1 
 �2.
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Figure 13.2 D–optimal design for multiple linear regression on a20� 20 grid with uniformly
bounded marginals

5. APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We first show that (a) implies (b) by contradiction: Assume that (b) does
not hold. Then there are subsetsA andB of the design regionX such thata := ��(A) � �(A) > 0, b := �(B) � ��(B) > 0 and infx2A F�(��;x) >supx2B F�(��;x). Define a competing design�0 by �0 = ��� min(a;b)a (��� �)
onA, �0 = �� + min(a;b)b (� � ��) on B and�0 = �� on the complementary
setX n (A [ B). Then� � �0 � � andF�(��; �0) < 0. Hence, in view of
Theorem A (i) the design�� cannot be optimal in contradiction to (a).

To see that (b) implies (c) we only have to setX1 = fx; F�(��;x) > sg andX2 = fx; F�(��;x) < sg which have the required properties.
Finally, to show that (c) implies (a) we investigate the directional derivativeF�(��; �) for every competing design�. In view of condition (i) in (c) we have� � �� onX1 and� � �� onX2 for every design� 2 ��� . Hence,ZX1 F�(��;x)�(dx) � ZX1 F�(��;x)��(dx)+ infx2X1 F�(��;x)(�(X1)���(X1))

andZX2 F�(��;x)�(dx) � ZX2 F�(��;x)��(dx)� supx2X2 F�(��;x)(��(X2)��(X2)):
Employing conditions (ii) and (iii) of (c) we, thus, obtainF�(��; �) = ZX F�(��;x)�(dx) � ZX F�(��;x)��(dx)+s(�(X )���(X )) = 0
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which establishes the optimality of�� in ��� with respect to� in view of The-
orem A (i). �
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Chapter 14

CONSTRUCTION OF CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL
DESIGNS
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Abstract We consider the problem of finding an ‘approximate’ design maximising a crite-
rion subject to an equality constraint. Initially the Lagrangian is formulated but
the Lagrange parameter is removed through a substitution, using linear equation
theory, in an approach which transforms the constrained optimisation problem
to a problem of maximising two functions of the design weights simultaneously.
They have a common maximum of zero which is simultaneously attained at the
constrained optimal design weights. This means that established algorithms for
finding optimising distributions can be considered. The approach can easily be
extended to the case of several constraints, raising the ‘prospect’ of solving an
expanded class of problem.

Keywords: constrained optimal design, multiplicative algorithms, optimizing distributions,
directional derivatives, Lagrangian theory, equivalencetheorem

Introduction

We consider the problem of computing designs which optimisestandard
regression design criteria subject to an equality constraint. Examples of such
problems include determining designs subject to a given efficiency; see Pukelsheim
and Rosenberger (1993). Cook and Fedorov (1995) is an invited discussion pa-
per on constrained optimal design.

Torsney and Alahmadi (1995) considered the case of finding designs subject
to zero correlations between the estimates of the underlying parameters. In par-
ticular, they considered the case of minimal support designs and transformed
the constrained optimal design problem to one of maximizinga criterion with
respect to two or three sets of weights or distributions. They employed ex-
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tensions of the multiplicative algorithms for finding optimizing distributions
developed in Torsney (1983).

This approach does not extend to other equality constraintsor to constrained
optimal designs subject to zero correlation when the support exceeds minimum
size.

It is our purpose to consider the general case and, in fact, toextend the work of
Alahmadi (1993) in which the constrained optimization problem is transformed
to one of simultaneous maximization of two objective functions with respect to
the design weights.

1. LINEAR DESIGN THEORY

For our purposes, consider a general linear model under which we assume
independence between observations on a response variabley with constant
variance�2 and the conditional expectation:E(yjv) = vT � (14.1)

wherev 2 V , � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �k)T 2 Rk are unknown parameters andV =fv 2 Rk : v = (f1(x); f2(x); : : : ; fk(x))T ,x 2 Xgwithf(x) = (f1(x); f2(x),: : : ; fk(x))T , a vector of known regression functions andX a closed compact
design space. That is,V is the image underf of X . So,V is an induced design
space.

An approximate design is characterised by a probability measurep defined
on X and hence onV . In practice, we must discretise these spaces. LetV = fv1; v2; : : : vJg.

Thenp is characterised by a set of weightsp1; p2; : : : ; pJ satisfyingpj � 0,j = 1; 2; : : : ; J and
P pj = 1, weightpj being assigned tovj . We wish to

choosep = (p1; p2; : : : ; pJ) optimally. If �̂ is the least squares estimator of�,
thenov(�̂) / M�1(p), whereM(p) is the information matrix:M(p) = JXj=1 pjvjvjT = V PV T = JXj=1 pjf(xj)fT (xj); (14.2)

whereV is thek � J matrix [v1; v2; : : : vJ ℄ andP = diag(p1; p2; : : : ; pJ).
We wish to choose the proportionpj of observations taken atxj for good

estimation of�, by optimizing some criterion. So we have a particular case of
the following problem:
Problem (P1):
Maximise�(p) overP � fp = (p1; p2; : : : ; pJ) : pj � 0; P pj = 1g.

The most important design criterion in applications is thatof D-optimality,
in which the criterion�(p) =  fM(p)g = logfdet(M(p))g, is maximised. A
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D-optimal design minimises the volume of the conventional ellipsoidal confi-
dence region for the parameters of the linear model. Other choices of maximis-
ing criteria are fM(p)g = �TM�1(p) for a given vector (c-optimality;
appropriate if there is interest only inT �) or fM(p)g = � tr (AM�1(p)AT )
and fM(p)g = � log det(AM�1(p)AT ) for a givens� k matrixA, s < k
(linear optimality andDA-optimality respectively; appropriate if there is inter-
est in inference only forA�).
2. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS

In the above problems we wish to choosep to maximise�(p) =  fM(p)g
subject topj � 0; P pj = 1. We need to characterise optimality conditions.
We do so in terms of point to point directional derivatives.

2.1. DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES

Let D(p; q; ") = �f(1 � ")p+ "qg; (14.3)F�fp; qg = lim"#0 D(p; q; ") � �(p)" = dD(p; q; ")d" j"=0+ (14.4)

and F (2)� fp; qg = d2D(p; q; ")d"2 j"=0+ : (14.5)

Whittle (1973) calledF�fp; qg the directional derivative of�(:) at p in the
direction ofq. It can exist even if�(:) is not differentiable, in which caseF�(p; q) = (q � p)T��=�p

=
JPi=1(qi � pi)di, wheredi = ��=�pi , i = 1; : : : ; J:

Let Fj = F�(p; ej), whereej is thejth unit vector inRJ ,

= dj � JPi=1 pidi:
We callFj a vertex directional derivative of�(:) atp.
2.2. CONDITIONS FOR LOCAL OPTIMALITY

If �(:) is differentiable atp�, then�(p�) is a local maximum of�(:) in the
feasible region of problem(P1) ifF �j = F�fp�; ejg � = 0 : if p�j > 0� 0 : if p�j = 0 (14.6)

and F �(2)j = F (2)� fp�; ejg � 0 if p�j > 0: (14.7)
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If �(:) is concave on its feasible region then the first-order stationarity con-
dition (1.6) is both necessary and sufficient for a solution to the problem (P1).
This of course is the General Equivalence Theorem in OptimalDesign; see
Whittle (1973).

3. ALGORITHMS

Problem (P1) has a distinctive set of constraints, namely the variablesp1; p2,: : : ; pJ must be nonnegative and sum to 1. An iteration which neatly submits
to these and has some suitable properties is the multiplicative algorithm:p(r+1)j = p(r)j f(d(r)j ) � JXi=1 p(r)i f(d(r)i ); (14.8)

whered(r)j = ���pj jp=p(r), while f(d) satisfies the following conditions:

(i) f(d) is positive ;
(ii) f(d) is strictly increasing ind.

This type of iteration was first proposed by Torsney (1977), takingf(d) = dÆ ,
with Æ > 0. Subsequent empirical studies include Silvey, Titterington and
Torsney (1978), which is a study of the choice ofÆ whenf(d) = dÆ, Æ > 0;
Torsney (1988), which mainly consideredf(d) = eÆd in a variety of appli-
cations, for which one criterion�(:) could have negative derivatives; Torsney
and Alahmadi (1992) and Alahmadi (1993) which explore otherchoices off(:)
and Mandal and Torsney (2000) which considers systematic choices off(:).
Torsney (1983) establishes a result on monotonicity.

4. CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZING DISTRIBUTIONS

4.1. GENERAL PROBLEM (GP)

The general problem which we will consider is the following:
Maximise a criterion�(p) subject to the constraintg(p) = 0 as well aspj � 0,P pj = 1.

The functiong(p) could beg(p) = aTM�1(p)a - bTM�1(p)b, if we wantvar(aT �̂) = var(bT �̂),
or g(p) = rTM�1(p)s, if we wantCov(rT �̂; sT �̂) = 0,
or g(p) = �(p)/�(p�U )� e, if we want an efficiency ofe (0 < e < 1), wherep�U
is the unconstrained optimiser of�(p).

In the last case the criterion to be optimised is�(p). In the first case an appro-
priate criterionmight be�(p) = �logdet(AM�1(p)AT )or�tr(AM�1(p)AT ),
whereA = [a; b℄T . The second case is in fact equivalent to the first case withr = a+b2 ands = a�b2 .
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4.2. FIRST ORDER LAGRANGIAN CONDITIONS
TRANSFORMED

First we establish first-order conditions for a constrainedlocal maximum
using Lagrangian theory applied only to the constraintg(p) = 0.

Let L(�; p; �) = �(p) + �g(p): (14.9)

Then fori = 1; 2; : : : ; JdLi = �L�pi = ���pi + � �g�pi = d�i + �dgi : (14.10)

Also the vertex directional derivatives ofL areFLi = dLi �X pjdLj= d�i �X pjd�j + �(dgi �X pjdgj )= F �i + �F gi ; (14.11)

whereF �i =d�i �P pjd�j andF gi =dgi�P pjdgj . EquivalentlyF L = F �+�F g.
Now we acknowledge the constraint

P pj = 1, but, for the moment, assumepj > 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; J . Then from the equivalence theorem, or Section 2.2,
conditions for a constrained local turning point ofL (subject to

P pj = 1) areFLj = 0 given pj > 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; J;
i.e. FL = 0;
i.e. F g� = �F �: (14.12)

Now supposeA = F g, b = �F � and� = �. Then� must satisfyA� = b: (14.13)

We now deal with� using the approach of Alahmadi (1993). The set of
solutions to the system of equations (1.13), if solutions exist, is given by:� = A�b+ (I �A�A)z for any z; (14.14)

whereA� is any generalised inverse ofA. These are solutions iffAA�b = b.
AssumingATA is nonsingular one choice ofA� isA� = (ATA)�1AT = [(F g)TF g℄�1(F g)T : (14.15)

Then A�b = �(F g)TF�(F g)T Fg = �̂ and AA�b = �̂ A = �̂ F g. Thusp�
should be such that�̂F g = �F� i:e: �̂F g + F � = 0 (14.16)
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and then substituting bŷ� in (1.16), we get�(F g)TF �(F g)TF g F g + F � = 0; (14.17)

or h = [(F g)TF g℄F � � [(F g)TF �℄F g = 0 (14.18)

i.e. hTh = 0: (14.19)

In (1.19) hi = [(F g)TF g℄F �i � [(F g)TF �℄F gi= [ JXj=1(F gj )2℄F �i � [ JXj=1(F gj F �j )℄F gi : (14.20)

So, sincehTh � 0, p� should minimisehTh or maximisef�hThg with a
maximum value of zero.

Alternatively hTh = [(F g)TF g℄2[(F �)TF �℄[1�R℄; (14.21)

where R = [(F g)TF �℄2[(F �)TF �℄[(F g)TF g℄ = �21�2 �3 ; (14.22)�1 = (F g)TF �, �2 = (F �)TF � and�3 = (F g)TF g. Clearly0 � R � 1. Sop� should maximise [R-1] yielding a maximum value of zero.
Now consider the possibility of zerop�, which was not considered by Alah-

madi (1993). Then, by the equivalence theorem,FLj � = 0 : if p�j > 0� 0 : if p�j = 0: (14.23)

There are two ways in which we can adapt the above approach to this case.
One is to argue thatli = pihi = 0 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; J;

i.e. l = Ph = 0; (14.24)

whereP = diag(p1; p2; : : : ; pJ ). So we replaceh in the argument above byl = Ph to conclude thatp� should maximiseQ = �hTP 2h; (14.25)
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yielding a maximum value of zero.
A second option is to argue thatELj = pjFLj = 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; J

or EL = PFL = 0: (14.26)

So we replaceFL in the above argument byEL, concluding that we should
have atp� h = h(E) = 0: (14.27)

Hencep� should maximiseQ = �hTh yielding a maximum of zero.
So we have dealt with the Lagrange multiplier by ‘substitution’ in terms ofp and transformed attainment of the first order conditions in the Lagrangian

to an example of (P1), where�L(p) = Q with several possible choices ofQ.
Thenp� must maximise any increasing function ofQ. We consider some such
transformations but choose them andQ such that the maximum of the revised
criterion is still zero e.g.(eQ � 1) or f� log(1�Q)g.

The reason for this is that we must still ensure the constraint g(p�) = 0.
We deal with this by transformation to an optimization problem too; namelyp� should maximiseG(p) = �[g(p)℄2, subject topj � 0; P pj = 1. SoG(p�) = 0.

Thusp� should simultaneously maximiseG(p) andQ(p), with a common
maximum of zero ifQ(p�) = 0 subject topj � 0; P pj = 1. The sharing of
a common optimal value of zero means that we have transformedthe original
constrained optimization problem to an example of (P1) withvarious choices
of �(p) which we here denote by�L(p), namely�L(p) = �1(p) = G(p) +Q(p);�L(p) = �2(p) = �G(p) + (1� �)Q(p) 0 < � < 1;�L(p) = �3(p) = minfG(p); Q(p)g:
Hence we can consider applying methods for solving (P1).

First we illustrate the above theory by simple examples in the context of
quadratic regression on three points :�1; 0; 2: Thus the design corresponds to
the distribution x : �1 0 2p(x) : p1 p2 p3
and the information matrix isM(p) = 0� 1 �p1 + 2p3 p1 + 4p3�p1 + 2p3 p1 + 4p3 �p1 + 8p3p1 + 4p3 �p1 + 8p3 p1 + 16p3 1A :
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We focus on constraints concerning the element(M�1(p))23 of M�1(p).
This is given byC = [(8p3 � p1)� (2p3 � p1)(4p3 + p1)℄=det(M(p))= [(p2 � 1=2)2 � 9(p3 � 1=2)2 + 2℄=det(M(p)): (14.28)

Of course the numerator is quadratic in the weights. We first consider the con-
straintC = 0, i.e. takingg(p) = C so that we wantCov(�̂2; �̂3) = 0. To
produce plots we deal with this constraint and the ‘

P pj = 1’ constraint by sub-
stitution to transform the constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained
optimization with respect to one weight, thereby ensuringG(p) = 0.

Of the various possibilities only the following formulae are valid here and
there is no restriction onp2:p1 = (12 � p2) + 13r(p2 � 12)2 + 2;p3 = 12 � 13r(p2 � 12)2 + 2:
We now show plots of�(p2), Q(p2) for �(p) = logdet(M(p));�tr(M�1(p)).
See Fig. 14.1 and Fig. 14.2. Clearly both functions are unimodal and both are
maximised atp�2 = 0.4925325 withQ(p�2) = 0.
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Figure 14.1 Plots ofQ(p2) and�(p2) versusp2 for D-optimality

We also consider the constraint det(M(p))C = 2, since this leads to linear
constraints on the weights. It is simpler to substitute forp1 andp2 in terms ofp3. Relevant formulae are:p1 = �2(2p3 � 1); p2 = 3p3 � 1 for 13 � p3 � 12 ;p1 = 2p3 � 1; p2 = 2� 3p3 for 12 � p3 � 23 :
Plots of�(p3) andQ(p3) (Fig. 14.3 and Fig. 14.4) reveal that both functions
now have two maximal turning points, at the same values ofp3, one in each
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Figure 14.2 Plots ofQ(p2) and�(p2) versusp2 for A-optimality
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Figure 14.3 Plots ofQ(p3) and�(p3) versusp3 for D-optimality
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Figure 14.4 Plots ofQ(p3) and�(p3) versusp3 for A-optimality

of the regionsp3 < 0.5 andp3 > 0.5. FurtherQ(p3) has a maximum of zero
at both turning points, while�(p3) is maximised at the lower value, i.e.p3 =
0.442635.
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5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

We have transformed the original constrained optimizationproblem (GP) to
examples of (P1). So we consider the class of algorithms outlined in Section 3.

First, for the above quadratic model, we consider deriving the constrained
D-optimal design subject toCov(�̂2; �̂3) = 0: At equal initial weights withQ = �(1 � R)2 = Q1, say,(G;Q) = (�28:4444;�1:0);�67:556 � Fi(G)� 39.111 and�83508 � Fi(Q) � 144240. After 200 iterations starting from
this design withf(x) = exp(Æx), x = F and Æ = 0:001, we converge to
the design above i.e.p�2 = 0:4925325 and the new values are(G;Q) =(�2:310�8;�9:41�7);�0:0012280 � Fi(G) � 0:0415182and�0:0640491 �Fi(Q) � 0:0:0027849: These derivatives could be closer to zero. This il-
lustrates that whileG and various choices ofQ can be approximately zero,
directional derivatives can be distinctly non zero.

We further consider two examples considered by Silvey et al (1978), Wu
(1978) and Alahmadi (1993). The examples are defined by theirdesign spaces.
Example-1.V = f(1;�1;�1)T ; (1;�1; 1)T ; (1; 1;�1)T ; (1; 2; 2)T g.
Example-2.V = f(1;�1;�2)T ; (1;�1; 1)T ; (1; 1;�1)T ; (1; 2; 2)T g.
The design criterion is�(p) = �tr(AM�1(p)AT ), whereA = [a; b℄T , a =(1; 0; 0) andb = (0; 0; 1) while the constraint isCov(�̂1; �̂3) = 0. Alahmadi
(1993) took�L(p) = �1(p). He too foundconvergence tobe slow withQ = Q1,f(x) = (1 + sx)sÆ, x = d, s = sign(x), Æ = 0:3, 0.2 for Examples 1 and 2
respectively. Approximate solutions seemed to be (0.237, 0.270, 0.330, 0.163)
and (0.255, 0.355, 0.215, 0.175) for Examples 1 and 2 respectively.

We have endeavoured to improve on this with a view to accommodating zero
optimal weights. We took�L(p) = �3(p) since there is a danger of converging
tozerovalues forF L = FG+FQ but not forF G,FQ. We note onlypreliminary
results which highlight some difficulties.(a) In Example-1 starting from equal initial weights withQ = �(1 � eQ2)2,Q2 = �21 � �2 �3, f(x) = (1 + sx)sÆ, s = sign (x) andx = F , the pair(G;Q)
change from(�0:177;�0:153) to (�0:040;�0:051) after 700 iterations. Yet
at this point�1:393 � Fi(G) � 2:045;�1:884 � Fi(Q) � 2:017.

To explore this issue further, in the remaining illustrations, we takep(0) to be
the approximate optimal solution of Alahmadi (1993). We denote this byp(A).(b) In Example-1(G;Q) = (�5:210�8;�0:0298) with�38:7634 � Fi(Q) �81:6632 at p(A) = (0:237; 0:270; 0:330; 0:163) whenQ = �(log(1 � Q3))3,Q3 = �hTP 2h. After 354 iterations withf(x) = (1 + sx)sÆ, s = sign
(x) andx = F , (G;Q) = (�0:00001;�0:00001) with �0:020 � Fi(G) �0:025;�0:491 � Fi(Q) � 0:355.() In Example-1 again(G;Q) = (�0:000087;�0) with Fi(Q) = 0; i =1; 2; 3; 4 while �0:057 � Fi(G) � 0:070; at a variation ofp(A) whenQ =�(log(1 �Q2))2. After 100 iterations withf(x) = exp(Æx); x = F andÆ =



Construction of constrained optimal designs 1510:001; (G;Q) = (�0:000001; 0) while Fi(Q) = 0 and�0:0070 � Fi(G) �0:0085:(d) In Example-2 for A-optimality(G;Q) = (�0:000005; 0) with Fi(Q) = 0
while�0:0134 � Fi(G) � 0:0121 atp(A) whenQ = Q1. After 300 iterations
withf(x) = exp(Æx); x = F andÆ = 0:00001; G = Q = �1:010�8; Fi(Q) =0 and�0:00017 � Fi(G) � 0:00015.

6. DISCUSSION

There is clearly difficulty in attaining the first-order conditions, at least in
respect ofQ. This is not surprising in view of the plots ofQ in Fig. 14.1 and
Fig. 14.2. The function seems virtually non-differentiable at the optimum while
being convex with steep derivatives on either side. These are hostile conditions
for the iterations of Section 3.

Further development is needed. Possibly further transformations ofQ to a
more concave shape would help e.g.�Q = � ~Q � = f�Qgt for �Q < 1= f�Qg1=t for �Q > 1;
for somet. Modifications using the clustering approach of Mandal and Torsney
(2000) to deal with zero optimal weights is another option.

There is also the issue of multiple local maxima to be considered. This and
the extension to the case of several equality constraints, which in principle is
straightforward, is the focus of ongoing work.
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Abstract An important problem in pharmaceutical research is whetherindividual testing
of components should be made, or alternatively, if the components should be
tested in groups. It is important that the experiment is economically viable
since, for multi-stage procedures, the cost of additional stages must be taken
into consideration along with the cost of testing the mixtures of components.
Optimum group sizes are calculated for two-stage and three-stage members of
Li’s family of algorithms and for row-and-column procedures, along with the
minimum number of tests required to determine all of the active components.
Finally, comparisons are made between the costs of the one-,two- and three-stage
procedures using two different cost functions for the cost of testing mixtures of
components.

Introduction

Pharmaceutical background

High-throughput (HTP) drug screening is an important and widely used strat-
egy for identifying novel compounds as leads for future workin the pharma-
ceutical industry. Leads are later subjected to further biological investigation
through functional assays on whole cells or tissue. They arealso used in ini-
tiating chemical exploration for better compounds throughtechniques such as
quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR).
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As company collections of compounds grow, technologies have been and
continue to be developed for efficient screening using minimal resources in
smaller time scales, whilst maintaining the quality of the resulting data. One
method implemented by a number of companies is that of pooling samples.
If a pooled sample produces a positive result, the individual components are
assayed separately to identify which individual compound or compounds are
active.

A number of statistical issues arise from this strategy:

– What is the optimal number of compounds to pool?

– How will the strategy affect false positive and false negative error rates?

– How does this strategy compare to a single-stage screen of assaying all
individual compounds?

Additionally there are a number of practical constraints:

– Muchof the assaywork is performed by robots and hence the final strategy
needs to be compatible with robotics;

– Random access to samples of single compounds in the compoundlibrary
is performed manually and adds a substantial amount of time to a multi-
stage process.

New assay technologies such as miniaturisation, single molecule detection
and chip-based assays are fast improving throughput and out-pacing the time
and resource savings a two-stage procedure makes. Completedata from all
compounds is perceived to be a clear advantage of running thesingle-step pro-
cess when data-mining of the resulting database is expectedto become the norm.

Statistical background

For simplicity, assume that we are only interested in the activity of a large
number of different components, potential drug compounds,against certain
enzymes relating to certain diseases.

In a particular test, either an individual component or a mixture of them is
tested for activity. The result of the test is in the form of a numerical value. If we
were to look at the distribution of the activity of all the components we would
find a positively-skewed distribution. We are only interested in the components
that are on the far right tail of the activity scale. In a typical experiment we would
search for thed = 50 most active components among a total ofn = 500 000
components.

A cut-off point is specified whereby, if a component has an activity reading
greater than this point, it is deemed to be a hit. However, if the activity is
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less, the component is judged to be inactive. When a component is labelled as
being active when in fact it isn’t, it is called afalse positive. In cases where
the component is judged to be inactive when it is active, it issaid to be afalse
negative. After all of the active components have been identified theyare ranked
in ascending order of activity, which determines their importance relative to one
another.

The problem withfalse positivescould be overcome in an obvious way:
following the main tests components are individually retested for their activity.
The issue aboutfalse negativesis only related to those components around
the cut-off point. We assume here that the errors in the testsare reasonably
small, therefore thefalse negativeproblem does not concern the very active
components.

There are two slightly different ways to formalise the problem as a rigorous
group testing problem. One way is to consider it as the so-called hypergeomet-
ric group testing problemwhere the numberd of active components is fixed.
This problem is mathematically identical to the problem called thesearch for
defectives(see Sobel and Groll, 1958). Alternatively,d can be the upper bound
for the number of defectives. Another way, known as thebinomial group testing
problem, is to assume that the probability of finding an active component by one
simple trial isp = d=n, the activity of different components being independent.

An important problem in pharmaceutical research is whethercomponents
should be tested individually or, alternatively, if the components should be tested
in groups. We call a groupactive if it contains at least one active component,
assuming that in an experiment we are able to detect the activity of a group
without error.

The main difference between the present study and the paperson group
testing to be mentioned below is the consideration both of costs (penalties) for
additional stages and for the number of components in a test group.

Let� represent the cost incurred between successive stages and lets be the
cost of testing a mixture ofs components. We shall assume that1 = 1 (that
is the cost of individually testing the components is 1). Let� represent the
normalised cost between successive stages i.e.� = �n .

Two simple cost functions that can be used are:
(i) s = 1 + �s with 0 � � < 1 and0 �  � 1;
(ii) s = 1 + � log s with � � 0.
We thus parameterise the costs with an additional two or three parameters,

namely�, �, and perhaps. If � = 0, the cost function in (i) is one and the
cost of the experiment is exactly the number of tests.
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1. MINIMISING THE NUMBER OF TESTS

Different group testing strategies, as well as upper and lower bounds for the
length of optimal algorithms, have been extensively studied for both formula-
tions of the problem. In this section we ignore the costs (that is assume� = 0
ands = 1 for all s) and characterise different methods by the number of tests.

We provide references for some of the best-known results, always assuming,
which is in agreement with the practical requirements, thatthe total number
of componentsn is large, the number of active componentsd is relatively
small and, in the binomial group testing model, the probability that a random
component is active,p, is small.

The origin of group-testing is credited to R. Dorfman (1943), from whose
work future studies stemmed. Sobel and Groll (1959) extensively studied the
binomial group testing model. In their main procedure components that are
proven to be active or inactive are never used in the subsequent tests. At every
stage all other components are required to be separated intoat most two sets.
One, which is called thedefective set, contains at least one active component.
In the other, thebinomial set, the components act like independent binomial
random variables with probabilityp of being active. LettingEN denote the
expected number of group tests remaining to be performed, Sobel and Groll
show thatEN �= �n log2� 1(1� p)�+ np log2 �log2 1(1� p)��1 ; n!1 : (15.1)

Li’s s-stage algorithm (1962) was tuned to minimise the number of tests in
the worst case when using combinatorial group testing to detect thed active
components. At the first stage then components are divided intog1 groups
of k1 or k1 � 1 components. All groups are then tested and those that are
inactive are removed. In general, at stagei, 2 � i � s, items from the active
groups of stagei � 1 are pooled and arbitrarily divided intogi groups of sizeki or ki � 1 and a test performed on each group. The value ofks is one; thus
every component is identified at stages. LettingN denote the number of tests
required to determine the active components, it has been found thatN � e d(log n� log d); where e = 2:7182818:::: (15.2)

Hwang’s (1972) generalised binary splitting algorithm is an extension of the
binary splitting procedure, which involves the partitioning ofn components into
two disjoint groups such that neither has size exceeding2dlog2 ne�1, wheredxe
denotes the smallest integer value larger than or equal tox. One group is then
tested, the outcome indicating that either the test group orthe other group is
active. Hwang suggested a way to included, the number of active components,
into applications of binary splitting such that the total number of tests could be
reduced.
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The algorithm is as follows:

(i) If n � 2d � 2 perform individual testing. Ifn � 2d � 1, define� =blog2((n� d+ 1)=d), wherebx denotes the largest integer value less
than or equal tox;

(ii) Test a group of size2�. If inactive, the group is identified as bad, setn = n � 2� and return to Step 1. If the outcome is active use, binary
splitting to identify an active component and an unspecifiednumber sayx of inactive components. Letn = n� 1� x andd = d� 1. Return to
Step 1.

If n is large enough, the number of tests for this algorithm satisfiesN � d(log2 n� log2 d+ 3): (15.3)

General formulae for the expected number of tests to determine active compo-
nents in multi-stage procedures are also discussed in Patel(1962).

An alternative literature on the hypergeometric group testing problems deals
with the probabilistic technique of derivation of existence theorems for one-
stage designs. The pioneering work in this area was by Renyi (1965). It has
been successfully continued by many authors; some examplesare listed in Du
and Hwang (1993). For a fixed number of active componentsd andn!1, the
best known upper bound was derived in Dyachkov, Rykov and Rashad (1989);
see also Du and Hwang (1993), p.68:N � dAd(1 + o(1)) log2 n;
where 1Ad = max0�q�1 max0�Q�1n�(1�Q) log2(1� qd)+dQ log2 qQ + d(1 �Q) log2 1� q1�Q� (15.4)

andAd = 2d log2 e(1 + o(1)) whend!1: Asymptotically, when bothn andd are large,N � N�(n; d) � e2d2 logn ; n!1; d = d(n)!1; d(n)=n! 0:
In the case whered is fixed and the number of components in every test group,

says, is also fixed, the upper bound for the length of the optimum one-stage
design is derived in Zhigljavsky (1998):N � N� = N�(n; d; s) whereN� is
the minimum overk = 1; 2; : : : such that12 d�1Xi=0 � ni d�i d�i n�2d+i�0�1� 2 � �n�ts �� �n�2d+is ��ns � 1Ak < 1; (15.5)
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where
� na b  d� = n!=(a!b!!d!) is the multinomial coefficient. Whenn!1,

the results in Zhigljavsky (1998) imply thatN(n; d; s) = dN (as)(n; d; s) +o(1)e; whereN (as)(n; d; s) = (d+ 1) log n� log(d� 1)!� log 2� log(1� 2 sn (1� sn)d) : (15.6)

Analogous results hold whend is the upper bound for the number of active
components. Optimisation of the right-hand side of (15.6) with respect tos,
the size of the test groups, givessopt = s(n) = n=(d+ 1) andmins N (as)(n; d; s) � e2 d2 logn :
The approximations (upper bounds) for the lengths of different group testing
strategies are compared in Table 15.1 forn = 500 000 andd = 10; 50; and100. (The corresponding values ofp are0:00002; 0:0001; and0:0002).

As we see from Table 15.1, the multi-stage strategies are approximatelyd
times better than the best one-stage procedures. However, the situation changes
when the cost� for additional stages is taken into account. We show below, for
reasonable values of� in multi-stage strategies from Li’s family of algorithms,
that three or more stages become less efficient than the one-stage and two-stage
strategies; see Figures 15.3 (a) and 15.4 (a). The same holdsfor the other
sequential algorithms.

Formula (15.6) which gives the upper bound for the length of the optimal
one-stage procedure can easily be extended to calculate thecosts; (15.6) implies
that there exist one-stage procedures with normalised costC(as)(n; d; s) = sn � (d+ 1) log n� log(d� 1)!� log 2� log(1� 2 sn (1� sn)d) : (15.7)

For the cost functions = 1 + � log s, optimisation of the right-hand side
of (15.7) with respect tos again gives the asymptotically optimum rates =n=(d + 1). In the case of the cost functions = 1 + �s; 0 < � < 1, the
individual testing procedure (s = 1) is asymptotically optimum.

2. TWO-STAGE PROCEDURE

A typical procedure used in the pharmaceutical industry to detect active
components is the classical Dorfman procedure (see Dorfman(1943); short
description can also be found in Feller (1960), Chapter 9, Exercise 26), which
is a particular case of Li’s family of algorithms and is described as follows: the
motherplate consists ofm columns andk rows, giving in totalkm cells, where
each cell contains a different component (assume for simplicity n = km). At
the first stage, a mixed sample of them components in each row is taken and
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Procedure d = 10 d = 50 d = 100
(p = 0:00002) (p = 0:0001) (p = 0:0002)

Sobel and 137 566 1 032
Groll procedure (15.1)

Li’s s-Stage 128 544 1 006
algorithm (15.2)

Hwang 187 815 1 197
algorithm (15.3)

One-stage 1 801 35 702 131 402
Algorithm (15.6)

Table 15.1 Approximations for expected number of tests in various procedures forn = 500 000
deposited into the daughterplate. The mixtures are then tested for activity. At
the second stage, if the mixture is active then it is deemed tobe a hit: them
components that constitute the hit are then tested individually to determine their
activity.

We shall follow the binomial group testing model and assume that, prior to
the experiment, the probability that a component is active is p. In practice,p
is very small with a typical value beingp = 0:0001 (this would correspond tod = 50 andn = 500 000). We also assume that the activity of every component
is independent of every other component.
We have:

Pr(a component is inactive) =1� p;
Pr(a group of components is inactive) =(1 � p)m.

Thus,
Pr(a group of components is active) =1� (1� p)m = Pm;p.
Hence, the first stage can be modelled by a sequence ofk = n=m Bernoulli

trials, with the probability of success beingPm;p. The number of successes
(that is the number of active groups) isk0, which is a random variable with a
binomial distribution. The normalised cost is theneC(m; p; �) = 1mm + k0mn + �:
In practice p is small, therefore, by Taylor’s expansion,Pm;p � mp (p ! 0)
and E[ ~C(m; p; �)℄ � 1mm + pm+ � ;V ar[ ~C(m; p; �)℄ � V ar(k0)m2n2 = mPm;p(1� Pm;p)n = m2pn :
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This implies that whenp is small andn !1, the expected cost tends to infinity,
but the variance of the cost remains bounded.

The optimum value ofm for minimising the total cost may be found by
numerical optimisation. For the case where the cost function is s = 1 + �s,
including the case� = 0,d ~C(m; p; �)dm = � 1m2 + p = 0; thus m2 = 1p which gives mopt =r1p:

Figure 15.1 (a) shows the mean number of tests required to detect the active
components for the optimum two-stage procedure, Figure 15.1 (b) shows the
optimum value ofm required to minimise the number of tests.

3. THREE-STAGE PROCEDURE

The three-stage procedure (again a particular case of Li’s family of algo-
rithms) has the same first stage as the two-stage procedure. However, with
the three-stage procedure, components from the active mixture are analysed in
groups of sizel rather than individually to detect activity. On the third stage, the
groups that were active on the second stage are tested individually for activity.

We again adopt the binomial group testing model. The cost of determining
the number of active components for the three-stage procedure can be calculated
as C(n;m; l; p;�) = nmm + k0ml l + lk00 + 2�; (15.8)

wherek0 � Bin(k; Pm;p) and k00 � Bin(k0; Pl;p0):
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Figure 15.1 (a) the mean number of tests as a function ofp for the one-stage, two-stage, three-
stage (section 3) and row-and-column (section 4) procedures with optimum parameters; (b) the
optimum values ofm minimising the mean number of tests for the 2-stage and the row-and-
column procedures
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The first term in (15.8) counts the number of tests in the first stage which isk = nm . At the second stage we haven0 = k0m components and we test these
components in groups ofl items. This givesn0=l = k0m=l tests at the third
stage. As a result of the second stage, we havek00 active groups each of sizel, where analogously to the results above,k00 � Bin(k0; Pl; p0); with p0 being
the posterior probability of an individual component beingactive. Sincep is
small, the probability of two or more active components in a group ofm items
in the first stage is negligible. Thus, we may assume thatp0 = 1m .

Hence, whenp is small, the expected normalised cost isE[ eC(m; l; p; �)℄ � 1mm + pml l + lp(1� (1� 1l )m) + 2�; p! 0:
The optimum values ofm andl for minimising the number of tests to find

active components can be found by means of numerical optimisation.
Figure 15.1 (a) shows the mean number of tests required to detect the active

components for the optimum three-stage procedure, Figure 15.2 (a) shows the
optimum values ofm andl required to minimise the number of tests.

4. ROW-AND-COLUMN PROCEDURE

For the row-and-column procedure the motherplate consistsof m > 1
columns andk > 1 rows, giving in totalkm cells, each cell containing a
different component. Without loss of generality, we assumethatm � k. The
number of motherplates to be tested isr = nkm , for simplicity we assume thatr is an integer (in a typical experimentr is large). At the first stage, a mixed
sample of them components in each row is taken, along with mixed samples
of thek components in each column, both of which are deposited in thedaugh-
terplate. The mixtures are tested for activity. At the first stage we thus makenk + nm tests in total. The number of active components in each motherplate is�, which is a random variable with a binomial distribution,� � Bin(km; p).

At the second stage we test the components that could be active for their
activity (these components are located at the intersections of the active rows
and columns). If there is either zero or one active componentin the motherplate
then no further tests are required at the second stage. However, if the number
of active components in the motherboard� is larger than 1, then we must at
most test all the intersections of the active rows and columns to detect the
active components. If the active components are in different columns and rows,
at most�2 further tests will be required (if the active components arein the
same row or column then the number of tests is smaller, since the number of
intersection points to test for the active components will be less). Also, when
there are� � k active components then at mostmk (the full motherplate) tests
will be required. This implies that the upper bound for the expected number
of tests required to determine the number of active components at the second
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Figure 15.2 (a) the optimum values ofm andl minimising the mean number of tests for the 3-
stage procedure; (b) the probability that there is a second stage in the row-and-column procedure,
as a function ofm
stage may be estimated asN(n;m; k; p) � nmk (p0 � 0 + p1 � 0 + p2 � 22 + :::+ pm �m2+(pm+1 + :::+ pkm)) � km): (15.9)

If the value ofp is small, the expected number of tests at the second stage is
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Figure 15.3 (a) the values of� as a function of� such that the 2-stage procedure has the same
cost as the 3-stage procedure withs = 1 + �s; (b) the values of� as a function of� such that
the 1-Stage procedure has the same cost as 2-stage procedurewith s = 1 + � log s
estimated asE[N(n;m; k; p)℄ = nmk 4� km2 � p2(1�p)km�2 + (1�p0�p1�p2)km!
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since(p332 + :::+ pmm2+ (pm+1 + :::+ pkm)km � (1� p0 � p1 � p2)km:
Therefore, the expected normalised cost of the row-and-column procedure may
be estimated asE[ ~C(n;m; k; p)℄ � m 1m + k 1k + 1mk (2km(km � 1)p2(1� p)km�2+ (1� p0 � p1 � p2)km) + �: (15.10)

It is easy to estimate the probability that there will be a second stage for the
row-and-column procedure. We do not need the second stage ifthere is never
more than one active component in the motherplate. There arer = n=(mk)
motherplates and the probability of having two or more active components on
each motherplate isQ = 1� p0 � p1 = 1� (1� p)km � kmp(1� p)km�1:
Therefore, the probability that there is a second stage is1 � (1 � Q)r. These
probabilities, for the optimum casek = m, are plotted in Figure 15.2 (b). We
see from this plot that, for practical values ofk andm, the probability that the
row-and-column procedure is a one-stage procedure is largefor small values ofp. We assume thatk = m because, for constantmk, the expected number of
tests is always smaller whenm < k than whenm = k.
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Figure 15.4 (a) the values of� as a function of� such that 2-stage procedure has the same cost
as 3-stage procedure withs = 1+� log s; (b) the standardised cost as a function of� such that
2-stage procedure has the same cost as 3-stage procedure with s = 1 + � log s
5. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that if the number of active components,d, is reasonably
small (say,d � 10), then the optimum one-stage procedure can be considerably
more cost-effective than the best multi-stage procedures.
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By increasing the number of components in the mixtures in thetwo-stage
procedure, we can significantly reduce the number of tests required to detect
active components (the number of tests could be reduced by a factor of approx-
imately 4 in the standard case, that isp = 0:0001).

The reduction in the number of tests can be even greater if we apply a multi-
stage procedure. However, multi-stage procedures with three or more stages,
are much less effective if we take into account the costs associated with the
number of components in a mixture, and the penalties for extra stages. The
two-stage procedure is often a good compromise.

In terms of the number of tests involved, the row-and-columnmethod is typi-
cally worse than the two-stage standard with the same parameters. However, the
number of components to be tested at the second stage for the row-and-column
procedure is much smaller than in the two-stage and three-stage procedures.
In Section 4 we found the probability that the row-and-column procedure is a
one-stage procedure.
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Abstract In an experiment to comparep = 2 test treatments with a control, simultaneous
confidence bounds (or intervals) for the amount by which eachtest treatment is
better than (or differs from) the control are required. Whenan experiment is
arranged inb blocks of sizek, the optimal allocation of a fixed number of exper-
imental units to the individual test treatments and the control within each block
need to be determined. The optimality criteria of interest are the minimization of
the expected average allowance (EAA) or the minimization ofthe expected max-
imum allowance (EMA) of the simultaneous confidence bounds for thep = 2
treatment-control mean contrasts. This paper provides bounds on the EAA and
EMA which are then used in search algorithms for obtaining optimal or highly
efficient experimental design solutions.

Keywords: block design, confidence bounds, multiple comparisons, optimal design, treat-
ment versus control

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple comparisons of test treatments with a control are common in a
wide range of disciplines, such as agriculture, medicine, biopharamceutics, en-
gineering and environmental studies. For example, in environmental pollution
monitoring, the toxicity of whole effluents is assessed by comparing increasing
concentrations of an effluent with distilled water in terms of growth, reproduc-
tive, and survival rates of various species, (cf. U.S. EPA, 1994). Hsu and Berger
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(1999) cite several examples in dose-response studies in which the treatment
comparisons are with respect to a control. In this paper, we consider treatment
versus control comparisons in a block design setting. For example, John (1961)
discussed an experiment involving nine detergents, where one detergent was the
standard detergent, and only three treatments could be observed under similar
experimental conditions. Daly and Cooper (1967) describeda study for re-
ducing stuttering which compared two electro-shock treatments with a control
treatment, where the subjects formed blocks.

Concern for controlling the experiment-wise error rate in such studies leads
to the use of simultaneous inference in the data analysis phase of the experiment,
which results in a set of simultaneous confidence intervals or bounds for the
treatment versus control contrasts. Optimal designs for this situation are those
that minimize either the expected average half-width or theexpected maximum
half-width of simultaneous confidence intervals for the treatment versus control
contrasts. In the case of one-sided upper or lower confidencebounds, the
optimal design minimizes the average or maximum amount above or below
the contrast estimates that is needed to obtain a specified level of confidence.
Spurrier and Nizam (1990) labelled the first criterion as theexpected average
allowance, where an allowance represents the “plus and/or minus” one attaches
to point estimates (see Tukey, 1994 ). We call the second criterion the expected
maximum allowance. We use the abbreviations EAA and EMA to refer to these
criteria.

The proposed EAA and EMA criteria should be preferred over the traditional
criteria of A- and MV-optimality, since the latter ignore the correlations among
the estimated treatment versus control contrasts. Using Dunnett’s method of
multiple comparisons (Dunnett, 1955), the correlations determine the simul-
taneous critical value associated with the set of confidenceintervals (bounds)
and this plays an integral role in determining the size of theallowances for the
intervals (bounds).

Spurrier and Nizam (1990) studied the EAA criterion in the completely ran-
domized design setting withp = 2 test treatments and a control treatment. They
showed that, for a fixed number of replicationsn0 of the control treatment, the
design most balanced with respect to the number of test treatment replications
minimizes both the average standard deviation and Dunnett’s simultaneous crit-
ical values. Therefore, the EAA-optimal completely randomized design with
a fixed number of control replications is unequivocally the design most bal-
anced in the number of test treatment replications. The sameis true under
EMA-optimality, although Spurrier and Nizam (1990) did notconsider this cri-
terion. The situation is more complicated, however, in a block design setting
as discussed below.

Letdbe a design in the class of block designsDf2; b; kgwith p = 2 test treat-

ments, one control treatment, andb blocks of sizek. Let �(d)st = Ph nshnth,
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wherensh andnth are, repectively, the number of times that treatmentss andt occur in blockh; (h = 1; : : : ; b; s 6= t = 0; 1; 2, where treatment 0 is the
control treatment). It is straightforward to show that the variance-covariance
matrix for the two treatment versus control contrast estimators is0B� k �2��(d)01 + �(d)12 ���(d)02 + �(d)12 �� ��(d)12 �21CA�" �(d)02 + �(d)12 �(d)12�(d)12 �(d)01 + �(d)12 # :

(16.1)
Let �(d)i represent the standard deviation of the least squares estimator of the

treatment versus control contrast� (d)0 � � (d)i , i = 1; : : : ; p and let(d)j (�) be
Dunnett’sj-sided (j = 1 or 2) simultaneous critical value. Using (16.1) and
the notation ofr1 = �01 + �12 and r2 = �02 + �12, the average standard
deviation of the treatment versus control contrast estimators can be written as�� = �1+�22 = pk �2 �� r1r1r2��212�1=2 + � r2r1r2��212�1=2� ; (16.2)

and the maximum standard deviation can be written as�� = (�1+�2)+j�1��2j2 = �� + pk �2 ���� pr1�pr2pr1r2��212 ���� : (16.3)

Let n0 = [n01 ; : : : ; n0b℄ denote the allocations of the control treatments
to the blocks, and letD(n0;�12)f2; b; kg represent the subset of designs with
fixed control layoutn0 and fixed parameter�12. Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
of Bortnick (1999) are stated below in Theorem 1 for future reference. They
imply that, among designs withinD(n0;�12)f2; b; kg, both the average standard
deviation�� and the maximum standard deviation�� are minimized by the de-
sign(s)most balancedwith respect to the parameters�01 and�02, but Dunnett’s
simultaneous critical values are minimized by the design(s) least balancedwith
respect to these parameters.

Theorem 1. a) Within the subclassD(n0;�12)f2; b; kg, the average standard
deviation and the maximum standard deviation of the treatment versus control
contrast estimators are both increasing in the differencej�01 � �02j.

b) Within the subclassD(n0;�12)f2; b; kg, Dunnett’s simultaneous critical
valuesj(�), j = 1; 2; are decreasing in the differencej�01 � �02j.

Full details of the proof are given in Bortnick (1999). Part (a) is proved by
showing that the average standard deviation�� is a Schur-convex function ofr1
andr2. Setr(da) = hr(da)1 ; r(da)2 iT

andr(db) = hr(db)1 ; r(db)2 iT
. Designdb

has the smaller average standard deviation ifr(da) for designda majorizesr(db)
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for designdb. Then, sincer(da) � r(db) , ����(da)01 � �(da)02 ��� � ����(db)01 � �(db)02 ��� ;
the result for the average standard deviation follows.

Also, from (16.3) with�12 fixed, the maximum standard deviation is given
by �� = �� + jh(r1; r2)j = �� +ph2(r1; r2) :
It can be shown thath2(r1; r2) is decreasing inr1r2. Alsor1r2 is decreasing inj�01 � �02j and, combined with the result for the average standard deviation,
the result for the maximum standard deviation follows.

Part (b) of the theorem is proved by showing that the correlation � between
the treatment versus control estimators is a Schur-convex function ofr1 andr2. From Slepian’s inequality anďSidák’s inequality, respectively, (see Tong,
1980), 1(�) and 2(�) are decreasing in the correlation� for any specified�. Therefore, from Table 1 of Marshall and Olkin (1979, p.61),it follows that1(�) and 2(�) are Schur-concave functions ofr1 and r2. The result then
follows by majorization.

Since the optimality criteria of interest are based on products of a standard
deviation and a critical value, the optimal designs are not obvious. Block sizek = 2 is discussed in Section 2, where a computer search strategy and tables of
optimal designs are given. The settingsk � 3 are discussed briefly in Section 3

2. THE INCOMPLETE BLOCK SETTING

2.1. BOUNDING THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS

When all of the blocks are of sizek = 2, non-binary designs necessarily
contain blocks with two replications of a single treatment.Since such blocks do
not give information on the contrasts of interest, we do not consider non-binary
designs. For binary designs, ifni is the number of replications of treatmenti,
we have �12 = b� n0 ; �01 + �02 = n0;�01 + �12 = n1 and �02 + �12 = n2: (16.4)

In a binary design withk = 2, the control layout is determined by the number
of control replicationsn0. Since�12 = (b� n0) is also determined byn0, we
may writeD(n0;�12)f2; b; 2g asD(n0)f2; b; 2g.

SinceD(n0)f2; b; 2g contains only binary designs, lower and upper bounds
onn1 andn2 are given by(b�n0) andb. Therefore, from (16.4), the differencej�01 � �02j is maximized inD(n0)f2; b; 2g when one ofn1 or n2 is equal to(b� n0) and the other is equal tob. Using this fact together with Theorem 1a
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and (16.2), an upper bound on�� is given by�� � p2�2 �p(b�n0)+pbp(b�n0)n0 � : (16.5)

Likewise, Theorem 1b, (16.3) and 16.5 imply, for all designsinD(n0)f2; b; 2g,
an upper bound on�� of �� � p2� � pbp(b�n0)n0� : (16.6)

From (16.4), we haven1+n2 = (2b�n0). Therefore, the differencej�01 � �02j
is minimized inD(n0)f2; b; 2g whenn1 = n2 = (2b � n0)=2. In this case,r1 = r2 in (16.3) and�� and �� are equal. For all designs inD(n0)f2; b; 2g, a
lower bound on�� and�� is, therefore, given by�� or �� � � p2b�n0q(b� 34n0)n0! : (16.7)

Since the designs being compared are all binary in the treatments andk = 2,
it follows thatn1 andn2 must differ by at least one whenn0 is an odd number
and bounds slightly sharper than those in (16.7) can be obtained, as follows:�� � p2�2 0� rh 2b�n02 i +rh 2b�n02 i+1rh 2b�n02 i�h 2b�n02 i+1��(b�n0)21A (16.8)

and �� � p2�0� rh 2b�n02 i+1rh 2b�n02 i�h 2b�n02 i+1��(b�n0)21A ; (16.9)

where[�℄ represents the greatest integer function.

2.2. BOUNDING THE CRITICAL VALUE

Using (16.1), the correlation between the treatment versuscontrol contrast
estimators can be written as� = �12r1=21 r1=22 ; (16.10)

wherer1 = �01 + �12 andr2 = �02 + �12.
As noted above, the differencej�01 � �02j is minimized inD(n0)f2; b; 2g

whenn1 = n2 = (2b � n0)=2. Using this fact together with Theorem 1b,
(16.10) and (16.4), an upper bound on� is given by� � (b�n0)p(b�n0)b = q b�n0b ; (16.11)
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and a lower bound on� is given by� � 2b�2n02b�n0 or b�n0rh 2b�n02 i�h 2b�n02 i+1� ; (16.12)

for n0 even or odd, respectively.
Since1(�) and2(�) are decreasing in the correlation�, (16.11) can be

used in the numerical calculation of a lower bound onj(�). Similarly, (16.12)
can be used to calculate an upper bound onj(�) for n0 even or odd.

2.3. OBTAINING EAA- AND EMA-OPTIMAL
DESIGNS

For a specified0 < � < 1 andj = 1 or 2, we define EAAj(�) = ��� j(�),
which is to be minimized under the EAA-optimality criterion, and EMAj(�) =���j(�), which is to be minimized under the EMA-optimality criterion. Since
we are interested in the comparison of EAAj(�) and EMAj(�) among designs
within Df2; b; 2g, all reported values of�� � j(�) and �� � j(�) are given,
without loss of generality, withE(S) = 1:0.

Within each subclassD(n0)f2; b; 2g, smaller�� and �� are obtained by de-
signs more balanced in the test treatment replications (i.e. which have a smallerj�01 � �02j); however, smallerj(�)are obtained by designs which are less bal-
anced in the test treatment replications. Although it is notobvious which designs
withinD(n0)f2; b; 2g are most efficient with respect to the EAA-optimality and
EMA-optimality criteria, an efficient search still can be made through the use
of the standard deviation and correlation bounds provided in the previous sub-
section.

We first observe that the upper and lower bounds on the correlation between
the treatment versus control contrast estimators are fairly close to one another.
As an example, consider the subclassD(n0)f2; b; 2g with b = 20 andn0 = 18.
Using (16.11) and (16.12), the bounds for� are0:182 � � � 0:316. This
example was chosen because an enumeration of1 � n0 � 20 showed this range
to be the widest (i.e. worst case scenario) among alln0 whenb = 20. The
bounds for� give rise to the bounds2:066 � 1(0:05) � 2:079 for Dunnett’s
one-sided critical value at� = 0:05. This is a very narrow range and so even
the most balanced designs withinD(18)f2; b; 2g produce critical values that are
close to the minimum for that subclass.

On the other hand, (16.5), (16.6) and (16.7) give bounds on�� and �� of0:307 � �� � 0:491 and0:307 � �� � 0:745 for designs inD(18)f2; 20; 2g.
Thus, the critical values appear almost constant when compared with the range
in the average and maximum standard deviations and it seems likely that the
designs most balanced in the number of test treatment replications will produce
EAAj(�) and EMAj(�) values close to the subclass lower bound. This is
indeed the case inD(18)f2; 20; 2g, since the design with�01 = �02 yields a
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value of 0.638 for both EAA1(0:05) and EMA1(0:05), which is close to the
bound 0.634. The efficiency of this design is(0:634=0:638)2 = 0:988.

In the design spaceDf2; 20; 2g, we have shown via an exhaustive set of
calculations that the most balanced design always minimizes both EAAj(�)
and EMAj(�) at eachn0. Roughly speaking, EAAj(�) and EMAj(�) act like
convex functions over their domain, although each is made upof the product
of a convex function and a concave function.

The EAAj(�) and EMAj(�) lower bounds can be used to eliminate the
majority of subclassesD(n0)f2; b; 2g corresponding to poor choices forn0
within Df2; b; 2g. Consider two competing subclasses, sayD(n0a)f2; b; 2g
andD(n0b)f2; b; 2g, corresponding ton0a andn0b replications of the control,
respectively. Every design inD(n0a)f2; b; 2g immediately can be eliminated
from consideration for minimizing EAAj(�) if there exists some design withinD(n0b)f2; b; 2g, saydb, such thatdb produces a value forj(�)� �� at or below
the EAAj(�) lower bound forD(n0a)f2; b; 2g. This same logic holds true under
the EMA-optimality criterion. As a result, any design withn0a replications of
the control need not be considered further in the search for an optimal design.

A logical choice fordb is the design within subclassD(n0b)f2; b; 2g that is
most balanced with respect to the number of test treatment replications (i.e.
the design that minimizesj�01 � �02j). This gives the following algorithm for
obtaining the EAA-optimal design:

(i) Select� andj, and calculate the lower bound on EAAj(�) in each sub-
classD(n0)f2; b; 2g (0 � n0 � b);

(ii) Calculate the EAAj(�) for the most-balanced design in each subclassD(n0)f2; b; 2g (0 � n0 � b);
(iii) Let db be the design yielding the minimum EAAj(�) calculated in step

2;

(iv) Any subclassD(n0)f2; b; 2g (1 � n0 � b) with a lower bound (calculated
in step 1) greater than or equal to the value of EAAj(�) for db can be
eliminated from consideration;

(v) Search for an optimal design among the reduced set of subclasses still in
contention.

The above algorithm applies to a search for EMA-optimal designs by replacing
references to EAA by EMA.

As an example, for the design spaceDf2; 20; 2g, the top half of Figure 16.1
shows EAA1(0:05) for the most balanced designs and the EAA1(0:05) lower
bound at variousn0. The horizontal dashed line is drawn at the minimum
EAA1(0:05) among the set of most-balanced designs. This line indicatesthat
only designs with15, 16 or17 replications of the control need be considered any
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Figure 16.1 Use of the lower bounds on EAA1(0:05) and EMA1(0:05) to eliminate designs
with an inefficient number of control replications

further in the search for an EAA-optimal solution. The results in the bottom half
of Figure 16.1 for EMA1(0:05) indicate that only designs with16 replications
of the control are in contention to minimize EMA1(0:05). As it turns out,
the most-balanced design corresponding ton0 = 16 minimizes EMA1(0:05)
within Df2; 20; 2g.

Tables 16.1 and 16.2 contain the designs that minimize the EAA and EMA,
respectively, for one-sided and two-sided confidence bounds whenp = 2.
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Optimal designs for both criteria are given for3 � b � 50 and for� = 0.01, 0.05
and 0.10. The designs were obtained using the above algorithm. To appreciate
the size of the search and the efficiency of the algorithm, observe that with
block size equal tob there are(b + 5)!=(b!5!) possible design configurations
to consider (see Bortnick, 1999). However, the search algorithm involves only
one calculation for each of theb � 1 subclassesD(n0)f2; b; 2g, followed by
an elementary search for the optimal design within the best subclass. With
standard statistical software running on a Windows-based computer, identifying
an optimal design via complete enumeration requires approximately 20 hours
with 50 blocks, 7 hours with 40 blocks, 2 hours with 30 blocks and 20 minutes
with 20 blocks, whereas the search algorithm requires only seconds to complete.
More substantial time savings are realized for larger blocksizes (i.e.,k > 2).

In order to construct a specific design from Table 16.1 or Table 16.2, note that
(i) every optimal solution in each table is binary in all treatments and (ii) every
solution corresponds to the design most balanced with respect to the number
of test treatment replications at the given value ofn0. For example, consider
the one-sided� = 0:10 case whenb = 10. Under this scenario, the same
design minimizes both the EAA and the EMA, namelyn0 = 8. There are a
total of12 remaining plots for allocation to thep = 2 test treatments. Since the
optimal solution corresponds to a binary design most balanced with respect to
the number of test treatment replications; that isn1 = n2 = 6, the design is as
follows (where columns are blocks):

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

For those cases when the optimal solution corresponds to an odd number forn0, the design withn1 = n2 � 1 is equivalent to the design withn1 = n2 + 1.
Interestingly, every EMA-optimal design in Table 16.2 has an even number

of control replications. Since these designs are also most balanced with respect
to the number of test treatment replications, each listed EMA-optimal design
is an R-type or S-type BTIB design (as defined by Hedeyat et al., 1988 ). The
same is true for EAA-optimal designs in Table 16.1 that have an even number of
control replicationsn0 and, in fact, in these cases, the EMA- and EAA-optimal
designs are the same. Whenn0 is odd, for the EAA-optimal binary designs,�01 6= �02 and no BTIB designs exist.

2.4. A COMPARISON WITH A- AND MV-OPTIMAL
DESIGNS

To this date, the majority of research regarding the multiple comparisons
with a control problem in the incomplete block setting has focused on the
criterion of A-optimality. From a multiple comparisons standpoint, the goal
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One-Sided Two-Sided

Number 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99%
of

Blocks n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA
3 2 3.834 2 7.764 2 38.978 2 7.062 2 14.182 2 70.997
4 3 1.819 3 2.721 3 6.340 3 2.645 3 3.850 3 8.799
5 4 1.338 4 1.838 4 3.416 4 1.811 4 2.401 4 4.324
6 4 1.133 5 1.502 5 2.521 5 1.487 5 1.890 5 3.055
7 6 0.997 6 1.289 6 2.045 6 1.279 6 1.589 6 2.418
8 6 0.898 6 1.151 6 1.772 6 1.148 6 1.407 6 2.066
9 7 0.831 7 1.054 8 1.582 7 1.051 8 1.275 8 1.821

10 8 0.773 8 0.974 8 1.435 8 0.971 8 1.169 8 1.642
11 8 0.730 9 0.914 9 1.329 9 0.912 9 1.092 9 1.512
12 10 0.692 10 0.862 10 1.240 10 0.860 10 1.024 10 1.403
13 10 0.658 10 0.819 11 1.170 10 0.818 11 0.972 11 1.319
14 11 0.630 11 0.783 12 1.108 12 0.781 12 0.924 12 1.246
15 12 0.605 12 0.749 12 1.056 12 0.748 12 0.884 12 1.185
16 12 0.584 13 0.721 13 1.012 13 0.720 13 0.849 13 1.132
17 14 0.564 14 0.695 14 0.971 14 0.694 14 0.816 14 1.084
18 14 0.545 14 0.673 15 0.936 15 0.672 15 0.789 15 1.044
19 15 0.529 16 0.652 16 0.904 16 0.651 16 0.763 16 1.006
20 16 0.514 16 0.632 16 0.876 16 0.631 16 0.740 17 0.974
21 16 0.501 17 0.615 18 0.849 17 0.614 17 0.719 18 0.943
22 18 0.488 18 0.599 18 0.825 18 0.598 18 0.699 18 0.916
23 18 0.476 19 0.584 19 0.803 19 0.584 19 0.682 19 0.891
24 19 0.466 20 0.570 20 0.783 20 0.570 20 0.665 20 0.867
25 20 0.455 20 0.557 21 0.764 20 0.557 21 0.650 21 0.846
26 20 0.446 21 0.545 22 0.746 21 0.545 22 0.636 22 0.826
27 22 0.437 22 0.534 22 0.730 22 0.534 22 0.622 22 0.807
28 22 0.428 23 0.524 23 0.715 23 0.523 23 0.609 24 0.790
29 23 0.420 24 0.514 24 0.700 24 0.513 24 0.597 24 0.773
30 24 0.413 24 0.504 25 0.687 24 0.504 25 0.586 25 0.758
31 24 0.406 25 0.495 26 0.674 26 0.495 26 0.576 26 0.744
32 26 0.399 26 0.487 27 0.662 26 0.486 26 0.566 27 0.730
33 26 0.392 27 0.479 28 0.650 27 0.478 27 0.556 28 0.717
34 27 0.386 28 0.471 28 0.639 28 0.471 28 0.547 28 0.705
35 28 0.380 28 0.464 29 0.629 29 0.464 29 0.538 29 0.693
36 28 0.375 29 0.457 30 0.619 30 0.457 30 0.530 30 0.682
37 30 0.370 30 0.450 31 0.610 30 0.450 30 0.522 31 0.672
38 30 0.364 31 0.444 32 0.601 31 0.444 32 0.515 32 0.661
39 31 0.359 32 0.438 32 0.592 32 0.437 32 0.507 33 0.652
40 32 0.355 32 0.432 34 0.584 33 0.432 33 0.501 34 0.642
41 32 0.350 34 0.426 34 0.576 34 0.426 34 0.494 34 0.634
42 33 0.346 34 0.421 35 0.568 34 0.420 35 0.488 35 0.625
43 34 0.342 35 0.416 36 0.561 35 0.415 36 0.481 36 0.617
44 35 0.338 36 0.410 37 0.554 36 0.410 36 0.476 37 0.609
45 36 0.334 37 0.406 38 0.547 37 0.405 37 0.470 38 0.601
46 36 0.330 38 0.401 38 0.541 38 0.401 38 0.464 38 0.594
47 37 0.326 38 0.396 39 0.534 38 0.396 39 0.459 40 0.587
48 38 0.323 39 0.392 40 0.528 39 0.392 40 0.454 40 0.580
49 39 0.319 40 0.388 41 0.522 40 0.388 40 0.449 41 0.574
50 40 0.316 41 0.384 42 0.517 41 0.384 42 0.444 42 0.567

Table 16.1 EAA-optimal designs
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One-Sided Two-Sided

Number 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99%
of

Blocks n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA n0 EMA
3 2 3.834 2 7.764 2 38.978 2 7.062 2 14.182 2 70.997
4 2 1.885 2 2.839 4 6.620 4 2.706 4 3.935 4 8.990
5 4 1.338 4 1.838 4 3.416 4 1.811 4 2.401 4 4.324
6 4 1.133 4 1.507 4 2.545 4 1.500 4 1.911 4 3.096
7 6 0.997 6 1.289 6 2.045 6 1.279 6 1.589 6 2.418
8 6 0.898 6 1.151 6 1.772 6 1.148 6 1.407 6 2.066
9 8 0.838 8 1.059 8 1.582 8 1.053 8 1.275 8 1.821

10 8 0.773 8 0.974 8 1.435 8 0.971 8 1.169 8 1.642
11 8 0.730 8 0.918 10 1.337 8 0.917 10 1.098 10 1.519
12 10 0.692 10 0.862 10 1.240 10 0.860 10 1.024 10 1.403
13 10 0.658 10 0.819 10 1.172 10 0.818 10 0.973 10 1.322
14 12 0.633 12 0.783 12 1.108 12 0.781 12 0.924 12 1.246
15 12 0.605 12 0.749 12 1.056 12 0.748 12 0.884 12 1.185
16 12 0.584 12 0.723 14 1.013 14 0.722 14 0.850 14 1.133
17 14 0.564 14 0.695 14 0.971 14 0.694 14 0.816 14 1.084
18 14 0.545 14 0.673 14 0.938 14 0.672 14 0.790 16 1.046
19 16 0.531 16 0.652 16 0.904 16 0.651 16 0.763 16 1.006
20 16 0.514 16 0.632 16 0.876 16 0.631 16 0.740 16 0.974
21 16 0.501 18 0.616 18 0.849 18 0.615 18 0.719 18 0.943
22 18 0.488 18 0.599 18 0.825 18 0.598 18 0.699 18 0.916
23 18 0.476 18 0.584 20 0.804 18 0.584 20 0.683 20 0.891
24 18 0.466 20 0.570 20 0.783 20 0.570 20 0.665 20 0.867
25 20 0.455 20 0.557 20 0.765 20 0.557 20 0.650 20 0.847
26 20 0.446 22 0.546 22 0.746 22 0.545 22 0.636 22 0.826
27 22 0.437 22 0.534 22 0.730 22 0.534 22 0.622 22 0.807
28 22 0.428 22 0.524 24 0.715 22 0.524 24 0.610 24 0.790
29 22 0.421 24 0.514 24 0.700 24 0.513 24 0.597 24 0.773
30 24 0.413 24 0.504 24 0.687 24 0.504 24 0.587 26 0.759
31 24 0.406 26 0.495 26 0.674 26 0.495 26 0.576 26 0.744
32 26 0.399 26 0.487 26 0.662 26 0.486 26 0.566 26 0.730
33 26 0.392 26 0.479 28 0.650 28 0.479 28 0.556 28 0.717
34 26 0.387 28 0.471 28 0.639 28 0.471 28 0.547 28 0.705
35 28 0.380 28 0.464 30 0.629 28 0.464 28 0.539 30 0.693
36 28 0.375 30 0.457 30 0.619 30 0.457 30 0.530 30 0.682
37 30 0.370 30 0.450 30 0.610 30 0.450 30 0.522 30 0.672
38 30 0.364 30 0.444 32 0.601 32 0.444 32 0.515 32 0.661
39 30 0.360 32 0.438 32 0.592 32 0.437 32 0.507 32 0.652
40 32 0.355 32 0.432 34 0.584 32 0.432 34 0.501 34 0.642
41 32 0.350 34 0.426 34 0.576 34 0.426 34 0.494 34 0.634
42 34 0.346 34 0.421 36 0.568 34 0.420 34 0.488 36 0.625
43 34 0.342 36 0.416 36 0.561 36 0.415 36 0.481 36 0.617
44 34 0.338 36 0.410 36 0.554 36 0.410 36 0.476 36 0.609
45 36 0.334 36 0.406 38 0.547 36 0.406 38 0.470 38 0.601
46 36 0.330 38 0.401 38 0.541 38 0.401 38 0.464 38 0.594
47 38 0.326 38 0.396 40 0.534 38 0.396 38 0.459 40 0.587
48 38 0.323 40 0.392 40 0.528 40 0.392 40 0.454 40 0.580
49 38 0.319 40 0.388 40 0.522 40 0.388 40 0.449 42 0.574
50 40 0.316 40 0.384 42 0.517 40 0.384 42 0.444 42 0.567

Table 16.2 EMA-optimal designs
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of minimizing the EAA appears more appropriate than simply minimizing the
average variance. To compare these two approaches, we can find the A-optimal
designd1 at each value of3 � b � 50 and compare its Expected Average
Allowance to that of the EAA-optimal designd2. An analogous approach is
taken to compare MV-optimal designs with EMA-optimal designs.

Table 16.3 demonstrates the efficiency of the A-optimal solution at each value
of b in comparison to the one-sided� = 0:05 EAA-optimal solution. The table
gives both the average variance and the EAA for each design, along with the
EAA efficiency. Table 16.3 gives similar results for the MV-optimal designs
compared with those minimizing the EMA, including the EMA efficiency of
the former. Asterisks in then0 columns of the table indicate those block sizes
for which the two optimal solutions differ. As an example, for b = 11, the
MV- and EMA-optimal designs from Table 16.3 differ as follows (columns are
blocks):

MV-optimal design:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
EMA-optimal design:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

When the solutions differ, it is always in the same direction; that is, the EAA-
or EMA-optimal solution requires fewer replications of thecontrol. Thus, from
the point of view of multiple comparisons, the A- and MV-optimal solutions
often lead to designs with too many replications of the control. On the other
hand, the efficiencies in Table 16.3 indicate that the EAA andEMA values for
these less-than-perfect solutions do tend to be close to those of the true EAA-
optimal and EMA-optimal designs. Similar results hold at different values of�
(i.e.,� = 0:01 and� = 0:10), as well as for the case of two-sided confidence
intervals.

3. DESIGNS WITH LARGER BLOCK SIZES

Fork = 3, a complete block design exists and it is shown in Section 4.5of
Bortnick (1999) that these are, indeed, EAA-optimal and EMA-optimal in the
classDfp; b; kg with p = 2, k = 3, as well as being A- and MV-optimal.

For k > 3, the problem becomes more complex. However, nearly optimal
solutions still can be identified in an efficient and straightforward manner since,
for anygivencontrol layoutn0 , lower bounds on the EAAj (�) andEMAj(�) can
still be obtained. Then, by considering all possible control layouts, an overall
lower bound on theEAAj(�) andEMAj(�) can be obtained for designs inDf2; b; kg, k > 3. Lemma 4.9 of Bortnick (1999) greatly reduces the total
number of control layouts that need to be considered in the search for the
overall bound. Once the overall bound is identified, a designis constructed that
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A-optimal Design MV-optimal Design

Number
of Average EAA- Maximum EMA-

Blocks n0 Variance EAA1(0.05) Efficiency n0 Variance EMA1(0.05) Efficiency

3 2 0.667 7.764 1.0000 2 0.667 7.764 1.0000
4 3 0.500 2.721 1.0000 �4 0.500 2.851 0.9913
5 4 0.375 1.838 1.0000 4 0.375 1.838 1.0000
6 5 0.318 1.502 1.0000 4 0.333 1.507 1.0000
7 6 0.267 1.289 1.0000 6 0.267 1.289 1.0000
8 �7 0.237 1.162 0.9825 6 0.238 1.151 1.0000
9 �8 0.208 1.059 0.9918 8 0.208 1.059 1.0000

10 8 0.188 0.974 1.0000 8 0.188 0.974 1.0000
11 9 0.171 0.914 1.0000 �10 0.171 0.923 0.9883
12 10 0.156 0.862 1.0000 10 0.156 0.862 1.0000
13 �11 0.144 0.821 0.9965 10 0.145 0.819 1.0000
14 �12 0.133 0.783 0.9992 12 0.133 0.783 1.0000
15 �13 0.125 0.752 0.9905 12 0.125 0.749 1.0000
16 �14 0.117 0.723 0.9933 �14 0.117 0.723 0.9983
17 14 0.110 0.695 1.0000 14 0.110 0.695 1.0000
18 �15 0.104 0.673 0.9995 �16 0.104 0.676 0.9891
19 16 0.098 0.652 1.0000 16 0.098 0.652 1.0000
20 �17 0.093 0.633 0.9958 16 0.094 0.632 1.0000
21 �18 0.089 0.616 0.9971 18 0.089 0.616 1.0000
22 18 0.085 0.599 1.0000 18 0.085 0.599 1.0000
23 �20 0.081 0.586 0.9946 �20 0.081 0.586 0.9951
24 20 0.078 0.570 1.0000 20 0.078 0.570 1.0000
25 �21 0.075 0.558 0.9980 �22 0.075 0.560 0.9908
26 �22 0.072 0.546 0.9988 22 0.072 0.546 1.0000
27 �23 0.069 0.535 0.9961 22 0.069 0.534 1.0000
28 �24 0.067 0.524 0.9969 �24 0.067 0.524 0.9978
29 24 0.064 0.514 1.0000 24 0.064 0.514 1.0000
30 �26 0.062 0.506 0.9946 �26 0.062 0.506 0.9946
31 �26 0.060 0.495 0.9996 26 0.060 0.495 1.0000
32 �27 0.058 0.487 0.9977 �28 0.058 0.489 0.9921
33 �28 0.057 0.479 0.9982 �28 0.057 0.479 0.9992
34 �29 0.055 0.472 0.9965 28 0.055 0.471 1.0000
35 �30 0.053 0.465 0.9967 �30 0.053 0.465 0.9967
36 �30 0.052 0.457 1.0000 30 0.052 0.457 1.0000
37 �31 0.050 0.450 0.9986 �32 0.050 0.451 0.9948
38 �32 0.049 0.444 0.9989 �32 0.049 0.444 0.9999
39 �33 0.048 0.438 0.9977 32 0.048 0.438 1.0000
40 �34 0.047 0.432 0.9980 �34 0.047 0.432 0.9980
41 34 0.046 0.426 1.0000 34 0.046 0.426 1.0000
42 �36 0.044 0.421 0.9964 �36 0.044 0.421 0.9964
43 �36 0.043 0.416 0.9994 36 0.043 0.416 1.0000
44 �37 0.042 0.411 0.9984 �38 0.042 0.411 0.9951
45 �38 0.041 0.406 0.9987 �38 0.041 0.406 0.9988
46 �39 0.041 0.401 0.9978 38 0.041 0.401 1.0000
47 �40 0.040 0.397 0.9975 �40 0.040 0.397 0.9975
48 �40 0.039 0.392 0.9997 40 0.039 0.392 1.0000
49 �42 0.038 0.389 0.9964 �42 0.038 0.389 0.9964
50 �42 0.037 0.384 0.9991 �42 0.037 0.384 0.9994

Table 16.3 EAA1(0:05)- and EMA1(0:05)-efficiency of A- and MV-optimal designs
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is balanced in the test treatments. Such designs have EAAj(�) and EMAj(�)
values close to their respective upper bounds. Details can be found in Bortnick
(1999).

In a search for an efficient EMA2(0:05) design solution in the design spaceDf2; 6; 5g, the following design was obtained. The bound on the EMA is
1.060, the actual EMA is 1.065, so the efficiency is at least 0.9896. This design
solution is a Balanced Treatment Block design with parameters�01 = �02 = 18
and�12 = 12.

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2
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Abstract Our investigation concerns sampling in epidemiological studies, in the presence
of both strata and clusters; the problem is to choose the number of clusters to
sample in each stratum given that the size of the clusters in general is a random
variable. The issue of unplanned randomness in the design seems to have been
scarcely addressed in the survey sampling literature. We were motivated by a
sample survey - carried out in 1990–1995 by the Italian National Institute of
Nutrition (INN-CA) - on the food habits of the Italian population, divided into
four geographical areas: the household came in both as random factor which
influenced the individual response and - due to the varying number of its mem-
bers - as a random component of the design which affected the sample size. In
this paper we assume various mixed models under different hypothesis on mea-
surement errors (typically correlated) in the response andfor each of them find
the optimal designs under several optimality criteria, namely the determinant,
the trace, the maximum eigenvalue of the unconditional Fisher information of
the fixed effect parameters. In all the models we deal with in the present paper,
the optimal design depends on just one unknown parameter�; a given function
of the variance components and correlation coefficients. The dependence of the
design on� is investigated through some simulations. The solutions given for
the special cases motivated by the INN-CA study should be applicable to a wider
variety of situations.
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Introduction

Traditionally, the theories of Sampling Design and of Experimental Design
have not developed side by side, nor have they in general borrowed much
methodology from each other, with few noticeable exceptions e.g. in some
early papers by Wynn (1977a, 1977b). Some of the reasons for such a lack
of interchange among them - albeit fairly superficial ones - are put forward
in Fienberg and Tanur (1987, 1996), but fundamentally the two theories are
different because they address different inferential problems.

Nutritional studies and, more generally epidemiological ones which investi-
gate the effects of various factors on health, fall in the in-between area between
sample surveys and experiments: on one hand, there is no control by the in-
vestigators on the levels of the factors in question and the design problem only
concerns the sampling strategy, while on the other, becauseof the presence
of measurement errors, error-in-variables etc, and because of the interest in
prediction, the need for a statistical model that describesthe response is now
widely recognized in the literature. Well-established tools from the theory of
optimal experimental designs could usefully be employed within this context.

Our investigationwill concern sampling in the presence of bothstrata (namely
fixedblockeffects, in the design-of-experiment terminology) andclusters (namely
random whole-plot effects); the problem is to choose the number of clusters
to sample in each stratum given that the size of the clusters in general is a
random variable. For instance, in 1990–1995, the Italian National Institute of
Nutrition carried out a sample survey (INN-CA) - see Turrini(1996) - on the
food habits of the Italian population, divided into four geographical areas, by
interviewing all the members of selected households: the household came in
both as a random factor which influenced the individual response and - due
to the varying number of its members - as a random component ofthe design
which affected the sample size. A classical way of dealing with this problem
consists in choosing a sample that reproduces the distribution in the population
of the random quantities. The issue of unplanned randomnessin the design -
as opposed to randomized designs, in which the random element is there in-
tentionally for inferential purposes - has been scarcely addressed in the survey
sampling literature (see for instance Rao, 1979 and Bellhouse, 1984).

In this paper we assume a mixed model with measurement errors(typically
correlated) in the response and find the optimal designs under several optimal-
ity criteria, namely the determinant, the trace and the maximum eigenvalue
of the unconditional Fisher information of the fixed effect parameters. Such
designs are mostly only locally optimal, as they depend on unknown variance
components and correlation coefficients; however, in dietary investigations,
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the presence of validation studies often allows independent estimates of some
of these unknown parameters, which makes the optimal designproblem more
tractable. It may be of interest to point out that, in all the models we deal with in
the present paper, the optimal design depends on just one unknown parameter�;
a given function of the variance components and correlationcoefficients. Thus
we only need to make a “best guess” of� . The dependence of the design on� is investigated in this paper through some simulations. Thesolutions given
for the special cases motivated by the INN-CA study should beapplicable to a
wider variety of situations.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Assume we observe a continous response, affected by one or more block (i.e.
qualitative) factors, on all the units of the whole plots (clusters) nested within the
blocks. In addition we assume that the observations are subject to measurement
errors, and thus we need to replicate them in order to make estimates more
precise and to derive an estimate of the measurement error variances (for a
complete review of measurement error models see Fuller, 1987, and Carroll et
al., 1995). In Martino (1999a and 1999b) this model was used to describe the
daily total fat intake - measured as a proportion of the totalenergy intake - in
the INN-CA nutritional study of the Italian population. Thenutrient intake was
measured by interviewing all the members (the units) of selected households
(the clusters) on their food habits. Even though a “golden method” - such as
the weighted food record (see Bingham, 1987) was used, the responses were
known to be affected by errors, both at the household and at the individual level.
The block effect was due to the geographical area (the stratum), and there were
also covariates, namely sex and age.

For simplicity, in this paper we deal with a model with one block factor and
without covariates. The model can be expressed asYkjlr = �k + �kj + "kjl + �kjr + �kjlr; (17.1)

where k = 1; 2; ::::;K, j = 1; 2; ::::; nk , l = 1; 2; ::::;mkj , r = 1; 2; :::::; R;�k is a fixed effect;�kj is the random component due to clusterj within stratumk;�kjr is the measurement error of replicater in clusterj within stratumk;"kjl is the random error of the individual observation, namely variation of
the individual unit with respect to the mean response;�kjlr is the measurement error in replicater on unit l in clusterj within
stratumk.

Let N = RPKk=1Pnkj=1mkj = RPKk=1Nk be the total number of ob-

servations, withn = PKk=1 nk = the total number of clusters andNk =



184Pnkj=1mkj = the total number of observations in stratumk. From now on letIh denote theh-dimensional identity matrix,Jh theh-dimensional matrix of all
ones,1h theh-dimensional vector of all ones and1th its transpose. The expected
value of the response can be expressed asE (Y ) = X�; whereX = 0BB� 1RN1 0 :: 00 1RN2 :: 0::: ::: :: 00 0 :: 1RNK 1CCA :
The ML estimates of the parameter vector� are obtained through an iterative
procedure. Hartley and Rao (1967) and Searle (1970) show that the asymptotic
variance-covariance matrix of these estimates is the Fisher information of the
unknown�0s; given by =C = Xt��1X; (17.2)

whence V �b�� � �Xt��1X��1 :
Observe that (17.2) clearly depends on the design through the matrix X,

hence we speak of theconditional information matrix=C . When observations
in different clusters are independent, this matrix is the sum of information
matrices corresponding to the clusters,=C = KXk=1 nkXj=1 (Xkj)t ��1kj Xkj ; (17.3)

whereXkj denotes the design matrix relative to clusterj of stratumk, and�kj
is the covariance of observations in clusterj of stratumk.

1.1. UNCORRELATED MEASUREMENT ERRORS

The random quantities�kj are assumed i.i.d., normally distributed, with zero
mean and variance�2�. Similarly for "kjl, for �kjr and for�kjlr, with variances�2� , �2� and�2� respectively (the assumption of constant variances appears rea-
sonable in a nutritional context). The�’s, "’s, �’s and�’s are also assumed to
be jointly independent. Thus observations relative to different clusters are in-
dependent. Clearly, in the absence of replications, the contributions to variance
coming from�kjr and from�kjlr cannot be distinguished from those coming
from �kj and"kjl respectively, unless one has further information from other
sources. The variance-covariance matrix of the observations is given by� = Cov (Y ) = diag� :::; �Jmkj 
 JR��2� + �Imkj 
 JR��2"+�Jmkj 
 IR��2� + �Imkj 
 IR��2� ; :::: � (17.4)= diag �::::; Imkj 
 ��2�IR + �2"JR�+ Jmkj 
 ��2�IR + �2�JR� ; ::::� :
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Letting A = �2�IR + �2"JR and B = �2�IR + �2�JR, (17.4) is written as� = diag �::::; Imkj 
A+ Jmkj 
B; ::::� : (17.5)

Applying (17.5) to (17.3), after some algebra the conditional information can
be written as a block diagonal matrix=C = diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 1tRmkj �Imkj 
A+ Jmkj 
B��1 1Rmkj ; ::::::1A ;
whence=C = R � diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 mkj�2� +R�2" +mkj ��2� +R�2�� ; ::::::1A : (17.6)

Letting � = �2�R + �2��2�R + �2" (17.7)

one gets =C = 1�2�R + �2" diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 mkj1 +mkj� ; ::::::1A : (17.8)

1.2. CORRELATED MEASUREMENT ERRORS

Often the hypothesis of independence of measurement errorsdoes not appear
to be justified, and it seems preferable to assume some form ofdependence
among different measurements. Let the assumptions on�kj , "kjl , �kjr, �kjlr
be the same as before, except that now we suppose that, for given(k; j; l), the
errors�kjlr are correlated for differentr’s and, for given(k; j), the errors�kjr
are correlated for differentr’s. Let Cov ��kjl� = �2�
� andCov ��kj� =�2�
� with 
� and
� being R-dimensional matrices. The variance-covariance
matrix of the observations is now� = Cov (Y ) = diag� ::::; �Jmkj 
 JR��2� + �Imkj 
 JR��2"+ �Jmkj 
 
���2� + �Imkj 
 
���2� ; :::: �

(17.9)= diag �::::; Imkj 
 ��2�
� + �2"JR�+ Jmkj 
 ��2�
� + �2�JR� ; ::::� :
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Letting ~A = �2�
� + �2"JR and ~B = �2�
� + �2�JR; (17.9) can be rewritten
as � = diag �::::; Imkj 
 ~A+ Jmkj 
 ~B; ::::� ; (17.10)

so that=C = diag0�:::::; nkXj=1mkj1tR h ~A+mkj ~Bi�1 1R; ::::::1A : (17.11)

We shall work out the details of just two special cases.

Equicorrelated errors. Letorr(�kjlr, �kjls) = �� andorr(�kjr, �kjs) =�� for all r 6= s: Then 
� = (1 � ��)IR + ��JR and 
� =(1� ��)IR + ��JR whence~A = �2�
� + �2"JR = ~�2�IR + ~�2"JR
and ~B = �2�
� + �2�JR = ~�2�IR + ~�2�JR;
where~�2� = �2�(1� ��); ~�2" = ���2� + �2" ; ~�2� = �2�(1� ��); ~�2� = ���2� + �2�:

Thus, if we let ~� =  ~�2�R + ~�2�! =� ~�2�R + ~�2"� (17.12)

the expression for the conditional Fisher information parallels that of (17.8) for
uncorrelated errors=C = 1~�2�R + ~�2" diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 mkj1 +mkj~� ; ::::::1A : (17.13)

First-order autocorrelated errors . We shall now assume that there are no
measurement errors related to the clusters so that�2� = 0. Assume furthermore
that at the unit level the measurement errors follow a first-order autoregressive
process. This assumption is fairly realistic in nutritional studies, when observa-
tions are repeated over a period of time, as suggested by several authors (see for
instance Wang et al., 1996). Under these assumptions,orr(�kjlr, �kjls) = �
for everyr 6= s with j�j < 1. Writing
� = 2664 1 � ::: �R�1� 1 ::: �R�2::: ::: ::: :::�R�1 �R�2 ::: 1 3775
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and ~B = �2�JR in (17.11) we get:1tR ��2�
� + (�2" +m �2�)JR��1 1R = ~R�2� + (�2" +m �2�) ~R;
where ~R = 1t
�1� 1 = R�R�� 2�1 + � ; hence=C = diag0�:::::; nkXj=1mkj1tR h ~A+mkj ~Bi�1 1R; ::::::1A= diag0�:::::; nkXj=1mkj ~R�2� + (�2" +mkj�2�) ~R; :::::1A= 1�2�~R + �2" diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 mkj1 +mkje~� ; ::::::1A ;
with e~� = �2��2�~R + �2" : (17.14)

2. THE DESIGN

We want to choose optimal designs for the models of Sections 1.1 and 1.2.
In general when speaking of an optimal design it is understood that the total
sample size is kept fixed, since it is easy to see that information increases when
the number of observations, and thus the cost, increases. However in this paper,
as already pointed out, the size of the clusters is a random variable, which makes
the sample size random. It seems reasonable therefore to fix aquantity related

to the total sampling cost, very likelyn = KPk=1nk; the total number of sampled

clusters, or, more generally, if the sampling costsk are different from stratum

to stratum, the quantity = KPk=1 knk: It may be of interest to note that in the

classical theory of survey sampling, if the sizes of the clusters are different they
are usually assumed to be known a priori and the selection probabilities of the
primary sampling units are taken to be proportional to theirsize; there is no
accounting for the case when the size is random - see Cochran (1977).

Several criteria are used in the experimental design literature (see for instance
Silvey, 1980) for the choice of the optimal design. They are usually functions
of the variance-covariance matrix of the fixed effects estimators or of the Fisher
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information matrix relative to the�0s: We cannot obviously base the choice
of the design on the conditional information, even when it isthe one that will
be used in the inference. We suggest choosing the design thatoptimizes the
unconditional Fisher information, which will be denoted by=: In all the cases
of the previous Section, the matrix=C is of the form=C / diag0�:::::; nkXj=1 mkj1 +mkj� ; ::::::1A ;
with a suitable interpretation of� each time. Thus= = E(=C) / diag0�:::::; E0� nkXj=1 mkj1 +mkj�1A ; ::::::1A= diag�:::::; nk � E� Mk1 +Mk�� ; ::::::�= diag (:::::; nk �	k (Mk; �) ; ::::::) ;
whereMk denotes the random variable “number of units in clusterk” (k =1; :::;K) and we define	k (Mk; �) = E� Mk1 +Mk�� : (17.15)

A more accurate procedure would be to choose a design which minimizes
some function of the unconditional variance-covariance matrix of the fixed
effects estimators, i.e.W = E(V �b��). This isnot the inverse of the uncondi-

tional Fisher information. However, the computation of= is simpler and=�1
is a good large sample approximation toW .

2.1. THE CRITERION OF THE DETERMINANT

If we want to minimize the generalized asymptotic variance of the ML esti-
mators of the vector�, the target function to be maximized is the determinant
of the Fisher information, i.e.det= = 1(�2�R + �2")K KYk=1nk KYk=1	k (�) ; (17.16)

where we have written	k (�) = 	k (Mk; �) for short. Subject to a fixed
total cost, the function (17.16) is a maximum when theknk’s are equal
for all k, independently of the unknown�0s; i.e. whenni = =(Ki) for alli = 1; 2; : : : ;K: In this case the size of the clusters does not influence the
design.
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2.2. THE EIGENVALUE CRITERION (MINIMAX)

If we want to minimize the maximum asymptotic variance of theestimators,
the target function is the smallest eigenvalue of matrix=;namelyminknk	k (�) :
The constrained problem8<: Maxmin knk	k (�)KPk knk = 

has the solutionni = 1	i (�) � KPk=1 k	k (�) for i = 1; 2; :::;K: (17.17a)

2.3. THE TRACE CRITERION

If we want to minimize the sum of the asymptotic variances of the estimators,

namely of the entries
1nk	k (�) on the main diagonal of=�1; we need to solve

the constrained problem8>><>>: min� KPk=1 1nk	k (�)�KPk knk =  ,

which yieldsni = 1pi	i (�) � KPk=1r k	k (�) for i = 1; 2; :::;K: (17.18)

3. SOME REMARKS ON � AND MK
The parameter� defined in (17.7) quantifies the relative weight of the variance

due to clusters (that of the mean measurement error in the cluster plus the
cluster variance component) and the variance of the units (that of the mean
measurement error of each unit plus the variability among different units). The
meaning of (17.12) and (17.14) is more complicated but similar. The value of� is in general unknown: however, there may sometimes be partial information
on it. For instance, several authors (e.g. in Blumer et al., 1991) emphasize
that the weight of measurement errors, especially those at the unit level, in
explaining variance is often significantly greater than that of the other variance
components.

Since the functionf (x) = x1 + �x is increasing inx for all � > 0; it can

be shown (see e.g. Ross, 1996, Proposition 9.1.2) that if there is a stochastic
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dominance relation�st between the random variablesMk andMh, i.e. ifPr (Mk > u) � Pr (Mh > u) 8 u;
then the order relation carries over to the expected valuesE (f (Mk)) � E (f (Mh)) :

Thus, for� > 0,	k (�;Mk) is increasing with respect to stochastic increases
ofMk It is alsodecreasingwith respect to� . Therefore, by the results of (17.17a)
and (17.18), the optimal number of clusters to sample withineach stratum
depends on the frequency distribution of the cluster size inthe population and
on the relative weight of the variance components relative to the cluster and to the
unit. As an example, a simulation has been carried out to showthe dependence
of the optimal design on� , under equal costsk. Our motivation was the INN-
CA study, relative to four Italian geographical areas (North-West, North-East,
Centre and South); thus we letK = 4 in model (17.1); the clusters are the
households and the distribution of the numberMk of household members in
the geographical areas has been estimated from the IndagineMultiscopo ISTAT
(ISTAT, 1998) - see Table 17.1 and Martino (1999a).

Cumulative distribution functionMk F1 F2 F3 F41 0.2452 0.1967 0.2385 0.18012 0.5290 0.4787 0.5264 0.40233 0.7812 0.7502 0.7468 0.61334 0.9580 0.9399 0.9424 0.87335 0.9945 0.9887 0.9877 0.97126 0.9986 0.9977 0.9981 0.99457 0.9999 0.9998 0.9995 0.99798� 10 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Mean 2.49 2.65 2.56 2.97

Table 17.1 Cumulative distribution functions of household sizes in the four regions

Observe that there is an almost perfect stochastic orderingof Mk in some
of the different geographical areas, namelyM4 is greater than all the otherM 0ks andM1 is the smallest;M2 andM3 are not ordered, being approximately
equivalent, but the mean household size in area 2 is larger than the mean size
in area 3.

The design results with respect to varying� are shown in Table 17.2, from
which we observe that the effect of the household size on the optimal sampling
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Eigenvalue criterion Trace criterion� n1=N n2=N n3=N n4=N n1=N n2=N n3=N n4=N0:01 0.266 0.250 0.259 0.224 0.258 0.250 0.255 0.2370:05 0.264 0.250 0.258 0.227 0.257 0.250 0.254 0.2390:1 0.262 0.250 0.258 0.230 0.256 0.250 0.254 0.2400:5 0.257 0.250 0.255 0.239 0.253 0.250 0.252 0.2440:8 0.255 0.248 0.255 0.242 0.252 0.249 0.252 0.2460:9 0.255 0.248 0.255 0.242 0.253 0.249 0.253 0.2460:99 0.256 0.249 0.253 0.242 0.253 0.250 0.251 0.2461 0.254 0.250 0.254 0.243 0.252 0.250 0.252 0.2461:01 0.256 0.249 0.253 0.242 0.253 0.250 0.251 0.2461:05 0.257 0.249 0.253 0.242 0.253 0.249 0.251 0.2461:1 0.256 0.248 0.252 0.244 0.253 0.249 0.251 0.2471:3 0.253 0.249 0.253 0.245 0.252 0.249 0.252 0.2471:5 0.255 0.250 0.250 0.245 0.252 0.250 0.250 0.2482 0.253 0.247 0.253 0.247 0.252 0.248 0.252 0.2483 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.25010 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

Table 17.2 Optimal sample size by stratum

numbers becomes greater with increasing difference in the frequency distribu-
tions among strata. This effect, which leads to sampling more households in
the areas with fewer household members (like Area 1 in our example) is more
evident when the value of� is small. For instance, if� = 0:5, the optimal
sampling proportions according the the minimax criterion are 0.257, 0.255,
0.250 and 0.239 respectively for Areas 1, 3, 2 and 4, i.e. 8% more in 1 than
in 4, whereas for� � 3 the difference in the optimal sampling proportions is
negligible from a practical point of view.

It may be of interest to compare these results with those fromthe theory
of stratified sampling with proportional allocation (the stratum variances do
not play any role in this case, because they are all the same);since the latter
optimizes the sampling only with respect to the size of the strata, without taking
into account the size of the primary sampling units, the sampling proportions in
the strata are substantially different from the ones in Table 17.2 for any� , since
they are 0.199, 0.145, 0.184 and 0.472 if the relative frequencies of family size
per area are estimated on the basis of the Indagine Multiscopo (1998). This
result establishes an important tool for comparison, sincestratified sampling
was actually used in designing the INN-CA study.
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4. LINKS WITH THE EXISTING DESIGN
LITERATURE

Ever since Fisher and Neyman, random and mixed models have been the
focus of much attention and heated statistical debate (see for instance Samuels
et al., 1991, and the related discussion). In general the literature which refers to
such models (under more complicated block structures than the one presented
here) emphasizes the analysis of designed experiments, rather than planning
issues, but there are some exceptions, e.g. Kachlicka and Mejza (1990). In the
absence of measurement errors,�2� = �2� = 0 and our model (17.1) becomesYkjl = �k + �kj + "kjl; (17.19)

where� is fixed,� randomly nested in� and" randomly nested in� withk = 1; 2; ::::;K, j = 1; 2; ::::; nk , l = 1; 2; ::::;mkj , and� = �2�=�2" :
This model is formally identical to Eq.(4.2) in Giovagnoli and Sebastiani

(1989) and, obviously, the expression for the Fisher information relative to the
fixed effects is the same. But the optimal solution of Giovagnoli and Sebastiani
(1989) for a givenN , consisting of a balanced design with allmkj equal, clearly
does not make sense in the present context, given the different nature of the
valuesmkj. This remark applies to papers by other authors too, who show, like
Roebruck (1987), that for a split-plot experiment a balanced or nearly balanced
design is to be preferred.

Clearly mixed models and correlated errors are very closelyrelated topics;
one can refer to the vast literature on experimental design for the latter: Kunert
is a prolific author here. Measurement errors are a special case, since they are
usually correlated: an authorative review of the relevant designs is given by
Afsarinejad (1990). Their importance in survey sampling has been emphasized
for some time now by several authors; some literature of great relevance is
collected in Blumer et al. (1991). Fuller (1995) mentions implications for the
design of surveys.

Lastly, we would like to draw attention to the robustness aspects of the
analysis, as dealt with by Guseo (1997), that could be paralleled by robustness
studies of the design, which so far have not been looked into.

We end by stressing that the optimal plans of the present article do not
take into account the need to estimate variance components.In particular, the
number of replicationsR has been kept constant. It would be of interest to
explore the interrelation between the optimal number of clusters to be sampled
and the optimal number of replicates of individual units. Ithas been suggested
(Kaaks et al., 1995; Stram et al., 1995) that the latter should be kept low with
respect to the former.
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Abstract Several allocation rules are examined for the problem of optimizing a response
function for a set of Bernoulli populations, where the population means are as-
sumed to have a strict unimodal structure. This problem arises in dose response
settings in clinical trials. The designs are evaluated bothon their efficiency in
identifying a good population at the end of the experiment, and in their efficiency
in sampling from good populations during the trial. A new design, that adapts
multi-arm bandit strategies to this unimodal structure, isshown to be superior to
the designs previously proposed. The bandit design utilizes approximate Gittin’s
indices and shape constrained regression.

Keywords: adaptive, clinical trial, dose-response, experimental design, multi-arm bandit,
nonparametric, Polya urn, random walk, sequential sampling, stochastic approx-
imation, unimodal regression, up and down

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a problem in which there arek linearly ordered populations or
“arms”. Associated with Armi is a binary random variable,Yi, the outcome
of which is governed by an unknown distribution functionF (i). The expected
return from Armi, pi = E(Yi), is referred to as itsvalue. Of interest here is the
problem of identifying the arm with the highest value, givena strict unimodal
structure on the valuesp1 ; : : : ; pk. As unimodality is location invariant, the arms
may be located at integersf1; : : : ; kgwithout any loss of generality. There aren
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opportunities to sample and allocation rules or sampling algorithms are assessed
according to two measures — a sampling error and a decision error.

We evaluate four nonparametric sampling designs — three from the liter-
ature and a new one proposed here. Since a common applicationmotivated
development of several of these designs, we briefly review the application here.
See Durham et al. (1998) and Hardwick et al. (2000) for details.

1.1. AN APPLICATION

Classical dose response problems focus on locating specified quantiles of
the relationship between drug dose and probability of toxicresponse to drug
therapy. A common framework for these problems is to model a patient’s
response at doses with a Bernoulli random variable with success probability
(i.e., non-toxic outcome)1�Q(s), whereQ(s) is a continuous nondecreasing
function.

We focus on a variation of this problem in which there are onlyk doses.
We wish to maximize the probability that a patient being treated exhibits not
only anon-toxicresponse but is alsocuredat a given dose. LetR(i) be a non-
decreasing response curve that models the probability thatdosei is effective,
and takeF (i) = R(i)(1 �Q(i)) to be the product curve for efficacy and non-
toxicity, i = 1; : : : ; k. Note that in many common parametric dose response
settings, the curveF is unimodal.

The goal is to develop a sampling design that identifies the optimal dose,i� = argmaxi F (i). The problem may be formulated withR conditioned onQ, and here we take the special case ofR andQ independent. Further, while in
some scenarios we are provided with the individual outcomesfrom R andQ,
in this case, we assume that only the outcome ofF is observed (see Hardwick
et al., 2000).

In clinical trials there are typically two populations of patients to consider
— then trial subjects and the unknown number of patients in the future who
will be affected by the terminal decision of the experiment.We consider a good
design to be one that has a relatively high probability that both

(i) trial subjects will be cured, and
(ii) the optimal dose is selected as best at the trial’s termination.

Since these two criteria are opposing, a single optimal design for this prob-
lem doesn’t exist. Instead, we seek designs that lie on or close to an optimal
trade-off curve representing performance along these two measures. Note that
it is not known how to optimize either measure in this setting.

In this paper, we compare a new shape constrained multiarm bandit sampling
rule with three other designs that have been proposed for virtually the same
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problem. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, we describeurn and up and
down designs as proposed in Durham et al. (1998). In Section 2.3, we describe
a stochastic approximation type of design delineated in Herkenrath (1983). The
bandit design, adapted to the unimodal structure, is outlined in Section 2.4. In
Section 3 we describe evaluation criteria and experimentalresults. In Section
4 we discuss asymptotic behaviour, and in Section 5 we close with a short
discussion.

2. SAMPLING DESIGNS

We begin with some notation. Recall thati� denotes the best arm and letp�
be the value of Armi�. Arm im is sampled at stagem (themth observation).
LetIim = 1 if i = im and 0 otherwise. Thennim =Pmj=1 Iij is the number of
observations sampled from Armi by stagem for i = 1; : : : ; k; m = 1; : : : ; n.
Thus

Pki=1 nim = m.
LetYim represent the outcome of Armi at trialm. For convenience we takeYim to be 0 unlessi = im, in which case,Yim has a Bernoulli outcome with

success ratepi. Then,rm = Pki=1 Yim is the return or “reward” received at
stagem. Two designs considered here take observations in pairs,(Y1; Y2) as
opposed to individually. To keep notation consistent, we set Y1(ij) = Yim andY2(ij) = Yi(m+1) for j = 1; : : : ; n=2,m = 1; : : : ; n� 1.

The empirical mean̂pim of pi after stagem is given by
Pmj=1Yij=nim.

For Bayesian designs we assume that eachpi follows an independent beta
distribution with parametersai; bi. Thus the posterior mean�pim of pi after
stagem is given by(ai +Pmj=1 Yij)=(ai + bi + nim).

To specify a design, one needs:

– A sampling rulethat determines which arm to sample at each stage.
This may involve special rules to handle startup, boundaries, ties, and
observations near the end of the experiment.

– A terminal decision rule, to determine the arm declared best at the end
of the experiment.

2.1. RANDOMIZED POLYA URN DESIGN

A randomized Polya urn for selecting optimais proposed in Durham et al.
(1998). In this design, arms are sampled according to a draw from the urn. For
eachi in f1; : : : ; kg, the urn initially contains�i > 0 balls labeledi. (In the
present case,�i = 1). At stagem,m = 1; : : : ; n:

(i) A ball is drawn at random from the urn (and replaced), and an observation
is taken from the arm corresponding to the ball’s label;
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(ii) If the response is a success, then another ball with the same label is added
to the urn;

(iii) If the response is a failure, then no new balls are added.

A stopping rule is associated with this urn process and the authors’ urn contains
some additional information that pertains only to the stopping time. Here, in
order to compare the urn design with the others discussed, weassume a fixed
sample size. The terminal decision rule is to select the arm with the highest
number of balls in the urn as best.

2.2. UP AND DOWN DESIGN

Random walks or up and down designs are well known for the problem of
locating quantiles of a non-decreasing dose response function (see Dixon (1965)
and Flournoy et al. (1995)). For the case in which the response curve is strictly
unimodal, Durham et al. (1998) propose anup and down rule for targeting the
optimum, defined as follows.

At each stagej, j = 1; : : : ; n2 , a pair of arms is sampled. LetM(j) represent
the midpoint between the two arms sampled at stagej. ObservationsY1(ij)
andY2(ij), are taken atM(j) �  andM(j) + , respectively, where = b2
andb is an odd positive integer. The midpoint for the next two observations at
stagej + 1 is given byM(j + 1) =M(j) + Vj , whereVj = 8>><>>: 1 if Y1(ij) = 0 and Y2(ij) = 10 if Y1(ij) = 0 and Y2(ij) = 0or Y1(ij) = 1 and Y2(ij) = 1�1 if Y1(ij) = 1 and Y2(ij) = 0:
If M(j + 1) would fall outside the range, thenM(j + 1) =M(j). In practice
(and herein),b is typically 1, in which case the start-up rule for the process
selectsM(1) = 1:5, the midpoint of the leftmost two arms.

Durham et al. (1998) do not specify a terminal decision rule,but here we
assume that the decision is to select the arm having the largest sample mean, i.e.,argmaxi p̂in. Note that with a Markov chain such as this, one would ordinarily
select the site most visited as best. For this design, however, such a decision
process does not always converge to the optimal arm in the limit so the empirical
mean is used instead.

2.3. STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION DESIGN

Another approach for this problem is to use a Keifer-Wolfowitz type of
stochastic approximation rule for locating a local maximum(Kiefer and Wol-
fowitz, 1952; Sacks, 1958). Typically a design of this sort samples at points



Optimizing a unimodal response function for binary variables 199X(j) � j andX(j) + j , j > 0, wherelim j ! 0. The “decision point”X(j + 1) is given by X(j + 1) = X(j) + ajj Vj ;
where the sequencefaj > 0g is such that�aj =1 and�a2j�2j <1.

One difficulty with the above rule is that the sampling pointsX(j) � j do
not lie on a lattice. Herkenrath (1983) proposed a modified procedure adapted
both to the discrete case and to Bernoulli observations. With this procedure,
observations are only taken at arms representing the left and right neighbours
ofX(j). The method is as follows. Let0 < d < 1=2 andq(x) = x�xl wherexl = bx (thoughkl is set tok � 1), and letxr = xl + 1.

According to Herkenrath (1983), the process begins withX(1) = 1. At stagej, allocation of 2 observations is randomized between left and right neighbours
of X(j) according to their relative distances. The sampling is guided by the
position ofx = X(j) as specified in the first column of the following table.
The succeeding three columns of the table display the probabilities of sampling
pairs of observations as indicated at the top of the columns.

If # then sample! xl; xl xl; xr xr; xrx < xl + d 1� q(xl + d) q(xl + d) 0xl + d � x < 1=2(xl + xr) 1� q(x) q(x) 0x = 1=2(xl + xr) 0 1 01=2(xl + xr) < x � xr � d 0 1� q(x) q(x)xr � d < x 0 1� q(xr � d) q(xr � d)
Table 18.1 Stochastic Approximation Design: probabilities of sampling left and right neigbours
of X(j)

Once sampling has taken place, thej + 1st decision point is given byX(j + 1) = Proj[1;k℄fX(j) + ajS(Y1(ij); Y2(ij);X(j))g;
whereaj ! 0 andS is a time invariant function that depends onX(j) and the
outcomes of the observations at stagej (see Herkenrath, 1983, for details).

For this design, the terminal decision is to select the arm closest toX(n+1).
2.4. UNIMODAL BANDIT DESIGN

In generalk-arm bandit problems, thek populations have unknown reward
structures,arm pullingor sampling takes place sequentially, and decisions are
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made with the goal of optimizing a discounted sum of all returns,�n1�mrm for
discount sequencef�m � 0g (see Berry and Fristedt (1985) for details). This
formulation covers a broad class of problems in learning theory, and optimal
strategies balance the impulse to earn immediate rewards against the need to
gather information for future decisions.

It is natural to model initial information about the arms of abandit using a
prior distribution on the “values”,pi, i = 1; : : : ; k, of the arms. As sampling
takes place, posterior distributions reflect the additional information acquired.
Optimal strategies for Bayesian bandits with finite “horizon” or sample size can
be determined via dynamic programming (Bellman, 1956). However, comput-
ing such solutions is a daunting task. For the simple case involving independent
Bernoulli arms, the dynamic programming equations requirecomputational
space and time that grow asn2k=(2k � 1)! for a problem of horizonn. (See
Hardwick et al., 1999, for the largest problems yet solved).

As the bandit model becomes more complex (e.g., the number ofoutcomes
per arm increases or there is structure on the arms), the problem quickly out-
grows available computer resources. In the present situation, we facek de-
pendentarms, and thus can obtain optimal solutions in only trivial cases. One
option in handling these more complex problems, however, isto exploit known
characteristics of optimal solutions to the simpler banditproblems.

In particular, there is a bandit model that, appropriately parameterized,
approximates the independent finite horizon model with discount sequence�j = 1; j = 1; : : : ; n. This model, thegeometricbandit in which� j = � j�1
for 0 < � < 1 andj = 1; 2; : : :, offers a surprising solution. Note first that the
infinite horizon in this model makes dynamic programming impractical. How-
ever, with independent arms, optimal solutions for the geometric bandit may be
defined in terms of index rules. Thus, at each stage of the experiment and for
each arm, there exists an index depending only on the arm, such that sampling
from the arm with the highest index yields the optimal solution, (Gittins and
Jones, 1974). Known as Gittin’s Indices, these quantities incorporate available
“knowledge” about an arm along with the arm’s value. The existence of an in-
dex rule greatly simplifies the solution to the geometric bandit problem because
it reduces the complexity of thek-arm bandit from being exponential ink to
being linear ink. However, despite the elegant solution presented in Gittins
and Jones (1974), the indices themselves are extremely complicated. Except in
very simple models, they cannot be calculated exactly. Still, the idea of using
an index rule with traits similar to the Gittin’s index has great appeal. Because
the objective function of the finite horizon problem is to maximize return, it is
reasonable to ask how well the bandit solution accommodatesstatistical goals
of gathering information for inferential purposes.

Here, we use a lower bound for the Gittin’s index proposed in Hardwick
(1995). If the beta prior parameters for an arm areA andB, then a lower bound
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for the Gittins index for this arm is given by�� = supf�r : r = 1; 2; : : :g;
where �r = �(A+1)�(A+B+1) �B�r1�i �(A+i)�(A+B+i+1)�(A)�(A+B) �B�r1�i �(A+i�1)�(A+B+i) :
Generally speaking, it is not difficult to compute�� since�r is a unimodal
function ofr.

Interestingly, geometric discounting can be viewed as an ethically equitable
mechanism for balancing the well being of current and futurepatients. The
parameter� represents the relative weight of the outcome of each subject as
compared to the weight of all future patients. In the finite horizon setting,
optimal decisions will be virtually identical ifn � 1=(1 � �) whenn ! 1
and� ! 1. This relationship is quite accurate whenn is as low as, say, 30.

In the present problem, we do not focus on these interpretations, but instead
wish to choose� to optimize our joint goals of minimizing loss and making
good decisions. It is an open question how best to do this. Forsimplicity in our
simulation experiments, a fixed value of� = 0:95was used for all sample sizes.
Naturally, somewhat better results would be obtained if� changed somehow
with n. Note that it may even make sense to adjust� during a given experiment.
Since exploration is best early in the experiment, higher values may be more
useful then, with lower values towards the end helping to diminish experimental
losses.

Theunimodal banditsampling algorithm used to generate the results in the
next section is constructed as follows. Let the prior distributions of thepi be
beta with parameters(ai; bi) (we useai = bi = 1). At stagem+ 1,

(i) Calculate the posterior means,�pim, i = 1; : : : ; k;

(ii) Using least squares, fit the best unimodal curve to the posterior means
using weightsnim + ai + bi (Stout and Hardwick, 2000);

(iii) Adjust the posterior distributions so that their means lie on the curve
from (ii) by adding the smallest (fractional) number of successes,uim,
or failures,vim, needed to bring the posterior means into alignment. For
Arm i theadjusted posterior parametersareAim = ai + mXj=1 Yij + uij and Bim = bi + nim � mXj=1 Yij + vij;

(iv) For each armi, calculate��i;m, based on the adjusted posterior distribu-
tions in (iii), and letj = argmaxi ��i;m. If there are ties for the maximum,
then pickj at random from the tied arms;
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(v) Determine where to take the next observation:

(a) If observationm was a success, or was not on armj, then sample
next from armj;

(b) Exploration rule: If observationm was a failure and was on armj, then pickj0 uniformly fromfj�1; j+1g for j0 2 f1; : : : ; kg. If
the p-value for the one sided test of equality ofj andj0 is at least1=(n�m+1) then sample fromj0, otherwise sample again fromj.

At the end of the experiment, fit a unimodal curve to the weighted posterior
means and select the arm corresponding to the mode.

Note theexploration rulein Step v. This is used to avoid premature conver-
gence to a suboptimal arm. While the allocation index also serves this purpose,
this may not force as much exploration as needed. The exploration rule also
lends robustness to prior misspecification.

3. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND RESULTS

As discussed, we seek designs that behave well along two performance mea-
sures – an experimental or sampling error to assess losses during the experiment
and a decision error to assess future losses based on the terminal decision.

Given any decision rule and sampling design there exists a probability mea-
sure on the arms which reflects the chance,�n(i), that Armi is selected as best
at the end of an experiment of sizen. One could take�n(i�), theprobability
of correct selection, as a measure of decision efficiency. However, in clinical
trials, a major goal is to minimize harm to patients. In such cases, selecting an
arm with a success rate close top� is much preferred to selecting those with
lower rates. This leads to the following definition:Deision EÆieny : Dn = (�ki=1�n(i)pi)=p�:

The sampling error is the normalized expected loss incurredwhen sampling
from arms other thani�. Noting thatE[rm℄ is the expected return at stagem,
we define Sampling EÆieny : Sn = (�nm=1E[rm℄)=(n � p�);
which is closely related to theexpected successes lost, �nm=1p� �E[rm℄.

An initial simulation study was conducted to examine the relative behaviour
of the designs in Section 2. To assess the impact of variationin the uni-
modal functions themselves, we selected four curves with diverse character-
istics. These are shown in Figure 18.1. For each curve and each design, we
consider sample sizes 25, 50, 100 and 200. At each configuration 5,000 itera-
tions of the experiments were run and used to estimate the decision efficiency
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and sampling efficiency, shown in Figure 18.2. Figure 18.2 also includes re-
sults for equal allocation, in which there arebk=n rounds of sampling from
each arm and the remaining observations are assigned at random and without
replacement tof1; : : : ; kg.

Generally speaking, the bandit design performed the best along both mea-
sures, and no design was uniformly worst. For the urn, banditand equal alloca-
tion rules, the efficiencies move from the southwest towardsthe northeast as the
sample size increases, which is the behaviour that one wouldexpect. However,
for the up and down design, this movement is reversed in Curves 2 and 3, and
the stochastic approximation design shows no consistent behaviour.

These anomalies point to the impact of design details that are often ignored.
Start-up rules, for example, can have a grave impact on design performance.
For the urn method, there is a random start, while for the bandit design, the start
is dictated by the prior distribution, which in the present case yields a random
start. For the up and down and stochastic approximation designs, however,
sampling begins with the leftmost arm, as designated by the developers of the
designs. If a curve has its mode to the left, these designs tend initially to stay
near the mode. For example, with Curve 3, which is strictly decreasing, the
up and down design samplesonly from Arms 1 and 2 nearly 9% of the time
whenn = 25. This is primarily due to observing repeated failures on these
arms yet not moving away. Note, however, that as the sample sizes increase,
this tendency is overcome and the design’s performance stabilizes.

We reran the experiments with the ordering on the arms reversed, i.e., so that
curves that originally were decreasing were now increasingand so forth. This
switch caused the efficiencies of the up and down and stochastic approximation
designs to plummet for Curves 2 and 3, whereas they improved for Curve 4.

To draw more direct comparisons among the rules, we also reran the experi-
ments using a random start-up for all designs. The results ofthese runs appear
in Figure 18.3. For the up and down design, the unbiased start-up reordered the
efficiencies upward and to the right with the sample size. Further, the results
show an overall improvement over those obtained using the leftmost start-up.
Note, however, that the preferred start-up rule may depend on the application.
For the dose response example discussed in the Introduction, Durham et al.
(1998) determine that it is preferable to have a patient succumb to disease than
it is to be exposed to toxic levels of drug therapy, and thus itwas deemed
desirable to begin with low rather than arbitrary drug doses.

Figure 18.3 shows that, even when utilizing a random start-up, the stochastic
approximation design still behaved erratically. In Curve 1, for example, the
value forn = 25was wildly high on theEn measure – so much so that it has been
omitted from the figure. A less extreme but similar behaviourcan be observed
in Curve 3. For neither of these curves did stochastic approximation show the
desired trend of efficiency increasing with the sample size.We believe that this
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unusual behaviour may be the result of the choice of theS function mentioned
in Section 2.3. Herkenrath (1983) notes that the system of equations definingS are underdetermined and thus adds conditions to guarantee unique solutions.
The specific form ofS chosen by the author appears to be questionable, and it
is likely that a different solution would improve performance and produce less
erratic behaviour.

While the bandit rule performs the best with regard to decision making, note
the up and down and equal allocation rules have similarDn whenn is large.
As expected, however, the bandit rule outmatches all rules on theSn measure.
Among the adaptive rules examined, the urn model seems to perform least
well on our measures. However, the main strength of this model is that it is
randomized and can better protect patients from selection bias.

4. CONVERGENCE
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Figure 18.1 Unimodal curves used for evaluation.

While in practice these designs are intended for use with small to moderate
sample sizes, it is also important that they exhibit good asymptotic efficiency,
i.e., thatDn andSn converge almost surely (a.s.) to 1 asn ! 1. If a design
is asymptotically efficient with respect to both kinds of error, then the design is
asymptotically (first order) optimal. In this section, we assume that efficiency
is “asymptotic” and thus drop the adjective.

To obtain sampling efficiency, it is necessary and sufficientthat the rate at
which armi� is sampled goes to 1 asn!1, while decision efficiency requires
that the probability of selecting armi� as best goes to 1 asn! 1. Note that
for a design to insure that it has not prematurely converged in its selection of
a good arm, with the unimodal assumption it is necessary thatarmsi� � 1 be
sampled infinitely often. Without such an assumption, all arms would have to
be sampled infinitely often (i.o.).
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Figure 18.2 Efficiencies, forn = (1) 25, (2) 50, (3) 100, (4) 200. B= Bandit, E= Equal, R= Up-Down,S = Stochastic Approximation, U= Urn. Start-up as proposed with methods
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Figure 18.3 Efficiencies, forn = (1) 25, (2) 50, (3) 100, (4) 200. B= Bandit, E= Equal, R= Up-Down,S = Stochastic Approximation, U= Urn. Random start-up for all methods
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Equal Allocation:It is straightforward to show that this design is decision effi-
cient, but not sampling efficient.

Up and Down Design:The decision rule for this design selects the arm corre-
sponding tomaxi p̂in as best. Since all arms are sampledi.o., p̂in ! pi a.s.for
eachi. Thus, choosing the arm with the highest sample mean guaranteesa.s.
selection of Armi� in the limit, i.e., the up and down rule is decision efficient.
However, because the asymptotic rate at which suboptimal arms are sampled
is nonzero, the design is not sampling efficient. Note that unimodality is not
required for decision efficiency.

Urn Design:Letpri be the asymptotic proportion of balls of typei in the urn asn!1. In Theorem 2 of Section 4.2, Durham et al. (1998) show thatpri� = 1
andpri = 0; i 6= i� a.s. Since the decision rule chooses the arm with the
maximum proportion of balls at stagen as best, the rulea.s.makes the correct
selection asn ! 1. Sincepri� = 1, the design is also sampling efficient.
Note that unimodality is not required for the urn design to beboth decision and
sampling efficient.

Stochastic Approximation:Herkenrath (1983) shows that when the sequencefang ! 0,
P11 an = 1 and

P11 a2n < 1, thenX(n) converges toi� a.s.
Thus, in the limit, the decision to select the arm closest toX(n) as best isa.s.
the optimal decision, and hence this design is decision efficient. Unfortunately,
with the probability of sampling adjacent pairs being fixed,this design cannot
be sampling efficient.

Unimodal Bandit:The exploration rule, part vb, ensures that the arm thought
to be best and its neighbours are sampledi.o., to avoid premature convergence.
Under the unimodal assumption, it can be shown that this insures that asymp-
totically the bandita.s.selectsi� as the best arm, and thus is decision efficient
(see Hardwick and stout, 2000). Further, since the rate of sampling other arms
goes to zero, the design is also sampling efficient. Note thatif � is bounded
away from 1, then the arms not adjacent toi� area.s.sampled only finitely
often. Also note that sampling efficiency can be lost if� goes to 1 too rapidly
asn increases.

The conditions needed for first-order sampling efficiency are not difficult to
achieve. However, to obtain second-order efficiency, more delicate control of
the rates at which suboptimal arms are sampled is needed. Forthe unimodal
bandit design, the discount parameter� and the exploration rule together dictate
this rate, as ordinarily would the sequencefang for the stochastic approximation
design. (As mentioned, it is the deterministic sampling of adjacent pairs in
the Herkenrath (1983) design that precludes sampling efficiency.) One must
be careful, however, in changing the convergence rates since they affectboth
efficiency types. In fact, it is precisely these rates that control the trade-off
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between the competing goals of gaining high reward (S1) and drawing good
inferences (D1). Forcing the sampling of suboptimal arms to go to zero too
fast reduces the rate at which we arrive at an optimal decision.

In summary, for the unimodal problem, a design needs to sample the best
arm and its neighboursi.o. to be decision efficient. However, sampling too
much from suboptimal arms negatively impacts a design’s experimental regret.
Thus a good rule will be one that carries out enough exploration to determine
the best arm and then samples mostly from it.

5. DISCUSSION

While asymptotic analytical results can give some guidelines, they don’t ap-
pear to be able to determine which designs are best on useful sample sizes, and
hence computer experiments are needed. The experiments reported here, and
those in Hardwick and Stout (2000), show that while all of thedesigns consid-
ered are asymptotically decision efficient, for fixed samplesizes the unimodal
bandit appears to do slightly better than the others, at least on the curves and
sample sizes examined. It appears to achieve both a good sampling efficiency
and good decision efficiency for a wide range of situations.

However, there is significant work needed to tune these basicapproaches
to produce better designs for this setting. We are conducting experiments to
evaluate designs on large numbers of unimodal functions, and to evaluate a
number of variations. For example, there are many alternatives possible for the
exploration rule in the unimodal bandit, and it is unclear which is best. It is
also not obvious how� should go to1 asn goes to1, and whether� should be
reduced as an experiment progresses, to optimize performance. Further, there is
significant interaction between the choice of� and the exploration rule. This is
a problem for future study. There are also many variations possible for random
walks, urn designs, etc., and in initial experiments we havebeen able to achieve
some improvement.

Returning to the motivating example of dose-response problems, we note
that there is also the important case in which the competing failure modes,Q
andR in the Introduction, are observed. As expected, one can do better by
using designs which exploit the structure of the failure modes (see Hardwick et
al., 2000).
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Discussion
Nancy Flournoy

Consider a set of ordered Bernoulli populations for whichPfsuccessg is
strictly unimodal. The dual-purpose goal is to select the most successful
Bernoulli population while allocating more subjects to thebetter treatment
arms. Hardwick and Stout introduce a new design that adapts the multiarm
bandit approach to the unimodal success probability structure, and they compare
it to several designs in the literature. Let me start by saying that theirUnimodal
Bandit Designlooks terrific! It is a great addition to the emergent literature on
this problem.
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The designs compared to the Unimodal Bandit Design are (1) a version of
Stochastic Approximation restricted to operate on a lattice (Herkenrath, 1983),
(2) the Randomized Polya Urn and (3) the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design;
the latter two were proposed by Durham, Flournoy and Li (1988). Let me add
another to the list for future comparisons: the Birth and Death Urn by Ivanova,
Rosenberger, Durham and Flournoy (2000). Procedures for obtaining exact
distribution functions for statistics of interest using the Birth and Death Urn are
analogous to those given by Ivanova and Flournoy (2000) for ternary outcomes.

In general, the Unimodal Bandit Design performed as well or better than the
other designs in every setting examined. In Figure 18.1 design parameters are
set at values described in the literature. This includes starting the Randomized
Polya Urn and the Optimizing Up-and-Down at the lowest dose,which may be
dictated by experimental requirements, but certainly slows down convergence,
considerably so for response functions that are skewed to the left (curves 1 and
4). Thus, I focus on the comparisons in Figure 18.3 where initial treatments
are randomized. This may not be acceptable in some practicalapplications,
but it makes more equitable comparisons.

I must say that I was surprised to see how well all the designs performed! This
is very exciting. Additional criteria may determine the choice of a design. For
example, the Randomized Polya Urn design converges slowly,and hence, tends
to be less efficient than the other designs, but it offers the most randomization.
So if protection against selection bias or the confounding effects of unknown
covariates is a primary concern, this design may still be preferred over the
others.

There is much fine tuning left to be done, which bodes well for all the designs.
For example, alternative logical decision rules exist, andneed to be compared.
For instance, the decision rule studied for the Randomized Polya Urn is to select
the treatment arm having the maximum number of balls in the urn at stagen.
Alternatively, one could select the treatment with the highest proportion of
successes.

Finally, it is important to recognize a related goal that is an important alterna-
tive to the one studied by Hardwick and Stout. Instead of seeking to select the
best treatment arm from an ordered set, say,f1; :::;Kg of treatments, one could
seek to infer the optimal treatment on the continuum[1;K℄ from trials on the
ordered set. With this objective, the interval between treatments is important
and, for some applications, may not need to be fixed at unity. Also, different
decision rules are needed. A reasonable rule is to obtain a smoothed isotonic
estimate of a unimodal response function from the observed proportion of suc-
cesses, and then to select the treatment with the maximum isotonic estimator
on the interval. This decision rule has been proposed, and isbeing studied,
by Kpamegan (2000) for the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design. Indeed, when
the estimator of the optimal treatment belongs to an interval, designs whose
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allocations do not converge to a single treatment (such as the Optimizing Up-
and-Down Design, which converges to a distribution) may perform better than
those that do converge to a point.

In conclusion, great progress has been made on the development of sequential
treatment allocation procedures, operating on a lattice, that will reliably reveal
the optimal treatment from a unimodal set and tend to treat more subjects at the
better treatments. Hardwick and Stout have made a significant contribution
to this effort with their Optimizing Bandit Design and with their analytical
techniques. We now anticipate a rapid maturing of statistical approaches to
this important practical problem.
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Abstract Assume that the probability of success is unimodal as a function of dose. Take
the response to be binary and the possible treatment space tobe a lattice. The
Optimizing Up-and-Down Design allocates treatments to pairs of subjects in a
way that causes the treatment distribution to cluster around the treatment with
maximum success probability. This procedure is constructed to use accruing
information to limit the number of patients that are exposedto doses with high
probabilities of failure. The Optimizing Up-and-Down Design is motivated by
Kiefer and Wolfowitz’s stochastic approximation procedure. In this paper, we
compare its performance to stochastic approximation. As anestimator of the best
dose, simulation studies demonstrate that the mode of the empirical treatment
distribution using the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design converges faster than
does the usual estimator using stochastic approximation.

Keywords: constant gain stochastic algorithm, Markov chains, phase I/II clinical trial, ran-
dom walk designs, stationary treatment distribution, stochastic approximation

Introduction

Up-and-down rules are procedures that specify the treatment for the next trial
to be one level higher, one level lower, or the same as the treatment selected
for the current trial. Our procedure differs significantly from other up-and-
down designs in the literature in that it is to be used when theprobability of
success�(x) is a unimodal function of dose rather than an increasing one.
We call the dose having maximum probability of success theoptimal doseand
denote it by�. Because the proposed designs cluster treatments around the
optimal dose given a unimodal response function, they are called Optimizing
Up-and-Down Designs. In Section 1 we define the Optimizing Up-and-Down
Designs as proposed by Kpamegan and Flournoy (2000). In Section 2 we give
the stationary treatment distribution. In Section 3 we givetheoretical results
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characterizing the stationary treatment distribution. Inparticular, we describe
how the empirical mode converges ’near’ to the optimal dose.Finally, we
compare the performance of the up-and-down with stochasticapproximation in
Section 4

1. THE OPTIMIZING UP-AND-DOWN DESIGN

Consider a finite set of possible dosages
 = fx1; : : : ; xKg. Suppose the
interval between possible dosages is a positive constant�, i.e.,xj�xj�1 = �
for j = 2; : : : ;K. LetX(n) be the midpoint of the dose interval for thenth
pair of subjects. Then the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design for selecting the
dose with maximum success probability is defined by the following algorithm,
with adjustments at the treatment boundaries.

If the nth pair of subjects has been treated atX(n)��2 andX(n)+�2 , the
midpoint of the(n+ 1)st pair isX(n+ 1) = X(n) + �V (n), (19.1)

whereV (n) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: �1 if the treatment atX(n)��2 results in success
and the treatment atX(n)+�2 in failure;0 if the nth pair of treatments results in two successes
or two failures;1 if the treatment atX(n)��2 results in failure
and the treatmentX(n)+�2 in success.

For each pair of subjects, we refer to the one treated at the lower (higher) dose
as subject 1 (2) of thenth pair. Note from the recursive equation (19.1) that
if X(n) = xk, then the possible treatment levels for the individuals in the(n+ 1)th pair areX1(n+ 1) 2 8<: xk�1 � �2xk � �2xk+1 � �2 ; X2(n+ 1) 2 8<: xk�1 + �2xk + �2xk+1 + �2 . (19.2)

We refer tofX1(n)g andfX2(n)g, respectively, as the left sequence and right
sequence of treatments. On the boundaries, when the dose cannot go down or
up, it stays constant.

Each sequence is a nonhomogeneneous random walk that converges to a
stationary distribution with appropriate boundary conditions. This stationary
distribution is described in terms of the transition probabilities between treat-
ments in the next section.
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2. THE STATIONARY TREATMENT DISTRIBUTION

Define�(x) = 1��(x) = P (failurejx). Let pk; qk; andrk denote, respec-
tively, the probability that the treatment dosage for the left subject will move
down from levelxk� �2 to xk�1� �2 , up from levelxk� �2 toxk+1� �2 , and
stay at levelxk � �2 , with pk + qk + rk = 1. Assume that subject 1 of thenth
pair has just been allocated treatmentxk � �2 . Then for the left sequence, the
treatment transition probabilities fork = 2; : : : ;K � 1 that result arepk = P (X1(n+ 1) = xk�1 � �2 jX1(n) = xk � �2 ) (19.3)= P (Y1(n) = 1jX1(n) = xk � �2 )� P (Y2(n) = 0jX2(n) = xk + �2 )= �(xk � �2 )�(xk + �2 );qk = PfX1(n+ 1) = xk+1 � �2 jX1(n) = xk � �2 g= P (Y1(n) = 0jX1(n) = xk � �2 )� P (Y2(n) = 1jX2(n) = xk + �2 )= �(xk � �2 )�(xk + �2 );rk = PfX1(n+ 1) = xk � �2 jX1(n) = xk � �2 g= P (Y1(n) = 1jX1(n) = xk � �2 )� P (Y2(n) = 1jX2(n) = xk + �2 )+ P (Y1(n) = 0jX1(n) = xk � �2 )� P (Y2(n) = 0jX2(n) = xk + �2 )= �(xk � �2 )�(xk + �2 ) + �(xk � �2 )�(xk + �2 ):
At the boundariesp1 = qK = 0, so thatr1 = 1 � q1 = 1 � �(x1 � �2 ) ��(x1 + �2 ) andrK = 1� pK = 1� �(xK � �2 )� �(xK + �2 ).

The transition probabilities(p0k; q0k; r0k) for the right sequence are equivalent,
i.e., 8<: p0k = P �X2(n+ 1) = xk�1 + �2 jX2(n) = xk + �2 	 = pk;q0k = P �X2(n+ 1) = xk+1 + �2 jX2(n) = xk + �2 	 = qk;r0k = P �X2(n+ 1) = xk + �2 jX2(n) = xk + �2 	 = rk:
As long asrk > 0 andr0k > 0 for somek; k0 = 1; : : : ;K; the allocation of treat-
ments for each sequence describes an irreducible recurrentMarkov chain. Thus
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left and right stationary distributions� = (�1; : : : ; �K) and�0 = (�01; : : : ; �0K)
exist (c.f. Harris, 1952), where�k = limn!1P �X1(n) = xk � �2 	 and�0k =limn!1P �X2(n) = xk + �2 	 for the left and right sequence of subjects, respec-

tively.
Kpamegan and Flournoy (2000) evaluate the balance equations�k = �k�1qk�1 + �krk + �k+1pk+1’ k = 1; : : : ;K;

as indicated by Karlin and Taylor (1975, pp. 86–87) to obtainthe stationary
treatment probabilities for the left sequence of subjects:�k = �1 kYj=2 �(xj�1 � �2 )�(xj + �2 ) , j = 2; : : : ; k, (19.4)

where ��11 = 1 + KXk=2 kYj=2 �(xj�1 � �2 )�(xj + �2 ) . (19.5)

Becauseqk = q0k, rk = r0k, andpk = p0k , the right sequence has an identically
shaped stationary treatment distribution that is shifted� to the right of the one
for the left sequence. The stationary treatment distributions of the left and right
sequences are defined on the lattices of points
L = �x1 � �2 ; x2 � �2 ; : : : ; xK � �2 �
and 
R = �x1 + �2 ; x2 + �2 ; : : : ; xK + �2 � ,

respectively. Randomly assigning subjects within each pair to the left and right
sequences, we havePfsubject is treated at dosexg= 12Pfsubject is treated at dosexj left sequenceg+ 12Pfsubject is treated at dosexj right sequenceg;
and it follows that the combined stationary treatment distribution is a mixture
of the left and right treatment distributions with mixing parameter1=2. The
combined treatment space is
C = �x1 � �2 ; x2 � �2 ; : : : ; xK � �2 ; xK + �2 � :
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Figure 19.1 Example 1: success probability function

Note that
L and
R each haveK treatments levels, whereas
C hasK + 1
treatments levels. Examples of success probability functions are shown in
Figures 19.1 and 19.3, and the stationary distributions that they generate are
shown in Figures 19.2 and 19.4, respectively.

3. CONVERGENCE OF THE EMPIRICAL
TREATMENT MODE OF THE STATIONARY
TREATMENT DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we first define a modal set and unimodality on alattice.
The setM (�) of points of absolute maximum for� is called themodal set.
The minimum point ofM (�) will be called the mode of�.
(Keilson and Gerber, 1971). A distribution� = f�kg with all support on the
lattice of integers is said to be unimodal if there exists at least one integerM
such that � �k � �k�1; for all k �M�k+1 � �k; for all k �M .

Note if � is unimodal, then for allm 2 M (�), x < m � y implies�(x) ��(m) � �(y):
Let |be the largest integer such thatq|�1 > p|. Kpamegan and Flournoy

(2000) have shown that the combined stationary treatment distribution is uni-
modal with (1) mode atx|� �=2 if �|�1 > �|+1 and atx|+ �=2 if�|�1 < �|+1; (2) the modal set containsfx|��=2 ,x|+�=2g if �|�1 = �|+1.
They also showed that, in general,�32� � ��x|< �2 . Tighter bounds are ob-
tained when� (x) is symmetric about its mode�, in a neighborhood of�. Then� is within �=2 of the asymptotic treatmentx|, that is,��2 < �� x|< �2 .
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Figure 19.2 Example 1: stationary treatment distributions
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Figure 19.3 Example 2: success probability function

Indeed the mode of the combined treatment sequence is eitherx|��2 or x|+�2
if unique, and if not unique, the model set includes both these treatments.
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Figure 19.4 Example 2: stationary treatment distributions

In a couple of examples we examine the performance of the empirical mode
of the treatment distribution as an estimator of the optimaldose. If the empiri-
cal treatment distribution has more than one element, the median of this modal
set is taken to be the empirical mode. Figures 19.1 and 19.3 display examples
of success probability functions. Figure 19.2 shows the stationary treatment
distributions for the left and right sequences that are generated by the success
probability function shown in Figure 19.1. The stationary treatment distribu-
tion for the left and right sequences combined also is given in Figure 19.2.
Alternatively, Figure 19.4 shows the stationary treatmentdistributions when
the success probability function is as shown in Figure 19.3.

4. COMPARISON OF THE UP-AND-DOWN AND
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION METHODS

Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952) defined a procedure for sequential estimation
of the maximum of a regression function which has a maximum atthe unknown
point �. This procedure has been widely researched. See, for example, Blum
(1954), Chung (1954), Derman (1956) and Sacks (1957). Our motivation is its
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application to binary responses as given by Durham, Flournoy and Li (1998).
For this application, the regression function is�(x) = P (successjx)and� is the
optimal dose. Let�(x) be strictly increasing forx < � and strictly decreasing
for x > �. Define infinite sequences of positive numbersfang andfng such
that n ! 0;P an = 1;P ann < 1;P a2n�2n < 1. Treat subjects in
pairs at dose levels determined recursively byan andn.

If thenth pair of subjects has been treated atX(n)� n andX(n) + n, the
midpoint of the(n+ 1)th pair isX(n+ 1) = X(n) + ann (Y2(n)� Y1(n)); (19.6)

whereY1(n) andY2(n) are Bernoulli random variables with success probabili-
ties�(yjX(n)+n)and�(yjX(n)�n), respectively. Note that, ifan=n = �,
we have the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design. Thus the Optimizing Up-and-
Down Design is similar to stochastic approximation, but thetreatment space is
restricted to a discrete lattice and the changes in treatment levels from trial to
trial are limited. The stochastic approximation estimatorof the dose with maxi-
mum probability of response is defined recursively byd�(n) = X(n). Note also
that while the sequence of treatments generated in stochastic approximation
converges to a point, the sequence generated by the up-and-down procedure
converges to a stationary distribution.

For estimating�, we compare the mean squared error (MSE) of the mode of
the empirical treatment distribution from the Optimizing Up-and-Down design
with X(n) from stochastic approximation. For stochastic approximation, we
usean = a=n andn = =n1=4, wherea and are positive constants. These
sequences provide optimal convergence rates (c.f. Wasan, 1969). Also, we
start the stochastic approximation procedure witha1=1 = �. For this com-
parison, we used the success probability function in Example 1. Note that, in
this example,� = 166:7 and the probability of success is approximately zero
for doses less than50 and greater than200. Each MSE was computed using
2,000 estimates of the mode of the success probability function. The MSEs are
presented in side-by-side boxplots in Figures 19.5, 19.6 and 19.7 for compar-
ison. The results suggest that the up-and-down procedure produces estimates
with smaller MSE than does stochastic approximation.

4.1. SAMPLE SIZE EFFECT

Figure 19.5 displays boxplots of the MSEs computed with fixedstep size10,
fixed initial dose125 and sample sizes20; 30; 50 and100. They clearly show
that the up-and-down procedure performs better than stochastic approximation
for all sample sizes and, the larger the sample size, the better it is.
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Figure 19.5 Sample size effect for Optimizing Up-and-Down and Stochastic Approximation
Designs

4.2. STARTING POINT EFFECT

Figure 19.6 displays side-by-side boxplots of the MSEs for various initial
treatments. The MSEs are large for the smallest starting point. This point
is near the tail of the success probability function, where the curve is almost
flat. This demonstrates that, if initial observations are made near the tail of the
curve of the success probability function (see Figure 19.1), convergence to the
mode will be very slow. The reason is that in the tail of the success probability
curve, the difference between the responses will be close tozero. For initial
values close to the mode, the MSEs are similar for the two procedures. In
general, however, the Optimizing Up-and-Down procedure generates estimates
with smaller MSEs.

4.3. STEP SIZE EFFECT

Starting at dose120, the side-by-side boxplots in Figure 19.7 show that
the Optimizing Up-and-Down procedure has more variabilitythan stochastic
approximation. For small step sizes2; 4 and6, there is not much difference
between median mean square errors for the two procedures. Asthe step size�
increases to8 and10, the Optimizing Up-and-Down procedure performs better
than stochastic approximation. Recall that all experiments started at the same
dose. If the procedures start in the tail of the success probability function and
the step size is very small, both converge extremely slowly.Therefore, if one
observes a series of trials without success, some intervention should be taken.
For example,� could be increased.
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Figure 19.6 Starting point effect for Optimizing Up-and-Down and Stochastic Approximation
Designs
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Figure 19.7 Step size effect for Optimizing Up-and-Down and StochasticApproximation De-
signs

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

We have presented an Optimizing Up-and-Down Design that causes the dis-
tribution of treatments to cluster around the dose with maximum success proba-
bility. Theoretical results characterizing the asymptotic behaviour of this design
were given. A brief analysis of the small sample behaviour ofthe treatment
mode, as an estimator of the optimal dose, was based on simulation. Note, how-
ever, that because the design produces a non-homogenous random walk, exact
moments can be calculated for the number of treatments and successes at each
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dose, as was done for other Biased Coin Up-and-Down Designs by Durham,
Flournoy and Haghighi (1995) and Flournoy, Durham and Rosenberger (1995).

There are several practical adjustments to the basic procedure that are rec-
ommended. First, consider the problem of starting the experiment far in the
tails of the success probability function, in which case thebasic procedure gets
stuck there intolerably long. Suppose toxic failures occurif the dose is too
high and the disease persists if the dose is too low. Then if one intentionally
starts the experiment at a very low dose, for example to minimize toxicity while
disregarding efficacy, we recommend beginning with a dose escalation scheme.
In particular, increase the dose until the first success (no toxicity and no disease
failure) is observed and then begin the Optimizing Up-and-Down Design.

Hardwick and Stout (1998) suggest a way to improve convergence of the
empirical mode estimator, which will also help move quicklyaway from doses
with low probability of success. Based on simulations, theysuggest that when
the response to treatment for both subjects in a pair is either success or failure,
the next dose be increased or decreased according to the flip of an unbiased
coin.

When one can distinguish between failure types, such as toxicity and persis-
tent disease, it is desirable to modify the basic OptimizingUp-and-Down Design
to take failure type into account. This is not so easy to do. Anattractive idea
proposed by Flournoy (1985) was to increase the dose if a toxic response was
observed and decrease the dose if disease persisted. This idea was studied via
simulations by Gooleyet al. (1994). Unfortunately, Theorem 1 in Durham and
Flournoy (1994), applied to this situation, proves that thestationary treatment
distribution resulting from this procedure does not centertreatments around
the dose with maximum success probability. Indeed, the treatment distribution
and the dose with maximum success probability can be quite distant from each
other.

Thus a challenge is to find a modification of the basic design that takes
failure type in account and yet still clusters treatments around the dose with
maximum success probability. Yet convergence of the estimator is so fast,
outperforming stochastic approximation, that the Optimizing Up-and-Down
Design should be considered (via simulation for particularexpected scenarios)
for human experiments. For animal experiments, the benefitsof this design
over current Phase I/II strategies are clear: fast convergence of the estimator
will yield the best dose with few animals. Larger group sizescan easily be
accommodated.
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Discussion
Janis Hardwick

It may be of interest to consider additional performance measures. One goal
of this procedure is to “limit the number of patients that areexposed to doses
with high probabilities of failure”. The authors note that exact moments can
be calculated for the number of times a dose is sampled and howoften it is
successful. This work should be encouraged since such values would offer
greater insights into how well the design is responding to the ethical challenge.
Certainly the MSE of the modal dose estimator can be useful, but it also ignores
important features of the response curve. In Example 1, the curve is left skewed.
The mode is at 167 and the success rate at this value is about 0.98. We have
seen that the MSE varies depending on the design parameters,but the figures
suggest that a reasonable MSE for the up-down design is about1200. This
gives a standard error of approximately 35. If the estimatoris 1 SE above the
mode (i.e., above 200), then the success rate has gone from 0.98 to 0, whereas
if it is 1 SE below the mode the rate is roughly 0.35. Thus, for this curve, it is
far better to err to the left than to the right. Note also that if the curve were flat,
the MSE could be quite large, but the procedure may still be highly successful
since most doses would produce the same results. The reverseis true, of course,
if the curve is peaked. One measure that avoids these problemis theexpected

successes lost, E[SL] =�n=2j=1[2�(�)�E(Y1j+Y2j)℄, where�(�) is the success
rate at the mode,�. With this measure or some function thereof, one compares
how well a design performs against one of its main goals whichis to treat all
subjects at the dose with the highest success rate.

Since the step size parameter impacts the results rather significantly, a possi-
ble future direction for this work is to examine the same rulebut allow for step
size changes during the experiment. One way to do this is to specify the time
at which a step size shift will take place. Another approach is to make the shift
adaptively, perhaps after certain data patterns have occurred.

Other approaches have been taken to Flournoy’s problem. Some of these
take greater advantage of the unimodal shape constraint on the response curve.
In the paper by Hardwick and Stout in this volume, the problemis addressed
using a least squares curve fit and various sampling algorithms. The best of
these, a multi-arm bandit strategy, which is designed to minimize patient fail-
ures improves upon the optimizing up and down design on measures relating
to the terminal decision as well as to E[SL]. A disadvantage of the bandit/curve
fitting method is that the theory is complex. For example, while convergence
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is established,ratesof convergence are unknown. Furthermore, the exact mo-
ments of operating characteristics such as proportion sampled per dose are not
available. Finally, the sampling algorithm is far less intuitive and a computer
is required to generate it.

Kpamagen and Flournoy mention the problem in which the two failure modes
are distinguishable. Hardwick, Meyer and Stout (2000) haverecently submitted
a paper on this topic. The paper examines parametric and nonparametric curve
fitting techniques for estimating the individual toxicity and efficacy response
curves.

One feature impacting all of the designs mentioned relates to the shape of the
“true” underlying response functions. For flat curves, the sampling design is far
less important than it is for skewed and/or peaked functions. Useful research
projects would include attempts:

– to narrow down the class of response functions for a specific problem –
perhaps using prior elicitation methods;

– to define a prior on the space of unimodal functions and conduct sampling
with respect to this space.

Finally, it would interesting to examine bivariate versions of the present
problem. For example there may an added factor, such as levelof disease or
age, controlling the unimodal response function generatedfrom the toxicity and
efficacy curves. In this case one would need to consider the type of unimodality
assumed as well as the definition of “neighbour” states and allowable moves.

Additional Reference
Hardwick, J., Meyers, M. and Stout, Q.F. (2000). Directed walks for dose

response problems with competing failure modes. (Submitted).
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Abstract Many practical experiments on mixtures (where the components sum to one)
include additional lower or upper bounds on components. This paper gives some
additional results on the form of the continuousD- andV -optimal designs for 3
and 4 components.
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Introduction

In many practical mixture experiments, components, as wellas summing to
one, have tighter lower or upper bounds. Martinet al. (1999) (MBS henceforth)
discussed someD- andV -optimality results for 3-component mixtures with
a quadratic model and obtained numerically the form of the continuousD-
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optimal design for several different situations. Additional background material
on constrained mixture experiments and further referencesare given in MBS.

In this paper, we discuss several extensions, for quadraticmodels, of the
results in MBS. We give two general results, one on optimal designs for the
general parallelepiped and one on vertex-centroid designswhen equal apices
are removed. We derive a condition for a weight to be constantas a con-
straint changes. For 3-component mixtures, we consider some further exam-
ples of continuousD-optimal designs and give a more complete solution for the
hexagon case. We also show in the unconstrained case that thefq; 2g-simplex
lattice design is notV -optimal and consider continuousV -optimal designs in
other cases. For 4-component mixtures, we consider continuousD-optimal
designs, when imposing constraints on one, two, three or four components.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Let theq components have proportionsx1; x2; :::; xq . Thexj lie in a reg-
ular (unit-) simplex , being constrained by0 = aj � xj � bj = 1 8j; andPqj=1 xj = 1. There are often tighterlower and/or upper bounds aj >0; bj < 1, onxj, giving theconstrained regionR. We do not consider here
the more general multicomponent constraints.

We can simplify the constraints by assuming the (lower)L-transformxj !(xj � aj) = (1�P aj) has been used, so we can takeaj = 0 8j. If orig-
inally 1 < P bk < 2, we can also assume the (upper) U-transform,xj !(bj � xj) = (P bk � 1), has been used first.

We assume a quadratic model for the mean responseE(yi), which is often a
reasonable assumption at the design stage. Astandard quadratic surface can
be formed from (any)q � 1 components, but we mainly use here barycentric
coordinates and theq-componentcanonical (or Scheff́e) quadratic model:E (yi) = qXj=1 �jxji + qXj<k=1�jkxjixki for i = 1; : : : ; n:

Let p = q(q + 1)=2 be the number of model parameters. Letpoint i be(x1i; : : : ; xqi)0 and letxi be its augmentedp-vector, includingall cross-products.
Let X be then � p regression (design) matrix, withith row x0i and assume
rank(X) = p. Assumingvar �(y1; : : : ; yn)0	 = In�2, the (scaled)prediction
variance at a generalx is vx = x0(X 0X)�1x.

If n is not small, insight into useful design features can be obtained from
thecontinuousdesign, for which there ares support points (s.p.) with non-
zero weightwi and

Pwi = 1. The finite design with the same s.p. and with
replicate numbersni equal to the roundednwi will usually be quite efficient.
If n is small and (some of) thenwi are not close to integers, the finite optimal
design may have different design points from these s.p.
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x1 = b 1

x

x3 = b 3

x4 = b 4x2 = b 2

Figure 20.1 The q = 4 simplex with the four apices abovexi = bi; 1 � i � 4, removed,
whereb1 + b4 < 1 andbi + bj > 1 otherwise

LetW = diagfw1; : : : ; wsg. TheD-criterion here maximizes theD-valuejX 0WXj1=p. TheG-criterion, which minimizes theG-value, the maximum ofvx = x0(X 0WX)�1x overR, gives the same optimal designs (see, e.g., Atkin-
son & Donev, 1992,x9.2). TheG-value is at leastp. TheV - (or I-) criterion ,
minimizes theV -value, the average ofvx overR, which istr �(X 0WX)�1M	,
whereM = �RR xx0dx� = �RR dx� is themoment matrix.

The fq; 2g-weighted simplex lattice designfor bj = 1 8j uses equally
weighted vertices(wv) and equally weighted mid-edges(wm). The fq; 2g-
weighted simplex centroiddesign includes the weighted overall centroid(w).
We define avertex- centroiddesign as one whose support points are the vertices
and the centroid.

In Sections 3 to 5, we consider removingt = 1; : : : ; q apices (simplices)
from the unit simplex, i.e. the constraintsxj � bj < 1; j � t. Fig. 20.1 shows
an example whent = q = 4.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume theequal-apicescase:bj = b for j � t
and 1 forj > t. Using theU -transform, the lower limit ofb is 1 � (q �2)=t for t > q � 2. We obtain continuousD- or V -optimal designs over
designs containing the commonly-used candidate points: vertices, mid-edges,
face centroids and the overall centroid. We mainly use the average vertex (a.v.)
centroid, which may differ from the centre of mass (c.o.m.) centroid. We have
used matlab (Math Works, 1992) to obtain the weights to 4 decimal places and,
for theD-criterion, the obtainedG-value over the candidate points is at mostp=0:9999. For a polynomial model, formulae forM can be obtained when
simplices are removed. The weights usually depend on the value of b; we
investigate how they and the s.p. vary asb decreases from 1. Note that in MBS
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we investigated support points overR. Small changes to the edge points or
centroids may improve the design efficiency.

The regular simplex hasq vertices,q(q�1)=2edges and is the limiting region
in all equal-apices cases asb! 1. Thefq; 2g-weighted simplex lattice design
with wv = wm = 1=p isD-optimal for a quadratic surface. The parallelepiped
(seex2) is often a limit in other cases. In sections 3 to 5, weights of limiting
designs are, where appropriate, divided between the new vertices which arise
whenb is close to the limit. In the symmetric cases considered,wv; wm; w
denote the weights of the vertices, mid-edges and the a.v. centroid.

2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS

In this section we show why a weight can be constant asb varies and give
two results for generalq. We begin with two technical lemmas. Sketch proofs
are given in the Appendix.

Lemma 1. SupposeX 0WX is p� pwith rankr < p, butX 0WX +uZ 0Z has
rankp. ThenjX 0WX+uZ 0Zj has a factorup�r. If, additionally,Z = [Z1 Z2℄
is (p� r)� p with Z2 square, thenjX 0WX + uZ 0Zj is (u2X;Z)p�r � fX(w),
wherefX(w) is the product of the positive eigenvalues ofX 0WX =Pwixix0i,
andX;Z does not depend onu and thefwig. If alsoX = [X1 0℄ for an r-
columnX1, thenX;Z = jZ2j.
Lemma 2. Consider minimization of the separable functionf(x)g(u) for a vec-

tor x and a scalaru, subject toduu+P djxj = d0. If f(x) =P i n�jxajij o
is a homogeneous polynomial of degreea; aji 6= 0 8i; j and

Pj aji = a 8i,
then at the minimumu satisfiesad0g(u) = g0(u) (d0 � duu). If g(u) = uh forh 6= 0, then at the minimumu = hd0= fdu(h+ a)g.
Result 1. Constant Weight asb Varies. If Lemma 1 holds for a design
with design matrix[X 0Z 0℄0 and weight matrixdiag (W;uIp�r), where thewi
are unrelated tou, then Lemma 2 holds in the special cased0 = 1; du =h = p � r; a = r, so that theD-optimal design hasu = 1=p (and hencePwi = r=p). If this is true forb in some interval, then thep � r Z-points
have constant weight1=p in that interval in theD-optimal designs. Note that
provided Lemma 1 holds, theD-optimal weights do not depend onZ.

Result 2. Optimal Designs on a Parallelepiped.This generalizes the re-
sults inx3.4 of MBS on theq = 3 parallelogram. Suppose thatbq = 1 andPq�1j=1 bj = 1. Then, whatever the individualbj ; j = 1; : : : ; q � 1; R is
a parallelepiped in the simplex and a(q � 1)-cuboid in the standard space.
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Hence, known results for optimal response surfaces on the(q�1)-dimensional
cuboid can be used. In particular,D-optimal designs on the cube (and hence
on the general cuboid) are known for low- order polynomial surfaces. Atkin-
son & Donev (1992, Table 11.5) give the weights for aD-optimal design for a
quadratic surface forq = 3; 4; 5; 6. For example, whenq = 4 theD-optimal
design for a quadratic surface has weights0:063775; 0:03535; 0:06560 for the
8 vertices, 12 mid-edges and centroid, respectively. Although the constraints
leading to a parallelepiped may be rare in practice, they mayarise as an approx-
imation in limiting cases - see MBS andxx3,4.

Result 3. Vertex-Centroid Designs fort = q. Consider the equal-apices case
whent = q; 2=q < b < 1. Forq = 3 this gives the hexagon symmetric under a
third turn (MBS,x3.2). The vertex-centroid design hasq(q�1) vertices. Some
algebra then shows thatjX 0WXj = bwp�1v w, whereb = qq�42p�2q�1 fb(1� b)g2(p�q�1) (2b�1)2(q�1) f2qb(1� b)� (q � 1)g2 :
It therefore follows that, whateverb, theD-optimal design in this class haswv = (p � 1)= fpq(q � 1)g ; w = 1=p. This is a special case of Result 1,
which shows(p� r = 1) that theD-optimalt = q vertex-centroid design hasw = 1=p in the general case of unequal apices. TheD-optimal weights are
unchanged if the centroid is replaced by any interior point,althoughjX 0WXj
will differ.

3. ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR 3-COMPONENTD-OPTIMAL DESIGNS

ConsiderD-optimal designs whenq = 3 (p = 6), firstly for the trapezium(t = 1). If b � 0:66, the only non-zero weights are for the 4 vertices, the two
mid-edges withx1 = b=2 and thex1 = 0 mid-edge. The first 6 points give
rank(X) = 5 since they havex2 � x3 = 0, while all 7 have rank(X) = 6.
Thus, by Result 1(p� r = 1), the weight for thex1 = 0 mid-edge is 1/6. For
anyb � 0:66, theD-optimal weights are the same if this mid-edge is changed
to any interior point of thex1 = 0 edge, butjX 0WXj is maximised by using
the mid-edge.

Now consider hexagons(t = 3). By Result 3, vertex-centroid designs havew = 1=6. It appears (see below) that this design isD-optimal over designs
including mid-edges when thebj are "close" to2=3.

The equal-apices case,2=3 � b � 1, was considered in MBS (x3.2). We
add two further details here. Firstly, the weight of the centroid becomes zero
for b � 0:89. Secondly, Result 3, with the numerical result thatwm = 0 forb in the interval(2=3; 0:74661) shows that theD-optimal design forb = 2=3
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(4) (2) (4) (2) (1)

1 146 80 0 80 96
0.9 143 92 0 61 120
0.8 145 114 0 17 157
0.75 146 124 0 0 167
0.7 142 132 0 0 167
2/3 139 139 0 0 167
0.6 132 153 0 0 167
0.55 100 146 42 0 141
0.53 83 143 65 0 121
0.5 73 146 80 0 96

Table 20.1 Weights (�103) for the support points (numbers of each in brackets) of the rht-
hexagon asb varies:v1 & v2 are vertices;me1 & me2 mid-edges andav the centroid

(vertex-centroid design), withwv = 5=36; w = 1=6, is alsoD-optimal forb
up to0:74661.

Another one-parameter hexagon, therht-hexagon, hasb1 = b2 = b andb3 = 2(1 � b); 1=2 < b < 1. It is reflection symmetric aboutx1 = x2 and
symmetric under a half-turn. The limits whenb = 1 andb = 1=2 are both
parallelograms (MBS,x3.4; Result 2) andb = 2=3 gives the regular hexagon.
The caseb = 12=13 was considered in MBS. For someb between1 and1=2,
the weights are given in Table 20.1 for:v1: the fourx3 = 2(1� b) andx3 = 0
vertices;v2: the twox3 = 1 � b vertices;me1: the fourv1 to v2 mid-edges
with x3 = 3(1 � b)=2 or x3 = (1 � b)=2; me2: the twov1 to v1 mid-edges
with x1 = x2; av: the centroid.

The vertex-centroid design (withw = 1=6) is D-optimal for b between0:572 and 0:777, when the weight of thev1 vertices is given by192(3b �1)(b� 1)w2 � 32(2b2 � 4b+ 1)w � 5b2 = 0, and varies between0:1306 and0:1482. The v1 weight falls, apart from a slight rise aroundb = 0:75, asb
decreases, while the reverse holds forv2. Forb outside(0:572; 0:777) theme1
(low b) orme2 (high b) weights become non-zero.

Some other hexagons where the vertex-centroid design (withw = 1=6) isD-optimal are:b1 = b2 = b; b3 = 0:7; 0:59 � b � 0:74; andb1 = 0:8; b2 =0:7; b3 = 0:6.

4. RESULTS FOR 4-COMPONENTD-OPTIMAL
DESIGNS

We consider forq = 4 (p = 10) the cases oft = 1; 2; 3; 4 apices (regular
simplices) removed in sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, respectively. Note that a major
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change in the shape ofR occurs atb = 1=2 whent = 2 or 3 (see Fig. 20.1 for
the general casesbi + bj < 1 andbi + bj > 1).

In this section, the following notation is used for the support points, whereS1 = f1; :::; tg and, fort < 4; S2 = ft+ 1; : : : ; 4g:v1: 4� t intact verticesxi = 1 i 2 S2(t < 4);v2: t(4� t) vertices withxi = b; i 2 S1; xj = 1� b; j 2 S2(t < 4);v3: t(t� 1) vertices withxi = b; xj = 1� b; i; j 2 S1(t > 1; b � 1=2);v4: t(t� 1) vertices withxi = xj = b; i; j 2 S1(t = 2; b � 1=2);v5: t(t � 1)=2 vertices withxi = xj = b; i; j 2 S1; xk = 0; k 2 S2; (t =3; b � 1=2);v6: t(t � 1)=2 vertices withxi = xj = b; xk = 0; i; j; k 2 S2; (t = 3; b �1=2);me1: mid-edges betweenv1 vertices withxi = xj = 1=2; i; j 2 S2 (t < 3);me2: mid-edges betweenv1 andv2 vertices withxi = b=2; i 2 S1; xj =1� b=2; j 2 S2(t < 4);me3: mid-edges betweenv2 vertices withxi = b; i 2 S1; xj = xk =(1� b)=2; j; k 2 S2(t < 3);me4: mid-edges betweenv2andv3 vertices withxi = b; xj = (1�b)=2; i; j 2S1; xk = (1� b)=2; k 2 S2(t = 2; 3; b � 1=2);me5: mid-edges betweenv2andv4orv6vertices withxi = b; xj = b=2; i; j 2S1; xk = 1� 3b=2; k 2 S2(t = 2; 3; b � 1=2);me6: mid-edges betweenv3 vertices along original simplex edges withxi =xj = 1=2; i; j 2 S1(t > 1; b � 1=2);me7: mid-edges betweenv4 vertices withxi = xj = b; i; j 2 S1; xk = xl =1=2� b; k; l 2 S2(t = 2; b � 1=2);me8: mid-edges betweenv5 and v6 vertices withxi = xj = b; xk =1=2� b; i; j; k 2 S1 (t = 3; b � 1=2);me9: mid-edges betweenv3 vertices alongxi = b edges, or betweenv5 ver-
tices(b � 1=2), with xi = b; xj = xk = (1� b)=2; i; j; k 2 S1 (t > 2);f1: face a.v. centroid on thexi = 0; i 2 S2 faces(t < 4);f2: face a.v. centroid on thexi = 0; i 2 S1 faces;f3: face a.v. centroid on thexi = b; i 2 S1 faces;av: a.v. centroid (equal to the c.o.m. centroid whent = 4).

The ratios of the 9 edge lengths (when positive) are1 : b : 1� b : 1� b: b : 2b � 1 : 1 � 2b : 1 � 2b : 1 � b (betweenv3 vertices) or3b � 1
(betweenv5 vertices). Except for the trapezium and the pentagon, the a.v. face
centroid is equal to the c.o.m. face centroid.



232 b v1 v2 me1 me2 me3 f1
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)

1 100 33 100 100 0 0
0.8 99 47 100 87 0 0
0.6 97 76 100 60 0 0
0.4 95 90 91 31 0 25
0.2 92 91 78 24 6 42
0 85 85 47 25 47 46

Table 20.2 Weights (�103) for the support points (numbers of each in brackets) when one
apex is removed asb varies:v1 & v2 are vertices;me1,me2 & me3 mid-edges andf1 a face
centroid

4.1. ONE APEX REMOVED

If t = 1; R is symmetric inx2; x3 and x4 (under rotations of a third-
turn aboutx2 = x3 = x4, or reflections aboutxj = xk; j; k > 1). ThenR has 6 vertices, 9 edges and 5 faces (2 non-congruent equilateral triangles,x1 = 0; x1 = b; 3 congruent trapezia,xi = 0; i > 1). For b close to0; R,
in standard coordinates, is close to a triangular wedge. Table 20.2 gives the
weights for the s.p. asb decreases from 1 (simplex) to 0 (triangular wedge).
For b � 0:60, the only non-zero weights are for the 6 vertices, the 3me2 mid-
edges and the 3me1 mid-edges. The first 9 points give rank(X) = 7 since
they havexi � x4 = 0 for i < 4, while all 12 have rank(X) = 10 and Result
1 holds(p� r = 3; X;Z = 1=4). Thus the weight for theme1 mid-edges is1=10. The weight forf1 starts to become non-zero aroundb = 0:59 and, that
for theme3 mid-edges, aroundb1 = 0:22. The face centroidsf2; f3 and
the a.v. centroid appear to have zero weight throughout. Thenumber of s.p.
varies from 10 to 12 to 15 to 18 asb decreases.

4.2. TWO EQUAL APICES REMOVED

If t = 2; R is reflection symmetric about bothx1 = x2 andx3 = x4.
Then, for b 6= 1=2; R has 8 vertices, 12 edges and 6 faces. For1=2 <b < 1, the faces comprise 2 congruent equilateral triangles(xi = b; i = 1; 2),
2 congruent trapezia(xi = 0; i = 1; 2) and 2 congruent reflection symmetric
pentagons(xi = 0; i = 3; 4). For0 < b < 1=2, they are 2 sets of 2 congruent
trapezia(xi = 0; i = 1; 2; andxi = b; i = 1; 2) and 2 congruent rhombi(xi = 0; i = 3; 4). Whenb = 1=2, there are 7 vertices, 11 edges and 6 faces
(2 congruent equilateral triangles(xi = b; i = 1; 2), 2 congruent trapezia(xi = 0; i = 1; 2) and 2 congruent rhombi(xi = 0; i = 3; 4). For b close to0; R is close to a parallelepiped (seex2). Table 20.3 shows how the weights for
the s.p. change asb decreases from 1 (simplex) to 0 (parallelepiped). Similarly
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(2) (4) (2) (1) (4) (2) (4) (1) (2) (2) (1)

1 100 38 23 100 100 0 0 100 0 0 0
0.8 98 51 38 100 87 0 0 74 0 0 0
0.6 93 78 71 100 49 0 0 0 32 0 0
0.5 91 81 43 96 36 0 21 0 34 7 0
0.4 90 81 47 81 24 0 27 0 32 27 0
0.2 84 76 65 49 14 4 29 0 32 53 0
0 64 64 64 35 35 35 35 35 0 0 66

Table 20.3 Weights (�103) for the support points (numbers of each in brackets) when two
apices are removed asb varies:v1, v2, v3 & v4 are vertices;me1 tome7 mid-edges andav
the centroid

to t = 1 (x4.1), Result 1(p � r = 1) holds forb � 0:56. This case is more
complicated as, apart fromme1, there are, asb varies in [0.56,1), four different
sets of points which have non-zero weights. However, all these points (vertices,me2, me4, me6, f1) and their relevant subsets give rank(X) = 9 since they
havex3 � x4 = 0, while includingme1 gives rank(X) = 10. Thus the weight
for theme1 mid-edge is1=10. Changes in the weights for thev2 andv3=v4
vertices asb decreases reflect the change in the shape ofR at b = 1=2. The
midpointsme3andme4=me5, and the a.v. centroid become weighted at aroundb = 0:2; 0:55 and0:15, respectively. The face centroidsf1; f2 become
weighted at aroundb = 0:75 and0:5, respectively, and their weights decrease
to 0 atb = 0, whilef3 has zero weight throughout. The number of s.p. varies
from 10 (b = 1) through 14 up to 21 (aroundb = 0:5) and 25 (b around0:1),
tending to21 (b = 0).
4.3. THREE EQUAL APICES REMOVED

If t = 3; b � 1=3; R is symmetric under a third turn aboutx1 = x2 = x3
and reflections aboutxi = xj; i; j < 4. Whenb = 1=3; R is a parallelepiped
(seex2), with 8 vertices, 12 edges and 6 faces(xi = b; xi = 0; i < 4). Then,
for b > 1=3; b 6= 1=2; R has 10 vertices, 15 edges and 7 faces. There are
major shape changes atb = 1=2 andb = 1=3. For1=2 < b < 1, the faces com-
prise 3 congruent equilateral triangles(xi = b; i < 4), 3 congruent reflection
symmetric pentagons(xi = 0; i < 4) and 1 hexagon symmetric under a third
turn (x4 = 0). For1=3 < b < 1=2, they are 1 equilateral triangle(x4 = 0), 3
congruent rhombi(xi = 0; i < 4) and 3 congruent reflection symmetric pen-
tagons(xi = b; i < 4). Whenb = 1=2, there are 7 vertices, 12 edges and 7
faces (4 congruent equilateral triangles(xi = b; i < 4; x4 = 0), 3 congruent
rhombi (xi = 0; i < 4)). Note that the a.v. centroid tends to(14 ; 14 ; 14 ; 14) as



234b v1 v2 v3= v3= me2 me4= me6= me9 f1 f2 avv4 v6 me5 me8
(1) (3) (3) (3) (3) (6) (3) (3) (1) (3) (1)

1 100 40 30 30 100 0 100 0 0 0 0
0.8 98 53 44 44 87 0 67 0 18 0 0
0.6 87 82 74 74 49 0 0 0 0 0 79
0.5 96 84 43 43 7 8 0 57 0 51 0
0.4 94 78 66 63 0 19 0 0 0 55 8
1/3 88 76 17 65 0 21 47 0 0 55 4

Table 20.4 Weights (�103) for the support points (numbers of each in brackets) when three
apices are removed asb varies:v1 to v6 are vertices;me2 tome9 mid-edges;f1 & f2 face
centroids andav the centroidb tends to1=2 from above or below, but is( 314 ; 314 ; 314 ; 514 ) at b = 1=2. Sim-
ilarly, it tends to(15 ; 15 ; 15 ; 25) asb tends from above to1=3, but is (16 ; 16 ; 16 ; 12)
at b = 1=3. This means that although the geometric limit asb tends to1=3 is
the parallelepiped, the limiting weights are not those of the parallelepiped, and
the limiting design is slightly less efficient (D-efficiency 0.9944). Although
the limiting weights look quite different from those of the parallelepiped (seex2), using the c.o.m. centroid gives a very similar set of limiting weights with
the sameD-value as for the symmetrically weighted parallelepiped. Table 20.4
shows how the weights for the s.p. change asb decreases from 1 (simplex) to1=3 (parallelepiped). Apart from edges getting longer or shorter, changes in the
weights asb decreases reflect the shape and definition changes atb = 1=2; 1=3.
Some weights are only non-zero in small intervals - the mid-edgeme9 in the
region ofb = 0:5 and the face centroidf1 in [0:65; 0:82℄. The a.v. centroid
becomes moderately highly weighted aroundb = 0:6. The number of s.p.
varies from 10 (simplex) through 15 up to 25 (b around 0.51), and down to 21
(b = 1=3).

4.4. FOUR EQUAL APICES REMOVED

If t = 4; 1=2 � b < 1; R is an octahedron symmetric in thexi, under a
third turn about each ofxi = xj = xk and reflections aboutxi = xj. For1=2 < b < 1; R has 12 vertices, 18 edges and 8 faces (4 congruent equilateral
triangles(xi = b; 8i), 4 congruent hexagons(xi = 0; 8i)). The 12 vertices are
equivalent and the edges are of two types: 6 betweenxi = b faces and 12 on
them, with length ratio(2b�1)=(1�b). The lengths are equal whenb = 2=3and
the 6 edges are longer forb > 2=3. Whenb = 1=2; R is the regular octahedron,
with 6 vertices, 12 edges and 8 faces (8 congruent equilateral triangles).

Table 20.5 shows how the weights for the s.p. change asb decreases from
1 (simplex) to1=2 (regular octahedron). For0:5984 < b < 0:7119 only wv
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(12) (6) (12) (1)

1 33 100 0 0
0.9 37 93 0 0
0.8 47 56 0 45
0.75 59 35 0 79
0.72 71 9 0 96
0.7 75 0 0 100
0.6 75 0 0 100
0.59 68 0 7 92
0.57 56 0 21 72
0.54 45 0 35 42
0.52 41 0 41 20
0.5 40 0 43 1

Table 20.5 Weights (�103) for the support points (numbers of each in brackets) when four
apices are removed asb varies:v3 is a vertex;me6 & me9 mid-edges andav the centroid

andw are non-zero, so that then, by Result 3, the vertex-centroiddesign hasw = 1=10; wv = 3=40. As b decreases from 1 to1=2; wv rises from0:033
to 0:075 at b = 0:7119 and then fromb = 0:5984 drops to0:040, whilst w
rises from 0 to0:100 and then drops back to nearly 0. The weight of theme6
mid-edges drops from0:100 to 0 atb = 0:712 and the weight of theme9 mid-
edges rises from 0 atb = 0:598 to 0:043. The face centroidsf2, f3 have
zero weight throughout. The number of s.p. varies from 10 to 18 to 19 to 13 to
25 to 19 asb decreases.

5. V -OPTIMAL DESIGNS

Consider first the regular simplex. Laake (1975) showed thattheV -optimal
weights for thefq; 2g-weighted simplex lattice design satisfywv=wm = �(q2 � 7q + 18)=32	1=2 :
Note that this ratio, 1 for theD-optimal design, varies withq, rising from0:433
atq = 3, to over 1 whenq = 9, and for largeq is approximatelyq=5:66. How-
ever, for thefq; 2g-weighted simplex centroid design, some algebra shows thatq(q + 1)(q + 2)(q + 3) times theV -value is�2q4wvwm �16(q � 1)wv + (q2 � 7q + 18)wm	+ w �64(q � 1)(q � 2)(3q � 1)w2v+ 32(q � 1)(q3 � 7q2 + 19q � 10)wvwm+ (q � 2)2(q3 � 12q2 + 49q � 38)w2m	� =�wvwm(q3wvwm + 8(q � 1)wvw + (q � 2)2wmw)	 ;
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3 1002 2002 949 0.9863
4 506 1108 1329 0.9503
5 304 691 1564 0.9108
6 217 469 1665 0.8863
7 178 337 1669 0.8767
8 159 254 1627 0.8753
9 147 197 1573 0.8775
10 139 158 1519 0.8807
20 87 37 1236 0.9042
50 40 6 1067 0.9203

Table 20.6 V -optimal weights (�104) for the fq; 2g-weighted simplex centroid design and
relativeV -efficiency of the optimal simplex lattice design:wv vertices;wm andw the centroid

with qwv + fq(q � 1)=2gwm + w = 1.
It is then clear that afq; 2g-weighted simplex centroid design with a smallw > 0 has a lowerV -value than theV -optimalfq; 2g-weighted simplex lattice

design. Table 20.6 gives, for someq, theV -optimal weights for the former
design and the relativeV -efficiency of the latter design. Note thatw is at least
0.09 for3 � q � 50, and is a maximum atq = 7. The relative efficiency is a
minimum atq = 8. Forq = 3, runs ofgosset (Hardin & Sloane, 1993) suggest
that thef3; 2g-weighted simplex centroid design is the continuousV -optimal
design over the whole simplex. Since the ratio of the weightswv : wm : w is
very close to1 : 2 : 0 or 1 : 2 : 1 for the weighted simplex lattice or centroid
designs, respectively, some very efficient finite designs exist – for examplen = 9; nv = 1; nm = 2 (0:982) andn = 10; nv = 1; nm = 2; n = 1
(1:000 to 3 d.p.). As noted in MBS, whenn = 6 the f3; 2g-simplex lattice
design is notV -optimal.

Now consider forq = 3 the regular hexagon,t = 3; bj = 2=3 8j. The
vertex-centroid design for the quadratic model hasV -value(36wv + 23w)=90wvw. Thus the optimal design hasw = (p138 � 6)=17 ' 0:3381, andwv ' 0:1103. This design appears to beV -optimal overR and, similarly
to Result 3, also forb up to 0.697, although the weights change slightly withb (0:3374; 0:1104 atb = 0:697). For higherb; wv decreases,wm increases andw decreases, reaching0:050; 0:202; 0:095, respectively, atb = 1 (simplex).

Result 2 applies for the parallelogram(q = 3). The continuousV -optimal
design for the quadratic model has weightswv ' 0:0911; wm ' 0:0912,
andw ' 0:2709. This is the limiting design in the equal-apices case for the
trapezium(t = 1) and the symmetric pentagon(t = 2) for low b, and for the
rht-hexagon (seex3) for both low and highb. Evaluations at differentb in these
3 cases show that patterns are similar to those for theD-criterion (see MBS and
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zero, being at least0:095 for the trapezium and symmetric pentagon, rising to0:271 for the trapezium and0:296 for the symmetric pentagon. For the rht-
hexagon its weight ranges between0:271 and0:338. Because the a.v. centroid
does not have the appropriate limits, it is moreV -efficient for the symmetric
pentagon and highb to use the c.o.m. centroid - the relativeV -efficiency asb
tends to 1 is0:969. A similar but smaller effect occurs with the trapezium and
the symmetric pentagon asb tends to 0 (relativeV -efficiency0:991).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Result 3 explains why, whenxj � b 8j, there are constant weights in an
interval ofb in theq = 3 hexagon case (x3), andq = 4 in the octahedron case
(x4). It is much harder to show that the only s.p. are the vertices and centroid.
Note that the relevant shape for constant weights is that whenb = 2=3 (when the
edge lengths are equal but there are 2 different planar face shapes), not, as might
have been expected from theq = 3 result, the regular region for whichb = 2=q.
For q = 5 andxj � b 8j the same property holds for0:6363 � b � 0:6745.
However, forq = 6, it does not even hold forb = 2=3 (although the vertex-
centroid design is highlyG-efficient,0:987, over the design points).

We have also considered, whenq = 3, continuousD-optimal designs for
some irregular shapes (differingfbjg). TheD-optimal designs reinforce the
conclusions that the vertices almost always have positive support. Standard
advice is to include the centroid, plus midpoints of long edges. The results here
suggest that mid-edges often have higher weight than the overall centroid, and
some face centroids can have also have higher weight. ExceptwhenR is close
to a parallelepiped, mid-edges of relatively short sides usually have zero weight.
If t = q, theD-optimal design for somefbjgmay be the vertex-centroid design
for which the mid-edges have zero weight.

In all considered cases ofV -optimal designs, the weights for the vertices are
lower than those for theD-optimal design, while those for the mid-edges and
centroid are higher, particularly so for the centroid, which never has zero weight.
Apart from the possible inclusion of the centroid, in the cases considered the
s.p. for theV -optimal design are very similar to those for theD-optimal design.
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Appendix: Sketch Proofs

Lemma 1 (x2). Write X 0WX asP�P 0, with �1 = diag(�1; : : : ; �r) and� = diag(�1; 0Ip�r) (spectral decomposition). LetS = ZP = [S1S2℄. ThenjX 0WX + uZZ 0j = j� + S0Sj = juS02S2j � j�1j using the usual formula for
the determinant of a partitioned matrix, withS2 square and non-singular. ThenX;Z = jS2j. If X = [X1 0℄, treatingX 0WX + uZZ 0 directly as a partitioned
matrix givesjX 0WX + uZZ 0j = juZ 02Z2j � jX 01WX1j.
Lemma 2 (x2). Differentiateh(x; u) = f(x)g(u) + � (duu+P djxj � d0)
with respect to thexi andu, and set to0. Then0 =Pi [xi fd0 � (dh=dxi)� di � (dh=du)g℄ = ad0f(x)g(u)�f(x)g0(u)�(P djxj).
Result 1 (x2). SinceX 0WX =Pwixix0i, the product of its positive eigenval-
ues is a homogeneous polynomial in thewi.
Result 3 (x2). In the equal-apices case, the form ofjX 0WXj follows from Re-
sult 1. Forb, partitionX into linear and quadratic parts[X1 X2℄. PartitioningX 0WX similarly, the 4 sub-matrices are highly structured.

In the unequal-apices case, consider the first 3 removed apices, and their 6
vertices. Let the row ofX corresponding to the vertex withxi = bi; xj = 1�bi
bexij 0. Then the 6 rows withi 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; 3 are linearly dependent, sinceP [(1� bk) fbj (1� bj) xij � bi (1� bi)xjig = (bi + bj � 1)℄ = 0, where the
sum is over(i; j) = (1; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1), andk 6= i; j. All sets of triples from1 to q can be obtained from those which include1, so the number of linear
dependencies in the rows ofX is q�1C2. Thus the vertices have rank(X) =q(q � 1)� (q � 1)(q � 2)=2 = p� 1.
Rht-hexagon weights (x3). UsingX for the 4v1 and 2v2 vertices (weightsw1,w2, respectively) and Result 1, the symmetry inX 0WX, and that the product
of the 5 positive eigenvalues is the sum of the principal minors ofX 0WX, sh
ows thatjX 0WX + uzz0j is proportional to

�2(2b� 1)2w1 + b2w2	w31w2u.
Then maximize this subject tou = 1=6, and2w1 + w2 = 5=12.
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V-value for the simplex centroid design (x5). M can be written down.
UseX for the q vertices andq(q � 1)=2 mid-edges, andz for the centroid
(weightswv; wm; u, respectively). ThenX is square and non-singular, so that(X 0WX + uzz0)�1 = (X0WX)�1�u(X0WX)�1zz0(X0WX)�11+uz0(X0WX)�1z ,

with (X 0WX)�1 = X�1W�1X 0�1.
V-value for the regular hexagon (x5). M can be written down.(X 0WX)�1
follows easily from the structure ofX 0WX.

Discussion
Bertold Heiligers and Richard Martin

The results of Draper et al. (2000) and Draper & Pukelsheim (1999) on the
second-order mixture model allow some stronger statementsto be made about
V-optimality on the simplex than those in §5 above. Firstly,for 3 components
the 3, 2-weighted simplex-centroid design given there is V-optimal over the
whole simplex.

Secondly, the results of Draper et al. (2000) show that for 4 components
the V-optimal design over the whole simplex is a weighted centroid design.
Numerical maximization then shows that the 4, 2-weighted simplex-centroid
design given above is not V-optimal, although its efficiencyis 0.9955. The
V-optimal design has weights 0.0515, 0.0947, 0.0564 and 0 for the vertices,
mid-edges, face centroids and centroid, respectively.

Thirdly, the results of Draper et al. (2000) show that for 5 components a
weighted centroid design is V-optimal over the whole simplex, with support on
the barycentres of depth 1, 2, 3, 5 or 1, 3, 4, 5. Numerical maximization shows
that the 5, 2-weighted simplex-centroid design of the paperis not V-optimal,
although its efficiency is 0.9830. The V-optimal centroid design has weights
0.0314, 0.0493 and 0.0350 for the vertices, mid-edges, and face centroids, re-
spectively (barycentres of depth 1, 2, 3), with the higher-dimensional centroids
having weight zero.

Additional References
Draper, N. R., Heiligers, B. and Pukelsheim, F. (2000). Kiefer ordering of sim-
plex designs for second-degree mixture models with four andmore ingredients.
Annals of Statistics. (To appear).
Draper, N. R. and Pukelsheim, F. (1999). Kiefer ordering of simplex designs
for first- and second-degree mixture models.J. Statistical Planning Inf.79,
325–348.
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COFFEE-HOUSE DESIGNS
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Abstract Designs that attempt to cover the experimental region as uniformly as possible,
so called space-filling designs, have regained much interest after their successful
linkage to D-optimum type designs by Johnsonet al. (1990). The proposed
maximin distance designs, however, are very difficult to generate, especially
when the region is irregular or/and high dimensional and thenumber of design
points is large.

(Coffee-house) Designs (see Müller, 1998) which are constructed by sequen-
tially adding maximin distance points are asymptotically equivalent and reason-
ably efficient. A variant with good projective properties will be proposed and
compared to the approach by Morris and Mitchell (1995). A relation to a design
algorithm for random coefficient regression, cf. Fedorov and Müller (1989), is
revealed.

Keywords: Space-filling designs; spatial sampling; Latin hypercubes.

"In Wien geht man ins Café, um sich zurückzuziehen, und jeder setzt sich,
inselbildend, soweit wie möglich von jedem anderen - [...]"

von Doderer (1951)

Introduction

Designs selected with only parameter estimation in mind (such as optimum
designs) have been criticized for leaving large unsampled ‘holes’ in the design
regionX . Particularly in the absence of prior knowledge about the structure of
the response, we would want a design to achieve good overall coverage of the
area being studied.

The most intuitive approach to space-filling is taken by Johnsonet al.(1990).
They propose minimax and maximin distance designs, where the latter are
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defined as ��n = argmax�n minxi;xi02�n hii0 : (21.1)

Here�n = fx1; : : : ; xng denotes a replication-freen-point design, andhii0 =jjxi � xi0 jj the interpoint distance in a suitable norm.
Maximin distance designs, even for small sample problems, may be very

difficult to construct (especially when the design region isirregular and/or the
dimensionality is high) and can have multiple structurallydifferent solutions.
Tobias (1995) writes that "space-filling designs can be verytime-consuming
to produce; search times of days are not uncommon for realistic candidate
regions of interest." He (and others, e.g. Royle and Nychka,1998) suggest
using heuristic point exchange algorithms, whereas Morrisand Mitchell (1995)
give an extended definition of (21.1) to avoid multiple global optima and employ
a simulated annealing algorithm for the computation of their optimum designs.

1. A SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION RULE

To avoid all these difficulties let us instead consider designs that are generated
as follows:

a) First the two points�2 = fx(1); x(2)g = arg maxxi;xi02X hii0
with maximum distance among all pairs in the design regionX are found.

b) Then the design is subsequently supplemented such that�i+1 = �i [fx(i+1)g by x(i+1) = arg maxx02X minxi2�i hi;
wherehi = kxi�x0k, the point which maximizes the minimum distance
to all points in�i, until the desired number of sitesn is reached.

This construction rule is in accordance with the description in the epigraph
above from a very popular Austrian novel of how Viennese select their table in
a coffee-house. We may therefore call designs constructed by this rule coffee-
house designs (for a typical table setup see Figure 21.3 in the Appendix).

The above construction algorithm is simple and quick, and the coffee-house
designs seem to (at least asymptotically) share some desirable properties of
maximin distance designs. Not only doeslimn!1P (maxx�i minxi0 kx�i � xi0k < �) = 1
hold (for an arbitrarily small positive number� and x�i being the points in
a maximin distance design), which is also true for simple random sampling.
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Moreover, the ratiohminh�min of the minimum distance in a coffee-house and the
one in a maximin design, although not tending to 1, seems to bebounded from
below.

1.1. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In the one-dimensional setup it is evident that the regular equispaced se-
quence of points provides the maximin distance designs and we therefore haveh�min = 1n� 1 :

The corresponding minimum distance in coffee-house designs ishmin = maxi2N 12i s.t. 2i � n� 1;
and the ratio is thus given byhminh�min � 2i�1 � 12i :

The above equality holds atn = 2i�1 + 2 and therefore by resubstitutingn
in the second term we have as a lower boundhminh�min � n� 12(n� 2) > 12 ;

i.e. the minimum distance in a coffee-house design is in the worst case twice
as large as the optimum.

1.2. THE HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL CASE

Here an explicit evaluation of this lower bound is not possible due to the
irregular sequence of maximin distance designs even for simply shaped design
regions. However, the effectiveness of coffee house designs can be evaluated by
comparing the achieved minimum distances to the average of minimum random
spacings on the same region.

For the two-dimensional unit square, for instance, the coffee-house rule leads
(after the vertices) to an alternating sequence of4i distances

p22i+1 (i = 0; 1; : : : )
and2j+1(2j+1) distances 12j+1 (j = 0; 1; : : : ). The ratio of this sequence to the
respective average minimum spacings, which is clearly an increasing function,
is depicted for the first few distances in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 21.1 The ratio of the minimum distances in two-dimensional coffee-house designs to
the respective average minimum random spacing.

2. A MODIFICATION WITH GOOD PROJECTIVE
PROPERTIES

Maximin distance designs, especially when defined on hypercubic regions,
usually do not exhibit good overall coverage when projectedonto lower di-
mensional representations of the design space. For this reason Morris and
Mitchell (1995) have suggested searching for maximin distance designs within
a class of Latin hypercube arrangements. Specifically, theyonly allow de-
signs for which each column of the design matrix contains some permutation of
the elements of the setf0; 1n�1 ; 2n�1 ; : : : ; 1g, and they consequently call their
resulting designs Minimax distance Latin hypercube designs.

There are now basically two variants of coffee-house designs that will have
similar projective properties.

A) The Latin hypercube "grid" is fixed in advance and subsequently filled
with the points according to the coffee-house rule.

B) At each step the maximin distance point(s) is/are found for all one-
dimensional projections, and from all the resulting point combinations
the one with the maximin distance to all others is selected.

For irregular regions we might be content with a point that isas close as possible
(perhaps on a border) to the above defined candidate point. Tosee the difference
between the two specifications a graphical representation for 3 to 10 point
designs on a square is given in Figure 21.2.

Although variant A) at the first glance seems more natural, itcan be seen
(from Table 21.1) that its performance (with respect to the minimum distance
ratio as a measure of coverage) is even worse than the one of random sampling.
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Figure 21.2 Two-dimensional variants A) and B) of coffee-house designs.

However, version B) seems to perform very well and clearly approaches the
Maximin Latin hypercube designs for increasing numbers of points. Moreover,
it distinctively outperforms random sampling, except for cases with very few
design points.
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3 1.000 1.000 1.000
4 0.667 0.632 0.475
5 0.674 0.633 0.633
6 0.673 0.633 0.792
7 0.546 0.501 0.752
8 0.542 0.500 0.876
9 0.478 0.448 0.896
10 0.484 0.447 0.755
11 0.481 0.446 0.839
12 0.421 0.393 0.604
13 0.425 0.392 0.658
14 0.372 0.344 0.625
15 0.369 0.342 0.671
16 0.367 0.342 0.720
17 0.355 0.332 0.747
18 0.356 0.332 0.792
19 0.360 0.335 0.839
20 0.354 0.332 0.888

Table 21.1 Minimum intersite distance ratios (to Maximin Latin Hypercube designs) for ran-
dom design (average), A), and B).

3. THE RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER DESIGNS

Interest in space-filling designs has been renewed, especially for spatial ap-
plications, by the paper of Johnsonet al. (1990). They have shown that if the
data generating process is assumed to be a random fieldy(xi) = �(xi; �) + "(xi); (21.2)

with E["(xi)℄ = 0 and given covariance functionE["(xi); "(xi0)℄ = (hii0) = [0(hii0)℄�;
with 0(hii0) being itself a decreasing covariance function, a design according
to (21.1) coincides with ��n = argmax�n jCj;
if one lets�!1. HereC denotes the theoretical covariance matrix consisting
of entriesCii0 = (hii0).

This is an optimum design rule, which is intuitively in accordance with
the heuristic design reduction procedure of Der Megréditchian (1985), which
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is based upon the empirical counterpart ofC. Namely, from a given design�n = fx1; : : : ; xngwith an observed covariance matrix̂K delete the pointxi� ,
where i� = argmaxi K̂�1ii :

There is even some relationship between this procedure and my joint work
with the jubilarianwe are honouringat this conference. FedorovandM̈uller (1989)
have shown that if a random coefficient specification of (21.2) is assumed, a
deletion step in a classical design algorithm approximately coincides with the
above procedure. Further relations, e.g. to maximum entropy sampling are
given in Müller (1998).
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Appendix

Figure 21.3 The table setup in a Viennese coffee-house (Demel).
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Abstract Cost considerations have rarely been taken into account in optimum design the-
ory. A few authors consider measurement costs, i.e. the costassociated with
a particular factor level combination. A second cost approach results from the
fact that it is often expensive to change factor levels from one observation to
another. We refer to these costs as transition costs. In viewof cost minimiza-
tion, one should minimize the number of factor level changes. However, there is
a substantial likelihood that there is some time order dependence in the results.
Consequently, when considering both time order dependenceand transition costs,
an optimal ordering is not easy to find. There is precious little in the literature on
how to select good time order sequences for arbitrary designproblems and up to
now, no thorough analysis of both costs is found in the literature. Our proposed
algorithm incorporates both costs in optimum design construction and enables
one to compute cost-efficient and nearly trend-free run orders for arbitrary de-
sign problems. The results show that cost considerations inthe construction of
trend-resistant run orders entail considerable reductions in the total cost of an
experiment and imply a large increase in the amount of information per unit cost.

Keywords: Exchange Algorithm,D-optimality, Trend-Robustness, Cost, Run Order

Introduction

In optimum design theory designs are constructed that maximize the infor-
mation on the unknown parameters of the response function. Although such
constructed designs have good statistical properties, they may not be fit for use
because of economical reasons. Cost considerations have rarely been dealt with
in the construction of optimum experimental designs. Generally speaking, two
cost approaches are found in the literature.
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A few authors deal with measurement costs, i.e. the costs associated with the
particular factor level combinations. Measurement costs include the equipment
cost, the cost of material, the cost of personnel, the cost for spending time
during the measurement, etc. Kiefer (1959) and Neuhardt andBradley (1971)
respectively suggest complete and partial enumeration of appropriate designs in
order to select the minimum cost design. Yen (1985) uses integer programming
and Pignatiello (1985) finds cost-efficient fractional factorial designs which
permit the estimation of specified main and interaction effects. Rafajłowicz
(1989) seeks a minimum cost design between all designs with specified desired
information matrix.

However, it is usually expensive to alter some of the factor levels, such as
oven temperature or line set-up, from one observation to another. We refer to
these costs as transition costs. An interesting approach tothe minimization
of the total transition cost comes from Ju (1992), Anbari (1993) and Anbari
and Lucas (1994) who show how proper blocking on hard-to-change factors
achieves efficient designs.

One drawback is that the latter authors do not take into account trend effects.
Variables that often affect observations obtained in some specific order are
equipment wear-out, learning, fatigue, etc. The relative cost-effectiveness of
any sequence is a function of the cost of changing factor levels and the protection
afforded against time order dependence. Minimization of factor level changes
is no longer the only design issue of interest. The objectiveis to construct a run
order such that the estimates of the important factorial effects are orthogonal
or nearly orthogonal to the postulated polynomial trend. Ifthe least-squares
estimator of a factorial effect is the same as when the time trend ofqth order
is not present, that effect is said to beq-trend-free or orthogonal to the time
trend. Cheng (1985), Coster and Cheng (1988) and Coster (1993) formulate the
Generalized Foldover Scheme (GFS) for generating run orders which minimize
the cost equal to the number of factor level changes and for which all main effects
are orthogonal to a polynomial time trend. Based on Daniel and Wilcoxon
(1966), Cheng and Jacroux (1988) derive a method for the construction of run
orders that yield trend-free main effects and 2-factor interactions by assigning
the main effect contrasts to higher order interaction contrasts in the standard
order. A more extensive review of the construction of trend-free run orders can
be found in Tack and Vandebroek (1999).

With the exception of Atkinson and Donev (1996), there is precious little
in the literature on how to select good time order sequences for arbitrary de-
sign problems. However, Atkinson and Donev (1996) do not take into account
cost considerations. Our concern is about cost-efficient run orders with max-
imal protection against time order dependence for arbitrary design problems,
polynomial time trends of any order and arbitrary cost functions.
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1. COSTS IN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Before passing on to the construction of optimal run orders,this section
elaborates our generic cost approach.

We define the measurement cost at design pointxi asm(xi) = m0(xi)&,
wherem(xi) is a column vector withpm elements, representing the polynomial
expansion of the design point for the measurement cost and& is a (pm � 1)
vector of coefficients. Assumingd design points, the total measurement costCm of an experiment equalsCm = Pdi=1 nim(xi);= 10 NM &; (22.1)

whereni denotes the number of observations at design pointi andN equals
diag(n1; : : : ; nd). 1 is a(d�1) vector with elements 1 and the(d�pm) matrix
M equals(m0(x1) � � � m0(xd))0. In practice, it frequently happens that cost
information is available at only a subset of all treatment combinations. To deal
with this problem, the calculation of the measurement cost at any design point
is based on an interpolation technique.

In contrast with the measurement costs, the total transition cost of an ex-
periment depends on the sequence in which the observations are taken. The
transition costt(xi;xj) from design pointxi to design pointxj is the cost for
changing the factor levels of design pointxi in the previous run to the factor
levels of design pointxj in the next run. This transition cost is defined ast(xi;xj) = t0(xi;xj)� , wheret0(xi;xj) is a(pt � 1) vector representing the
polynomial expansion of design pointsxi andxj for the transition cost and� is
a column vector withpt coefficients. The total transition costCt of a run order
equals Ct = Pdi=1;j=1 ni;jt(xi;xj);= 10 L T � ; (22.2)

whereni;j denotes the number of transitions from design pointxi to design pointxj in the considered run order. The column vector1 containsd2 1-elements.L
is the(d2 � d2) matrix diag(n1;1 ; : : : ; n1;d; : : : ; nd;1; : : : ; nd;d) and the(d2 � pt)-
matrixT is written as(t01;1 � � � t01;d � � � t0d;1 � � � t0d;d)0. Based on the given cost
information, a two-dimensional interpolation technique is used to calculate the
transition costs. The first dimension refers to the factor levels of the previous
run whereas the second dimension refers to the factor levelsof the next run.

The total costC of a run order is defined as the sum of the total measurement
cost (22.1) and the total transition cost (22.2), orC = 10 NM & + 10 L T � .
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2. (DT ; C)-OPTIMAL RUN ORDERS

This section deals with the incorporation of measurement costs and transi-
tion costs in the construction of designs that yield maximalprotection against
time order dependence. Attention will be drawn to arbitrarydesign problems,
arbitrary cost functions, polynomial time trends of any order and whether the
time points are equally spaced or not. The aim is the construction of the best
run order in terms of information about the unknown parameters of the response
function and costs.

Henceforthy denotes the response of interest andx0 = (x1 � � � xf ) is the
vector off control variables presumed to influence the response. Denote byf (x) the (p � 1) vector representing the polynomial expansion ofx for the
response model and byg(t) the (q � 1) vector representing the polynomial
expansion for the time trend, expressed as a function of timet. With � the
(p� 1) vector of important parameters and� the (q � 1) vector of parameters
of the polynomial time trend, let the model for the response be of the formy = f 0(x)�+ g0(t)� + " = z0(x; t) + ": (22.3)

The independent error terms"are assumed to have expectation zero and constant
variance�2. It is convenient to write (22.3) asY = F�+G� + " = Z + ";
whereY is an (n � 1) vector of responses andF andG represent the (n � p)
and the (n� q) extended design matrices respectively. In the absence of trend
effects, theD-optimal designÆD is found by minimizing the determinant of the
information matrix orD = jF0Fj. Now we consider three additional optimality
criteria.

We define a run order to be (D; C)-optimal if it maximizes the amount of
information per unit cost. The construction of the (D; C)-optimal run order is
based on maximization of (D; C) = jF0Fj 1pC :
The power1=p results in a measure of information per parameter. The efficiency
of the (D; C)-optimal designÆ(D;C) compared with theD-optimal designÆD in
terms of the amount of information per unit cost equals�D(Æ(D;C))D(ÆD) � 1p C(ÆD)C(Æ(D;C)) : (22.4)

Raising the determinants to the power1=p results in an efficiency measure
which is nearly proportional to design size. Tack and Vandebroek (1999) show
that this linearity is only precise for the average transition cost per run order.
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The benefit of incorporating cost information in the construction of optimal
designs is illustrated by the following example. An imaginary two-factor exper-
iment withn = 15 observations is set-up and the assumed model is described
by f 0(x) = (1 x1 x2 x1x2). The design points constitute the full22-factorial.
The measurement costs are given asm(x) = 15 � 2:5x1 + 2:5x2 and the
transition costs are shown in Figure 22.1. For instance, changing factorx1
from the low level to the high level or vice versa amounts to a cost of 5. Even
when there is no factor level change from the previous run to the next one, the
factor levels have to be adjusted again in order to preserve the assumption of
uncorrelated error terms in model (22.3). Consequently, transition costs have
to be taken into account. In practice, this is done by a littleperturbation of the
factor level of the previous run and then by adjusting it again at the same level
of the previous run. As shown in Figure 22.1 these transitioncosts are rather

low. For each possible design, the amount of informationjF0Fj 1p and the total
cost of the cheapest run order belonging to that design is calculated (Figure
22.2). TheD-optimal design is shown in the middle of the three points on the
right. The (D; C)-optimal design is indicated just below theD-optimal design.
The decrease in information of the (D; C)-optimal design compared with theD-optimal design is negligible and the decrease in the total cost amounts to
2%. The resulting increase in the amount of information per unit cost of the
(D; C)-optimal design amounts to 2%.

(a) factorx1 (b) factorx2
Figure 22.1 Transition Costs

In the presence of time trends when no costs are calculated, designs are con-
structed that maximize the information on the important parameters�, whereas
theq parameters modeling the time dependence are treated as nuisance param-
eters. The correspondingDt-optimal designÆDt is found by maximization
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Figure 22.2 Cost and Information

of Dt = jZ0ZjjG0Gj :
A run order is called trend-free if the least-squares estimates of the factorial ef-
fects of interest are free of bias that might be introduced from the unknown trend
effects in�. Otherwise stated, trend-robustness is obtained when the columns of
F are orthogonal to the columns ofG or, equivalently, whenF0G = G0F = 0.
Then jZ0Zj = jF0FjjG0Gj. To compare theD- andDt-optimal design for
information about the important parameters�, the generalized variance of�
is compared through �Dt(ÆDt)D(ÆD) � 1p ; (22.5)

denoting the trend-resistance of theDt-optimal design.
Finally, in the presence of trend effects and when both measurement costs and

transition costs are taken into account, the (Dt; C)-optimal run order maximizes(Dt; C) = 1C � jZ0ZjjG0Gj� 1p :
Analogously to the trend-resistance of theDt-optimal run order (22.5), the
trend-resistance of the (Dt; C)-optimal run order is defined as�Dt(Æ(Dt;C))D(ÆD) � 1p : (22.6)
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In the next section, we propose an algorithm for the construction of (D; C)-,Dt- and (Dt; C)-optimal run orders.

3. THE DESIGN ALGORITHM

The aim of our proposed exchange algorithm is to construct optimal run
orders by allocatingn observations selected from a candidate list ofd design
points ton out ofh available time points in such a way as to maximize the value
of the optimality criterion used. The user specified optimality criterion may beD-, (D; C)-,Dt- or (Dt; C)-optimality.

Sometimes the experimenter wishes to includen1 > 0 design points with
corresponding time points. This can be done in the first phaseof the algorithm.
Next, a starting run order is constructed by allottingn2 randomly chosen treat-
ment combinations from the candidate list ton2 randomly chosen time points
from the list of available time points. This starting run order is then augmented
to n trials in the second phase, by sequentially addingn� n1 � n2 treatment
combinations at time points still available so that these additions lead to the
largest improvement of the optimality criterion. Finally,the trials are subject
to iterative improvement in the third phase. This improvement consists of al-
ternate exchange and interchange of design points. The effect is investigated
of the deletion of a design pointxi at time pointtk and the addition of a new
design pointxj from the list of candidate points still available at a time point tl.
The interchange of design pointsxi andxj from (xi; tk) and(xj ; tl) to (xi; tl)
and(xj ; tk) is also investigated. The process continues as long as an exchange
or interchange increases the value of the optimality criterion used. In order
to avoid being stuck at a local optimum, the probability of finding the global
optimum can be increased by repeating the search several times from different
starting designs or tries.

4. APPLICATIONS

This section illustrates the benefits of incorporating costinformation in the
construction of optimal designs. Two examples clarify practical utility in in-
dustrial environments.

4.1. EXAMPLE 1: POLISHING IN VLSI

This example is based on an experiment reported by Freeny andLai (1997).
In chemical mechanical polishing in very large scale integration, a wafer is
held by a rotating carrier and is polished by pressing the wafer face down onto
a polishing pad on a rotating platen. The important parameters for the polish-
ing process are platen and wafer rotation frequencies,x1 andx2 respectively.
Fifteen polishing conditions combining every platen frequency (11, 15 and 19
rpm) with every wafer frequency (12, 22, 32, 42 and 52 rpm) form a full facto-
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rial experiment. A tendency of the polisher removal rate to drift lower through
time had previously been noticed. An important design issuewas to choose
the order of the fifteen combinations to estimate the effectsof the design pa-
rameters independently of the linear drift. In the experiment mentioned by
Freeny and Lai (1997), the run sequence of polishing conditions is chosen to
confound the effect of the linear drift with interaction componentx21x32 (Table
22.1). In our model, the interaction termx21x32 is therefore omitted and a linear
trend described byg(t) = t is introduced. Due to functional marginality, the
higher-order interactionx21x42 is also omitted.

Freeny and Lai
run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15x1 15 19 11 15 11 19 11 15 19 11 19 15 19 11 15x2 22 42 42 52 12 12 32 32 22 52 52 12 32 22 42ÆDt
run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15x1 15 11 19 15 11 19 15 19 11 19 11 19 11 15 15x2 42 22 22 12 52 52 32 32 32 12 12 42 42 52 22

Table 22.1 Run Orders

The assumed response function is given byf 0(x) = (1 x1 x2 x21 x1x2 x22 x21x2 x1x22 x32 x21x22 x1x32 x42 x1x42):
Previous work indicated that the polisher may not reach equilibrium imme-

diately after a change in the parameter settings. We turn this knowledge into
a transition costt and we assume an increasing cost function of factor level
changes. Moreover,t = t1+t2 whereti refers to the transition cost associated
with changing the levels of factori. We computed theDt- and (Dt; C)-optimal

run ordersÆDt andÆ(Dt;C) for several ratiost1t2 . For instance,t1t2 = 0:1 means

that factorx1 is ten times cheaper to change than factorx2. The transition costs

for t1t2 = 0:1 are shown in Figure 22.3. Again, consecutive replicate factor

levels are assigned a non-zero transition cost. The optimalrun orders are com-
pared in Table 22.2 with the run order of Freeny and Lai. The results presented
relate to the quadratic cost functions of Figure 22.3 but aresimilar for other
increasing cost functions.

The computedDt-optimal run orderÆDt is shown in Table 22.1 and one
observes from Table 22.2 that this run order is a little more trend-resistant than
the run order proposed in Freeny and Lai (1997). A decrease intrend-robustness
is observed when transition costs are allowed for. TheDt-optimal run orders
outperform the run order of Freeny and Lai in terms of cost perunit information
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(a) t1 for Platen Rotation Frequency (b) t2 for Wafer Rotation Frequency

Figure 22.3 Transition Costs fort1t2 = 0:1
trend-resistance (%) cost per unit informationt1t2 Freeny and Lai ÆDt Æ(Dt;C) Freeny and Lai ÆDt Æ(Dt;C)

1000 98.69 99.60 83.45 43,960 46,275 3,279
100 98.69 99.60 80.58 4,414 4,642 346
10 98.69 99.60 80.58 460 479 44
1 98.69 99.60 89.03 65 63 10

0.1 98.69 99.60 83.49 250 210 37
0.01 98.69 99.60 74.87 2,104 1,679 210
0.001 98.69 99.60 74.87 20,640 16,373 1,839

Table 22.2 Comparison of Run Orders

for low ratios t1t2 . Besides, the (Dt; C)-optimal run orders imply considerable

decreases in the cost per unit information. These percentage decreases range
from 82% to 93%.

4.2. EXAMPLE 2: FLAME SPECTROSCOPY

This example was mentioned by Joiner and Campbell (1976). Anexperiment
is set-up in order to evaluate the sensitivity of a spectrophotometer. Because of
a linear drift due to carbon build-up, it is necessary to remove all of the built
up carbon after every 20 observations. The number of levels per factor and the
times needed to change the factor levels are given in Table 22.3.

We assume the total measurement cost to be fixed and the transition costs are
supposed to be proportional to the times needed to change thefactor levels. Ta-
ble 22.4 shows the comparison between the computedDt- and (Dt; C)-optimal
run orders for the following response models:
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factor number of levels time to change (sec)x1 lamp position 2 1x2 burner position 2 60x3 burner height 3 1x4 type of flame 3 60x5 flow rate 3 120

Table 22.3 Description of the Flame Spectroscopy Experiment

transition cost trend-resistance (%) cost per informationf 0(x) ÆDt Æ(Dt;C) red. ÆDt Æ(Dt;C) red. ÆDt Æ(Dt;C) red.

(1) � 2,669 394 85 100 45.11 55 � 134 46 66
(2) � 2,537 623 75 99.99 64.94 35 � 245 95 61
(3) 4,170 694 83 82.70 66.03 20 266 57 79
(4) 3,864 1,357 65 77.81 72.51 6.8 422 161 62

Table 22.4 Comparison of Optimal Run Orders

(1) f 0(x) = (1 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5)
(2) f 0(x) = (1 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x23 x24 x25)
(3) f 0(x) = (1 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x1x2 x1x3 x1x4 x1x5 x2x3 x2x4 x2x5 x3x4 x3x5 x4x5)
(4)f 0(x) = (1x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x23 x24 x25 x1x2 x1x3 x1x4 x1x5 x2x3 x2x4 x2x5 x3x4 x3x5 x4x5)
The reduction in terms of percentage in the total transitioncost, trend-resistance
and the cost per unit information of the (Dt; C)-optimal run order with respect
to theDt-optimal run order is also mentioned. Note that, for the firsttwo models
of Table 22.4, more than oneDt-optimal run order is found. As a consequence,
different transition costs are obtained for theseDt-optimal run orders. Table
22.4 shows that allowing for cost considerations implies large reductions in
the total cost of an experiment. However, this reduction is obtained at the
cost of the degree of trend-resistance of the computed (Dt; C)-optimal run
orders. The decrease in trend-resistance especially comestrue for the first two
models. But roughly speaking, the (Dt; C)-optimal run orders outperform theDt-optimal ones in terms of the cost of information. The reductions in the cost
of information range from 61% to 79%.

5. CONCLUSION

Economical reasons often limit the usefulness of experimental designs com-
puted on the basis of alphabetic optimality criteria. However, the incorporation
of cost considerations in optimum design theory is a topic about which the
literature is conspicuously silent. This paper provides ananalysis of cost con-
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siderations in the construction of optimum designs and presents an algorithm for
the construction of cost-efficient run orders that are optimally protected against
specific time trends. Arbitrary design problems and arbitrary cost models can
be studied. The results show that incorporating cost information implies a con-
siderable increase in the amount of information per unit cost attended by a loss
in the degree of trend-resistance.
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Chapter 23

OPTIMAL DESIGN IN FLEXIBLE MODELS,
INCLUDING FEED-FORWARD NETWORKS
AND NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSION

D.M. Titterington
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Abstract Feed-forward networks, also known as multilayer perceptrons, are the most fre-
quently implemented type of neural network. In statisticalterminology, they can
be regarded as a class of nonlinear regression or classification models, depend-
ing on the context, nonlinear in terms of both the explanatory variables and the
parameters. An attempt at optimal design therefore leads toa nonlinear design
problem. In principle, statistical work in this area can be applied to this context,
and a major aim of the paper will be to survey relevant material that has appeared
in the neural-computing literature, where it is described under headings such
as ‘active learning’, as well as ‘optimal design’. This partof the chapter will
reinforce the contribution of Haines (1998).

A major reason for the attraction of feed-forward networks is that they can
provide parametric but flexible regression models. One can consider going further
and discuss the question of optimal design in nonparametricregression scenarios.
The chapter discusses this issue and in particular the approach taken by Cheng
et al. (1998) in the context of local linear smoothing.

Keywords: active learning, Bayesian design, local linear smoothing,neural networks, non-
linear, nonparametric regression, sequential design

1. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRONS AND ‘ACTIVE
LEARNING’

Multilayer perceptrons, otherwise known as feed-forward networks or back-
propagation networks, are the most commonly used class of so-called artificial
neural network models. Figure 8 of Cheng and Titterington (1994) depicts

261
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the simplest and most often applied version of this structure. From the point
of view of mainstream statistics, one can interpret this simply as a pictorial
representation of a regression functionE(y) = gfw0 +Xmk=1wkf(vk0 +Xpj=1 vkjxj)g; (23.1)

where the parametersfwjg andfvjkg are referred to as ‘weights’ in the neural-
network literature. The architecture of the network is thatof a set of ‘nodes’,
joined up in a directed way. There are input nodes, corresponding to in-
puts/covariatesx, an output node or nodes, corresponding to the (expected)
response(s)y, and a layer of ‘hidden nodes’ that can be thought of as associated
with hidden or latent variables whose introduction enriches the resulting model.
The functiong is the so-called activation function at the output node andf is the
common activation function at each of the hidden nodes. If there was no hidden
layer and ifg andf were identity functions then the model would correspond to
the standard multiple linear regression model. Ofteng is indeed taken to be the
identity function, butf is traditionally nonlinear and usually a sigmoid, such
as the logistic distribution function or the tanh function.This level of nonlin-
earity, together with the hidden layer, creates an extremely flexible, albeit still
parametric, class of models for prediction. In other applicationsg is taken to
be the sign function and the right-hand side of (23.1) then creates a two-class
nonlinear (in the data) discriminant function.

There is a vast and continually growing literature concerning the choice of
architecture (‘model selection’) and subsequent network training (‘estimation of
parameters’); see Cheng and Titterington (1994), Ripley (1994) and Titterington
(1999) for statistically oriented reviews. When all the variables are continuous,
parameter estimation is usually carried out by nonlinear least squares, so that the
mechanics correspond to the assumptions underlying nonlinear regression with
additive Gaussian errors. In most contexts there is no scopefor preliminary
manipulation of the data, i.e. for design, so that the estimation exercise has
been termed ‘passive learning’. However, the neural-network community have
recently come alive to the possibility of ‘active learning’, and to the realisation
that judicious choice of inputs can greatly influence the efficiency of estimators
or otherwise lead to some form of economy. In other words, ideas from optimal
design of experiments have found new application in this particular class of
nonlinear problems, as we describe in Section 3. First, we briefly outline other
ideas with an active-learning flavour from the neural-network literature.

2. QUERY-BASED LEARNING

The approaches mentioned in this section are mainly quite different in char-
acter from what statisticians usually think of as optimal design, but they ap-
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peared in the neural-network journals and were precursors of the recognition
of statistical optimal design within that community.

As remarked in Section 1, many feed-forward networks are used to create
flexible discriminant or classification functions. In such contexts, the item
of crucial interest is the discriminant boundary, and in general one wants to
‘design’ so as to gain maximum information about this boundary. In Baum
(1991), it is envisaged in the context of binary discrimination that there is
an ‘oracle’ that will, if asked, identify on which side of thetrue discriminant
boundary a given set of inputsx lies. (This implies therefore that the two
subpopulations underlying the classification problem are perfectly separable,
which of course limits the applicability of this work.) Thusone is at liberty
to select sets of inputs, exhibit them to the oracle as ‘queries’ and be given
essentially noise-free responses. The objective is to establish good strategies
for choosing the queries, and the spirit of Baum’s algorithmis to home in on the
decision boundary as effectively as possible. The algorithm is not based on any
optimality criterion, but it is shown to be provably effective according to the
tenets of computational learning theory in being able to PAC(probably almost
correct(ly), see Anthony and Biggs, 1992) learn the discriminant boundaries
associated with feed-forward networks with up to and including four hidden
variables in the single hidden layer. Of course, ‘four’ is rather a small number
in this context, but good empirical performance is also reported in examples
based on up to 200 hidden variables and up to 200 input variables. The same
sort of goal is pursued by Hwang et al. (1991), again based on setting queries
before an error-free oracle, but using a different type of algorithm to home in on
the discriminant boundary. Nothing is actually proved about the algorithm, but
it does perform much better than random choice of inputs whenapplied to a real
power system security problem; in fact the network used for this application
contained an extra layer of complexity, compared with (23.1), in the form of a
second layer of hidden variables.

Sollich (1994) comments on the heuristic and problem-specific nature of al-
gorithms such as those considered by Baum (1991) and Hwang etal. (1991),
and instead aims for an approach that is both more general andbased on some
concept of optimality. There is a much stronger relationship with optimal de-
sign and with the version of it applied by MacKay (1992); see Section 3.2.
In particular, one of the criteria for optimality he adopts is that of entropy,
or information gain, also used by MacKay (1992), but, at least in the general
formulation, Sollich allows the model adopted by the experimenters to be dif-
ferent from the true model. Sollich also considers an alternative optimality
criterion, the so-called generalisation error, which measures the performance
of an estimated model in predicting the responses of the universe of possible
future observations. He considers truly sequential designin which ‘queries’ are
made one by one, and the relevant posterior distributions are updated and the
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network retrained at each stage. The query, i.e. the design point, selected is that
which optimises the value of the chosen optimality criterion, averaged over the
current posterior distributions associated with the experimenters’ and the true
models. Sollich gives a detailed account of the applicationof the approach to
two fairly simple problems, in both of which the true and assumed models are
taken to be the same. One of the problems is distinctly nonlinear, but the other is
linear, with distributions chosen to be Gaussian so that exact computations are
typically feasible. Sollich’s experimental results showed that, compared with
a strategy of selecting new observations at random, his method significantly
improved the performance in terms of generalisation error in the case of the
nonlinear problem, but much less so in the linear example.

Plutowski and White (1993) consider a noise-free version ofthe problem,
in which they choose sequentially from a set of candidate design points so as
to optimise the stage-by-stage improvement in integrated squared bias incurred
if the best-fitting feedforward network is used to interpolate the true response
surface. They start off with a simple network with one hiddenunit and enrich the
architecture as necessary, as evidence comes in from the new‘data’ that a more
sophisticatednetwork is required inorder togive an adequate fit. The calculation
of the change in the integrated squared bias is eased by usinga Taylor-type
approximation, and care is taken that at each stage the sum-of-squares function
that measures the effectiveness of the fitting procedure is sufficiently small;
in particular, this dictates whether or not the number of hidden units needs to
be increased. Integrated squared bias is the noise-free analogue of integrated
mean squared error, so the spirit of the algorithm is much thesame as that
of prediction-based optimal design, with the design space discretised into the
set of ‘candidate points’. Plutowski and White (1993) illustrate the algorithm
with two very simple examples, indicating the gains to be made over uniform
designs; with their method, effective learning is possibleusing many fewer
design points than if uniform designs are used.

For another query-based active learning scheme see Krogh and Vedelsby
(1995).

3. APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL OPTIMAL
DESIGN TO FEED-FORWARD NETWORKS

3.1. CLASSICAL METHODS

Clearly, equation (23.1) is a special form of a nonlinear regression function
for which the general case can be writtenE(y) = �(x; �);
where� represents all the parameters inw andv. If independent, constant-
variance Gaussian errors are assumed, then the approximateinformation matrix
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for � based on a design� is of course proportional toM(�; �) = Z ���(x; �)�� ����(x; �)�� �T �(dx); (23.2)

and the approximate variance of the expected predicted response at design pointx, based on data from a design�, is proportional tod(x; �; �) = ���(x; �)�� �T fM(�; �)g�1���(x; �)�� � : (23.3)

As in the setting of general nonlinear problems (see for example Ford et al.,
1989) the expressions in (23.2) and (23.3) form the basis of equivalence the-
orems about locally optimal designs, and of algorithms, usually sequential in
practice, for generating designs that one hopes will be optimal.

Haines (1998) applied this approach to the calculation ofD-optimal designs
for a very simple multilayer perceptron, with a scalar covariate x, i.e. p =1, two hidden units, i.e.m = 2, logistic-sigmoid activation functionf and
activation functiong equal to the identity function. The design obtained was
generated by maximising numerically the determinant ofM(�; �̂), where�̂ was
calculated by least squares from data from a preliminary setof 25 observations at
equally spaced design points. Even with this very simple example, the potential
problems associated with multiple minima of the least squares surface were
revealed; two other local minima were found, using the preliminary data, both
of which led to very poorly conditioned information matrices. Haines (1998)
also implemented two sequential approaches, in the first case adding to the pilot
design a design point for which thed-function is maximum, and in the second
case adding a general design such that the combination of this and the pilot
design optimised the resultingD-criterion, evaluated at̂�.

The use of standard nonlinear optimal design theory and algorithms was also
used with feed-forward networks by Cohn (1996). He used mainly sequential
design methods with a view to fitting multilayer perceptron models for two-
dimensional arm movements. The dimensions of the investigations were much
higher than in the example in Haines (1998); there were up to 6covariates
and up to 4 response variables, andm = 20 hidden units were included in
the neural-network model. Cohn (1996) compared the sequentially obtained
optimal design on the basis of prediction mean squared errorwith what resulted
from randomly chosen design points. In general, the optimaldesign greatly
improved variance, but ultimately not necessarily mean squared error. Cohn
(1996) conjectured that the less-than-satisfactory mean-squared-error perfor-
mance resulted from bias incurred by the optimal design algorithm having be-
come trapped in an inappropriate local minimum of the sum-of-squares surface,
or, equivalently, an unhelpful local maximum of the Gaussian-based loglikeli-
hood surface.
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The problems caused by multiple optima pervade discussion of the practical
implementation of these neural-network models, especially when the parameter
space is of high dimension. A further issue follows from the fact that in practice
neural-network models are often applied to complicated real-life contexts in
which the ‘true’ model simply does not conform to the model represented by
the multilayer perceptron, flexible though that model is. This is of course an
issue that pervades Statistics, and motivates the development of robust designs;
see for example Chang and Notz (1996) and Wiens (1999).

3.2. BAYESIAN METHODS

A similar caveat about the realism of the models is raised by MacKay (1992),
who remarks with concern that when constructing designs onemakes the practi-
cally implausible assumption that the model under investigation is correct. His
approach to design is a Bayesian one in which the object of central interest is the
posterior distribution of the weights/parameters�, given the data to date. His
sequential-design rationale is to choose the next design point so as to achieve the
greatest expected improvement in the Shannon entropy of theposterior distribu-
tion, averaged over the random variation in the response at the next observation.
To achieve a tractable procedure he assumes that the posterior distributions are
approximately Gaussian, so that the key quantity turns out to be the posterior
covariance matrix and we are back in familiar territory; optimising the entropy
improvement amounts to sequential improvement of theD-criterion. MacKay
(1992) also considers criteria based on optimum predictionat one or several
locations in the design space, as well as procedures for constructing designs
for discriminating between models. In all cases, the criterion is expressed in
terms of ‘information gain’, but recourse to the assumptionof Gaussian approx-
imations leads back to methods from Fedorov (1972). MacKay’s development
is quite general, but his illustrations involve simple versions of the multilayer
perceptron given in (23.1).

A different Bayesian approach to optimal design, see for example Chaloner
and Verdinelli (1995), is to baseD-optimal designs, say, on the averaged crite-
rion Z

log detfM(�; �)gq(�)d�; (23.4)

whereq(�) is the ‘prior’ density for�. There is an equivalence theorem based on
this criterion which, along standard lines, contains a check that can be applied
to any design to assess its optimality or otherwise. Haines (1998) applied this
approach to her simple feed-forward network. She approximated the integral
criterion in (23.4) by the sample average of values of log detfM(�; �)g based
on a sample of values of� drawn fromq(�) by Markov chain Monte Carlo. The
approximate integral was then maximised with respect to� and the resulting
design checked for optimality in the usual way.
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4. OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR LOCAL LINEAR
SMOOTHING

4.1. INTRODUCTION

As Haines (1998) points out, neural network models represent one structured
way to approach nonparametric regression, and this begs thequestion of how
to deal with the notion of optimal design within other familiar nonparametric
regression paradigms. In this section we summarise the approach taken by
Cheng et al. (1998) in the context of local linear smoothing with a scalar
covariate. Before we embark on this, however, a brief comment is appropriate
about previous contributions. M̈uller (1996) considers local linear fitting with
a view to optimal prediction of a response at a pre-specified finite number
of design points. A single optimality criterion is created by taking a weighted
average, based on allegedly prescribed weights, of theG-criteria for theq design
points of interest, and assuming that the regression model is locally linear at
each of those points. The nature of the optimality criterionis then such that an
equivalence theorem of familiar form can by written down andused to motivate
a vertex-direction algorithm for computing the design. Earlier relevant work
referenced by M̈uller (1996) includes M̈uller (1984) and an unpublished 1995
paper, ‘Local regression: optimal allocation of observational points’ by V.V.
Fedorov and C.J. Nachtsheim, which has recently appeared asFedorov and
Nachtsheim (1999). From now on we concentrate on the approach of Cheng
et al. (1998), but we will comment on both M̈uller (1984) and Faraway (1990)
within that discussion.

4.2. THE METHOD OF CHENG ET AL. (1998)

Most of the optimal design work done in parametric contexts is based on
the assumption that the underlying model being fitted is correct, with the re-
sult that variance, rather than bias, dominates one’s strategy. By the nature of
nonparametric regression, however, it is accepted that the‘model’ that is effec-
tively fitted is incorrect, with the consequence that mean squared error is the
key criterion on which optimality should be based. To be moreprecise, Cheng
et al. (1998) aimed to minimise integrated mean squared error over a compact
design space. They established an empirical, asymptotically optimal sequential
rule for selecting both the bandwidth and the design densityfor a locally linear
regression estimator, with the goal of modifying a uniform design so as to put
less weight in regions of low curvature. Thus, a key issue is how to estimate
the curve in places of high curvature.

It is assumed that observations are generated by the modelY = g(x) + �;
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whereg is the function to be estimated,� has zero mean, variance�2 and a
distribution not depending onx, and, conditional on design pointsx = Xi,
the responsesY = Yi are independent. We shall suppose that the design is
restricted to the intervalI = [0; 1℄. The algorithm works as follows.

Givenr > 1, letnk denote the integer part ofrk . Estimation ofg is conducted
iteratively, with stepk employing information derived from the previousnk�1
data pairs. Stepk may be conveniently broken into two parts: in part (a) we
determine a design densitŷfk from which to draw the design points for the nextNk = nk � nk�1 pairs; and in part (b) we obtain these new data, adjoin them
to the earliernk�1 pairs to produce a new setXk = f(Xi; Yi); 1 � i � nkg,
and useXk to construct estimatorŝgk of g and �̂2k of �2. We computef̂k as
a histogram, definêgk using local linear smoothing, and construct�̂2k using
first-order differences of the responses. Thus we effectively create a sequence
of piecewise-constant densities, whose parameters are chosen at a given stagek to minimise an estimate� of the integrated mean squared error incurred by
the resulting local linear curve estimator.

For details of the implementaton of parts (a) and (b), see Cheng et al. (1998).
As is traditional in nonparametric curve estimation and density estimation,
mean squared error is approximated by the ‘asymptotic’ version, consisting of
a squared-bias term and a variance term, of which the former involves the second
derivative of the curve or density under investigation; seeequation (23.5) below.
However, it turns out that the algorithm for part (a) managesto circumvent, by
its choice of the estimator�, the troublesome, direct estimation of the second
derivative of the curve. (As with the mean squared error itself, the estimator�
consists of two terms, one representing squared bias and theother variance.)

The objective of minimising integrated mean squared error is clearly rele-
vant to the goals of calibration or prediction. The algorithm can be justified
rigorously under the following conditions: (a) the target function g has two
continuous derivatives onI, andg00 vanishes only at a finite number of points;
(b) the error distribution has all moments finite, zero mean and variance�2; and
(c) the symmetric, nonnegative kernelK, used in constructing the local linear
estimator ofg, is Hölder continuous and supported on a bounded interval.

Supposen independent observations are made of a pair(X;Y ) generated
asY = g(X) + �, in which the design variablesX are distributed with a
continuous densityf , and the distribution of the error,�, has zero mean and
variance�2. An estimator ofg based on local linear smoothing, using kernelK and bandwidthh, has its asymptotic mean squared error atx 2 I given byHn(x; hjf) = (nh)�1�1�2 f(x)�1 + 14 h4 �2 g00(x)2 ; (23.5)

where�1 = R K2(y)dy and�2 = fR y2K(y) dyg2; see for example Fan
(1993) and Hastie and Loader (1993). For fixedx, which we now suppress,Hn(x; hjf) is minimised by takingh = h0 = (n�3 fg002)�1=5, where�3 =
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local choice of bandwidth, mean squared error is given asymptotically byn�4=5 �4 (g002=f4)1=5, where the constant�4 depends only onK and�2. The
minimum mean integrated squared error is obtained by integrating this quantity
overI, producing a functional proportional toA(f) = RI (g002=f4)1=5.

The optimal design densityf is that function which minimizesA(f) subject
to
RI f = 1 andf � 0. A simple calculus of variations argument shows that

this is given byf0 = 0 jg00j2=9, where the constant0 is chosen to ensure thatRI f0 = 1. Note particularly that, for this choice, the optimal bandwidth is
inversely proportional to the square off : h0 = 1 f�2, where1 is a constant.
Thus, in their algorithm, Cheng et al. (1998) take the bandwidth for computingĝk to vary in proportion tof̂�2k .

In (23.5), let the bandwidthh beh1 = bn�1=5f�2, whereb is an arbitrary
positive constant andf is an arbitrary continuous density, bounded away from
zero onI. If we integrateHn(�; h1jf) overI the contribution from the first
term may be seen to equalZI (nh1)�1�1�2f�1 = �1 �2 n�4=5 b�1 :
Note particularly that the effect off has disappeared. This turns out to have a
simplifying effect on the variance term in the formula for the estimator�; see
Cheng et al. (1998) for details. This term in� is an estimate of the integral of
the second term of (23.5), again withh1 substituted forh.

A little care is needed to accommodate awkwardness caused bythe fact that
the functiong will most likely have points of inflection, i.e. at whichg00 = 0,
thereby suggesting a zero optimal design density. Cheng et al. (1998) provide
a suitable resolution of this by bounding the design densityaway from zero and
prove that the underlying conditions and the structure of the algorithm combine
to the effect that�ZI (ĝk � g)2���ZI infh Hn(�; hjf�)�!1
with probability 1 ask!1. In other words,̂gk ultimately achieves the min-
imum integrated mean squared error, optimised over all permissible design
densities.

Cheng et al. (1998) provided numerical evidence to support their work.
Recall that the mean integrated squared error associated with a designf and an
optimally chosen bandwidth is proportional toA(f) = RI (g002=f4)1=5, and the
optimal design is given byf0 = 0 jg00j2=9. Thus,A(f0) = fRI jg00j2=9g9=5 is
the minimum achievable value ofA(f), and it is natural to define the efficiency
of designf , relative to the optimal design, byEff(f; f0) = A(f0)=A(f). This
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was evaluated in the context of the set of fifteen Gaussian mixtures proposed by
Marron and Wand (1992). These ‘true’ curves vary from the standard Gaussian
density function, through a range of Gaussian mixtures of varying complexity.
The design space was the interval(�3; 3). Although for many of the fifteen
curves there was not much to be gained from using the optimal design, rather
than the uniform, in some cases, especially the very ‘wiggly’ ones, with high
curvature, the gains could be considerable.

These results were based on asymptotic formulae. A supplementary sim-
ulation study was carried out, based on a piecewise-quadratic true curve, to
investigate the mutual similarity of the formula for the asymptotic, integrated
mean-squared error and the corresponding estimator thereof, defined by�, and
also to explore how closely the design created after one iteration of the algorithm
approximates the optimal design. The results were reassuringly positive.

It is important to note that, although the theoretical results are asymptotic ink,
in practice only a small number of iterations of the algorithm would be carried
out, bearing in mind the relationships between successive sample sizes: the
design procedure is best described asbatch-sequential, with large batch sizes,
and anything approaching genuinely sequential design, in which the design
is updated one observation at a time, does not make sense in the context of
nonparametric regression, if it is intended to use direct analogues of the type of
sequential algorithm used in parametric nonlinear problems; Faraway (1990)’s
design algorithm, mentioned below, is truly sequential, but has an essentially
different character.

Cheng et al. (1998) say a little about the issue of design for other approaches
to nonparametric regression. For example, for a Nadaraya-Watson kernel esti-
mator the asymptotic mean squared error formula, the analogue of (23.5), may
be written as(nh)�1 �1�2 f(x)�1 + �5 h4 �g00(x) + 2 g0(x) f 0(x) f(x)�1	2 ;
where the constant�5 depends only on the kernel. The second term here
represents the squared bias contribution to mean squared error, and may be
rendered equal to zero (except at zeros ofg0) by definingf = f0 = 0 jg0j�1=2,
where�10 = R jg0j�1=2. We may estimatejg0j either explicitly or implicitly,
and employ the estimator in the obvious way to construct an estimator off0.
Good performance is available, in theory, but, as Cheng et al. (1998) explain,
there are practical difficulties which render the approach much less feasible
than in the case of local linear regression.

Finally we comment on previous related work. Müller (1984) considers the
kernel-based approach to nonparametric regression, covering both the cases
of constant and locally variable smoothing, and obtains results that include the
optimal design density formula indicated above, namelyf0 / jg00j2=9. Faraway
(1990) develops a truly sequential algorithm for this approach, choosing a new
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point so as to match as well as possible two sets of quantiles,one based on the
consequent design and the other based on the current estimate of the optimal
design, usinga kernel-based estimate ofg00 . Empirical performance ona number
of test functions is encouraging and generally superior to using instead a uniform
design, although no theory is established. Faraway (1990) also proposes and
evaluates empirically a version of the method to deal with surface estimation.
The method includes a way of extending the idea of matching sets of quantiles
to higher dimensions.
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Discussion
Linda M. Haines, University of Natal Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.

This paper provides a welcome review of work in the area of optimal design
for nonparametric regression and, specifically, for hidden-layer feed-forward
neural networks and for local linear smoothing. The associated literature is
quite diffuse and the list of references is therefore particularly valuable.

An interesting feature to emerge from the article is that there would seem
to be two very different broad approaches to optimal design for nonparametric
regression. First the classical optimal design theory of Kiefer can be invoked.
In this case the problem of finding an optimal design measure reduces, through
a series of remarkable results, to that of finding a finite set of support points and
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associated weights. In addition Equivalence Theorems can be formulated and
used in order to confirm the optimality or otherwise of candidate designs. This
approach is adopted in the workof, for example, Cohn (1996),Müller (1996) and
Fedorov et al (1999). Second optimal design measures which are continuous
can be found by formulating appropriate and rather subtle criteria and by using
powerful and attractive arguments based on the calculus of variations. This
latter methodology is well-illustrated in the studies by Müller (1984), Faraway
(1990) and Cheng et al (1998) and, within the different but related context of
robust design, by Wiens (1998).

The question I have is "Where now?". It is clear that there is much scope
for developing the existing methodologies and in particular for focussing on
ways of accommodating model misspecification into the construction of optimal
designs. Furthermore it is worthwhile considering whethera synergy between
the two very different approaches to optimal design for nonparametric models
described above can somehow be identified and exploited. I would be interested
to hear the author’s comments on these and other directions for future research.

Additional Reference
Wiens D.P. (1998). Minimax robust designs and weights for approximately
specified regression models with heteroscedastic errors.J. Amer. Statist. Assoc.
93, 1440–1450.
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Abstract We consider the problem of deriving optimal designs for generalised linear mod-
els depending on several design variables. Ford, Torsney and Wu (1992) consider
a two parameter/single design variable case. They derive a range of optimal de-
signs, while making conjectures aboutD-optimal designs for all possible design
intervals in the case of binary regression models. Motivated by these we estab-
lish results concerning the number of support points in the multi-design-variable
case, an area which, in respect of non-linear models, has uncharted prospects.

Keywords: binary response models, binary weight functions,D-Optimal, generalized linear
model, weighted linear regression.

Introduction

We consider the topic of localD-optimal designs for binary regression mod-
els depending on several design variables. In particular wefocus on the number
of support points of these designs.

Optimal design for binary data have been studied extensively in the liter-
ature: see Chernoff (1979), Abdelbasit and Plackett (1983)and Sitter and
Wu (1993). Locally optimal designs have also been considered for generalized
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linear models which include many of those commonly used for binary data by
Ford, Torsney and Wu (1992). They argued that, in two-parameter models,
many locallyD-optimal designs have two support points and they conjectured
what these would be. Sitter and Torsney (1995a, 1995b) extended this work to
more than two design variables for some typical binary response models. Their
results too are ‘conjecture’ based. As a first step to establishing formal results
we focus on the number of support points of these designs.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first in Section 1 we briefly re-
view the two parameter case, which relies crucially, on a parameter dependent
transformation (conceived by Ford, Torsney and Wu, 1992) ofthe non-linear
design problem to a weighted linear design problem; in Section 2 we consider
the general case of several design variables and in Section 3we establish results
about the number of support points ofD-optimal designs.

1. TWO PARAMETER CASE

Consider a binary regression model in which the observed variable u de-
pends on a single design variablex 2 X = [; d℄ � R. There are only two
possible values ofu, 1 and0 according as some event of interest occurs or not
respectively. We may write the probabilities of the two outcomes as follows:Pr(u = 0jx) = 1� �(x) Pr(u = 1jx) = �(x):
So,u � Bi(1; �(x)): We assume�(x) = F (�+ �x), whereF (�) is a chosen
cumulative distribution function. SoE (ujx) = �(x) = F (�+ �x)V(ujx) = �(x)[1 � �(x)℄:
Crucially the dependence of� on x occurs only through a nonlinear function
of the linear combinationz = � + �x for unknown parameters�, �. This is
an example of a generalized linear model.

For the above model the information matrix of a single replicate can be
written as I(x; �) = f2(z)F (z)[1 � F (z)℄ �1x� (1 x);
wheref(z) = F 0(z). Further, givenz = � + �x, then z 2 [a; b℄, (a; b
determined by; d) and�1z� =  1 0� � ! �1x� = B �1x� :
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Hence ifg(z) = Bv; theng(z) = f(z)pF (z)[1 � F (z)℄ �1z�
and v = B�1g(z) :D-optimality is invariant under non-singular linear transformations of the de-
sign space. So following Ford, Torsney and Wu (1992) we consider theD-optimal linear design problem with design vectorsg = pw(z)(1 z)T ; z 2 [a; b℄;
wherew(z) = f2(z)F (z)[1�F (z)℄ . This corresponds to a weighted linear regression
design problem with weight functionw(z).

Therefore these nonlinear design problems transform to linear design prob-

lems for weighted linear regression inz withweight functionw(z) = f2(z)F (z)(1�F (z)) ,
wheref(z) = F 0(z) is the density ofF (�). We now consider the implications
of this.

A geometrical approach to the construction ofD-optimal designs is some-
times useful. We therefore introduce the following set:G = G(Z) = fg(z) : �g1g2� ; g1 =pw(z); g2 = zg1; z 2 Zg:
Box and Lucas (1959) called this thedesign locus. The support ofD-optimal
designs depends heavily on the geometry of this design locus(see Silvey,
1980). We know from Carathéodory’s theorem that there must exist a design
with 2 or 3 support points. Silvey’s geometrical characterization can provide us
with some insights about what these are or, at least, their number. The support
points are the points of contact betweenG(Z), and the smallest ellipseSE(G)
centred on the origin which containsG(Z). The idea was first conjectured by
Silvey (1972), and proved by Sibson (1972), both of these being contributions
to discussion of Wynn (1972).

The objective of Ford, Torsney and Wu (1992), Torsney and Musrati (1993),
Sitter and Torsney (1995a) and Gunduz (1999) is to findD-optimal designs for
all possible interval subsetsZ = [a; b℄ (= Iab) of Iw, whereIw is the widest
possible design interval forz; namely the sample space off(z).

We note that for many choices ofF (�), g1 = pw(z) andg2 = zpw(z)
are both bounded functions for allz so that there need be no restrictions onz.
FurtherG(Zw) is a closed convex curve ‘beginning and ending at the origin’.
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This also happens for other standard weight functions e.g.w(z) = f(z) orf2(z) wheref(z) is a density function.
Additionally all of the weight functionsw(�) considered have similar prop-

erties. In particular they are typically unimodal with one maximal turning point
at zmax (w0(zmax) = 0), w0(z) > 0 if z < zmax andw0(z) < 0 if z > zmax
andw(z)! 0 at the extremes ofZw.

It is clear from plots ofG(Zw) that Silvey’s minimal ellipsoid can only touchG(Zw) at two points for many choices ofF (z). We formalise this later.
For the moment suppose the two support points are; d ( < d). For this to

beD-optimal on this support the weights must be1=2; 1=2. Denote this design
by �: � = � z  dpz 12 12 � : (24.1)

2. K � 3 PARAMETER CASE

2.1. RECTANGULAR Z
In multiple binary regression, we generally consider a model in which an

observed valueu depends on a vector ofx of l explanatory variablesx = (x1; � � � ; xl)
which are selected from a design spaceX � Rl. The outcome is binary, with
probabilitiesPr(u = 0jx) = 1� �(x) Pr(u = 1jx) = �(x):
Namely,u � Bi(1; �(x)). We assume�(x) = F (� + �1x1 + � � � + �lxl),
whereF (�) is a cumulative distribution. So this is a GLM under which the
dependence of� onx = (x1; � � � ; xl) is through the linear functionz1 = �+ �1x1 + � � � + �lxl;
for unknown parameters�; �1; � � � ; �l . SoE (ujx) = �(x) = F (�+ �1x1 + � � � + �lxl);E (ujx) = �(x)[1� �(x)℄:
The information matrix of a single replicate under the abovemodel isI(x; �) = f2(z1)F (z1)[1� F (z1)℄ 0BBB� 1x1

...xl 1CCCA (1 ; x1; � � � ; xl);
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wheref(z) = F 0(z).
Clearly,z1 plays a similar role toz = �+ �x in the two parameter case.

Consider the transformation0BBBBB� 1z1z2
...zl
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB� 1 0 0 � � � 0� �1 �2 � � � �lb31 b32 b33 � � � b3k

...
...

...
...bk1 bk2 bk3 � � � bkk

1CCCCCA0BBBBB� 1x1x2
...xl
1CCCCCA = B 0BBB� 1x1

...xl 1CCCA ;
wherek = l+1andbij , i = 3; � � � ; k, j = 1; � � � ; k are arbitraryconstants tobe
chosen by the experimenter. We have defined further variableszj, j = 2; � � � ; l.
We have transformed tol new design variablesz1; � � � ; zl. Their design space
will be the image ofX under the transformation. Denote this byZ. Hence ifg(z) = Bv theng(z) = f(z1)pF (z1)[1� F (z1)℄ 0BBB� 1z1

...zl 1CCCA
and v = B�1g(z) :
So, again appealing to the invariance property ofD-optimality, we consider theD-optimal linear design problem with design vectorsg = pw(z1)(1; z1; � � � ; zl)T ; (z1; � � � ; zl)T 2 Z;
wherew(z1) = f2(z1)F (z1)[1�F (z1)℄ , which corresponds to a weighted linear regres-
sion design problem with weight functionw(z1).

The implied design locus isG = G(Z) = fg = (g1; � � � ; gk)T : g1 =pw(z1); gj = zj�1pw(z1);j = 2; � � � ; k; z 2 Zg:
This setGmust be bounded. In practice this will be the case ifX and henceZ
is bounded. HoweverZ need not be bounded. As in the two parameter caseg1
andg2 can be bounded for all possiblez1 for manyw(z1), but forj � 3, gj will
be unbounded ifzj�1 is unbounded. We assume without loss of generality that�1 � zt � 1, t = 2; � � � ; l, in the sense that any other bounded design locus~G
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can be linearly transformed to a subset ofGw = G(Zw) = ng = (g1; � � � ; gk)T : g1 =pw(z1); gj = zj�1pw(z1);j = 2; � � � ; k; z 2 Zo;
withZw = f(z1; � � � ; zl) : z1 2 Iw; �1 � zt � 1; t = 2; � � � ; lg:
In particular we considerG = Gab = ng = (g1; � � � ; gk)T : g1 =pw(z1); gj = zj�1pw(z1);z1 2 Iab; �1 � zj � 1; j = 2; � � � ; ko:
To uncover conclusions aboutD-optimal designs it helps to consider the casek = 3. We note that for many choices ofF (z), the design locusG(Zw) is a
vertical surface with, for a givenz2, the setfg 2 G : z2 = fixedg forming
a closed curve. Ifz2 = 0 it is the same closed convex curve as in the two
parameter case. Ifz2 = �1 it is the upper or lower ridge toG(Zw). These
arguments extend to the caseGab = GfZ(Iab)g which corresponds to making
vertical cuts toGw at z1 = a; b.

It is immediately clear that any ellipsoid centred on the origin containingGw
can only touchGw on these upper and lower ridges. Since the support points of
theD-optimal design are the points of contact betweenG and the smallest such
ellipsoid, we conclude thatD-optimal support points lie on these ridges and
hence havez2 = �1. Further,Gw is symmetric aboutg3 = 0 (z2 = 0). This
leads to the conjecture thatD-optimal supports are such that, if observations are
taken at a particular value ofz1, these are split equally betweenz2 = �1; see
Sitter and Torsney (1995b). This means we can focus on the marginal design
on z1.

Similarly, in thek-parameter case, aD-optimal design can only assign weight
to zt = �1, t = 2; � � � ; l, i.e. on the ridges ofG. Further, under one design,
the total weight at a value ofz1 is distributed equally across the combinationszt = �1, t = 2; � � � ; l. Other possibilities are uniform distributions across
certain subsets of these combinations e.g. sets forming a Hadamard matrix; see
Sitter and Torsney (1995b). So we need only be concerned withthe induced
marginal design onz1 which will also be the conditional design on a given
‘ridge’ consisting of design locig = pw(z1)(1; z1; �1; � � � ;�1). Again we

argue thatg = A(g1; g2)T whereA = � 1 0 �1 � � � �10 1 0 � � � 0 � ;
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so that results for 2 dimensions apply; namely there must exist a conditionalD-optimal design on the ridge at, at most, 3 support points. Wefurther argue
that, for manyw(�), there will be at most two points, so that the design is of the
form � = � z1  dpz1 p pd � ;
wherep; pd > 0 andp + pd = 1.

Again for given andd there is an explicit solution forp, pd, namely,p� = (k � 1)(r � 1)� 2 +p(k � 1)2(r � 1)2 + 4r2k(r � 1) (24.2)p�d = 1� p� ; (24.3)

wherer = w()w(d) .

Thus anddmust be chosen to maximize the determinant of the information
matrix detM(�) where; d 2 Iab and < d. We return later to the choice of
these values.

2.2. POLYHEDRAL Z
Consider now the case of an induced design spaceZ in the form of a polyhe-

dron. This will be the image of a rectangularX . For example, in the casel = 2,
supposeX = f(x1; x2) : i � xi � di; i = 1; 2g. Thenz1 = �+�1x1+�2x2
andz2 = a+ bx1+ x2 are confined to a polygonZ with at most 6 sides. The
number of sides will depend on the choice ofz1 andz2. Of course, the defi-
nition of z1 is fixed, butz2 is a free choice for us and the number of sides of
the polygon may depend on this choice. Other possibilities are that a bounded
setX may be defined by other linear constraints. For example, there may be
limits on x1 + x2 if x1 andx2 are the component values of a mixture of two
drugs. These constraints could lead to quadrilaterals, pentagons or hexagons
as the form ofZ.

As beforez2 must be bounded. We assume without loss of generality thatZ
is confined within the limits�1 � z2 � 1, so thatG is a subset ofGw . Applying
Silvey’s (1972) minimal ellipsoid argument it is clear thataD-optimal design
can only assign weight along the ridges ofG.

Consider a conditional design� along a ridge defined by the equationz2 = rz1 + s. Then the design locusg = (g1; g2; g3) satisfiesg = A(g1; g2)T ;
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where A = � 1 0 s0 1 r �T = �  m � ;
with  = (1; 0; s)T andm = (0; 1; r)T . Thus the information matrixM3(�)
of this conditional design satisfiesM3(�) = AM2(�)AT :
So there must exist a conditionalD-optimal design� with at most 3 support
points along this ridge.

This argument extends to thek-parameter case. AD-optimal design can
only assign weight along the ridges ofG = G(Z) whereZ is polyhedral. Such
a ridge is defined by a relationship of the form(z2; � � � ; zl)T = rz1 + s:
Hence a design locusg on this ridge satisfiesg = A(g1; g2)T= pw(z1)(mz1 + );
where A = ( m); = (1; 0; sT );m = (0; 1; rT ):
So, as above, there must exist a conditionalD-optimal design on this ridge with
at most 3 support points. We argue that for manyw(�) there will be at most two
such points. Now we establish a sufficient condition for this.

3. ON ‘MINIMAL’ SUPPORT DESIGNS

To prove the above conjectures we need to confirm the requirements of the
Equivalence Theorem. This requires that the following necessary and sufficient
condition of Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) be satisfied along each ridge ofG
by an arbitrary design�(z). Suppose the ridge is defined byg =pw(z1)(mz1 + )
over the intervalA � z1 � B. Then we must havew(z1)(mz1 + )TM�1(�)(mz1 + ) � k 8 A � z1 � B= k if �(z) > 0:
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Then w(z1)Q(z1) � k 8 A � z1 � B;= k if �(z) > 0;
whereQ(z1) = (mz1 + )TM�1(�)(mz1 + ), a quadratic function, i.e.v(z1) = 1kQ(z1)� 1w(z1) � 0 8 A � z1 � B;= 0 if �(z) > 0:
So, for an optimal design, we wish to seev(z1) � 0 overA � z1 � B. Now
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Figure 24.1 A typical plot ofH(z) andL(z) for the complementary log-log weight function,zmax = 0:47 dv(z1)dz1 = L(z1)�H(z1);
whereH(z1) = �w0(z1)=[w(z1)℄2 andL(z1) is an increasing linear func-
tion of z1 because the coefficient ofz1 is (2mTM(�)�1m)=k. Consequently,dv(z1)dz1 = 0 iff L(z1) = H(z1). That is,

dv(z1)dz1 = 0 when the lineL(z1)
crossesH(z1).
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For various weight functions plots ofH(z1) have similar shapes and prop-
erties. In particular letZw = [A;B℄. ThenH(A) = �1, H(B) = +1 andH(z1) is concave increasing up to some point and thereafter is convex increas-
ing - see Fig. 24.1. AlsoH 0(A) =1,H 0(B) =1, while the second derivative
of H(z1) has one change of sign for all the weight functions considered. This
was observed empirically in most cases. Only a few like the logistic and the
normal weight functions offer anH(z1) function whose change of sign can be
seen analytically.

Given such anH(z1), an upward sloping lineL(z1) can cross it, over the
whole range ofz1, either one or three times. This depends on the slope of
the line. This means that the derivative ofv(z1) can have at most 3 zeros in(�1;1). Further such a line must initially lie aboveH(z1). So if there is only
one turning point (TP) it is a maximal one (the line crossesH(z1) from above),
or if there are three the first is a maximal one and hence so is the third while
the second is a minimal TP. Sov(z1) has only one minimum TP and at most
two maximum TP’s. Hence given three solutions tov0(z1) = 0 the middle one
must be a minimum TP. (The line crosses first from above, then from below,
then from above, then from below the curve.)

Of course a further possiblity is that an upward sloping linemay be tangential
either to the concave or convex section ofH(z1), in which casev(z1) has
one maximal TP and one point of inflexion. In either case this means that a
horizontal line can only crossv(z1) twice. Moreoverv(z1) lies above any such
line between andd, where these are the values ofz1 at which crossing takes
place. This cannot be the case ifv(z1) arises under a design which isD-optimal
on an interval say[; d℄. We must havev(z1) � 0 on [; d℄.

Hence, we have established ‘minimal’ supportD-optimal designs for manyw(z1). Of course, there are some choices ofF (z) for which 3 support points are
needed including the double exponential and double reciprocal distributions:
See Ford, Torsney and Wu (1992), Musrati (1992) and Torsney and Musrati
(1993).
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Chapter 25

PLANNING HERBICIDE DOSE-RESPONSE
BIOASSAYS USING THE BOOTSTRAP
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Abstract Dose response herbicide bioassays generally demand large amounts of time and
resources. The choice of doses to be used is thus critical. For a given model,
optimum design theory can be used to generate optimum designs for parameter
estimation. However, such designs depend on the parameter values and in general
do not have enough support points to detect lack of fit. This work describes the use
of bootstrap methods to generate an empirical distributionof the optimum design
points, based on the results of a previous experiment, and suggests designs based
on this distribution. These designs are then compared to theBayesian D-optimum
designs.

Keywords: D-optimum designs, Bayesian D-optimum designs, Bootstrap, Non-linear mod-
els, Dose-response models

Introduction

The relationship between herbicide dose and plant responseis of fundamen-
tal importance in understanding herbicide efficacy and its mode of action. A
thorough understanding of this relationship is essential for the design and in-
terpretation of the results of a field, greenhouse or laboratory experiment. In
its simplest form, a single dose-response curve is used to quantify plant sensi-
tivity to a herbicide. In most situations, however, scientists want to compare
herbicide activities.

Successive applications of herbicide during recent decades have led to the
evolutionary selection of resistant weeds, causing a problem that affects today
more than 100 species in several regions of the world (Powlesand Holtum,
1994). Soscientists frequently want to evaluate andcompare herbicide activities
when applied to resistant and susceptible weeds.
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The applicationof the herbicide haloxyfop to controlBrachiaria plantaginea,
a weed causing damage in several cultures in Brazil, for example, has given
rise to resistant biotypes. In order to verify and quantify the resistance of this
weed to haloxyfop, a preliminary bioassay using a theoretically resistant bio-
type (collected in areas where the herbicide has been extensively used) and
a theoretically susceptible biotype (collected in areas where the herbicide has
never been used) was conducted in a greenhouse, using 6 different doses (in-
cluding the control) and 4 replicates, in a completely randomized design. The
controlled percentages of resistant and susceptibleBrachiaria plantagineato
different doses of the herbicide haloxyfop, relative to therecommended dosage,
are shown in Table 25.1.

Table 25.1 Controlled percentages ofBrachiaria plantagineato different doses of the herbicide
haloxyfop compared to the recommended dosage.

Biotype Dose (x) Controlled percentage

0.5 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 5 0

Resistant 2 35 40 40 40
4 100 85 80 85
8 90 90 100 100

0.5 95 80 95 90
1 100 100 100 95

Susceptible 2 100 100 100 100
4 100 100 100 100
8 100 100 100 100

Ideally, such studies quantifying the level of resistance should employ differ-
ent dose-response designs for each biotype. Additionally,to fit dose-response
models to the observed data it is necessary to have doses thatcover the whole
range of responses from no visible effects to complete control of the weeds.
These would undesirably inflate the number of different doses and, as these stud-
ies often demands large investments of time and financial resources, a bioassay
with few dose levels should be utilized. So, the selection ofdoses is especially
critical and optimum design theory can with advantage be used to generate
optimum designs to estimate the parameters of the model fitted to the data.

Section 1 presents the model fitted to theBrachiaria data set, Section 2
describes the use of bootstrap methods to generate efficientdesigns based on
the information given by a previous experiment and Section 3contains some
concluding remarks.
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1. MODEL

The model used in the analysis of theBrachiaria data set was the standard
logistic model�j(x; �) = 11 + exp[�(logMDj � log x)℄ j = R;S;
wherex is the dose of herbicide,� = (MDR;MDS ; �) is the vector of param-
eters,�R(x), MDR, �S(x) andMDS are the proportions of weed control and
the median herbicide doses (dose that controls 50% of weed) for the resistant
and susceptible biotypes, respectively, and� is the slope at the inflexion point.

Table 25.2 Minimum least square and bootstrap estimates of the parameters (sample sizeB =5000).

Estimation method Parameters� MDR MDS
Minimum least square 3.625 2.299 0.2730
Bootstrap 3.610 2.302 0.2719

Using the data presented in Table 25.1, the least square estimates of the
parameters are as presented in Table 25.2. The interpretation of these estimates
is very important for the agricultural researcher. For example,MDS = 0:2730
means that for a control of 50% of the susceptible weeds it is necessary to use
27.3% of the recommended dose. On the other hand,MDR = 2:299 means
that, for a control of 50% of the resistant weeds, the required dosage is 2.299
times the recommended dose. From this we can say that the doseto control
the resistant biotype is 8.4 times larger than the dose needed to control the
susceptible one.

Figure 25.1 shows the fitted model and the observations; we can clearly see
the lack of small doses for the susceptible biotype.

2. D-OPTIMUM DESIGNS AND THE BOOTSTRAP

The general theory of optimum experimental design has received several
book-length treatments including Fedorov (1972), Silvey (1980), P̀azman (1986),
Atkinson and Donev (1992) and Pukelsheim (1993).

Among several design criteria (Kiefer, 1959) we decided to work solely
with the D criterion, as precise information about the parameters is of major
importance. Designs obtained using this criterion are called D-optimum designs
and maximize the determinant of the information matrix for the experiment, i.e.,
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Figure 25.1 Observed and fitted (—) weed control proportions against doses of the herbicide
haloxyfop, for the resistant and susceptible biotypes

minimize the generalized variance of the parameter estimates. However, they
generally have insufficient support points to detect lack offit; the design using
the parameter estimates of the model adopted above only has two support points
for each biotype (see Table 25.3).

Table 25.3 Locally D-optimum design, Bayesian D-optimum design basedon the empirical
bootstrap distribution of the parameter estimates and alternative designs

D-optimum designs Alternative designs
Biotype Original Locally Bayesian t = 3 t = 4x w x w x w x w x w

0.5 0.1 1.82 0.250 1.82 0.257 1.80 0.167 1.81 0.125
1 0.1 2.90 0.250 2.85 0.259 1.87 0.167 1.84 0.125

Resistant 2 0.1 2.88 0.167 2.72 0.125
4 0.1 2.92 0.125
8 0.1

0.5 0.1 0.22 0.250 0.22 0.234 0.21 0.167 0.21 0.125
1 0.1 0.34 0.250 0.35 0.250 0.30 0.167 0.25 0.125

Susceptible 2 0.1 0.36 0.167 0.33 0.125
4 0.1 0.37 0.125
8 0.1

D-efficiency 14:1% 100% 99:8% 96:4% 98:2%
A common solution for this problem is the use of Bayesian criteria (Chaloner

and Verdinelli, 1995) which was not considered here. As an alternative, this
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work presents the use of bootstrap methods (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993; Davi-
son and Hinkley, 1997) to generate efficient designs.

The bootstrap is a computationally intensive technique that can be employed
to generate an empirical distribution of the statistic of interest. Here our interest
is in obtaining an empirical distribution of the parametersof the model and from
it, an empirical distribution of locally D-optimum designs.

Briefly, the technique applied to non-linear regression models consists in
generatingB bootstrap samples of sizen from the set ofn observation pairsf(x1; y1); (x2; y2); : : : ; (xn; yn)g, where a bootstrap sample is, in its simplest
form, a simple random sample of the values(xi; yi) with replacement. De-
spite other ways of obtaining a bootstrap sample (see Silverman, 1986; Seber
and Wild, 1989; Davison and Hinkley, 1997 and Souza, 1998), Efron and Tib-
shirani (1993) state that sampling pairs of observations isless sensitive to the
assumptions of the model.

Once theB bootstrap samples are generated, we get the estimate�̂�b of� for each sample(b = 1; : : : ; B) and the corresponding D-optimum designs.
Giving weight1=B to each of theB estimates and their correspondent optimum
designs, we get the desired empirical distributions.

From the empirical bootstrap distribution of�̂, one can obtain a bootstrap
estimate~� of �, given by ~� = 1B BXb=1 �̂�b
and the variance covariance matrix estimate~� = 1B � 1 BXb=1(�̂�b � ~�)(�̂�b � ~�)T :

From Table 25.1 we have 40 pairs of values(xi; yi) (i = 1; : : : ; 40), where
the first 20 are related to the resistant biotype and the last 20, to the susceptible
one. Following the bootstrap procedure described in Efron and Tibshirani
(1993),B = 5000 bootstrap samples with sizen = 40 were generated, 20
from each biotype (see Figure 25.2), in order to obtain the desired distributions.
From Table 25.2 we can see that the bootstrap and least squares estimates are
very similar.

Considering the empirical bootstrap distribution of�̂ we get the D-optimum
Bayesian design presented in Table 25.3. This design is almost identical to
the locally D-optimum design, again with not enough supportpoints to detect
any lack of fit of the model. To solve this problem, we propose generating a
distribution of the locally D-optimum designs and, from it,alternative designs.
Considering the fact that theB locally D-optimum designs have the same num-
ber(k) of design pointsxi (i = 1; : : : ; k) with equal weightswi = 1=k we can
write a locally D-optimum design as� = f x1 x2 � � � xk g:
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Figure 25.2 Summary of the proposed methodology.

Assume now the uniqueness of the locally D-optimum design, i.e., for all� 2 
, where
 is the parameter space of�, there is only one locally D-optimum
design. This fact characterizes the design as a function of�, which will be de-
noted by�(�). Then, fromf�̂�1; : : : ; �̂�Bg, we getf�(�̂�1); : : : ; �(�̂�B)gand the
joint empirical bootstrap distributionof the design points (doses)fx�1 ; : : : ; x�kg
of the locally D-optimum designs.

Finally, based on this distribution, we propose to join all the locally optimum
designpoints in two groups, one for eachbiotype, andsuggest, as the final design
with 2� t points, the percentilesPf 100�it+1 g (i = 1; : : : ; t):

For the experiment discussed, the final proposed designs with, for example,t = 3 and t = 4 have the support points given in Table 25.3. We can see
that, for the resistant biotype, the recommended doses are in the range of the
doses used in the original experiment. On the other hand, forthe susceptible
biotype, the recommended doses are less than the smallest dose used in the
original experiment. This confirms that it is necessary to use different doses for
the different biotypes.
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In order to compare the designs obtained, we use the following D-efficiency
measure of a design� relative to the locally D-optimum one��� jM(�)jjM(��)j� 1p ;
given by Atkinson and Donev (1992), p.116, whereM(�) andM(��) are the
information matrices associated with the designs� and�� andp is the number
of parameters of the model. So, compared to the locally D-optimum design
(see Table 25.3), the alternative designs have efficienciesmuch larger than the
efficiency of 14.1% for the original design.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The focus in this work is on the novel and easily implemented method of
building alternative efficient designs using the bootstrap. There are, however,
some points needing further development.

We have worked only with D-optimality, appropriate if precise information
on the parameters of the model is of major importance. Other criteria would
reflect other interests. As an example, we could find-optimum designs to
estimate the ratioMDR=MDS , an important relative resistance measure in
horticulture.

In order to construct the Bayesian and alternative designs we have used a
prior distribution derived from a previous experiment. Prior distributions can
also be built from experimenters’ opinions and from resultsin the literature. In
this case we would have only to generate the support point distribution from
the adopted prior.

Other ways of incorporating the prior information, for example, directly
in the information matrix or by using a sequential design strategy could be
entertained. However, as we do not have total control of the experimental
material, we would not be comfortable to use any of these alternatives.
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